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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TYLER DIVISION
ERIC M. ALBRITTON
v.
C. A. NO. 6:08-CV-00089
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC.,
RICK FRENKEL, MALLUN YEN &
JOHN NOH
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
TO THE HONORABLE COURT:
Defendants Cisco Systems, Inc. ("Cisco"), Richard Frenkel ("Frenkel"), Mallun Yen'
("Yen") and John Noh2 ("Noh"), hereby file this Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion")
pursuant to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the local rules of this Court:
I. INTRODUCTION

Eric Albritton ("Albritton") was retained as local counsel to file a lawsuit on behalf of
ESN against Cisco Systems, Inc. 3 ESN planned to file the suit one minute after midnight on
October 16, 2007, the date ESN's patent, which was the basis for the suit, issued. 4 The midnight
filing was designed to fix venue in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Texas before Cisco could file a declaratory judgment suit in some other jurisdiction.5
But, from ESN's standpoint, something went wrong. The federal docket sheet for the
case and the file stamp or header affixed to the top of every page of ESN's complaint reflected a

Subject to her Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction, Docket #37.
2 Subject to his Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction, Docket #35.
Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 93:24-94:1.
Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 26:19-23, 120:4-9, 146:20-147:2.
5 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 120:4-14, 146:20-147:2.
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filing date of October 15, 2007. 6 This was a significant problem for ESN because an October 15
filing would deprive the court of subject matter jurisdiction over the patent suit and allow
Cisco's suit, filed in Connecticut on October 16, to proceed. 7 Albritton set about to correct the
problem not by filing a motion with the court but through private telephone conversations with
several employees of the court clerk's office without notice to Cisco.8
Albritton, through his legal assistant Amie Mathis ("Mathis"), admittedly spoke with the
office of the District Clerk for the United States Court for the Eastern District of Texas five times
on the telephone in an effort to alter the docket entry and stamp on the Complaint from October
15, 2007 to October 16, 2007 in the ESN v. Cisco litigation. 9 These private telephone calls were
made without notice to or participation by Albritton's litigation opponent, Cisco, even though
Albritton was well aware that Cisco was represented in the Eastern District by local attorneys
Sam Baxter and former judge Robert Parker.1°
Despite knowing both Baxter and Parker well (they are both on his witness disclosures to
testify about his fine reputation"), Albritton did not inform either about his ex parte activities
with the clerk. As Mathis attempted to convince the clerk to alter the docket entry, Albritton told
her to "stay on top of it," and after learning that her efforts had been successful, Albritton wrote a
congratulatory email to her which said "You've done good. I appreciate you." 12 He has testified
that he "fully supports" everything that she did.13

6 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 65:12-19, 127:18-24; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at 2.
Exhibit 2, Albrifton Deposition at 26:19-22, 146:20-147:2; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at 115.
Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 38:22-25; Exhibit 4, Mathis Deposition at 50:15-21, 51:24-52:3; Exhibit 5,
Deposition Exhibit 14.
9 Exhibit 4, Mathis Deposition at 50:15-25; Exhibit 3, Maland deposition at 54:7-22, 56:25-57:3.
19 Exhibit 4, Mathis Deposition at 51:24-52:3; Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 41:25-42:10.
I/ Exhibit 21, Parker Declaration Exhibit B.
12 Exhibit 4, Mathis Deposition at 42:14-16; Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 55:7-12.
13 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 41:2-9, 147:15-17.
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What Albritton "done," through Mathis, is not contested. He persuaded the clerk, David
Maland, to alter a federal docket sheet and the stamps or headers, which are electronically
affixed to court records—in this case, the 74 page complaint with exhibits that ESN filed against
Cisco: 4 In District Clerk David Maland's 16 years of experience with the District Clerk's
office, alteration of the docket at the request of counsel without notice to the other side had never
happened before, and he now admits that the alteration should have been done by motion and
that he should not have altered the docket; it "should have been a judicial detennination."I5
Indeed in the second private phone call Mathis had with the clerk's office, Deputy Clerk
Shelley Moore told Mathis to do just that: "I told her to do a motion or — and she said `1\lo, I
don't want to do a motion; I've got to have this filed the 16 th .' So I said, 'Your other option is to
call the clerk of the court.'" I6 The clerks were "reluctant" and "leery" about changing the court
record. I7 As one of them, Cynthia Paar ("Paar"), explained "I felt like the system had done what
it was supposed to do and that I didn't — I didn't think that, you know, changing a file date was
something that I could do without someone higher up telling me to do that." I8 Deputy District
Clerk Rachel Wilson testified that clerks are trained not to change dates.19
Furthermore, the docket entry of October 15, 2007 was not a "computer glitch" as
Albritton and his counsel have maintained. Rather, as Paar, the assistant systems manager,
testified, the system did "exactly what it was supposed to do." 2 ° What occurred is that Mathis
started uploading the lengthy complaint fifteen to thirty minutes before midnight, that is,

14 Exhibit 7, Provines Deposition at 13:2-14:2; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 29:1-3.
15 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 9:13-17, 74:20-75:24, 78:10-15, 97:15-22, 119:9-16; 196:17-22.
/6 Exhibit 8, Moore Deposition at 24:2-7.
/7 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 57:4-19, 58:11-17, 170:8-15; Exhibit 8, Moore Deposition at 11:25-12:6.
"'Exhibit 9, Paar Deposition at 8:17-21.
°Exhibit 10, Wilson Deposition at 8:22-9:14.
20 Exhibit 9, Paar Deposition at 7:19-21.
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October 15, 2007, and completed it shortly after midnight so as to win a potential "race to the
courthouse." 21 As Paar explained, you will get the earlier filing date every time if you do it that
way because that is how the system is designed to work.22
On October 15, 2007, Frenkel, who is based in San Jose, California, saw the ESN v. Cisco
case open on the ECF system. 23 Later that day (Pacific Time), Frenkel saw that the complaint
had been electronically filed. 24 The docket sheet, complaint and civil cover sheet all indicated
that the complaint had been filed on October 15, 2007. 25 The next day (October 16, 2007),
Professor Dennis Crouch noted the ESN filing on his blog, Patently-O, pointing out that the case
was filed too early. 26 Another internet publication, IP Law 360, commented on the premature
filing the same day. 27 Following the Crouch and IP Law 360 articles, Frenkel, who in May of
2007 had started a blog (short for web log) focusing on patent litigation called the Patent Troll
Tracker, decided to write his own article about ESN "jumping the gun." Frenkel's first article
was posted on October 17, 2007 at 7:00 p.m. EST. 28 ("The Oct. 17 Article")
Then Frenkel saw that the docket changed. 29 Now, instead of showing that the complaint
was filed on the 1 5 th, the docket indicated the 1 6th. 3 ° So too did the stamp or header on the

2I Exhibit 7, Provines Deposition at 17:11-16; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 182:12-15; Exhibit 2, Albritton
Deposition at 120:4-14.
22 Exhibit 9, Paar Deposition at 13:19-14:17.
23 Exhibit 11, Frenkel Deposition at 34:20-35:1.
24 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at 2.
25 Exhibit 11, Frenkel Deposition at 46:4-8; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibits A, B and C.
26 Exhibit I, Frenkel Declaration at 4; Exhibit 1, Frenke] Declaration Exhibit D.
27 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at 5; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit E.
28 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at IT 2 and 7; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit F.
29 Exhibit 11, Frenkel Deposition at 46:8-12.
3° Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at 8; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit G.
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complaint. 31 Whereas before it said "10/15/2007", now it said "10/16/2007. 32 The complaint
with the October 15th stamp on it has disappeared from the system.33
Frenkel then learned that ESN's local counsel had convinced the clerk to change the date
and decided to write another article on October 18, 2007 regarding the ESN v. Cisco litigation
(the "Oct. 18 Article").34
The Oct. 17 Article reported, as had Crouch and IP Law 360, that ESN had "jumped the
gun" by suing Cisco "too early." It provided information about the Plaintiff ESN and described
a federal circuit opinion holding that a patent lawsuit could not be filed before the patent issued
because "later events may not create jurisdiction where none existed at the time of filing," citing
GA F Building Materials Corp. v. Elk Corp. of Texas, 90 F.3d 479, 483 (Fed. Cir. 1996). None
of this is challenged by Plaintiff.
The Oct. 17 Article went on to note, correctly, that Cisco had filed a declaratory judgment action in Connecticut. Frenkel predicted the Connecticut action would stick and speculated
as to why ESN filed an amended complaint which changed "absolutely nothing at all."35
ESN's counsel, including Albritton, are listed in the Oct. 17 Article, but he is not
otherwise mentioned.
The Oct. 18 Article recounted how Frenkel had received a couple of emails pointing out
that the docket had been changed, and by then it had. Frenkel also learned, as he reported, that
"ESN's local counsel called the Eastern District of Texas court clerk, and convinced him/her to

31 Exhibit 11, Frenkel Deposition at 137:7-12.
32 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit H.
33 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 114:20-115:6. Although Frenkel did not see it (because it goes only to the
plaintiff s counsel), the Notice of Electronic Filing ("NEF") (which the clerk Maland says "is the bible") states that
the complaint was "entered" on the 16th but "filed" on the 15th. (Exhibit 12, NEF).
8 and 9; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit J.
34 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at
35 This was incorrect. The amended complaint attached a copy of the by then issued patent. Exhibit I, Frenkel
Declaration at 5; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit F.
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change the docket to reflect an October 16 filing date, rather than the October 15 filing date." As
Frenkel correctly pointed out, "that's exactly what happened."
He also reported, again accurately, that "only the Eastern District of Texas Court Clerk
could have made such a change." Frenkel also correctly noted that Albritton signed the civil
cover sheet which bore the date of October 15, 2007 or had a stamp or header on it saying the
case was filed on October 15, 2007. This is the only sentence where Albritton's name is
mentioned in the Oct. 18 Article.
Frenkel then expressed his opinion concerning the accurately stated facts. It's
"outrageous," he wrote, that the Eastern District of Texas is "wittingly or unwittingly "conspiring" with a non-practicing entity "to try to manufacture subject matter jurisdiction."
II. STATEMENT OF ISSUES TO BE DECIDED BY THE COURT
Defendants move for summary judgment on the following grounds and request that the
Court enter judgment that:
(1)

The undisputed material facts show that the Articles are true as a matter of law or
otherwise non-actionable because some of the statements are rhetoric, hyperbole or
opinion or not "of and concerning" Albritton as a matter of law. The "of and concerning"
element of Plaintiff s claim is constitutionally compelled;

(2)

The Plaintiff is a public figure who must demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence
that the articles were published with actual malice, which is negated as a matter of law;

(3)

The Plaintiff has suffered no compensable damages as a matter of law;

(4)

Albritton's "negligence" and "gross negligence" claims fail as a matter of law as an
impermissible attempt to repackage his defamation claim; and

(5)

There is no evidence that Noh or Yen published the Articles, an essential element of
Plaintiff s claim, or that they did so with actual malice.
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III. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS
The following are undisputed facts for purposes of this motion only:36
(1)

Albritton was local counsel for ESN in the ESN Litigation.37

(2)

Albritton does not dispute that ESN is a non-practicing entity.38

(3)

Amie Mathis, Albritton's legal assistant, logged into the ECF system and began
uploading the complaint on the ECF system on October 15, 2007.39

(4)

The ECF system is designed to provide the file date as the date when one begins
uploading the complaint.4°

(5)

The Notice of Electronic Filing of the Complaint contains the words "Filed 10/15/07.'41

(6)

The date on the docket originally reflected a file date of October 15 for the Complaint in
the ESN Litigation.42

(7)

The date originally stamped on the complaint in the ESN Litigation stated that it was
filed on 10/15/2007.43

(8)

The Civil Cover Sheet on the ECF system was signed on October 15 and states "Filed
10/1 5/07."44

(9)

The Notice of Electronic Filing did not go to Cisco because Mathis chose not to
electronically serve Cisco when she filed the Complaint.4'

(10)

If the complaint was filed on October 15, 2007, the Court would have lacked subjectmatter jurisdiction because the patent did not issue until October 16, 2007.46

36 Some of these facts may be contested by Defendants at trial.
37 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 93:24-94:1.
38 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 100:12-13.
39 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 122:8-10; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 33:17-34:8, 38:21-39:1.
40 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 38:21-39:1; Exhibit 9, Paar Deposition at 17:3-8; Exhibit 7, Provines Deposition
at 50:12-17.
41 Exhibit 12; Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 22:20-24:3.
42 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 27:8-24, 56:9-14, 125:17-22; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit B.
43 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 26:5-11; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 127:18-24; Exhibit 1, Frenkel
Declaration Exhibit A.
44 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit C; Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 100:9-10.
45 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 147:20-22; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 71:18-24, 73:8-74:8.
46 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 26:19-23.
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(1 1) The date when the Complaint was filed was altered on the docket to reflect a filing date
of October 16, 2007. This change occurred on October 17, 2007.47
(12)

On October 17, the date stamped (the header) on every page of the Complaint on the ECF
system was changed to reflect that it was filed on October 16, 2007.48

(13)

The clerk's office did not make a mistake with respect to the filing, 49 and the ECF
software worked exactly as it is supposed to work.59

(14)

Mathis called the clerk's office at least five times to have the date on the docket changed
to reflect a filing date of October 16.51

(1 5) One of the clerks, Shelly Moore, told Mathis to file a motion to change the date on the
docket but Mathis said she did not want to file a motion.52
(16)

Albritton was advised that Mathis was making the calls to get the docket changed, told
her to "stay on top of it," "fully support[s] everything she did" "without a doubt" and
thought she had "done good" and that he "appreciate you."53

(17)

The docket entry for the complaint of October 15, 2007, has been completely erased from
the ECF system.54

(18)

Only the clerk's office could have changed the dates on the ECF system.55

(19)

None of the clerks who spoke with Mathis or were involved had ever been asked to
change the date of a complaint on the docket.56

(20)

Albritton assisted ESN in filing an Amended Complaint, which was only changed to state
that it was attaching the patent as an exhibit.57

47 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 93:11-15; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 29:1-3; Exhibit 1, Frenkel
Declaration Exhibit G.
48 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 96:14-20; Exhibit 7, Provines Deposition at 13:2-14:2; Exhibit 1, Frenkel
Declaration Exhibit H.
49 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 97:7-12.
5° Exhibit 7, Provines Deposition at 9:5-10:24; Exhibit 9, Paar Deposition at 7:7-21.
5 Exhibit 4, Mathis Deposition at 50:15-25; Exhibit 8, Moore Deposition at 8:8-18; Exh. 3, Maland Deposition at
54:7-22; 56:25-57:3.
52 Exhibit 8, Moore Deposition at 12:7-18, 23:21-24:7.
53 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 41:2-9, 54:15-55:9, 147:15-17, Exhibit 5, Deposition Exhibit 14; Exhibit 4,
Mathis Deposition at 42:3-16, 50:15-51:3.
54 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 114:20-115:6.
55 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 98:21-24.
56 Exhibit 13, Lafitte Deposition at 16:22-24; Exhibit 8, Moore Deposition at 15:2-14; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition
at 42:10-19, 196:17-22; Exhibit 10, Wilson Deposition at 9:9-12; Exhibit 14, Peggy Thompson Deposition at 20:1-4;
Exhibit 7, Provines Deposition at 21:5-11.
57 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 106:6-108:8; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at 5.
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(21)

The Chief Clerk of the Eastern District of Texas now acknowledges that the changing of
the date should have been done by motion and "should have been a judicial
determination."58

(22)

The Articles were about Frenkel's perception of the abuse of the patent system by nonpracticing entities in the Eastern District of Texas.59

(23)

Albritton has actively lobbied 60 Congress on the issue of patent reform, asking them not
to pass patent reform bills, particularly on the issue of venue.61

(24)

Albritton was also one of the top filers of patent cases on behalf of non-practicing entities
in the Eastern District of Texas from May of 2006 through December of 2007.62

(25)

Albritton did not consider the "banana republic" comment, which was removed from
Frenkel's blog within "a day or two" to be defamatory of him.63

(26)

Frenkel relied on the docket entry showing the complaint was filed on 10/15/07 on the
ECF system, the stamp (header) at the top of the complaint showing it was "Filed:
10/15/07" on the ECF system, the Civil Cover Sheet showing "Filed:l0/15/2007" and
Albritton's signature dated "10/15/07" and a report from Baker Botts that Albritton's
office had called the clerk to have them change the file date from 10/15 to 10/16.64

(27)

Albritton is not claiming lost wages, money damages or economic damages as a result of
the complained-of statements.65

(28)

Albritton has not lost any friends because of the articles.66

(29)

Albritton has no evidence that his family thinks differently of him because of the
Articles.67

58 Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 74:20-75:24, 78:10-15, 119:11-15.
59 Exhibit 11, Frenkel Deposition at 12:5-13:15; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibits F and J.
60 Albritton did not call what he did "lobbying" because he is "not a lobbyist," but admits that he "was just there for
these meetings, but I would broadly, you know, in fairness, say that they had to do with lobbying." (Exhibit 2,
Albritton Deposition at 65:1-7). Regardless of the label, Albritton admits petitioning government with regard to
patent reform.
61 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 63:15-67:13.
62 Defendants request that the Court take judicial notice of this, as evidenced by publicly available case information
on the Electronic Filing System. It is common practice for courts to take judicial notice of filing dates on official
court documents, as such records are "not subject to reasonable dispute." In re James, 300 B.R. 890 (W.D. Tex.
2003).
63 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 69:9-19, 72:22-25, 73:5-7; Complaint at ¶26, Docket #17.
64 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at in 2, 3 and 8; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibits A, B and C.
65 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 76:21-24.
66 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 79:23-80:9.
67 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 83:15-19.
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(30)

Albritton has no evidence that his reputation with the judiciary in the Eastern District of
Texas has been harmed.68

(31)

Albritton has presented no evidence that his reputation with other lawyers has been
harmed, and his witnesses have testified that they have no knowledge of his reputation
being harmed.°

(32)

Since the articles were published, Albritton has been appointed to the Local Rules
Committee by Judge Davis in the Eastern District of Texas. I°

(33)

Albritton believes that he will make more in 2008 than he did in 2007, and he is not
claiming that he has been financially harmed.71

IV. THE UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS SHOW THAT THE ARTICLES ARE NOT
ACTIONABLE BECAUSE THEY ARE (A) TRUE AS A MATTER OF LAW AND/OR
(B) RHETORIC, HYPERBOLE OR OPINION AND/OR (C) NOT OF AND
CONCERNING PLAINTIFF.
A.

Albritton cannot prove that the articles are false as a matter of law.
Albritton bears the burden to prove that the Articles are false to prevail on his claim for

defamation. See Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, 475 U.S. 767, 768-69 (1985);
Burroughs v. FFP Operating Partners, L.P., 28 F.3d 543, 549 ( 5 th Cir. 1994) ("The plaintiff has
the burden of proof as to the element of falsity"). Summary judgment is proper if the undisputed
material facts show that the Articles are either literally true or substantially true. See McIlvain v.
Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14, 15 (Tex. 1990). Minor inaccuracies do not render an otherwise truthful
article actionable. See Brueggemeyer v. A ssociated Press, 609 F.2d 825 ( 5 th Cir. 1980).
Whether a publication is substantially true involves a consideration of whether the
complained-of statement was more damaging to the plaintiff s reputation in the mind of the
average listener than a truthful statement would have been. McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14,
68 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 126:13-21.
69 Exhibit 15, Carroll Deposition at 6:14-19, 13:23-14:4; Exhibit 16, DeRieux Deposition at 9:8-10:4, 14:1-8;
Exhibit 17, Brucceleri Deposition at 21:5-22:5; Exhibit 18, McAndrews Deposition at 81:5-9; Exhibit 19, Williams
Deposition at 9:18-11:5, 12:8-13:1; Exhibit 20, Smith Deposition at 12:13-13:1.
70 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 117:8-20, 126:18-21; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 131:4-18.
71 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 132:23-133:1, 134:2-3.
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16 (Tex. 1990). "If the effect on the mind of the recipient would be the same, any variance
between the misconduct charged and the misconduct proved should be disregarded." Wehling v.
Columbia Broad. Sys., 721 F.2d 506, 509 (5 th Cir. 1983). Publications alleged to be defamatory
must be viewed as a whole, including headlines and the general tenor and reputation of the
source. City of Keller v. W ilson, 168 S.W.3d 802, 811 (Tex. 2005) ("A court reviewing legal
sufficiency cannot disregard parts of a publication"). When, as here, the underlying facts as to
the gist of the article are undisputed, the Court should "disregard any variance with respect to
items of secondary importance and determine substantial truth as a matter of law." See Mcllvain,
794 S.W.2d at 16; see also A ssociated Press v. Boyd, 2005 WL 1140369 (Tex. App.-Dallas,
2005, no pet.) (reversing denial of summary judgment and rendering take-nothing judgment
where Plaintiff claimed allegation that the Plaintiff was involved in securities fraud implied
criminal, rather than civil charges that had been filed.).72
Under Texas law, the articles are to be "construed as a whole in light of the surrounding
circumstances based upon how a person of ordinary intelligence would perceive it." New Times,
Inc. v. Isaacks, 146 S.W.3d 144, 154 (Tex. 2004), cert. denied, 545 U.S. 1105 (2005). So too
must this court "consider this case against the background of a profound national commitment to
the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open, and that
it may well include vehement, caustic and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government
and public officials." Id. at 154 (quoting New Y ork Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270
(1964)).
The Plaintiff s Complaint provides little detail about what he deems to be false and
defamatory beyond pleading in several places that there are "false and defamatory statements of

72

A copy of the case is attached as Exhibit 6.
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fact." 73 Paragraph 17 of the complaint does allege that Albritton was falsely accused of
"conspiring" with the clerk "to alter documents to try to manufacture subject matter jurisdiction
where none existed." This appears to be the gravaman of his claim.
But to be sure, Cisco asked Plaintiff to respond to five interrogatories seeking to
determine whether there were any additional defamatory comments, but the Plaintiff objected
and refused to answer beyond pointing to the two articles themselves. 74 Several meet and confer
sessions were held, and Plaintiff continued to refuse to answer the interrogatories, necessitating
the filing of a motion to compel, which is pending.75
The gist of the Articles is that local counsel for ESN, upon learning that the official court
documents indicated that ESN had filed its complaint on October 15, 2007, which would deprive
ESN of subject-matter jurisdiction on its patent infringement claim, contacted the clerk's office
ex parte and had them change the official court documents to reflect a filing date of October 16,

2007, instead of filing a motion with the Court.
None of these facts are in dispute. Albritton admits that the federal court record on the
docket and that the complaint itself originally indicated that the case was filed on October 15,
2007 and was changed to indicate that the case was filed on October 16, 2007.76
He also admits that if the complaint had been filed on October 15, the Court would have
lacked subject-matter jurisdiction:
Q :And the filing date was important because if you—if it was, in fact, filed on the
1 5 th, then the Court would lack subject matter jurisdiction since the patent didn't
issue until the 1 6 th, right?
A:

That's correct.77

73 Complaint at 27, 28 and 32, Docket #17.
74 Exhibit 21, Parker Declaration Exhibit A.
75 Docket # 88.
76 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 26:5-11, 93:11-15, 96:14-20.
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Albritton admits that he did not make a motion to the Court to correct the docket so that
Cisco would have an opportunity to challenge the motion. 78 It is also undisputed that Albritton's
legal assistant called the clerk's office five times to have the date of the official court records
changed to reflect a tiling date of October 16. 79 It is further undisputed that Albritton was
advised that Mathis was making the calls, told her to "stay on top of it," "fully support[s]
everything she did" "without a doubt" and thought she had "done good." 8 ° It is further
undisputed that only the clerk could have changed the docket. 81 Because the substance of the
Articles is true, the Articles are not defamatory as a matter of law, and summary judgment
should be granted. See W ehling v. Columbia Broad. Sys., 721 F.2d 506, 509 ( 5 th Cir. 1983)
(granting summary judgment because "the substance of the CBS report was true");
Brueggemeyer v. A ssociated Press, 609 F.2d 825, 826 (5th Cir. 1980) (holding that, where a
judgment required that the plaintiff "restore all money obtained by deception, either by settling
consumers' claims or by referring unsettled or rejected claims to specially appointed masters,"
and the Attorney General's office informed the defendant that known claims averaged $500 each
and that the plaintiff would be required to mail 1,400 letters to consumers, the defendant's report
that the plaintiff s liability could total $700,000 to 1,400 customers was substantially true, and
therefore not actionable).

77 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 26:19-23.
78 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 38:22-25.
79 Exhibit 4, Mathis Deposition at 50:15-25; Exhibit 3, Maland Deposition at 54:7-22, 56:25-57:3.
80 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 41:2-9, 55:8-12, 147:15-17; Exhibit 4, Mathis Deposition at 42:3-16, 50:1551:3.
81 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 98:20-24; Exhibit 22, Faye Thompson Deposition at 10:7-15.
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The word "conspiracy" does not make the articles false or defamatory and/or is
non-actionable rhetoric, hyperbole or opinion.
Albritton argues that the Oct. 18 Article is defamatory because, simply by using the word

"conspiracy," it accused him of a crime. 82 The United States Supreme Court has rejected this
argument under similar circumstances. See Old Dominion Branch No. 496, Nat'l A ss'n of Letter
Carriers, A FL-CIO v. A ustin, 418 U.S. 264 (1973). In Old Dominion, the Supreme Court
reversed a libel judgment against a union newsletter for calling the plaintiff a "scab," which the
article defined as being, among other things, a "traitor." Id. The Court determined that the use
of the epithet "scab" could not be the basis of a state libel judgment because "one of the
generally accepted definitions of 'scab' is one who refuses to join a union [...] and it is
undisputed that the appellees had in fact refused to join the Branch." Id. at 282-83 (citing to
Merriam Webster's Dictionary). Similarly, in this case, one of the definitions of the word
"conspire" has nothing to do with the commission of a crime. Instead, as Merriam Webster's
Dictionary states, "conspire" means "to act in harmony toward a common end" (see
http://wvvw.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conspiring (last visited 11/25/08)).
82

The Complaint also alleges that the "banana republic" comment is defamatory. (Complaint at 17, Docket #17).
One of the constitutionally compelled requirements of a claim for defamation is that the defamatory statement be "of
and concerning" the plaintiff. See New Y ork Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 288 (1964). The plaintiff must
produce evidence showing that "the attack was read as specifically directed at the plaintiff." Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383
U.S. 75, 81 (1966). Albritton cannot show that the "banana republic" comment was directed to him and has even
admitted that the Banana Republic comment was not about him. When asked at his deposition whether he
contended that "that phrase is defamatory of you?" His answer was "No" although he added a rambling explanation.
(Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 69:17-19). Albritton later testified the banana republic statement was taken out
of the Article "within a day or so," and thus "Cisco thought it was okay to say ugly things about Eric Albritton, but
not about the judges." (Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 72:18-73:7). Albritton's complaint unequivocally states
that the "banana republic" comment refers to the court, stating that Frenkel "referred to the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Texas as the 'Banana Republic of East Texas.'" (Complaint at ¶26, Docket #17).
Accordingly, Albritton cannot establish that the "banana republic" comment was "of and concerning" him, and
summary judgment with respect to that portion of the Article should be granted.
Even if the phrase referred to Albritton, the term "banana republic" is classic rhetorical hyperbole or
opinion and therefore not actionable. Like rhetoric and hyperbole, statements of opinion that do not contain any
provable false connotation are protected under the U.S. Constitution and are not actionable. Milkovich, 497 U.S. I
at 20. "Opinions and beliefs reside in an inner sphere of human personality and subjectivity that lies beyond the
reach of the law and is not subject to its sanctions." Presidio Enters., Inc. v. W arner Bros. Distrib. Corp., 784 F.2d
674, 679 (5th Cir. 1986). The term "banana republic" is no more than an opinion and is not provable as false. As
such, it is not actionable. See id.
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Reading the Oct. 18 Article in context makes it clear that, to the extent the word
"conspiracy" was even used in a literal sense, it was used in this sense. Albritton cannot simply
pick and choose words or phrases from the Articles to argue that "conspire" was used to imply a
federal crime. Musser v. Smith Protective Servs Inc., 723 S.W.2d 653, 655 (Tex. 1987). As a
whole, the gist of the Oct. 18 Article is that Albritton's office "worked in harmony toward the
common end" of changing the date of the complaint in the ESN lawsuit from October 15, 2007 to
October 16, 2007. Although Frenkel obviously felt that this was improper (and others such as
the clerks agree with this opinion), he never accused Albritton of a crime. Since these facts are
not in dispute, the Articles are not defamatory as a matter of law. See Old Dominion, 418 U.S. at
282-283; Greenbelt Coop. Publ'g A ss 'n, Inc. v. Bresler, 398 U.S. 6 (1970).
Albritton's allegation that the use of the word "conspiracy" or "conspiring" makes the
Articles defamatory also fails as a matter of law because the words are used as rhetorical
hyperbole. Contrary to Albritton's argument that the words imply that Albritton was involved in
a crime, the words, taken in context, are clearly used as an epithet concerning a very heated
political debate about patent reform in the Eastern District of Texas.
The Oct. 18 Article states that "there are a couple of flaws in this conspiracy" and that
"it's outrageous that the Eastern District of Texas is apparently, wittingly or unwittingly,
conspiring with a non-practicing entity to try to manufacture subject matter jurisdiction." The
United States Supreme Court has held on at least two occasions that such epithets are not
actionable. In Greenbelt, the Court held under similar circumstances that the use of the word
"blackmail" was not actionable because it was rhetorical hyperbole. See Greenbelt at 398 U.S.
6, 13 ("as a matter of constitutional law, the word `blacicmail' in these circumstances was not
slander when spoken, and was not libel when reported in the Greenbelt News Review."). The
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Court noted that readers of the article would have known that the use of the word "blackmail,"
even where it was used as a subheading in the article, was no more than rhetorical hyperbole
used by those who thought the plaintiff s negotiating position was extremely unreasonable. Id. at
14 (noting that "[t]c) permit the infliction of financial liability upon the petitioners for publishing
these two news articles would subvert the most fundamental meaning of a free press.")
Similarly, the United States Supreme Court has reversed a libel judgment against a union
newsletter for calling the plaintiff a "scab," which it defined as being, among other things, a
"traitor." Old Dominion Branch No. 496, Nat'l A ss 'n of Letter Carriers, A FL-CIO v. A ustin, 418
U.S. 264 (1973). The Court held even though "traitor" could mean someone guilty of treason,
the use of the word was not actionable because the words "were obviously used here in a loose,
figurative sense to demonstrate the union's strong disagreement with the views of those workers
who oppose unionization." Id. at 284. Therefore, the Court held, it was "impossible to believe
that any reader of the Carrier 's Corner would have understood the newsletter to be charging the
appellees with committing the criminal offense of treason." Id. at 285; see also Maynard v.
Daily Gazette Co., 191 W. Va. 601, 607, 447 S.E.2d 293, 299 (W. Va. 1994) (holding that an
editorial stating that a college athletic director was part of "the corruption of college athletics"
did not actually accuse the director of corruption and thus was not actionable).
Like the use of the words "blacicmail" in Greenbelt and "scab" in Old Dominion, the use
of word "conspiracy" was merely used in a loose, figurative sense as an expression of something
Frenkel thought was unfair and therefore is non-actionable rhetorical hyperbole. In fact, Frenkel
made it clear that he was not accusing Albritton of a crime when he stated that the Eastern
District of Texas was "wittingly or unwittingly, conspiring with a non-practicing entity to try to
manufacture subject matter jurisdiction." There can be no "unwitting" criminal conspiracies.
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U.S. v. Ragsdale, 426 F.3d 765, 778 n. 6 ( 5 th Cir. 2005) ("the mens rea for [a criminal]
conspiracy requires that the defendant willfully committed an act, or acts, forbidden by the
underlying statute"). In a later post, Frenkel made his intention even more clear when he wrote
"to the extent the word 'altered' implied that anyone did anything illegal, that was not my
intent." 83 To the contrary, taken in context, it is clear that the word was used as rhetorical
hyperbole and could not reasonably be interpreted as accusing Albritton of an actual crime. Such
rhetorical hyperbole is constitutionally protected to provide "assurance that public debate will
not suffer for lack of 'imaginative expression' or the 'rhetorical hyperbole' which has
traditionally added much to the discourse of our Nation." Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., 497
U.S. 1, 20 (1990).
Albritton, his lead counsel in the ESN case Peter McAndrews, and his trial counsel in this
case Nick Patton certainly recognize that sharp language and name calling are protected speech.
Otherwise, Patton would not have called Frenkel a "coward" and Cisco a "bully" in an interview
with the

TEXARKANA GAZETTE

about this case. 84 Nor would McAndrews have referred to

Frenkel as a "punk" in an email exchange with Albritton and in his deposition. 85 Nor would
Albritton have called Frenkel "lots of ugly names" as he admitted in his deposition 86 Where
insults occur in discourse about political issues such as the ones at issue in this case, courts are
particularly likely to dismiss them as nonactionable rhetorical hyperbole or opinion because they
will probably be understood that way and to insure protection of vigorous political speech.
Robert D. Sack, Sack on Defamation § 2.4.7, p. 2-47 (3d ed. 2005); See also Koch v. Goldway,

83 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at Exhibit L.
84 Exhibit 23, Texarkana, Longview lawyers file lawsuit against California blogger, saying he libeled them,
TEXARKANA GAZETTE, June 29, 2008.
85 Exhibit 18, McAndrews Deposition at 60:10-61:1 l; Exhibit 24, Deposition Exhibit 37.
86 Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 59:15-25.
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817 F.2d 507, 509 (9th Cir.1987) ("[cjontext can be determinative that a statement is opinion and
not fact," especially when "the surrounding circumstances of a statement are those of a heated
political debate, where certain remarks are necessarily understood as ridicule or vituperation, or
both, but not as descriptive of factual matters."). Therefore, summary judgment is appropriate.
V. ALBRITTON IS A PUBLIC FIGURE WHO MUST DEMONSTRATE BY CLEAR
AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE THAT THE ARTICLES WERE PUBLISHED
WITH ACTUAL MALICE, WHICH IS NEGATED AS A MATTER OF LAW.
A.

Albritton is a limited-purpose public figure.
The Court should grant summary judgment that Albritton is a limited-purpose public

figure. Whether an individual is a public figure is a matter of law for the court. Trotter v. Jack
A nderson Enters., Inc., 818 F.2d 431, 433 (5 th Cir. 1987). The Fifth Circuit has adopted a three-

part test to detei iine whether an individual is a limited-purpose public figure: (1) the
controversy at issue must be public both in the sense that people are discussing it and people
other than the immediate participants in the controversy are likely to feel the impact of its
resolution; (2) the plaintiff must have more than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy;
and (3) the alleged defamation must be germane to the plaintiff s participation in the
controversy. Id. at 433-34. The Court should grant summary judgment because each of these
elements is satisfied as a matter of law.
1.

The controversy at issue is a public issue.
The first prong of the Trotter test is met in this case because the controversy at issue is

one that is public in the sense that people are discussing it and people other than the immediate
participants in the controversy are likely to feel the impact of its resolution. The Articles at issue
in this lawsuit addressed the public controversy regarding the abuse of the patent system by non-
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practicing entities in the Eastern District of Texas, 87 including the issue of non-practicing entities
attempting to maintain venue in the Eastern District of Texas because of advantages of
maintaining their case there.
The evidence in this case clearly shows that this was a public controversy, as it was a
topic of widespread public debate. See id. at 434 holding that the case was a public controversy
because it "captured the attention of a diverse and broadly-based audience" and citing to
numerous news articles about the issue.
Justice Scalia, during oral argument in eBay v. MercExchange, 88 (a patent case) referred
to Marshall, Texas (which is in the Eastern District of Texas) as a "renegade jurisdiction" and
noted that "maybe we should remedy that problem."89
This, along with other concerns about the patent law system has led to proposed
legislation to deal with abuses of the patent law system. On September 28, 2006, the U.S. House
of Representatives passed House Resolution 5418, which, among other things, requires tracking
of any "evidence indicating that litigants select certain of the [designated] judicial districts [...]
in an attempt to ensure a given outcome."9°
Numerous law review articles have also discussed this public issue. S e e Yan Leychkis,
Of Fire A nts and Claim Construction: A n Empirical Study of the Meteoric Rise of the Eastern
District of Texas as a Preeminent Forum for Patent Litigation, 9 Yale J. L. & Tech. 193 (2007)
(discussing forum shopping by patentee plaintiffs in the Eastern District of Texas and proposing
legislative solutions "to the problem of forum shopping gone awry" and stating that "the judges

87 Albritton admits that the Articles were "focused on the Eastern District of Texas." Complaint at ¶ 30, Docket 417 .
" Transcript of Oral Argument at 10-11, Ebay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388 (Mar. 29, 2006).
89 Exhibit 25.
9° Exhibit 26.
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David A. Fitzgerald II,

Saving A lternative Dispute Resolution in Patent Law: Counteracting the Effects of the Patent
Troll Revolution, OHIO ST. J. ON D1SP. RES. (2008) (discussing exploitation of the patent system
by "patent trolls" and proposing legislative solutions); 92 Stephen Schreiner and Andrew J. Baca,
Status of Intellectual Property Reform Legislation in the Congress and How It May A ffect How
Banks A cquire and Enforce Patents, THE BANKING LAW JOURNAL 920 (Nov./Dec. ed. 2007),
available at GoodwinProctor.com (discussing patent reform over the past five years "due in large
part to the chorus of voices demanding that Congress reform the patent laws to eliminate
perceived abuses and failures of the current patent system," particularly forum shopping in the
Eastern District of Texas).93
The subject has been the focus of numerous news articles, including the following:
Eastern District Rocket Docket Decelerates in Marshall Division, TEXAS LAWYER, Aug. 18,
2008 at 20 (noting that the "Eastern District of Texas had the highest number of patent suits filed
in the United States in the last fiscal year, which ended Sept. 30, 2007" and that "the U.S.
Congress has tried in its last three sessions to pass legislation that included provisions to limit
forum-shopping by plaintiffs."), 94 'Rocket Dockets' Gaining on Popular E. Texas Court, IP LA w
360, Feb. 20, 2008, available at http://ip.law360.com (stating that "the Eastern District of Texas
has also become exceedingly popular [for patent cases] because it is perceived as pro-plaintiff,"
but stating that "if the Patent Reform Act becomes law, it could change things dramatically");95
East Texas Now Busiest Patent Litigation V enue, The NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL, Nov. 12, 2007,

91 Exhibit 32.
92 Exhibit 40.
93 Exhibit 41.
94 Exhibit 27.
95 Exhibit 28.
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at 6, available at www.nlj.com (stating that the Eastern District of Texas is now the busiest
patent litigation venue in the county for "reasons that are controversial," but that "patent refolln
legislation now being considered in Congress would change what is now viewed as patent forum
shopping"); 96 Taming Texas, THE AMERICAN LAWYER, Mar. 1, 2008 at 1, available at
www.law.com (stating that "in the first years of the East Texas patent boom, trial results were

starkly one-sided"—that is "plaintiffs won nearly 90 percent of the district's patent trials" but
that "a bill already passed by the House of Representatives and now before the Senate is intended
to dry up the patent wellspring in East Texas"); 97 Patent A ttorneys Sue Cisco and Blogging InHouse Lawyer for Defamation, LAW.COM , March 17, 2008, available at
www.uk.us.biz.yahoo.com/law (stating that "The Eastern District is a nationally known forum

for patent litigation because of rules that allow suits to progress speedily through the court
system"); 9 Eastern District of Texas A pplies KSR v. Teleflex in Invalidating Patent, VINSON &
ELKINS FIRM NEWS,

Aug. 31, 2007, available at www.vinson-elkins.com (stating that "the

Eastern District of Texas, especially over the past year, has been criticized by many who believe
that defendants are at an extreme disadvantage in patent infringement cases filed there."); 99 Small
Town A ttracts High Stakes IP Case, INSIDE COUNSEL, July 1, 2006, available at
www.insidecounsel.com (stating that Marshall is appealing to plaintiffs because it is a "rocket

docket," is "plaintiff friendly," and the judges have firm guidelines to shorten IP trials); ioo
Plaintiffs Flocking to Small Town of Marshall in Eastern Texas, DAILY RECORD, KANSAS CITY
DAILY NEWS-PRESS,

and LAWYERS USA, June 6, 2006, available at www.findarticles.com

96 Exhibit 29.
97 Exhibit 30.
98 Exhibit 31.
99 Exhibit 33.
10° Exhibit 34.
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(discussing the rise of patent litigation in the Eastern District of Texas and proposed reform to
address venue issues); 1 ° 1 W ill the S ill Circuit Ground an Eastern District of Texas Rocket
Docket?, LAW.COM , May 23, 2008, available at www.biz.yahoo.comflaw (noting the Eastern
District of Texas's reputation for being "pro-plaintiff' and discussing case law that could affect
venue); 102 V olkswagen Lawyers Raise Challenge to Texas's 'Rocket Docket,' THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL BLOGS,

available at www.blogs.wsj.com (discussing case law that could affect venue

in the "plaintiff-friendly district" of the Eastern District of Texas); 1 ° 3 A Litigation Boom,
AUSTIN-AMERICAN STATESMAN,

May 22, 2008 available at www.statesman.com (discussing that

the Eastern District of Texas has "emerged as an unlikely venue for high stakes lawsuits over
patent rights"). 104
Michael Smith, who is an attorney who practices in the Eastern District of Texas, has
served as the chair of the Eastern District Rules Committee, 105 has served as president of the
Eastern District Bench Bar Association, 1 ° 6 and maintains a blog concerning practice in the
Eastern District of Texas, 1 ° 7 acknowledges that there is a public controversy about "patent venue
specifically focusing on the Eastern District of Texas" and that he has blogged about the issue
himself. 1 ° 8 He also acknowledges that there is public discussion of legislative proposals that
would address venue for patent cases in the Eastern District of Texas.1°9

/ ° 1 Exhibit 35.
1°2 Exhibit 36.
103 Exhibit 37.
1 °4 Exhibit 38.
1 °5 Exhibit 20, Smith Deposition at 48:15-18
106 Exhibit 20, Smith Deposition at 9:17-19.
i07 Exhibit 20, Smith Deposition at 19:19-22.
1 °8 Exhibit 20, Smith Deposition at 37:12-17.
/09 Exhibit 20, Smith Deposition at 42:4-43:4.
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A controversy that is reported so widely in the media and that garners attention from the
government is an issue of public concern. See Trotter, 818 F.2d at 435. The fact that some of
these articles were published after the Articles at issue does not diminish their importance in this
determination; as in Trotter, the Articles "did not cause the later press coverage of the [public
issue], the [public issue] itself did." See id. at 434.
2.

Albritton had more than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy.
Albritton's role in the public debate over the abuse of the patent system by non-practicing

entities in the Eastern District of Texas was certainly more than trivial or tangential. In fact,
Albritton thrust himself into this public controversy in several respects. First, he lobbied
Congress against patent reform aimed at preventing the very abuses alleged by Frenke1. 11 ° He
admits that he went to Washington D.C. and met with Senator Durbin, Senator Johnson, Senator
Cornyn, Senator Boxer or their staff regarding the patent reform effort. (Id.) Second, Albritton
held an important role in this controversy because he was one of the top filers of patent cases on
behalf of non-practicing entities in the Eastern District of Texas: I 1 An individual this engrained
in a public issue has more than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy even where he does
not actively engage the public's attention. Trotter, 818 F.2d at 435-436 ("an individual cannot
erase his public-figure status by limiting public comment and maintaining a low public profile.")
It is sufficient that Albritton "voluntarily engaged in a course that was bound to invite attention
and comment. - Rosanova v. Playboy Enters., Inc,, 580 F.2d 859, 861 (5th Cir. 1978).
3.

The Articles are germane to Albritton's participation in the controversy.

n ° Exhibit 2, Albritton Deposition at 63:15-68:6.
I " Defendants request that the Court take judicial notice of this, as evidenced by publicly available case information
from May of 2006 through December of 2007 on the Electronic Filing System. It is common practice for courts to
take judicial notice of filing dates on official court documents, as such records are "not subject to reasonable
dispute." In re James, 300 B.R. 890 (W.D. Tex. 2003).
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The third requirement of the Trotter test is also met because the Articles are germane to
Albritton's participation in the public controversy. In alleging that Albritton convinced the clerk
of the Eastern District of Texas to alter a filing date to create subject-matter jurisdiction, Frenkel
was describing Albritton's role in the controversy. The article addresses how Albritton
convinced the clerk to change the date of ESN's pleading so that the case would not be
transferred to a different venue; Frenkel was describing Albritton's abuse of the patent system in
the Eastern District of Texas to maintain venue in the Eastern District of Texas. This satisfies
the third element of the Trotter test. See Trotter at 436 (holding that the third element was
satisfied because "[i]ri alleging that Trotter was responsible for the anti-union violence,
Anderson was also describing Trotter's role in the controversy at Embotelladora.")
B.

Actual malice is negated as a matter of law.
When a limited-purpose public figure sues a defendant concerning a statement that

involves a public issue, the defendant must prove by clear and convincing evidence that the
defendant published the statement with actual malice. Gertz. v. Robert W elch, Inc., 418 U.S.
323, 342 (1974); W FA A -TV , Inc. v. McLemore, 978 S.W.2d 568, 571 (Tex. 1998). The actual
malice standard does not mean ill will or spite, but rather means that the defendant published the
statement "with knowledge that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or
not." New Y ork Times, 376 U.S. at 279-280 (holding that statements that the defendant "don't
like you" and "had it out" for the plaintiff were not evidence of actual malice); see also Church
of Scientology of Calif: v. Cazares, 638 F.2d 1272, 1286 (5 th Cir. 1981) (holding that "while most
of the articles and cartoons can fairly be described as slanted, mean, vicious, and substantially
below the level of objectivity that one would expect of responsible journalism, there is no
evidence called to our attention which clearly and convincingly demonstrates that a single one of
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the articles was a false statement of fact made with actual malice as defined in the New York
Times case"); Freedom Newspapers of Texas v. Cantu, 168 S.W.3d 847, 858 (Tex. 2005). To
show "reckless disregard", the plaintiff must prove that the publisher "entertained serious doubts
as to the truth of his publication." St. A mant v. Thompson, 390 U.S. 727, 731 (1968); Hearst
Corp. v. Skeen, 159 S.W.3d 633, 637 (Tex. 2005). "An understandable misinterpretation of
ambiguous facts does not show actual malice." Freedom Newspapers of Texas v. Cantu, 168
S.W.3d 847, 855 (Tex. 2005) (citations omitted). Even if the presentation of facts is misleading,
actual malice cannot be shown unless the plaintiff brings forth evidence that the publisher knew
or strongly suspected that the article was misleading at the time of publication. When the
defendant's words lend themselves to more than one interpretation, the plaintiff bears the burden
of showing that the defendant either knew that the words would convey a defamatory message or
had reckless disregard for their effect. New Times, Inc. v. Isaacks, 146 S.W.3d 144, 162 (Tex.
2004), cert. denied, 545 U.S. 1105 (2005). The publications must be viewed as a whole, taking
into account all accompanying statements, headlines, pictures, and the general tenor and
reputation of the source itself. See City of Keller v. W ilson, 168 S.W.3d 802, 811 (Tex. 2005)
(legal sufficiency "cannot disregard parts of a publication, considering only false statements to
support a plaintiff s verdict or only true ones to support a defense verdict").
The actual malice standard's purpose is to protect innocent but erroneous speech on
public issues, while deterring "calculated falsehoods." Garrison v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 64, 75,
(1964). The purpose of this standard is to protect the "profound national commitment to the
principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open, and that it
may well include vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government
and public officials." See New Y ork Times, 376 U.S. at 270.
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A libel defendant is entitled to summary judgment if it can negate actual malice as a
matter of law, which can be accomplished by presenting evidence that he or she did not publish
the allegedly defamatory statement with actual knowledge of any falsity or with reckless
disregard for the truth. W FA A -TV , 978 S.W.2d at 574.
In this case, Frenkel's testimony negates actual malice as a matter of law, and therefore
summary judgment is appropriate. See id. at 574. Frenkel testified that he investigated the truth
of the allegations in the Articles and found them to be true. He reviewed the docket sheet,
complaint and civil cover sheet, all federal documents posted on a federal website, all of which
indicated that the case was "filed" on October 15, 2007. 112 He also viewed the docket sheet,
complaint, and civil cover sheet that had been altered to reflect a filing date of October 16,
2007. 113 114 In addition, he researched case law regarding subject-matter jurisdiction, which he
quoted in the Oct. 17 Article. He was also advised by Baker Botts, a trusted and respected law
firm, that Albritton's office called the court clerk to have the docket changed to October 16,
2007. 115 Frenkel has further testified that he believed his reports accurately reflected the facts
surrounding both Albritton's filing of the complaint in the ESN Lawsuit and Albritton's
subsequent efforts to have the date changed in order to create subject-matter jurisdiction. I 16 This
alone is sufficient to negate actual malice. See id. at 574 (holding that "Williams' beliefs and the
basis for them was sufficient for WFAA to meet its burden of negating actual malice"); Hearst
Corp.

V.

Skeen, 159 S.W.3d 633, 637 (Tex. 2005) (holding that summary judgment was proper

112 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibits A, B and C; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at !IT 2 and 3; Exhibit 11,
Frenkel Deposition at 46:4-12
1 " It is common practice for courts to take judicial notice of filing dates on official court documents, as such records
are "not subject to reasonable dispute." In re James, 300 B.R. 890 (W.D. Tex. 2003). Therefore, it cannot be said
that Frenkel acted with malice in relying on those same records.
114 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration Exhibit F; Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at II 5.
' Ls Exhibit I, Frenkel Declaration at 8.
116 Exhibit 1, Frenkel Declaration at 1112.
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where the defendants' affidavit, "which stated he believed the article was true and accurate based
on his extensive research" negated actual malice and shifted the burden to the plaintiffs to raise a
fact issue); Carr v. Brasher, 776 S.W.2d 567, 571 (Tex. 1989) (holding that summary judgment
was proper where the plaintiff accused the defendant of publishing things, which, if true, would
be official misconduct, where the defendant submitted an affidavit stating that they entertained
no doubts about the truth of the statements and the plaintiff produced no proof of malice).
Accordingly, Albritton bears the burden of raising a fact issue to avoid summary
judgment. Freedom Newspapers of Texas v. Cantu, 168 S.W.3d 847, 853 (Tex.2005) (affidavits
from publisher and copy desk editor averring that neither had knowledge of inaccuracies or any
reason to doubt accuracy of articles was some evidence that newspaper acted without malice and
shifted burden to plaintiff to produce contrary evidence to avoid summary judgment); Hearst,
159 S.W.3d at 637. Albritton cannot meet his burden to raise a fact issue concerning actual
malice.
VI. ALBRITTON HAS SUFFERED NO COMPENSABLE DAMAGES
AS A MATTER OF LAW.
Albritton states in his disclosures that he seeks "only an appropriate award of damages
for his mental anguish and punitive damages."'" See Super Future Equities, Inc.. v. W ells Fargo
Bank Minnesota, N.A ., 2007 WL 4410370 (N.D. Tex. 2007) 118 (holding it was proper to exclude
damages evidence from consideration in a motion for summary judgment pursuant to Rule
37(c)(1) of the FEDERAL

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

where the party seeking to introduce new

evidence had failed to provide a computation of damages pursuant to Rule 26(a)(1)(C) because
the other side "relied on the lack of damages evidence in preparing their motions for summary

117 Exhibit 21, Parker Declaration Exhibit C.
118 A copy of the case is attached as Exhibit 39.
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judgment"). Accordingly, Albritton should be limited to recovery of mental anguish and
punitive damages.
Iiowever, Albritton has presented no evidence of mental anguish. Therefore, Albritton is
not entitled to any damages. See Carey v. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247, 248 (1978) (holding that to
recover more than nominal damages for emotional harm, there must be "proof of actual injury");
V adie v. Mississippi State Univ., 218 F.3d 365, 376 (5th Cir. 2000) (there must be a "specific,
discernable injury to the claimant's emotional state, proven with evidence of the nature and
extent of the harm, and hurt feelings, anger and frustration are part of life and do not support a
mental anguish award") (citations omitted); Parkway Co. v. W oodruff', 901 S.W.2d 434, 445
(Tex. 1995) (holding that the plaintiff s statements that he was "hot" and "very disturbed" as a
result of the flooding of their home, which "disrupted their lives temporarily," was not sufficient
to support the jury's award for mental anguish); Saenz v. Fid. & Guar. Ins. Underwriters, 925
S.W.2d 607, 614 (Tex. 1996) (holding that the plaintiff s concerns about future medical expenses
was not sufficient to support an award of mental anguish damages and requiring "evidence to
justify the amount awarded"); Brady v. Fort Bend County, 145 F.3d 691, 719 (5 th Cir. 1998) cert.
denied, 525 U.S. 1105 (1999) (holding that the Plaintiff s testimony, consisting of references to
"spending too much time on the couch," "not accepting it mentally," being "highly upset," and
experiencing "the worse thing that has ever happened to me" "hardly qualifies as evidence of
demonstrable emotional distress" and "is too vague and conclusory to support mental anguish
damages"); Patterson v. P. H.P. Healthcare Corp., 90 F.3d 927, 939 (5 th Cir. 1996) (holding that
the plaintiff s testimony that he felt "frustrated" and "real bad" for being judged by the color of
his skin, that work was "unbearable" and "tearing his self-esteem down," that he felt "hurt,"
"angry," and "paranoid" for being called a "porch monkey" or a "nigger" was insufficient to
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support anything more than nominal damages, noting that there was no corroborating evidence
and that the plaintiff obtained employment at a higher rate). "Hurt feelings, anger and frustration
are part of life" and do not justify an award of mental anguish. See id. at 940.
Albritton also cannot recover punitive damages because he has not shown actual malice.
See Section V, infra. Gertz v. Robert W elch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 350 (1974) (holding that
punitive damages are not permitted upon less than a showing of actual malice). Moreover,
because there is not sufficient evidence of actual damages, punitive damages cannot be
recovered. Saenz v. Fid. & Guar. Ins. Underwriters, 925 S.W.2d 607, 614 (Tex. 1996).
VII. ALBRITTON'S "NEGLIGENCE" AND "GROSS NEGLIGENCE"
CLAIMS FAIL AS A MATTER OF LAW.
Albritton's negligence claim fails as a matter of law because it is an effort to repackage
his defamation claim and Defendants had no legally cognizable duty to Albritton. Under Texas
law, a plaintiff may not couch his claim for defamation as an additional claim for negligence.
See Oliphint v. Richards, 167 S.W.3d 513, 517 (Tex. App.—Houston [14 th Dist.] 2005, pet.
denied) (holding that summary judgment was appropriate with respect to a negligence claim
because where "a defamation claim not involving a public figure contains a negligence liability
standard, that is a component of the defamation claim itself, not a separate claim.") Texas law
does not permit a plaintiff to fracture one cause of action into multiple claims. See Tacon Mech.
Contractors', Inc. v. A etna Cas. & Sur. Co., 65 F.3d 486, 488 (5 th Cir. 1995) ("Under Texas law,
an attempt such as this to fracture one cause of action into three or four by massaging the labels
and language is impermissible.")
Instead, to overcome a motion for summary judgment on a negligence claim, the plaintiff
must at least identify a cognizable legal duty to the defendant. See Graff v. Beard, 858 S.W.2d
918, 919 (Tex. 1993) (recognizing that it is "fundamental" that the existence of a legally
29
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cognizable duty is a prerequisite to a negligence claim). Whether a legal duty exists is a matter
of law. Greater Houston Transp. Co. v. Phillips, 801 S.W.2d 523, 525 (Tex.1990). Because
Albritton has failed to plead or allege any legally cognizable duty, the Court should grant
summary judgment with respect to Aibritton's negligence claim.
VIII. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT YEN OR NOH (1) PUBLISHED THE
ARTICLES OR (2) DID SO WITH ACTUAL MALICE.
Publication is an essential element of a claim for defamation. Mims v. Metropolitan Life
Ins. Co., 200 F.2d 800, 801 (5th Cir. 1952). There is no evidence in this case that Yen or Noh
published the articles at issue. Yen and Noh have sworn that they did not write, edit, review or
circulate the articles at issue. 119 Albritton also has no evidence of actual malice on the part of
Noh and Yen, who have both sworn that they did not even review or edit the Articles before they
were published. I20 Therefore, summary judgment is appropriate with respect to both Yen and
Noh.
For the reasons stated in this Motion, Defendants respectfully request that the Court grant
this Motion for Summary Judgment.

119 Declaration of John Noh, Docket #35, Attachment #1; Declaration of Mallun Yen, Docket #37, Attachment #1,
Exhibit A.
12° Declaration of John Noh, Docket #35, Attachment #1; Declaration of Mallun Yen, Docket #37, Attachment #1,
Exhibit A.
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Respectfully submitted,
JACKSON WALKER L.L.P.

By: /s/ Charles L. Babcock
Charles L. Babcock
Federal Bar No.: 10982
Email: cbabcock@jw.com
Crystal J. Parker
Federal Bar No.: 621142
Email: cparker@jw.com
1401 McKinney
Suite 1900
Houston, Texas 77010
(713) 752-4200
(713) 752-4221 — Fax
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that on this 26th day of November, 2008, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was served via electronic mail (without exhibits) and FedEx (with exhibits) upon:
George L. McWilliams
406 Walnut
P.O. Box 58
Texarkana, Texas 75504-0058
Attorney for Defendant Richard Frenkel

James A. Holmes
605 South Main Street, Suite 203
Henderson, Texas 75654
Attorney for Plaintiff Eric Albritton

Patricia L. Peden
Law Offices of Patricia L. Peden
5901 Christie Avenue
Suite 201
Emeryville, CA 94608
Attorney for Plaintiff Eric Albritton

Nicholas H. Patton
Patton, Tidwell & Schroeder, LLP
4605 Texas Boulevard
P.O. Box 5398
Texarkana, Texas 75505-5398
Attorney for John W ard, Jr.
/s/ Charles L. Babcock
Charles L. Babcock
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TYLER DIVISION
ERIC M. ALBRITTON
v.
C. A. NO. 6:08-CV-00089
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC.,
RICK FRENKEL, MALLUN YEN &
JOHN NOH
DECLARATION OF RICHARD FRENKEL
I, RICHARD FRENKEL, declare and state as follows:
1.

My name is Richard Frenkel, I am over 21 years of age and competent in all

respects to testify to the matters stated herein all of which are within my personal knowledge and
are true and correct. I am a graduate of the University of Michigan where I received my degree
in Aerospace engineering in 1987. I subsequently earned a Master of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1990. I graduated
from Loyola Law School in 1999 with a Juris Doctor degree. I am licensed to practice law in the
state of California and am currently an attorney with the law firm Wilson Sonsini Goodrich &
Rosati.
2.

In May of 2007, while employed by Cisco Systems, Inc. as in-house counsel, I

began a personal web log, commonly referred to as a blog, which I named The Patent Troll
Tracker. Initially I posted anonymously, as is frequently done with internet blogs, but ultimately
revealed my identity in February of 2008. In October of 2007, I wrote two articles for my blog
regarding the ESN v. Cisco patent lawsuit which was filed in the Eastern District of Texas and
assigned to Judge David J. Folsom. I noticed from viewing the electronic filing system ("ECF")
that the case had been opened on October 15, 2007, one day before the ESN patent was
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scheduled to issue. Later on the night of October 15 (Pacific time), I saw the complaint had been
electronically filed. The complaint with exhibits was 74 pages long and, on the top of each page,
appeared a stamp or header which said "Filed 10/15/2007." (A true and correct copy is attached
as Exhibit A.) I also viewed the docket sheet on the ECF which showed that the complaint had
been filed on October 15, 2007. (A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit B.)
3.

The Civil Cover Sheet was also visible on the ECF and it was signed by Eric

Albritton and dated October 15, 2007. It also had a stamp at the top of the page which said "filed
10/15/2007." (A true and correct copy is attached as Exhibit C.) I believed then, and do now,
that a civil cover sheet is a requirement for filing a complaint and indicates that the complaint
has been filed on the date indicated.
4.

On October 16, 2007, I was reading a blog authored by Dennis Crouch, an

associate professor at the University of Missouri School of Law, called Patently-O. I frequently
read that blog and linked to it from my Patent Troll Tracker blog. Patently-O had a short article
on October 16 th noting that ESN had sued Cisco for patent infringement one day before the
patent had issued on October 16th . (A true and correct copy of the October 16, 2007, Patently-O
blog article is attached as Exhibit D.) I thought that the ESN filing would make an interesting
article for the Patent Troll. Tracker and I began to do research. I researched the background of
ESN and also whether the court in the ESN v. Cisco case lacked subject matter jurisdiction since
the case was filed before the patent was issued.
5.

I found case law, including GA F Building Materials Corp. v. Elk Corp of Texas,

90 F.3d 479, 483 (Fed. Cir. 1996), which held that a patent suit filed before the patent issued
deprived the court of subject matter jurisdiction even if the patent later issues. I also knew that
Cisco filed a declaratory judgment action on October 16, 2007, in Connecticut, where the
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Plaintiff resided. I also read a popular intellectual property online publication that I often read
titled IP Law 360, which had published an article on October 16, 2007, commenting that the
ESN v. Cisco complaint had been filed on October 15, 2007. (A true and correct copy is
attached as Exhibit E.) I also learned that on October 17, 2007, the Plaintiff filed an amended
complaint which I believed changed nothing from the original complaint. In fact, the amended
complaint added a copy of the patent, which by then had issued.
6.

I also learned from the pleadings that ESN was represented by a Chicago law firm

and local counsel Johnny Ward and Eric Albritton.
7.

On October 17, 2007, at approximately 7:00 p.m. Eastern time, I posted an article

on the Patent Troll Tracker based on the information I had received. (A true and correct copy is
attached as Exhibit F.) I believed at the time I wrote the October 17 article that all of the facts
stated therein were true and I did not entertain any doubt, serious or otherwise, about the truth of
the statements in that article.
8.

Early on the morning of October 18 th, I learned that late on October 17 th the

docket sheet in the ESN case had been altered and now reflected that the complaint was filed on
October 16, 2007 (a true and correct copy of the altered docket sheet is attached as Exhibit G)
and further that the 74 page complaint available online now had a stamp or header indicating that
the complaint was "Filed 10/16/2007." (A true and correct copy is attached hereto as Exhibit H.)
On October 18, 2007, I received two emails regarding the docket in ESN v. Cisco. One of the
emails said, "They're cookin' something up to keep this case in Texas." (True and correct copies
of the emails are attached hereto as Exhibit I.) On the 18 th, I also learned from Baker Botts that
the docket sheet and stamp on the complaint had been altered at the request of local counsel for
ESN.
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On October 18, 2007, I wrote a second article for the Patent Troll Tracker. (A

true and correct copy is attached hereto as Exhibit J.) I did not intend to state, nor did I state, that
anyone had committed an illegal act in altering the date. I did express my opinion that it is
"outrageous" for a court docket to be changed by merely having a local lawyer call up the clerk
and effecting the change in a court document without notice to the other side of the case
especially when such an action may impact whether the court has subject matter jurisdiction. My
opinion has not changed; the proper way to change the filing date of a complaint is by motion to
the court.
10.

In my October 18, 2007 original article, I also included a rhetorical, hyperbolic

phrase about a Banana Republic. I deleted that phrase from the Patent Troll Tracker within a day
or two after October 18. (A true and correct copy of the modified October 18, 2007 article is
attached hereto as Exhibit K.) I also wrote an article on November 7, 2007, summarizing cases
filed in October 2007. Within that article I also commented on the ESN v. Cisco situation. (A
true and correct copy of my November 7, 2007 article is attached hereto as Exhibit L.)
11 In the original October 18 article, I used the word "conspiracy" which was my
rhetorical or hyperbolic way of saying that the plaintiff and the clerk had acted together to effect
the change in the docket sheet.
12 At the time I wrote the October 18, 2007 article, I believed that every statement of
fact contained therein was true and I did not entertain any doubt, serious or otherwise, as to the
truth of those statements. In both the October 17 and October 18 articles, I expressed my
opinions which I believe under the First Amendment I have a right to do. I also believe that I
was commenting on a public controversy.
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On March 6, 2008, I discontinued the blog, and it is no longer available to the

public on the internet, including the October 17 and October 18, 2007 articles.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on November 25, 2008.

Richard Frenkel
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TEXARKANA DIVISION

ESN, LLC,
Plaintiff,
v.
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., and
CISCO-LINKSYS, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)
) Civil Action No. 5:07-cv-156-DF-CMC
)
)
) JURY DEMANDED
)

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT
Plaintiff ESN, LLC ("ESN"), for its Complaint for Patent Infringement ("Complaint")
against defendants Cisco Systems, Inc. and Cisco-Linksys, LLC, alleges as follows:

PARTIES
1.

Plaintiff ESN is a limited liability company, co-founded by the inventor of the

patent-in-suit, Gregory D. Girard, organized and existing under the laws of the state of
Connecticut, with an office at 35 Juniper Road, Bloomfield, Connecticut. 06002.
2.

Upon information and belief, defendant Cisco Systems, inc. ("Cisco") is a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of the state of California, with its principal
place of business at 170 West Tasman Drive, California 95134.
3.

Upon information and belief, defendant Cisco-Linksys, LLC ("Cisco-Linksys") is

a limited liability corporation organized and existing under the laws of the state of California,
with its principal place of business at 121 Theory Dr., Irvine, CA 92612, and is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Cisco.

CISCO.000091
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
4. This Court has jurisdiction over ESN's patent infringement and related claim
pursuant to the patent laws of the United States, Title 35 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq. This Court has
subject matter jurisdiction over these claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 133/ and 1338(a).
5, Venue for this action is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391'and
1400(b), as Cisco, in its own name and through its wholly-owned subsidiary Cisco-Linksys, have
regularly conducted business in this judicial district and have committed, and are continuing to
commit, acts of infringement, including offering to sell and/or selling its infringing products, in
this judicial district.
FACTS
6.

This action arises out of Cisco's and Cisco-Linksys' infringement of at least one

claim of a patent owned by ESN.
7.

On October 16, 2007, United States Patent No. 7,283,519 (the '519 Patent"),

entitled "Distributed Edge Switching System for Voice-Over-Packet Multiservice Network" was
duly and legally issued to ESN as assignee of the inventor Gregory D. Girard.
8.

ESN is the owner of the '519 Patent with the full and exclusive right to bring suit

to enforce the patent and to collect damages for any infringement thereof,
9.

The '519 Patent generally relates to switching systems for communicating voice

and other data over a packet-switched broadband network.
10.

Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have infringed and continue to infringe, have induced

and continue to induce others to infringe, and have committed and continue to commit acts of
contributory infringement of one or more claims of the '519 Patent in this judicial district and
elsewhere by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing into the United States

2
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voice and unified communications devices, including, for example, the Cisco 1861, 2801, 2811,
2821, 2851, 3825 and 3845 Integrated Services Routers, the Cisco Unified Communications 500
Series, the Linksys SPA-9000 and LinksysOne SVR-3000 and related modules that are covered
by one or more claims of the '519 Patent, all to the injury of ESN.
I I. United States Patent Application Serial No. 10/122,589 was published by the
United States Patent and Trademark Office on November 28, 2002 as United States Patent

Application Publication No. US 2002/0176404 (the "Published '404 Application"), and has
issued as the '519 Patent with at least one claim in substantially identical form to the claims as
published. A copy of the Published '404 Application is attached as Exhibit A.
12.

Cisco and Cisco-Linksys had actual notice of the Published '404 Application at

least as early as August 11, 2006, the date upon which ESN notified Cisco and Cisco-Linksys in
writing of the Published '404 Application. A copy of such written notice is attached as Exhibit
B.

13.

ESN provided specific notice in writing of certain infringing activities to Cisco

and Cisco-Linksys at least as early as June 8, 2007 through their outside counsel. A copy of such
written notice is attached as Exhibit C.
14.

Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have violated ESN's "Provisional rights" under 35

U,S.C. § 154(d) by making, using, offering for sale, selling and/or importing the invention as
claimed in one or more claims of the Published '404 Application, thereby entitling ESN to a

reasonable royalty for such violation from at least August I I, 2006 until the date of the '519
Patent's issuance on October 16, 2007.
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CLAIM ONE
Infringement of the '519 Patent
15.

ESN repeats and re-alleges the al/egations of paragraphs 1 through 14 above as if

fully set forth herein.
16.

Upon information and belief, Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have infringed and

continue to infringe, literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents, one or more claims of the
`519 Patent, directly and/or indirectly, in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), (b), (c) and/or (0.
17.

By reason of the acts alleged herein, ESN has suffered, is suffering, and unless

restrained by the Court, will continue to suffer injury to its business and property rights, for
which it is entitled to damages pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 284 in an amount to be proven at trial.
18.

A reasonable opportunity for further investigation and discovery will likely show

that Cisco and Cisco-Linksys's infringement is willful.
19.

By reason of the acts alleged herein, ESN has suffered, is suffering, and unless

restrained by the Court, will continue to suffer irreparable harm for which there is no adequate
remedy at law, and for which ESN is entitled to injunctive relief pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 283.
CLAIM TWO
Violation of ESN's Provisional Rights Under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)
20.

ESN repeats and re-alleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 14 above as if

fully set forth herein.
21.

Upon information and belief, Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have violated ESN's

"Provisional rights" under 35 U.S.C. § 154(d) by making, lasing, offering for sale, selling and/or
importing ESN's invention as claimed in at least one claim of the Published '404 Application
after receiving actual notice of the published application.

4
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22. By reason of the acts herein, ESN has suffered, and is entitled to a reasonable
royalty for Cisco's and/or Cisco-Linksys' violation of its provisional rights at least from the date
of Cisco's and/or Cisco/Linksys' earliest actual notice of the Published '404 Application, until
the date of the '519 Patent's issuance on October 16, 2007.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, ESN requests the Court to enter a judgment in its favor and against Cisco
and Cisco-Linksys as follows:
a.

Declare that Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys have infringed one or more
claims of United States Patent 7,283,519;

b.

Declare that Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys have willfully infringed one or
more claims of United States Patent 7,283,519;

c.

Declare that Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys have violated ESN's "provisional
rights" under 35 U,S.C. § 154(d);

d,

Declare that this case is exceptional pursuant to 35

e.

Enter a permanent injunction prohibiting Cisco and Cisco-Linksys, their

§ 285.

subsidiaries, divisions, agents, servants, employees, and those in privity
with Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys from infringing, contributing to the
infringement of, and inducing infringement of the ESN patent, and for
further proper injunctive relief;
f.

Award to ESN damages for Cisco's and Cisco-Linksys' infringement with
interest, as well as costs (including expert fees), disbursements, and
reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in this action, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §
285;

5
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g.

Award to ESN damages for Cisco's and Cisco-Linksys' viola! ion of
ESN's provisional rights pursuant to 35 U.S,C, § 154(d) with interest, as
well as costs, disbursements, and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in
this action; and

h.

Grant any such further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

In accordance with Fed. R. Civ, P, 38(b), ESN demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable,

Respectfully submitted,

Eric M. Albritton
Lead Attorney
Texas State Bar No. 00790215
ALBRITTON LAW FIRM
P,O. Box 2649
Longview, Texas 75606
Telephone (903) 757-8449
Facsimile (903) 758-7397
ema@emafirm.com
T. John Ward Jr.
Texas State Bar No. 00794818
Ward & Smith Law Firm
111 W. Tyler St.
Longview, Texas 75601
Telephone (903) 757-6400
Facsimile (903) 757-2323
jw@jwfirm.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff ESN, LLC
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TEXARKANA DIVISION

ESN, LLC,
Plaintiff,
v.
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., and
CISCO-LINKSYS, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)
) Civil Action Na. 5:07-cv-156-DF-CMC
)
)
JURY DEMANDED
)
)

EXHIBIT A
Part 1
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United States
(12) Patent Application Publication (10) Pub. No.: US 2002/0176404 Al
(19)

Nov. 28, 2002

(43) Pub. Date:

Girard
DISTRIBUTED EDGE SWITCHING SYS I kM
FOR VOICE-OVER-PACKET
MULTISERVICE NETWORK

Publication Classification
(51) Tnt. Cl.'
(52) U.S. CI, ,,,,

H041, 12/66
....... 370/352; 370/522, 379/88
379/207.02

Inventor: Gregory D, Girard, Beverly, MA (US)
Correspondence Addiess:
ERIC L. PRAM
Flah & Richardson P.C.
225 Franklin Street
Boston, MA 02110-2804 (US)
Appl, ND.:

10/122,589

Filed:

Apr. 15, 241172

ABSTRACT

(57)

Related U.S. Application Data
(60) Provisional application No 60/283,838, filed on Apr.
13, 2001,

A Detwark device including a plurality of communication
interlaces, including a telephone line interface., a computer
data interface, and a broadband network interface; a processor, a machine-readable storage medium'which during use
stores a call processing application and service profiles, and
which stores execatable instructions to mediate commun.
cations between the plurality of onmniunication interfaces,
the instructions causing the network device to detect network signaling events or trigger points in a telephone call
and invoke the call processing application in response to the
detected netn.vork signaling events or trigger points, the call
processing application operating according to parameters
defined in the servto profiles.
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DISTRIBUTED EDGE SIATTCHENG SYSTEM FOR
VOICE-OVER-PACKET MULTISERVICE
NE'TWORK.
RELATED APPLICATION
[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. provisional
application 60/283,888 filed on Apr. LI, 2001, the omatents
of which are incorporated herein by reference,

TECHNICAL, FIELD
[0002) This invention relates to packet rietworks, sod
more partimdarly to uetwork devices.
BACKGROUND
[0003] 'This section contains a &cession of background.
it summarizes telecommunications carrier network architectures that currently exist as legacy or that are curreintly loader
develops:mut. It also harhados discussion of insights and
observations made by Me inventor about the prior art
systems that are belpfsd to underatariding the subsequently
described invention but that were not necessarily appreciated by persons skilled in the art or disclosed in the prior art.
Thus, the inclusion of these iosights and observations in this
backgrourad section shoukl not be haerpreted as an iodination that such insights and observations were part of the prior
art. After the beckgtound discussion, a DOW Edge Switched
Network (ESN) architecture is iotroduced and it is described
and compered to leading "Next Gemenition Network" alternatives. A Distributed Edge Switch (DES) makes possible
the implementatiou of an ESN. In the OVERVIEW notion
that is found in the Detailed Description section, the desigu,
opera000 and management of the DES are described withiu
the architectural context provided by the ESN,
Next Generation Networking Approaches
(0004] In recent years, attempts to transform the legacy
Public Switched 'lbhipbone Network (PSTN) to exploit the
potential of the Internet has led to approaches that are
loosely referred to as the Next Gensratioo Network (NON).
It was believed thet such approaches would lead to converged networks. Converged networks promise substuotial
cost savings and new service opportunities for teleconmonnicatious carriers (a.k.a. "carriers," or "network service
providers"). As a =ace to realize new data services, carriers
have deployed overlay networks, which require overlay of
new iafrastructure onto existing legacy voice networks. In
contrast, the converged approsch of the NON seeks to
eliminate the need to have separate networks for differrot
media. It exploits the principles of "openness" and leverages
the standard protocols of JP networks to csrry not only data
but also other media such as voice aod video.
The PSTN and AIN Principles
[0005) The NGN grow out of the PST'N, thus to understand its origins one must understand present day Advauced
Intelligent Network (A IN) employed by PSTN carriers to
provide advanced telephony services. The AIN was proposed as the sottitioo to the carriers' needs to produce
applications rapidly and inclependeotly of switch development efforts. Prior approaches hsd bundled services within
switches, giving rise to long development times and index-
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ible semi= deployment. Service development and deployment was intimately tied to switch evolunou and svritch
development cycles.
[0006] AIN proposed de-coupling service development
and service logic from switches by building appropriate
triggerpointswithio the switch. Upon encountering a trigger
detection point wtnle processing a call, the switch, called the
Service Switching Point (SSP), would trigger and send a
query to a Service Control Point (SCP). FIG. 1 illustrates the
demerits of AIN. The SSP performs a query directed to an
SCE The SCP executes service logic that yields a result and
that result Is returned to the SSP that initiated the query. The
SSP then continues with call processing.
[0007] As an example, when a subscriber dials an 800
inunber, an SSP detects that the call requires AIN service
logic processing. The SSP directs a query to ao SCP which
in turn executes service logic that returns a valid dialing
number to the SSP. The SSP then asks the Signaling System
#7 (SS#7) network to set-up a call to that telephone number.
SS#7 sets up sigualing and bearer paths necessary to support
a call to that dialing number, The CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH serving the called party applies a ringing tone to
the called party's telephone. Croce the called party auswers,
the ca/1 is established and both the parties can now have a
te tephoae conversation,
[0008] FIG.1 depicts the structure of the PSTN, including
its support for AIN, The CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH is
decomposed into four distinct modules:
[0009] CALL PROCESSING
[0olo] LINE
[001I] SIGNALING
[0012] TRUNK
[0013] The LINE module functions include detecting onhook/off-hook, applying dial tone and ringing tone, collecting dialed digits, and communicating internally with the
call-processing module. The CALL PROCESSING module
witty= the digits collected by the LINE module, and asks
the SIGNALING module to perform appropriste actions,
The SIGNALING module interfaces with the SS#7 TRANSPORT NETWORK for the purpose of setting up a bearer
channel between the calling and the ca lied CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCHES, The TRUNK module transforms analog voice to a Time Divisiou Multiplexed (TDM) format for
trausrais,sion over PSTN !rooks, The TRUNK module of the
CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH serving the called party
oiniverts the TDM truak format back to analog for transmission over the local loop.
The Next Geocralloo Networking Model
[0014] FIG. 2 illustrates the NON approach. The NUN
exhibits several similarities tv the legacy PsTN. If one were
to split apart the four modules that comprise Ibe CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCH (see FIG. 1) into separate and distinct
computing elements, the following components of a NON
network result:
(INtIS) MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
[0016] RESIDENTIAL CAT'EWAY
[00I7] TRUNK GATEWAY
(0018] SIGNAL/NG GATEWAY
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[0019] To compare the functioos of these elements to
analogous functions in the C:ENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH,
the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER (A.K.A. "stillswitch," or "call agent) performs the fuuctious of the CALL
PROCESS/NO module, the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY
(ALLA. "customer gateway") performs the functions of the
LINE module and the TRUNK GATEWAY replaces the
TRUNK module. Insofar as the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY
and TRUNK GATEWAY are both responsible for converting
media provided in one type of network to the format
required in another type of network, they are referred to
generically as MEDIA GATEWAYS, With respect to support
for network signaling fuectiolis, the SIGNALING GATEWAY in the NON replaces the SIGNALING module in the
CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH. The similarities between the
PSTN and NGliT cod here.
[0020] FIG. 2 shows . a PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK based on IP in OSI Leyer 3 (the network layer)
transported over ATM in OSI Layer 2 (the datalink layer). It
interconnects all four NON network elements. What were
once major modules within a CENTRAL OFFIC.E SWITCH
are now distributed network elements intetcommoted
through a PACKET 'TRANSPORT NETWORK, The distributed nature of network elements Tu an NON brings out
one of the most strildng differ-maces betweee the PSTN and
the NON approaches. The theoretical advantages to be
gained from this distribution include the following:
[0021] The MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
may be impkmeoted on a reliable, high-performance, faulttolerant server that is IP .based and uses
slandard protocols to communicate with the gateways. Services cao ba implemented ou segarete
platforms using open application programming us terfa.ces (API), which should in theory lead to rapid
development aud deployment of services.
[0072] The MEDIA GATEWAYS can send media to
each other over an IP-based PACKET TRANSPORT
NETWORK using a protocol called Real Time
Transport Protocol (RTP). The RTP protocol can he
used to transmit oot only voice but also data and
video, The same IP transport and protocol can be
used to carry multipk media types concurrently, a
task that is difficult to accomplish with the circuitswitched PS174 network.
[0023] Thalike with the PS114, where the signaliog
network is separate from the voice network., NON
utilizes the same PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK to carry both signaling and media traffic.
[0024] Whereas communieatien between the four
major modules is internal to the CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH In the PSTN, the NON uses a gateway
control protocol for conetztunication between the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER and the
MEDIA GATEWAYS.
[00251 The most widely studied gateway control protocol
is Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) described by
1ETF RFC 3015 on Megaco Protocol Version 1.0. RFC 3015
is a common text with 1111-T Recommendation H.248, the
most recent draft of which was developed as a close trooporation between the IEIT Media Gateway Control Working
Group (AKA. "MEGACO Working Group") sad ITU-T
Study Group 16,

[0026] Ilee precursor to MGCP was the Simple Gateway
Control Protocol (SOCP) developed by Thlcordia. At about
the same time Telcordia was implemeoling SGCP, a company called Level 3 had developed a similar protocol called
IP Device Control (IPDC). Rather than have two similar
protocols dewier, and compete over Link, Telcordia and
Level 3 merged them into MGCP. MGCP was tailored to
address a PSTN telephone aod was not designed to beadle
data or multimedia. ITU-T Study Group 16 extended MGCP
to support ISDN and multimedia, which led to RCCOVIIMBEIdation H.248. This body of work is today re ferred using the
moniker IvIEGACOM.248; it details a NGN reference tooklecture that provides an operational context for the description of the MGC.P itself
[0027] FIG. 2 depicts an NON that is erchitecturaDy
compatible with MEGACO/H.248. The following workflow
sequence illustrates a typical call set-up procedure for the
NGN depicted in FTG. 2:
[0028] (1) A telephone goes off-hook. The RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY serving the telephone detects
the off-book event, applies dial to pe, collects the
dialed digits, and uotiflas the IVIEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER using TvIEGACO; The RESIDENTIAL. GATEWAY also informs the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER that it is prepared to receive
ao RTP media stream at a certain port address, and
further indicates tbe Indio coding format it is able to
support
160241 (2) The MEDIA GATE ✓AY CONTROLLER
processes the digits and then must determine whether
the celled party mlephooe is coenected to another
RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY within the NON or con•
sleeted to a CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH in the
PSTN.
[MO] (3) Assurniog the celk.d party is connected lo
another RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY within the
NGN, the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER quories the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY serving the
called party for an R'TP port (and the audio coding
format) at which it would prefer to receive an RTP
stream from the calling party RESIDENTIAL
GATEWAY.
[0031] (4) The called party RESIDENTIAL GAT'EWAY respoods with the port at which it Can receive
an RTP audio stream from SIM calling party and the
audio coding format it is able to support.
[0032] (5) The called party RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY applies a ringing tom to the called party's
telephone.
[0033] (6) The MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
informs the, calling RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY of
the audio coding format supported by the called
RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY and the port at which it
is expecting to receive an RTP stream.
[0034] (7) Following more exchanges of information,
bulb the calling and called party RESIDENTIAL
GATEWAYS know the port addresses and supported
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audio coding formats necessary for them to scud and
rcceive RTP streams (containing encoded audio)
to/from each other,
[0035] (8) Once the called party answers the telephone, two-way communication using RTP streams
is established.
Implications of NON Deployment
[0036] There are several significant implications that
result from delivering network services to subscribers
through an NGN rather than the PSTN. Several of them are
summarized in the points below:
[0937] Unlike the PSTN, which has a signaliog network that is ° separate from the TDM network for
establishing bearer paths, the NCH network carries
both signaling sod media streams over the same IP
network, thereby achieving a certain measure of
convergence.
[0038] Whereas the PSTN requires separate overlay
networks and protocols for other media beyond
voice, the NON utilizes tbe same JP network and
protocols for all media communications (i.e. voice,
data, video).
[0039] While the PSTN carries voice media over
dedicated circuit switched connections, NGN carries
media streams in RTP packets that are treated in the
same manner as aoy other IP packets, using tiro "best
effort" paradigm the Internet employs for routing
packets. This means that packets can common
delays; they can be dropped due to corigestion contoil mechanisms that throttle packets at the source or
at the ingress to the network, Hence, the bare public
Internet does not offer quality of service. ODIUMquaolly, an NGN implemesitation requires the cmdim of a speciallurpose IP network to support
network quality of service (QoS). In contrast, the
PSTN is capable of guaranteeing QaS service for
point-to-point connectious trarspcating voice or
data.
[0040] The NGN interworks with the PSTN via
TRUNK GATEWAYS and SIGNALING GATE.
WAYS, Thus, while tLc end-to-end counection
between two NON subsccibers would occur entirely
within the PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK, the
end-to-end cc:sweeties:1 between and NGN subscriber
and a PSTN subscriber would occur in both the NON
and the PSTN, using a TRUNK GATEWAY and a
SIGNALING GATEWAY to carry beam channel
content and network signaling informatiou, resPeclively, between the two subscribers partivipating in
the call.
[0041] Third-patty applicatioas can be offered via an
open applications programming interface (API)
offered by the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER,
Some staudards for Open APis include. PARLAY,
JAIN, XML, or SOAP. it is beyond the scope of this
discussion to provide definitions for these APIs or to
elaborate on them beyond presenting their monikets.
Let it simply be said that the thrust of theseAPIs was
originally an effort to make AIN infrastructure in the
PSTN accessible to third-party application providers

so that they could offer new and innovative network
services, With the advent of the NON, it was envisioned that the same sot 0/APIs would be suitable to
provide third-party NGN applications with the abil.
ity tn access similar features by interfacing with the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER.
[0042] The NON makes it pciasible for a carrier to
provide plain old telephone service (POTS) over a
PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK by using a
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER aod a RP,SIDENT1AL GAT'EWAY rather than a CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCH. A s already explained, the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY tekas on tho tole of the LINE
module of the CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH; therefore, there are no NGN requirements to charge the
telephone itself. .
A Victim of Failed Economics
[0043] Thcragb the NGN Is today restricted io its applicability to voice communications, it was oziginally the bope of
both carriers and vendors that voice-over-IP (VolP) would
serve to bootstrap the NON and spawn off a new era of
converged networks that would cater to voice, video and
data communications, Convergence promised to transform
the PSTN into a general purpose "multi-service network"
capable of simultaneously delivering voice, video and data
services through a common PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK that supports QoS. Thus far this expectatioo 1j451:1Qt
materialized due to the reluctance to widely deploy
a network based an tbe NGN architecture. At the curreot
time, many carriers perceive the NGN architecture unsuitable to meet their forward-looking objectives to decrease
network operating costs while at the same time increase
network service revenue& Ultimately the NON became a
victim of failed econoroics that resulted from AS inordinate
complexity and insufficient support for new services.
Complexity Confounds NON Deployment
[0044] The inordinate complexity of the NGN is to a large
extent due to overreliance on centralized control elements
for network service delivery, Willie its many network etameats may be physically distributed, the NGN architecture's
logical ceutralization mimics the functiooally of the "mainframe-oriented" PSTN. lbe NON architecture has more
recently been altered from its original desigu to model the
Interact, relying upon "horiztiotal integration" of special.
hied, etioperating network elemeats, Many of these network
clerneals are riot shown in FIG, 2, but are IleCOSS4r/ EDI
NGN implenieritation (e.g. feature servers, CCIOLlid sereers,
integrated access device controllers, policy servers, domain
waning servers, SIP proxy servers, TRIP servers, subscriber
directory servers). Very much ratlike the internal, virtually
411 NON network elements require some degree of centralized control by, or interaction with, the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER according to specialized protocols. A ll of
those protocols communicate through (i.e. gcntrate traC
ott) the carrier's PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK.
[0045] To support its centralized service delivery model,
the "vertically integrated" PSTN was based on a hardware
acallog model in which the majority of software proriesses
commuaicated ditectly with each other inside purpose-built
hardware computing modules. These computing modules
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4
physically plugged into each other to create large, distributed mainframe computers such as the CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH. The more horizornally integrated NGN is based
on a software scaling medel that for all intents and putpteeee
remains as operetiomilly ceutralized as the PSTN, if aot
more so in some instances where control over a very large
number of subscribers (potentially millioes) may he Mien'
gated into a regional office. Adherents of the NON architecture maiutain that such a high degree of centralization
offers cost benefits; however the cost benefits of centralizedon are to a largo measure offset by fault vulnerability and
the costs associated with ensuring system redundancy. Generally spesking, if something in a network dots anything for
thousands of subscribers at tho same time, not only does the
carrier need two of them, but also the gaily to automatically
fail over tom one to the other without dramatically interrupting service delivery. Implementing this level of functionality for centralized COMFOACT113 is challenging aod often
prohibitively expensive.
[0046) As depicted in FIG, 2, the physically distributed,
high/y-decomposed NON architecture relies upou a an
"orchestra"0 of interdependeut softwue services reacting on
distributed network elements; these software services, each
according to its uoique role, communicate in one-to-oue,
many-to-one, or one-to-roam relationships with other interdependeut software services through the PACK.ET TRANSPORT NETWORK, each using specialized protocoh,
[0047] Due to physical limitations on bow many MEDIA
GATEWAYS cau be coutrolled by a single MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER, the NON must be partitioned into
contra/ zones, Local device-level signaling performed by the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER within its control zone
musl be somehow synchronized with cud-to-end network
signaling that would be necessary for a call to span more
than a single woe. The result is a two-tiered signaliag
architecture—a concession to the inelegant NON scaling
model atid ils inherent requiremeet for network partitioning.
Network signaling orotocols such as Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) are used between control zones for end-to-end
oatwork signaling, whereas MEGACO is used closer to the
endpoint for local MED/A GATEWAY council,
[0048) Among other things, the two-tiered signaling
model, complicates the integration ofAPPLICATION SERVERS (pod poteatially PBXs) that typically require more
signaling information than can be conveyed by MEGACO
(e.g. calling and called party dialing cumbers). As a result,
oetwock sigualing using SIP must be extended directly to the
APPLICATION SERVER as if it were another
GATEWAY CONTROLLER i.e. another "control zone,"
Thus, for the NON to enable network-based enhanced
services such as voice mail or group conferenciog, it must
interface APPLICATION SERVERS using a differcut
method than the way it interfaces telephones. From an
operational perspective, the two-tiered signaling model
means that the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
becomes a lynch pin, and must ROW actively mediate all
telephone access to the APPLICATION SERVERS.
[0049] In the NON, subscriber telephones are coneected
through RESIDENTIAL GATESVAYS and controlled by the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER using MEGACO.
This complexity has further implications in terras of complicatiog overall network design, pa/Jim:July with respect to

the scaling of participating network eleweels. 'Thus, as a
consequence of its Mot-Moue complexity, the NGN
lecture brings with it a number of very significant implementetion considerations that may be summarized as follows:
[0050) Poteutial poor performance resulting from the
high processing overhead: network functionality is
highly decomposed into distributed uetwork deweals thal must commuoicatt through the network
itself using various protocols;
NUMETOUS indeterminate scaling relationships
that introduce a proportionally larger number of
potereial bottlenecks;

[0051]

(0052] 'Troubleshoating Procedures that must isolate
and resolve problems that appear to reside in more
than one place do to protocol incompatibilities;
[0053) Software integratiou requirements that are difecult for most carriers to support,
[0054] It is the cocclusion of this analysis that the NGN
axchitecture as represented in FIG. 2 has too many moving
parts [0 operate efficiently, Attempts to remedy these limitations ultimately translate into implementation cost for lbe
carrier attempting to deploy an NGN.
Insufficieut Support For New Services Cot:Scrunch
NON Deployment
[0055] The NON architecture suffers from insullicieut
support for new services. It largely replicates the telephoneoriented feature set of today's PSTN. Duo to the centralized
control model of the NGN, support for new =Work services
is dependcut upon the ability of the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER and APPLICAnON SERVERS to provide
the featuree that comprise a network service, Mucb like witb
the PSTN, feature delivery by a centralized controlling
entity is limited by the carrier's ability (and willingness) to
modify the controlling entity to provide new services, Notwithstauding the NON visiou of third-party applications and
new services supported through MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER APIs, as a practical matter it is a tenuous
proposition to modify access to it, or add to its service load
once it has been optirritee.d to deliver a particular portfolio of
services.
[00561 Beyond risks related to destahllizing the core of the
network by providing API access to the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER, the generic concept of using APIs to
integrate application services came into question some time
after the inception of the NGN and its API-based strategy. In
actual practice—"actual practiae” being a function of industry consensus derived from years of internet experiencethird-party applications offered through the NGN are probably better integrated using staudard IP-based IETF
protocols such as SIP and Hypertext Transfer Protocol,
APPLICATION SERVER integration into the PACKET
TRANSPORT NETWORK using iateruet-style protocols
(based ca message passing) has proven far more flexible ead
met-effective than islegratioas based oo APIs. APIs teed to
be highly vendor-specific, programcsitg laaguage-specilie,
and, slime they are based fundamentally on fuection calLs
rather than message sets, tend to be less tolerant of panial
implementation.
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[0057] Notwithstanding the foregoing, it should be kept to
mind that network signaling protocols like SIP are uot
compatible with the device-oriented MEGACO protocol
used to control telephoues connected to RESIDENT/AL
GATEWAYS. Thus, as pointed out earlier in the discussion,
the two-tiered signaling model of the NGN puts the MEDIA
GATEWAY CONTROLLER into a mediation role, peeforming an imperfect translation between its use of MEGACO to
control service delivery to telephooes and its use of SIP as
the raeal:15 to access application services.
[0058] Interactive calling services were originally euvisiooed that would provide the NON subscriber with the
ability to select or customize call processing legic, perhaps
even to tumble interoperability between network features
and application programs ruening on the subscriber's personal computer (e.g. active browser sessions, thstitta Meltsaging clients) or to access subscriber-specific data objects
(e.g, contact lists, call logs, content subscriptions). Implementation of these types of interactive calling services using
only AIN-styk APIs was eventually perceived as largely
impractical in the NON because the MEDEA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER (supporting the APIs) would be required to
access, manage, and execute unique, complex service logic
for vety large number of subscribers at the same time. The
follewing points illustrate other significant limitations of the
NGN with respect to supporting new services:

logic that involves network siseetaling operations (e.g
call redirection, multipoint call control, call supetvision, multiple line appearances, etc) without centralized participation by the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER. These factors impose substantial
coestraints on the variety of network services the
NGN can deliver because each new service must be
tightly integreted with the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER in order to perform call control
operations.
[0062) lb work armed these constraints, recent
approaches to offering new services in the NON have put ao
applictition between the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY and
the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER., The application is
responsible for controlling the subscriber's telephones, giving them access to various new features. These approaches
support: (1) a variety of telephone types Dot supported by
standard MEGACO; (b) better access to call log records and
related subscriber-specific netwoeir usage data; and (e) the
ability to execute user-contigurable service logic not supported by the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER.
[0063] As an example of this approach, companies such as
Cisco, Btoarisoft, Longlioatd, and Sylantro have built application sysiems that provide optimized combinations of business tekphoce services that include PBX and Centres

[00591 In the IsIGN, the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER delivers teleptioue features by remotely
controlling the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY. ]t can
only deliver features thiough a RESIDENTIAL
GA1EWAY whose feature set it fully understands
accoidieg to the IvIEGAGO standard. This factor
imposes substantial constreints on the variety of
network services tbe NON caet deliver because it is
impractical or unfeasible to control an endpoint
feature set that extends beyond tbst anticipated by
MEGACO,

IP C,eutrex solutions provide cailitag services and telephoue
features using various brands of office telephones and web
browser-based graphical user imerfeces. Generically, /P
Centres so/idiom equate to a tietwork-based software PBX
application that replaces much of the functioonlity of the
MEDIATE GATEWAY CONTROLLER.
[0064] IP Centres solutions are often referred to in the

[tl060] Calling services that perform call control
operations require e full kuowletige of subscriber
Class of Service parameters and service delivery
preferences. This information governs not only the
subscriber's ability to invoke the calling service in
abs first place, but the unique behavior of the service
when invoked by that particular subscriber, Most of
the information that interactive calling services (e,g,
call log functions, programmable cell-blocking and
call-forwarding) require is buried somewhere deep
ineide the NON infrastructure in much the same way
tbat it was buried 'aside the CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH in the PSTN. This factor imposes substaetial constraints on the variety of tietWOrk services the
NON can deliver becinise call log eetries sod related
subscriber-specific network usage data am largely
unavailable for real-time access by third-party applications.
[0061] RESIDENTIAL GATEWAYS are unintelligent in the souse that they require the IvIEDIA
GATEWAY CONTROLLER to mediate all network
signaling functions on their behalf. They cannot
deteimine the broader network signaling context of
the calling operations in which they participate. They
are incapable of indepeodently executing service

features. While some of these solutions are designed for
enterprise deployment, those intended for carrier deployment are often referred to using this moniker "IP Centres."

industry as "point solutions." Point solutions enable the
carrier to provide a very particular set of new services for

isolated populatioos of subscribers. They are a work-around
bouriae out of necessity and irdroduce additional "coostandard" intermediary network olemeols into the NGN.
Adding new network elements of this type brings with it
significant scalin g iterplicatious associated with carrier
deployment of a aerVielt that cannot scale as the network
itself scales. Point solutions are operationally unfeasible for
genius serving tens of millions of subscribers because the
feature set of the point solution canted be managed as a
standard network feature set that may be enabled or disabled
for any subscriber at will. If such a service became popular,
the carrier would have to replicate many instances of the
system—potentially thousands of them—each to serve a
certain critical mass 0 Csubwribers, and then to manage these

systems as indepeedeat islands of service delivery capability,
[00651 As summarized below, point solutions bring with
them their own maker; sat of carrier deployment challenges
and at the saute time do 110i resolve the general limitations
of the NON with respect to supporting new services:
[0066] Point solutions do not in a general sense
enable the NGN to control a telephoue feature set (or
other endpoint device feature set) tbat extends
beyond that anticipated by MEGACO, but iostead
supports selected vendor telephones in a way that
suits their own specific purposes.
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[0067] Point solutions do not in a general smut make
call log records and related subscrtber-specific network usage data available for real-time access by a
third-party applicationa, but instead simply store it
intanally for their owa see.
[0066] Point solutions do not is a general sense make
it possible for third-party applications to perform call
control operations, but instead implement call C0.11trol operations for their owa specific purposes.
NCH Support Por Multi-Service, Deavery
[0069] The Nt311 architectene leaves to future coosideratirm features sus that extood beyond traditional PSTN
voice services. It essumes mitre' office (or equivalent)
deploymeat for most network elements and thst the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY Is providing telephone service over
a general-purpose PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK tbat
supports COS. Video and data services ue not addressed
directly by the NON, and it is assumed that other network
elements and rotated infrastructure components will provide
thase services independently.
[0070] T6e above arsumptions do not anticipate that the
subscriber purchasing voice services is also likely to puscluise data and video services from the sante carrier, When
the carrier's primary connection to the subscriber premise is
through a broadband access network, it quickly become
impractical to hasten a separate physicel connection or
independent whither] for each type of media service offered
to that subscriber. Much of che motivation behind the
transition to a converged network is based on the Witte that
multiple services—voice, video, and data services--can be
offered to a network subscriber through a single IP data path
to the premise. The converged vision extends to enabling
carriers to combine several media types into a comprehensive oetwork SerViCO3 offering.
[007Ij This typo of naulti-servica delivery requires QoS
aebitration at the subscriber premise so as to ensure QoS for
all voice, video, and data terminal devices (i.e. telephones,
televisions, PCs) installed throe; all of these terminal devices
may be operating at the same time sharing the same IP data
path. Many potential new services anticipate providing
value to subscribers because of their ability to support
multiple media types at the same time, potentially integrating two services that support different media types in a way
that makes each more usefuL In addition, voice, video and
data temibial devices it:stalled at the subscriber premise
often support chtferant contra/ interfaces that must be urnmalieed to eetworksignaliog and device control conventions
that would et:table them to interact with network-based
APPLICATION SERVERS in a consisteot fashion.
[0074 Equipment vendors have responded to require-.
moots to enable NON mai-service delivery through a
single IP data path to the subsciiber premise by creating an
integrated access device (IAD). The IAD began life as
specialized version of a RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY,
designed as a means to apatite subscribers to =meet voice
and data teneinals at the premise in such fashion as they may
share a comma IP data path to the carrier's PACX.ET
TRANSPORT NETWORK. The IAD marketplace today
offers the carriers a bewildering assortment of devices,
targeting optimal combinations of cost effectivecess andior
feature sic/mess.

[0073] Some 1ADs support voice-over-IP and QoS arbitration features whereas others attempt to obviate total
reliance on remote IAD cannot by a MEDIA OATEWAY
CONTROLLER (using MEGAGO) by implementing
selected POTS telephone features and SIP network signaling
willaia the IAD. Some IADs used by the cable industry do
oot support VolPin the NGN sense of it, but instead provide
for "voice-over-broadband," Tbe term voice-over-broadband refers to a family of proprietary access network
desigos, the most commos of which is that used by cable
companies that traosport voice, as well as data sod video, oe
distinct broadband channels created through frequency division multrokicing (FDM). In this type of voice-over-broadband network, voice and data flows are split at the central
office (or central office equivakut), with the voice path
caracoling to a CEN1'RAL OFFICE swrrcH (usually
through a OR 303 packet interface). IADs of this type are
excepted from this discussion because they do not support
the converged "end-roend IP" vision of the NON and are
fundamentally itteompatable with it.
[0074] NON voice services offered through an IAD using
VolP are virtually identical to voice services offered directly
through a POTS line connected to a CENTRAL OFFICE
SW]TC1-1. Typically, the lAD is used to connect telephones
and computers to a broadlined data service provided to the
premise, Through the gateway facilities of the IAD, voice
and data are transported as distinct packet flows over a
commas] IP data path that is contiguous (from an IP cots.
ne ctivity sta ndpoint) with the PACKET TRANSPORT NET.
woRK, to the NGN, the feature set of the CENTRAL
oFFicE swiTce is emulated by the 1vIEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER in coneert vritb a number of other netwerk
elemeots such as a "feature server." Conceptually, in the
NON the IAD functions exactly as any other RESIDENTIAL OATEWAY,
[0075] Unable to deliver traditions/ PSTN network services inclependeady, and devoid of the ability to enable
compelling new service capabilities, the value proposition of
the /AD lies in its ability to enable the subscriber to use one
physical line (e.g. DSL line, cable, Ti) for both voice and
data at the stone time. In summary, the cost of the IAD must
be compared to the cost of simply installiog separate voice
acd data lines to the promise.
[0076) After substantial field experience, technical staff at
two major United Slates Local Exchange Carriers recently
concluded thin the cost for them to deploy network services
using an IAD is greater than or equal to the cost to deploy
separate voice and data lines lo the premise, except io rare
cases where it would be exceptionally expensive to bring in
an additional tine, Despite wide availability several for
years, the limited deployment of IADs furter suggests that
the NON has been a victim of failed economics. From a pure
technical perspective, an LSD may be an appropriate "edge
device" form-factor to address MEGACO requirements for
multi-serrice delivery to the subscriber premise. This observation does not remedy the underlying problem that its cost
to deploy is perceived as more than can be justified by the
modest functionality it enables.
SUMMARY
An Edge Switched Network Architecture
[1:1077) An Edge Switched Network (ESN) architecture is
introduced as an innovation whose implementation is depen-
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dent upon the Distributed Edge Switch (the "invention" lhat
is tbe subject of this discloeure), The general operating
priociples of the ESN am describcd below as a pretext to a
detailed description of the Distributed Edge Switch (DES)
found in the OVERVIEW section. Ii will be shown that the
ESN resolves many of limitations inherent to the NON,
[0078] FIG. 3 depicts an ESN architecture principally
comprised of "connectivity elements." A conuectivity element is a particular type of network element that is capable
of participating in call SCSS10130 using SIP network signaling
and RTP bearer transmission. Communities of connectivity
Blecanuis communicate in a pear-to-peer fashiou without
necessarily requiring assistance from the network beyond IP
connectivity. The three connectivity element types defined
for the ESN are as follows:
[0079] EDGE SWITCH
[0080] APPLICATION SERVER
[0081] PSTN GATEWAY
[0082] All three cotarectivity elements share a similar
network interface design that combines support for SIP
network signaling, MI, bearer transport, media encoding/
decoding, aml eveot-driven call processing into a single
intelligent eadpoiat device. Prom a conceptual standpoint,
each connectivity element collapses functionality from each
major NGN network element into a self-contained whole
capable of "intelligent participation" in call sessions.
lipid participation TetOTS to lin ability of a connectivity
element to operate both as SIP network signaling endpoint
and as a call control agent capable complex call control
operations. Complex call control operations might involve
supervisiog call sessions that contain multiple call legs
extending to other connectivity elements, Connectivity elements may leverage network-based SIP proxy servers to
support these and other complex operations.
Role of the Edge Switch in the ESN
[0083] The EDGE SWITCH is an ESN cormectivity element whose principal function is to support the delivery of
voice, video (multimedia) and data services---uaulti-service
delivery—to the subscriber premise through a shared IP data
path, It aggregates several functions together into a single,
cost-effective device that is deployed by the carrier as a
premise-based network element,
[01784) IrIG. 3 shows that the EDGE SWITCH functioos
as a broadband access network termivation device (e.g. 1.)SI,
modem, cable modern, Ti terminator, passive optical
eater) at the subscriber premise, providing an IP data path
from the premise to the PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK it also provides a means by which voice', video and
data terminals at the subscriber premise may connect to
other network endpoints in the PACIC.73T TRANSPORT
NE'I'WORK, each creating connections through a shared,
routed IP data interface.
[0085] Ultimately, all subscriber terminals plugged into
the EDGE SWITCH commenicate with the PACKET
TRANSPORT NETWORK through QoS routing capabilities built into the EDGE SWITCH. EDGE SWITCH routing
capabilities euable QoS arbitration at the exact poiut where
subscriber terminals interface the broadband access actwork, Video streaming services deployed within the network

are made accessible to SIP media streaming devices connected to the EDGE SWITCH (suck as ST-enabled set-top
boxes). Data transmission capacity not used for voice telephone GOIDIAllaiCaliCUS or media streaming is matte aCCOS ■
sible SO data terminals for dem communicatioes, Tbe EDGE
SWITCH operates as a MEDIA GATEWAY to the exteat
that it is able to present POTS or other types of uou-SIP
telephones (comiected through Its LINE interface) to the
oetwork as SEP oetwork signaling endpoints. The EDGE
SWITCH provides necessary terminal adaptation as uscessexy for the conversion of device signaling and bearer
channel content at the LINE interface to/frorn SIP network
signaling and RTP voice transmission conveotioos required
by the ESN.
[0086] The EDGE SWITCH executes loaally stored call
processing applications in response to detecting network
trigger events. In this way, voice telephone features and
related calling services are provided by the EDGE SWITCH
to the subscriber through legacy POTS assel/or IP telephones,
without thc participation of centralized network control
etc merits.
[0087] In order to perform in tbe capacities described
above, the EDGE SWITCH most operate as a general
computing device able to execute complex software programs and store relatively large amounts of information.
More specifically, the EDGE SWITCH cootains the follow[0088] SufArient computing capacity, memory, and
operating system funetionality necessary to support
application-level program develapmeut and application program exccutione particularly the execution of
call processing applications;
[0089] Strifiefent storage capacity to hold an operating event history of a year or more; operating events
ioclude configuratioa changes and all potentially
billabla subseriber access to calling services (e.g. call
lug records);
[0090] Sufficient storage capacity to hold all call
processiug applicatioo executable code ueeded to
support network service delivery according to the
subscriber's Class of Service;
[00911 Sufficieat storage capacity to hold local call
inlet and network addressing information needed to
support network service derivery (via call PrOCnSiag
applications) for all subscribers served by the EDGE
SWITCH;
[0092] Suffickot storage capacity to bold subscriber
Class of Service parameters and service delivery
preferences needed to govero the subscriber's ability
to invoke a particular calling service and the unique
behavior of the service when actually it:voted.
[0093] System softy/art to support a SW network
signaling protocol stack that can be programmed to
selectively expose trigger points in a call that automatically ktvoke service logic (i.e.. call processing
applications).
[0094] System software to support centralized service provisioning, device management, and software
upgrades by a remote system management platform
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[0095] System software to support the full complemoat of QoS arbitration, including traffic classification, packet labeling, packet scheduling, and admission control based on subscriber Class of Serviee,
[0096] System software to support real-time remote
monitoring of network service delivery, vrith active
reporting of status to a remote system management
platform.
[00971 System software required to meter network
service delivery by generating call log records and to
store them in a database liniC13111 to the EDGE

swrrca.

[0098] System software required to normalize vendor-specific terminal device interfaces to comply
with network signaliog and device control conventions that would enable them to Internet with eelworkhased APPLICATION SERVERS in a consisteat fashion.
[0099] Secure data exchange interfaces tbat make
EDGE SWITCH features and all information stored
within its internal databases accessibie to remote
database clients, network management systems, and
third-party applications.
Role of the Application Server in the ESN
[0100] The APPLICATION SERVER is an ESN eonnectivity element whose principal reaction is to support the
delivery of uetwork services to other ESN connectivity
eleaseots. As is ODIIIIII011 to all ESN connectivity elements,
the APPLICATION SERVER is capable of intelligent participation in call sessions. IL caa execute internally stored
call processing applications (service logic) in response to
cetwork signaling evente and related trigger points in a call,
An example of signaling events that would trigger service
logic execution inclede an attempt by a SIP signaling
codPoial to cormect to the APPLICATION SERVER or
disconnect from it once connected, Trigger points in a call
might include events detected while the SIP trill session is
in progress, such as mid-session control messages or certaiu
call control operations,
[0101] In most scenarios, network services or features
supported by an APPLICATION SERVER arc rendered
directly to SIP network signaling endpoints that =angel to
it. For reasons of security and protocol compatibility, the
APPLICA770N SERVER may implement secure connection policies that prohibit access to SIP network signaling
endpoints that are not directly managed or mediated by
another ESN connectivity element. For example, a PC-based
SIP client attempting to connect to the APPLICATION
SERVER through the public internet may be prohibited from
doing so; however, a PC-based SIP client attempting to
comma to the APPLICATION SEWER through an EDGE
SWITCH will have its SIPsigualing mediated by that EDGE
SWITCH—perhaps euerypied awarding to an internal carrier network standard—and as a result may be allowed to
connect to the APPLICATION SERVER in this way,
[0102] Upoo detecting a SIP call session initiation, the
APPLICATION SERVER examines SIP signaling information and compares it with what ii knows internally about the
calling party so that it may automatically determine the
feature, function, or service that it should render to the

calling party. For example, if the calling party is a SIP
network signaling endpoint (SIP User Agent) used by an
EDGE SWITCH to represent a POTS telephone at the
subscriber premise, the APPLICATION SERVER will
receive the dialing number of the calling party (i.e. the
dieting maker assigned to the POTS telephone originating
the call), It may than use this dialing number to access an
internal database for the purpose of retrieving the Clasa of
Service parameters associated with this dialing number.
Class of Service parameters will inform the APPLICATION
SERVER as to whether or not it should render its service to
the calling party•
[0103] Aside from the utrober of simultaneous SIP call
SOSSiOUS it can potentially support--a function of its hardware form-factor—tbsre is a fundamental difference
between the APPLICATION SERVER and tbe EDGE
SWITCH: whereas the APPLICATION SERVER renders
network services and features to a calling party, the EDGE
SWITCH renders =mark services and features to terminel
devices plugged into it at the subscriher premise.
[0104] In readeriag network services and features to a
calling party, tbe APPLICATION SERVER exploits the
capabilities of various system resources. Call processing
applications executing on theAPPLICATION SERVER may
perform database queries, media store-and-forward operadoes, suppoit group conferenciug, convert text to speech,
retsognize voice commands, or any one of a number of
operations that might be beyond the scope of what an EDGE
SWITCH eould perform without assistance from the network. By simply connecting to an APPLICATION
SERVER, an EDGE SWITCH or PSTN GATEWAY may
request and receive tbe intelligent participation of the
APPLICATION SERVER when they require such assistance.
Role of the PSTN Gateway in the ESN
[0105] The PSTN GATEWAY is an ESN connectivity
element whose principal function is to (a) oaake it possible
for the EDGE SWITCH to CUIIIIC4i to PSTN endpoints using
SIP network signaling and (b) to make it possible for PSTN
endpoints to connect to the EDGE swam using PSTN
network signaling. The PSTN GATEWAY combines the
functions of the NGN architecture's SIGNALING GATEWAY, TRUNK GATEWAY, and MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER na as to enable SIP call sessions contracting to it
to be bridged to PSTN ersdpoints, It provides necessary
signaling gateway functions as required to interface the
PSTN using SS117 protocols. It also provides necessary
media gateway functions to convert bearer channel encoding
formats at the TRUNK interface togrom SIP and RTP voice
transmission conventioes required by the ESN.
[0101 A connection attempt that originates in the ESN
and that is intended to ultimately connect to a PSTN
emit-Joint, will be directed to a SIP network signalaig endpoicl on a PSTN GATEWAY. The PSTN GATEWAY will
initiala essentially the same workflow sequence used by the

APPL/CAVION SERVER to execute internally stored call
processing applications. Consistent with as specialized role
in the ESN, the PS114 GATEWAY will execute a call
processing Replication that will connect the incoming SIP
call session through to the specified PSTN endpoint. Thus,
an Meowing SIP call from the ESN to the PSTN GATEWAY
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will initiate a corresponding PSTN call set-up to a PSTINT
endpoint through the TRUNK interface. In the reverse
direction, an incoming PSTN call through the TRUNK
interface will result ia a SIP call set-up to a SIP network
signaling endpoint in the PACKET"TRANSPORT NETWORK.
Architectural Compuisoo of ESN te NGN
[0107] The ESN is substantively differeut from the NON
in a number of significaot ways, and as a result of these
differences, the ESN remedies certain architectural limitations inherent to the NGN as set forth in the *negate%
sections, By showing how specific limitations of the NGN
are resolved by the •ESN, tbc summary below affords at
opportunity to highlight important capabilities inherent to
the ESN architecture withiu a relevant coratext:
[01081 (1) The potential poor performance of the
NGN resulting from bigh mocessiug overhead for
distributed elements communicating through t he actwork (and attendant smiting problems related
thereto) is resolved by the followiog;
[0M] Eliminatiog the MEDIATE GATEWAY
CONTROLLER fuoction entirely, and instead distributing call processing capability throughout the
network by embedding it in intelligent endpoiot
devices;
[0110] Feature-oriented uetwork service delivery
to subscribers through terminals at the premise, is
perforated by dedicated computing resources
physically located on the subscriber premise (i.e.
by the EDGE SWITCH);
[0111] To the extent that the above method of
feature delivery does not require assistance from
the network for most call processing functions,
feature responsiveness is perceived by ESN subscribers to bc essentially instantaneous, regardless
of the number of simultaneous ESN zetwork
times;

[0112] As a coosequeace of eliminatiog the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER Inaction
entirely, so too is the gateway control layer
natad effectively flattening the two-tiered NON
network signaling model into a normalized SIP
octwork signaling model. According to the normalized SIP network signaling model, voice and
multimedia connections are established peer-topeer using the same method;
[0113] As a result of flattening the two-tiered NGN
network signaling model into a normalized SIP
network signaling model, overall ESN system
performance with respect to APPLICATION
SERVER access by EDGE SWITCPIES and
PSTN GATEWAYS is dramatically enhanced. The
delivery of network-based features provided by
APPLICATION SERVERS in the ESN is perceive
by subscribers to be essentially instantaneous and
relatively unaffected by the number of simultaMOUS ESN network users.

[DIM] (2) The NGN's large number of potential
bottlenecks that are introduced as a result of its
numerous indeterminate scaling relationships are
resolved by the following:
[0115] Reducing the number of network elements
that are PeCdCi IQ participate in network service
delivery;
[0116] Embedding feature delivery and service
metering functions into the network access device
(EDGE SWITCli or PSTN GATEWAY) so as to
eliminate requirerneots for the centralized network
eleoients to retain informatioo about tbe state of
any given call.
co117i (3) Troubleshootiog procedures for the NON
must isolate and resolve problems tbat appear to
reside in =La than ooe place because of protocol
kicompatiblities. This issue is resolved its the ESN by
the followhig;
[0118] Reducing the total number of protocols;
[0119] Reducing tbe total number of network demerits.
[0120] Managing all connectivity elements as
populations of like elements, each of which supports more or less identical provisioning, device
management, diagnostic, and event reporting
mechanisms, and each using the same ioterface
protocols to support similar tasks.
ID1211 (4) Software integration requirements for the
NGN are diffieult for most carriers to implemeot and
support. This issue is resolved in tbe ESN by the
following:
[0122] Supporting a hardware scaling model in
which ESN service delivery capabiLity is built up
in a predictable, linear fashion by replicating
connectivity elements;
[0123] Embedding most subscriber-oriented features into a very low-cost device (EDGE
SWITCIi) that is physically replaced if an error
condition is detected rather than repaired; the
replacerneut vait is then automatically detected
and re-synchronized with a system coariagernent
phstform so that identical network service capabilities are restored to the subscriber;
[9124] Requiring rotatively few centralized software processes to support feature-oriented network service delivery, an comporcd to the WIN;
[0125] Utilizing SIP-based access to service logic
arming within APPLICATION SERVERS for
advanced feature support—a method that sharply
contrasts with NON support for API access to call
processing capabilities within the MEDIA GATEWAY CONT'ROLLER,
[01261 (*The economic model for the NON that liss
not proved compelling to carriers largely due to high
implementation costs resulting from its inordinate
complexity The relative simplicity of the ESN translairs into a lower relative cost for greater network
service delivery capability, thereby increasing the
likelihood that its economic model would be cornpelliog enough to motivate carrier implementation.
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Some of the principal reasons for its simplicity
relative to the NON include the followiegt
[0127] The ESN is capable of delivering traditional PSTN aetwork services aud new andliservice capabilities through a common means with
little or no salience on feature-controlling infrastructure in the central office;
[012S] The ESN employs a hardware scaling
model that CM primarily MOS produced, lowcost EDGE SWITCHES for most of its subscriberoriented service delivery;
[0129] The ESN requiree dramatically less effort to
teat compared to the NGN, since validating the
feature set of a single EDGE SWITCH for a
certain number of concurrent sessioes careers
validation of the ability to support aoy multiple of
that certain number of coocurrent sessions by
deploying a proportionate multiple of additional
EDGE SWITCHES;
[0130] The ESN enjoys very low implementation
costs due to the fact that its network integration is
based on relatively few protocols other than SIP.
The MEGACO protocol stack is eliatillititd from
the model, along with Al atteedant requirements
for licensing and We/operability testing between
MEGACO-compliant network elements,
[0131] As a consequence of these factors, overall system
cost for the ESN oia a per-user basis has ban calculated to
be less expensive than PSIN technology to provide RD
equivalent feature. Overs11 g ni= coet for the ESN has beers
estimated te be less expousive than the NON to provide an
equivalent feature.
[0132] hs consideradat of the above cost estimates, it
should be noted that indeterminate scaling relationehips in
the NGN, and the lack of deployed NON networks that
could be used for direot comparison, am factors that together
confound attempts to quantify the Ira itaplementation cost
of aa actual NGN deployment. A theoretical calculation of
cost-por-subscdber an estimate) in the NON might not
necessarily reflect actual feature delivery capacity because
of uoanticipated effects that are lately to result from its
highly decomposed architecture.
Support for New Services in the ESN
[0133] Support for new services by the ESN is made
possible because of several capabilities that are inherent to
its architecture. Some of these capabilities are described as
follows;
[0134] The ESN supports voice, video and dataoriented oetwork services through a commou (i.e,
shared) LP data path, providing QoS arbitratioo at the
premise as is required to suppert multi-service delivery; thua, new services can be offered for each type
of media, or oew services can combine features that
involve more than one type of media into a single
multimedia serrice. As an example, a feature catd
be crested to lower the volume of the television if
someone answered the telephone;

[0133] Feature delivery by the EDGE SWITCH is
remotely programmable by the carrier, software
loads can be uploaded into the EDGE SWITCH to
iulToduct new features over time without network
iefrastroctures changes;
[0136] Tbe ESN sabsedber may interact with the
EDGE SWII•CH to select features and program them
to behave according to subscriber-specific pareremem, potentially to interopecatt with a variety of
third-party applications, application programs runoing on the subscriber's PC, or to securely access
data objects stored in network servers or on the
subscriber's PC.As an example, an application could
use inatam messaging to inform the end user as to tbe
identity of a calling party,
[01.37] Most ESN network intelligence is located
within the EDGE SWITCH itself. A large part of this
"network intelligence" includes the EDOE
SWITCH'S ability to internally store call log records
and other subscober-specific infornsatiou related to
network service delivery. This stored information in
effect conaprises a distrthuted database of virtually
unlimited salability. New serrice opportunities are
made possible by vielue of the fact that this inforMall011 may be securely accessed by an application
aad subsequently preseeted to an end user within the
context of interactive calling services. As an
exausple, eetwork-bssed web applications may be
created to provide end users access to multi-yeer oafl
histories managed through a web browser-ba.sed
graphical user interface.
[0138] Became of its SIP-based network signaling
model, tbe EDGE SWITCH can perform complex
call control operations tha t involve SIP network
sigualiog midpoints rocated virtually aoywhere in ibe
uetwork. This support for complex call control
operatioas by the EDGE SWITCH in effect cables
it to functioo as a distributed call cordrol resource of
virtually unlimited scalability, New service oppartu12itieS aro made possible by virtue of the fact that this
capability can be securely accessed by an application
acd subsequendy presented to an end user within the
context of interactive calling services. As an
example, nehvork-based web applications may be
created to provide end users the ability to access
EDGE SWITCH calling features through a web
browser-based graphical user interface.
[0139] EDGE SWTTCH call coutrol operatives can
be used to transparently access network-based features provided by APPLICATION SERVERS. As a
result, combinations of call coutrol features iaternal
to the EDGE SWITCH and network-based features
that are external to tbe EDGE SWITCH cau be
dyearcially coefigured sod presected together to
cod usere as a unified service or capability—that is,
proseeted in such a way that the 50117C: oP tha feature
(iaternal to the EDOE SWITCH or ectwork-based) is
p ath-My traesparent to the end users. Thus, beyond its
ability to support programmable internal feature sets
via software upgrades and configurable call processiog applications, the EDGE SWITCH feature set
may be further extended through transpareot integration with network-based features. As an example,
an EDGE SWITCH feature may be created to over-
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ride basic dia/-tone service; when an EDGE
SWITCH detects that a telephone plugged into it
went off-hook, the override feature would forgo the
baeic dial-tone service aud instead transparently co p
-reactonwkbsdvice-at ng
applieation.
[0140] In general, in one aspect, L60 ruvention features a
network device hacludiog a plurality of comtnuoicatieu
interfaces, among which there is a telephone line interface,
a computer data interface, and a broadband network interface. The network device also bacteria a processor; a
machine-readable storage medium which during use stores a
call processing application and service profiles, and which
stares executable iustruotions to mediate communications
between the plurality of communication interfaces, the
instructious causing the network device to detect network
signaling events or trigger points in a telephone call and
invoke the call procensing application in response to the
detected netviork signaliug events or trigger Points, the call
processiug application operating according to parameters
defined in the service profiles.
[0141] Preferred embodiments ioclude out or more of the
followiug features. The plurality of communication interfaces further includes a video straamieg deviee ioterface.
The broadband network Mterface terminates a broadband
network link that joins a customer premises to a packet
carrier petwork. Tbe instructious further cause the petwork
device to route IP data between the computer data interface
and the broadband network hiterface. The network device is
contained in a single physical enclosure. The Metre/name
fisithcr cause ihe network device to provide a first SIP proxy
agent to represent a telephone that uses the telephoue line
interface, and provide a roomed SEP proxy agent to represeat
a computer that uses the computer data interface. The
storage medium stores call routing tables, and tbe instructions further cause the network device to perform call
routing for telephone calls tbat use the telephone line
interface. The storage medium also stores call routing tables,
end the iustructions cause the network device to perform eali
routing for telephope calls according ta the cali routing
tables, the telephone calls using the telephone hue interfuce.
[0142] In general, in another aspect, the invention featuree
a netwerk device including a plurality of communication
interfaces among which there is a telephooe line iaterface, a
computer data interface, and a broadband uetwork interface,
The network device alao includes a processor; a machinereadable storage medium vehich during use stoma call rotating tables, and which stores executable instructions to mediate communications between the plurality of /Madams, the
instructions causing the network device to perform call
routing according to the cal routing tables, the telephone
calls using the telephone line interface.
[0143] Preferred embodiments include cum or more of the
following features. The call routing includes peer-to•peer
call sigoaling between customer premises over a shared IP
cetwork. The call signaling is performed without requiriog
surteful elemeuts of the shared IP network 'above the IP
infrastructure, The broadband network ioterface terminates a
liok that joins the network device to the shared IP network.
The call routing insludes cell sigealiog to a PSTN eudpolot
via a PSTN gateway that is reachable over tbe broadbaed
network ipterface. The lostructions further cause the eat-
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work device to route IP data lactweeu the computer data
interface and the broadband network interface, And the
plurality of communicatioa interfaces further includes a
video stream:dog device interface.
[0144] In ga pers', in still another aspect, the kiveation
features a network device including a plurality of coronaeaicetioti interfaces, among which there is a telephone
interface, a camputer data interface, and a broadband network interfece. The network device also iacludes a proceseon and a maehine-readable storage medium which stores
executable irestrectione to mediate cornmunications between
the plurality of interfaces, the instructioes causing the network device to log a telephone event record to a telephone
event repository, the event record descnbing a telephone call
coommuication mediated by the network device.
[0145] Preferred embod• ments include one or more of the
following features, 'I'he telephone event repository can be
included in the network device or be remote relative to the
network device. The network device is housed in a siugle
physical enclosure,
[0146] In general, in still yet another aspect, the invention
features a oetwenic device iricludes a broadband network
biterfact; a plurality of Interfaces, amoog which !tete is a
telephouv line interface and a computer data interface; a
processor; and a machine-readable storage medium that
stores processor-executable instructions to provide proxy
ageots. The instruclious cause the network device to provide
a idePhorte SW Proa7 agent lo represent a uon-SIP telephone that uses the telephone line interfacre provide a
distinct SIP proxy agent for each additional device that uses
an interface in the plurality of interfaces; and cause the
network device to implement a proxy server that mediates
all SIP cornmunicalloas over the broadband network interface lovotving the non-SIP telephone and the each additional
devices,
[0147] In general, in another aspect, the fovea/Pon features
a TrIC1tiOd for establishing a VOICO ,OVCI-paCkOt network
architecture. The method iociradee locating a system management platform in a shared packet network, the system
wattage:nerd platform collecting cell log data from a p
rality of Aetwoik devices; and distributing ibe plurality of
network devices that each include a telephone line interface,
a computer data interface, a broadband aetwork naterface
terminating a link from the shared packet oetwork, a processor, and a machine-readable storage medium storing
emcee-sot-executable instructions to control telephone calls,
the instructions causing each p etwork device to route telephone calls in a peer-to-peer fashion over the shared packet
network and to send call log data to the system management
platform.
[0148] Tbe details of 0113■3 or more embodiments of the
Meantime are sea forth in the aceomploying drawings and
the descriptiore below. Other features, objects, and advertUrges of the inventiou will be apparent from the descriptioo
and drawings, and from the claims.
DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
Cooventious
[0149] Figures utilize a dotted-decireal number scheme to
identify systm elements using a bracket notation sbowo as
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Inumberr The decimal is used to denote a sub•elm:nod
dependency. Programmatic relationships and call signaling
pathways are numbered using a curly brace notation shown
as "{number}" whore the number is a lag used to identify
these relationships and pathways in the discussions and do
not imply order of operations. Rith respect to the relationship between network elements and ieetwork cormectivity
clouds shown in the Ewes, solid connector lines denote
physical network interfaces whereas dottrel lines denote
niessagevassing protocol relationships In which protocol
data units are cite-hanged through an IP data path. Many
discussion will apply terminology based on the seven layer
Open System Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model
[0150] A DEFINMONS =doe provides detailed
descriptions of selected terms and system elements as they
pertain to the invendon. The DEFINITIONS section follows
the OVERVIEW scollop. System elements that are depicted
in figures will show a mangier identifier in brackets no that
they may cross-referenced,
Table of Figures
[0151] FIG. I shows the structure of MTN and AIN with
Signaling, Trensport, and Service Control.
[0152] FIG. 2 shows a Next Generation Network Architecture.
[0153] FIG. 3 shows An Edge Switched Network Architecture,
[0154] FIG. 4 shows A Distributed Edge Switoh.
[0155] FIG. 5 shows the Edge Switch Hardware Architecture.
[0156] FIG. 6 shows the Edge Switch Software Architec[0157] FIG. 7 shows the Edge Switch Call Model.
[0158] FIG. 8 shows the Distributed Edge Switch Carrier
Network Referene.as Architecture.
[0159] FIG. 9 shows the Distributed Edge Switch System
Management Workflow,
[0168] FIG. 10 shows the Distributed Edge, Switch Call
Signaling Workflow.
[0161] FIG. 11 shows the Distributed Edge Switch as
Dishibuted SIP Proxy Server.
[0162] FIG. 12 shows the Distraiuted Edge Switch Network Serviee Delivery Workflow.
[0163] FIG. 13 shows an Edge Switch For Residential
Subscriber Deployment Using VDSL Broadband AeCCSS
Network
[0164] Lae referenos symbols in the V[140114 drawings
indicate like elements.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Overview
[0165] The DES described below is new whereas thu
FSTN GATEWAY and APPLICATION SERVER elements
of the ESN are assumed to represent existing specific
categories of network elements originally desigoed for Wm-
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gratioo halo the NON, Since they present themselves to the
network as SIP network signaliog endpoints, they are also
suitable for deployment within We ESN.
[0166] In the ESN architecture, the EDGE SWITCH
Sarin as the means to deliver network services to subscribers. The DES is an implementation of the EDGE SWITCH
described for the ESN, and thus should be viewed as its
functional equivalent. While the BACKGROUND section
focused on the role of a generic EDGE SWITCH in the ESN,
this OVERVIEW section, in conjunction with the DEFINITIONS sectiou and FIGS. 4-11, provides suflicient technical
information necessuy to implement an actual EDGE
SWITCH in the fome of a DES. Most detailed technical
descriptions of hardware and software subcompooents, and
their detailed functional contributions, are contained with
the DEFINMONS section, This OVERVIEW section will
focus oe artioulaling their respective roles as DES system
elements with the architectural context of the ESN.
[0167] FIG.13 depicts an embodiment of 44 actual EDGE
SWITCH design that is suitable for resideutial subscriber
deployment using a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) COD4Ce.tion to a broadband broadband access uetwork.
[0158] FIG. 4 depicts the two basic elements that comprise the DES: the EDGE SWITCH [i] and the SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2], As shown, the SYSTEM tvIANAGEMEN'T PLATFORM [2] ft sides within the
IP CARRIER NETWORK [6] whereas the EDGE
SWITCHES [1] are deployed at the subscriber (customer)
premise. A description of these inclividurd elements may he
found in the 'DEFINITIONS section.
[0169] FIG. 4 shows ostwork dements of the DES apart
from the full complement of those shown for the ESN
architecture; as a result, FIG. 4 serves to aid ha uuderstanding the DES itself.
Form-Factor Considerations
[0170] The EDGE SWITCH [1] can be constructed to
support any number of form-factors, depending upoo the
transmission capacity of the BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK [6,1] and the number of TELEPHONE STATIONS
[3] and SET-TOP BOXES [4) the designer believes is
appropriate for a single instance of an EDGE SWITCH (1).
FIG. 4 depicts three distinct form•factors, with EDGE
SWITCHES [1] labeled A, B, and C supportiog 1, 4, and 8
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] respective/y.
[0171] The choice of form•factor \trill effect the ratio of
TELEPHONE STATIONS (3] to COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS [5]. Regardless of the amber of TELEPHONE
STATIONS [3] supported by a given EDGE SWITCH [1]
form-factor, one instance of an EDGE SWITCH [1] will
support ouly one COMM./TIM DATA INTERFACE [4].
This circumstaece results because the basic design of the
EDGE SWITCH [1] is to manage all of the transmission
capacity for a single physical connection to the 13110ADBAND ACCESS NETWORK [61], and to manage it as a
shared IF date path far use by all terrnival devices connected
to it. Any transmission capacity that is not used for voice and
video call sessions is made available for common data
transport through the COMPUTER DATA INTERFACE [4].
As shcwa for the EDGE SWITCHES [1] labeled B aud C,
au ETHERNET HUB [9] may be plugged in place of a
COMPUTER woR.K.svcrioN [5] for the purpose of distributing data service to several COMPUTER WORKS'FATIONS [5].
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Patent Office Has Stopped Examining Patents with 25+ Claims
Those of you following your docket through the PTO's PAIR system may note that the Office has begun its 'identification process' of unexamined patents with either (a)
more than 25 claims issued or (2) more than 5 independent claims. The docket report shows:
• Entry: Flagged for 5/25

• Status: "Request for SIR Recorded" or "Preexam Flag for 1•75(b) Issues"
According to a telephone conversation with the Office of the Commissioner for Patents, these cases have been pulled from Examiner dockets because they exceed the 5/25
limit and are thus-far unexamined. We will be able to do a retrospective in Mid-November to estimate the number of cases impacted by this pre-rnle activity. Of course,
this appears to be a de facto implementation of the new rules prior to the stated November t effective date.
• For an example, look at the PAIR data for App. No. 20060294241•
• Thanks to Jarnes_McEwen and Randall Svihla alerting me to this issue.
• This alert will help many practitioners ensure that they have found all their cases that exceed the new limits. Many attorneys keep no specific records of the number of
claims filed. For published cases, Derwent keeps track of the number of claims.
• UPDATE lo/17/07 — App. No. 20060294241 referenced above is no longer 'flagged.'
In other news:
• CAFC Docket: The CAFC heard 1.3% fewer cases in FY2or:r7 — freeing their docket for additional SPAT appeals. [=K]
• Preemptive Strike: In another preemptive strike, on October 15m, ESN sued Cisco for infringing Patent No. 7,283,5/9. Unfortunately, the patent did not issue until
the 16tb of October. (Link]
Posted by Dennis Crouch I Permalink
Comments
Of course, this appears to be a de facto implementation of the new rules prior to the stated November 1 effective date."
Appears to be? What a convenient way to make sure that these applications do not get a first office action prior to November ist. Hopefully the folks at Kirkland & Ellis can include this '"
when they argue for the preliminary injunction.
Posted by: metoo acti6.4007 atreaaftEM
I guess this means those silly notices are coming. Why in the world couldn't they just watt for the first RR In the case to complain?

Posted by: me I Oct 16. 2on7 at n3;22.1k1
Kirkland and Ellis? I hope so too, but the Tafas case supported by Kelley Drye & Warren against the USPTO was the most timely and energetic, preceeding the Ifirldand action by almost two
months. What took so long? And where is everyone else in this effort to stop a run-away train?
If you review the two actions, you will see that many counts in the Kirkland brief read closely on the Tafas action.
Let's get going before it is too late!!!
Posted by: jwin I Oct 16 200? at fast:13 PM
I think bunches of folks are just hoping these go away, but If they don't a bunch of stuff might make it out of the Appeal Board to the Fed. Cir.
Posted by me Oct
The Tafas action waived the request for a PI didn't it? Why in the world would they du that? They should re-request the PI with all these changes to the new rules and FAQ's showing that not
even the FTO understands them, as how can they be implemented.
Posted by: me OeLi6 2007at_o_4L241 PM
Interesting; just posted a long reply at httmllemPALblOgsgtitcOrni
Thanks for the news.
Posted by: Eska:Michael Gill Ot1aft.24sa7 alfait
Fun fun fun. I filed an app for a client with well over 25 claims almost. 4 years ago (not a business method/software app either). No fewer than 6 examiner changes later, with a search done at
the beginning of last year, to date no action from the PTO.
I am sure that the PTO efficiency on this app will increase once those claims get whittled down to 25...
Posted by: zed 1 QgLIA.gszgiaLcuialal
So that's what happened to the case I had on my docket that was a CIP of the case I just sent out a first action on... Damn, I was all set to get an easy count since half the claims were covered
by the prior art I already had, now I have to wait for it to come back to me... Hmm... if I pull the case up it still shows my name on it as the examiner, I wonder what will happen if I send out a
first action on it anyway?
Posted by: MM 1 fict16,2007 at94,i41_PM
In thinking about this latest outrageous aspect of the "news rules" situation along with the court actions filed to enjoin enforcement, I have been wondering two more fundamental things.
First, what is the basis of the "problem" (backlog) the USFTO is trying to solve? Second, what is the best venue for crafting a true solution to this supposed problem (i.e., a solution that does
not destroy American innovation just so esaininers can have niost Fridays off)?
As to the first question, my colleagues and I think the basis of the backlog is the USPTO's unreasonable restriction practice. In trying to drum up more filing fees the Office started restricting
to a ridiculous degree and now it has come back to bite the Office in the... you know. A unity of invention practice more in line with Europe's would solve this problem much better than the
new rules.
A s to the second question, I fear the only option is the slow, expensive crawl of legislation since the IJSPTO seems enamored with the new rules it doesn't understand Itself.
Just a grass-roots thought.

Posted by: bruinjack Oath ', Orli at n4 • 56 PM
I can fix it. I know the right people. The first year, I would only take a salary to pay the mortgage and bills on my house (I'll get the examiners to feed me because I will be meeting with
different groups of them often and ask them to bring apples and other stuff). Make me the Czar (a new position above director and commissioner), complete with sword and tall funy hat. I
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can do it. It would be an honor.
Posted by-. johng I Oct 16 2097 at n5 : 13 PM
Johng, why not just dust off your old stamp (assuming you had one) and fall back into the fold? I'm sure you they wouldn't flog you for a week or two just to show you how much they
appreciate you going back. They might even pay you a little more than your mortgage and house bills.
...or is it that you really want the furry hat?
Posted by: anon Oct 16. 2007 at 05:2/P_M
Dennis: Do you know whether, by pulling these applications from the examiners' dockets, that these applications will lose their place in line?
Posted by anonymous I Oct 16. 2 0ci2aL06 :21 PM
the furry hat t)
Posted by: johng I Octi6. 2007 ate-M:4(21M
Today they took all of the cases with more than 25 claims off of my docket. The SPE said they will be assigned to a pool temporarily, and then reassigned when the applicants respond to the
postcards with the claims they want to keep. The elected restrictions with more than 25 claims awaiting first actions are still on my "regular amended" docket and the continuations with
more than 25 claims awaiting first actions are still on my "special new" docket, although theoretically these are subject to the 5/25 rule as well. Whatever...
Posted by: Dm& I Oc.06,2oo7ajog;26PM
As this Kafka-esque experience continues to unfold, the open rOad starts to sound better all the time: http.//www.drivebigtmei=M/
Posted by: C. Springer I act_16.20OMORiaPM
Thanks for the notice...yup, they pulled one of mine, too...which my examiner had a good shot of getting to before 11A.
Time travel (ie speeding things up) is evidently not a problem for PTO management...when it suits them.
Just one more way of saying "go to VII" to us pro se folks.
Damn these people.
Posted by. Stev
s I Oct t6 2007 at11'25 PM
I've just gone through my US docket. Two of my cases have been pulled and now show status as "Preexam Flag for 1.75(b) Issues". (Each has 3 independents and 26-3o total claims.) I have
two more that break the 5/25 rule but haven't yet been yanked ... although I'm expecting that to change any day now.
Posted by: CliveFen.ster I Oct /O. 2007 at ilviarld
BTW, my two have been pending for 1.5-2.5 years in TC170o. Based on past experience, the young one was on the brink of an Action, and I'm surprised the older one hadn't already gotten
one.
At least I can just drop a claim and gel it rolling again. I plan to phone the Examiner tomorrow, and will report back if a flagged application loses its place in the queue.
Posted by: CliveFenter I Oct in. 2007 at 11:36 PM
It wouldn't matter whether a practitioner kept records of number of independent and dependent claims filed. Rule 37 CFR 1.75(b)(2) recharacterizes certain previously "dependent" claims as
"independent." For each case, the number of independent claims will need tobe re-counted. A colleague of mine is developing some software to automate the task of re-counting, by flagging
those previously-dependent-for-fee-purpose claims that would be recharacterized by the new regs. If Interested in seeing a beta copy, send email to information@elman.corm
Posted by: Gmly_Elman I Oct 17. antaat 07:2a A N
Roughly 3076 of the cases I have pending have been flagged (I use partridge to monitor the status our apps). That differs significantly from the patent office's estimate that less than 10% of
the applications will be affected.
Anyone else have such a high number flagged?
Posted by: Antonio I Oct t7. 2007 at 09:33AM
I have a question for all of you smart folks - I think it's actually related, as well. What impact is the 5/25 rule going to have on patent term adjustment? If I have a pending case as of Nov.
with more than 25 claims, am I failing to engage in reasonable efforts to conclude prosecution" as of November t? (Quoting 37 CFR 1704.) Does any PTA get reduced by the number of days
from Nov. 1 until the claim count is reduced or an ESD is filed? Or by the number of days from mailing of a notice of non-compliance until I reduce the claim count?
Thoughts?
Posted by. joefrank I Oct 17. 2007 at oe:e5 AM
Gerry, for my pending US spreadsheet: I withstood the tedium of re-counting my independents based on the new way of categorizing them.
Posted by: Cilyeenster 1 Oct 17 2007 at Ic•i7
"Does any PTA get reduced by the number of days from Nov. 'until the claim count is reduced or an ESD is filed? Or by the number of days from mailing of a notice of non-compliance until I
reduce the claim count?
Thoughts?"
Apparently new Rule 704(c)(u) only applies to cases filed on or after Nov. 1. From FR 46716:
'The changes to 37 CFR 1.78(a), 1.78(d)(t), 1.495 and 1.7o4(c)(11) are applicable only to any application, including any continuing application, filed under 35 U.S.C. iii(a) on or after
November 1, 2007, or any application entering the national stage after compliance with 35 U.S.C. 371 on or after November t, 2o07."
For cases filed on or after Nov. 1, it appears that all you need to do is file an SRR in compliance with Rule 142 when you file your application containing more than 5/25 claims and you will
completely avoid the penalties of new Rule 7o4(c)(10, regardless of whether the Examiner accepts it or not. (This is question 2o of the NIPRA quiz linked at
httpiThpa,owiaction/htnil.. Talk about arbitrary and capricious.)
New Rule 704(c)(11) says:
(n) Failure to comply with §1.75(b), in which case the period of adjustment set forth in § 1.703 shall be reduced by the number of days, if any, beginning on the day after the date that is the
later of the filing date of the amendment resulting in the non-compliance with § 1.75(b), or four months from the filing date of the application in an application under 35 U.S.C. i(a) or from
the date on which the national stage commenced under 35 U.S.C. 371(b) or (0 in an application which entered the national stage from an international application after compliance with 35
U.S.C. 371, and ending on the date that an examination support document in compliance with § 1.265, an election in reply to a requirement under 41.14.2(a),1.146 or 1.499 re-sulting in
compliance with 41.75(b), an amendment resulting in compliance with 41.75(,), or a suggested restriction requirement in compliance with § 2.142(c), was filed;
Note that Rule 75(b) can sneak up on you if you have previously filed related cases (with claims the USPTO will consider indistinct), so filing an SRR even in cases that don't exceed 5/25
themselves may be advisable to defang Rule 704.
Posted by: real anonymous I 4017,2OOZALIA2911,NI
David French writes:
"...what is the basis of the "problem" (backlog) the USPTO is trying to solve? Second, what is the best venue for crafting a true solution to this supposed problem (i.e., a solution that does not
destroy American innovation just so examiners can have most Fridays of0?"
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The central "problem" is that the examination staff Is not processing applications fast enough to keep up. I imagine if you ask the examiners why this is true, they will complain about two
things: 1) too many claims in patent applications, and 2) to many citations of prior art. Management has seized on the Issue of "too many applications" blaming continuatian practice.
I have had examiners complained to me about the number of claims in other applications they are reviewing. I have also seen patents, e.g. a snowstop rail for a roof edge, with over 60 claims
six or seven of which were independent. It doesn't take much thought to realize that such patents, once asserted, can be leveraged into an early settlement because of the substantial costs of
making even an initial analysis.
Regarding the citation of prior art, we have all seen patents with seemingly endless strings of references. Such patents are also well-positioned to precipitate early settlement discussions. And
the filing attorneys know this.
Harry Moatz's concerns reviewed in the Patently-0 blog of October t5, 2007 that "Attomeys and agents have a duty of inquiry to ensure that all assertions made to the office must be "legally
warranted" and not made for an "improper purpose."" and "Practitioners must read each and every paper submitted to the office in its entirety" may understandably have arisen from
examiner objections to the number of prior art references being poured into the record by applicants.
The solution? While not a perfect solution, the USFTO should seriously investigate implementing a system of deferred examination.
Not everyone wants a patent to be granted promptly. Many agents and attorneys want to see patents prosecuted because this is how they make their living. But many applicants in the-theknow would probably elect to have examination of their appLications deferred until they find out whether the technology is going to go anywhere.
There are other possible approaches to dealing with excessive claims and excessive prior art citations, but these can be reviewed on a later occasion.
Posted by: pav d J. French I Oct 17, 2007 at 10:53_AM
True defferred examination would be a plus for all, particularly in light of the coming "fist to file" system which will drive early filings where the client is unsure of the technologies utility or
place in the market.
Posted by; me I Oct 17 2007 at nat AM
Fit of paranoia here. If I decide to preemptively (well before any FAOM) cancel a small handful of less important dependent claims to get back inside the 5/25 box and not lose my place in
the queue would those cancellations be construed as having been made for reasons relating to patentability?
Posted by: Clivaenater I OCL.0...2.027..a.talTSAIK
One of mine has been flagged as well. The "First Office Action" prediction tab in private PAIR has also disappeared
Posted byi Mark No.wolarSki I OCL17. 2007 at Intl; AM
Thanks, real anonymous.
So, it appears that Rule 704 doesn't expressly address the situation where I have a case filed before Nov. r with more than 5/25 claims (and which hasn't received an action on the metits). It's
interesting that the rule gives a 4-month grace period for new applications. Can we assume that there's a 4-month grace period for existing applications, or do we assume the worst - that I'm
forfeiting PTA day-for-day if I delay filing an amendment beyond Nov. t? Arn I right that there's nothing in the rules or statutes to govern this situation other than the general Rule 704
requirement that I engage in "reasonable efforts" to advance prosecution.
You raised another issue that makes me nervous as well. I'm already concerned about the "indistinct claims" weapon that the new rules have created. Are you suggesting that if an Examiner
makes an unfounded assertion that my client's two applications include indistinct claims, then I immediately start forfeiting PTA'? Wow... Your suggested remedy, filing a SRR in every case,
is interesting, as it would indeed seem to eliminate the PTA reduction of 704(c)(11). But that's crazy...
Posted by; joefrank I Oct 17. 2007 at it:24 AM
CliveFenster wrote, "I plan to phone the Examiner tomorrow, and will report back if a flagged application loses its place in the queue."
Did you get an answer?
Posted by anonymous I Oe I. 17. 2on7 at 11:35 AM
Joefrank, I think new Rule 704(c)(ii) does not apply to your pending case (see the applicable date in the FR notice). Old Rule 7o4(c)(10 appliea instead which deals with continuations, not
ESDs/claim limits.
I think they made a mistake and called the new rule (eXii.) when they might have meant (c)(12). If they realty do eliminate old (c)(r1), you may be able to file continuations and keep your
accrued PTAs from parent cases, but l'in not sure.
Posted by: real anonymous I Oct 17, 2007 at/1142.AM
For the applications that have been pulled — you will not "loose your place in the backlog"!!!! Evetyone seems to be freaking out about this, but if you understood Examiner's workflow and
how dockets are managed at the Office you wouldn't be in such a tizzy. As soon as the 5/25 requirements have been met, the application will be placed back on the Examiner's docket.
Examiner's docket's list "regular new"eases and "special new" cases in chronological order and Examiners earn workflow credits for completing an "oldest new" application each bi-week.
Therefore, when each application is placed back on the Examiner's docket it is placed right back in the same order as it was pulled from.
Example: Yuu filed your application on ot/m/o5. As of 1o/01/07 it was the third case down on my docket list of new cases and on to/15/ay it was pulled for not complying with the 5/25
rule. Applicant promptly takes care of the issue on 12/25/2oo7 and the case is placed back on my docket as the FIRST or SECOND case listed in my list of new cases, depending of course, if
I've completed the other two cases that were before it on my list before the pull date in October.
Every body take a deep breath and chill.
Posted by: Jessica I 0,t 17 2007 at 12:10 PM
Anonymous: the (unofficial) response I got matches what Jessica said.
Posted bjr. CliveFen.ster I Oct 17. 7007 at t2:16 PM
I think things are getling a bit out of control here. I authorized an Examiner a week ago regarding a restriction requirement and elected a group that reduced the number of claims to less
than 25. The case was pulled from the Examiner- he does not have access to it anymore.
Posted by JN Oa 17 2007 at 12 • q3 PM
All should file an interpleder action andjoin GSK on this point alone. Remember that patent term is measured from the priority. Any extra time required to satisfy the 5/25 threshold reduces
the term. Please note that they have defacto and ex post facto reduced the term of the patent. In short, the USPOT can use this entire situation to make their backlog look good because for
each response to the i.75 0,) notice the upwardly adjustment is dowowardly reduced. Taken over aom000s of patent applications this can be centuries of time ... time that the USPTO can
now not beembarrassed by because of this new trickery to reduce the upward adjustment. This Is a taking pure and simple. Just imagine the value of the upwardly term adjustment taken by
the USFTO over the totality of patent applications effected. I could approach a trillion dollars. In effect, the USPTO is in the process of eviscerating billions of dollars of tax money that would
rightly have to be paid were the upwardly adjustment not reduced by the 1.78 showing.
Is everyone now seeing how efficiency is improved ... real efficiency is not improved only the appearance of inefficiency ... inefficiency that would be manifest were the USPTO not allowed
to reduce the upwardly PTA by this new chess rule. Personally, I would like the entire world to see the level of efficiency of the Bush controlled USPTO.
You want to know how insidious I believe this is .. . 1 think there should be investigated whether the upper management of the IJSPTO deliberately destroyed the efficiency of the USPTO and
is now trying to cover-up the inefficiency.
Posted by: from thedarkplaces I Oct 17 2007 at 01'07 PM
t generally keep within the 2o/3, but sometimes clients want extra claims. Occasionally, it has even been justified by the nature of the invention.
If I file a preliminary amendment in cases with lots of claims and cancel excess claims, can I get a refund of the extra claim fees? If so, how?
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I Oct 17• 2007 at 0114 PM
Posted by: 12r,,Miehaeliactor
,
doubt it Dr. Factor. They never refund money after a restriction or when you cancel by way of a preliminary amendment not filed with the application. Consider it another "takings" by the
PTO,
Posted by: johng I Oct 17 2007 aii1/14.3TM
Check out Rule 1.26, Refunds, andi.117, Refund due to cancellation of claim. I'm slogging through them now. Little consolation for my clients that the refunded fees mostly likely will not
even cover my fees for the preliminary amendment.
Posted by: Torn Kulaga I Oct 17, 2007 at or.53..P.M
It looks like the 5/25 flag has been withdrawn from that application now. Any idea what's up?
Posted by: PJ I Oct 17 2007 at 02102 PM
The other day, I talked by telephone to an examiner who has misunderstood the new rules and has stopped working on ALL applications that have more than 25 claims, even applications
that already have a final rejection.

()s x.

2007 at n2:03pM
Posted by: Monster Movie I i
Tom is right. I was not aware of this newly proposed rule directed specifically to this situation. See pages 46739-4674o of the FR.
Posted by: johng I ik.t.E_,ao.o.zaio,7:2.4 PM
Dr, Factor,
I spoke with someone at the Office of Patent Legal Administration earlier today and she indicated that the provisions of the Consolidated Appropriations Act 2005 have been extended (see
HJ Res. 52 Sac 117), Interestingly, the extension appears to expire on Nov. 16, 2007. At least until that time you should be able to request a refund for excess claims fees paid on or after Dec.
8, 2004 (under 1.117(a)), as long as the refund request is filed within two months of canceling the claims. I just finished drafting a refund request letter.
Posted by: NorthoftheBorcler 1 Oct 17. 2007 at o2:24.af
CliveFenster wrote:
"If I decide to preemptively (well before any FAOM) cancel a small handful of less important dependent claims to get back inside the 5/25 box and not lose my place in the queue ... would
those cancellations be construed as having been made for reasons relating to patentability?"
We are including in a preliminary amendment 'Remarks' the following ;
"Applicants have amended the claims to conform to the requirements of C.F.R. § 1. 75(b) . "
Any comments?
Posted by. Matt K. I Ofin..2.129.2aLOg.25_FM
In case you have not noticed the "flag" has been miraculoualy "unflagged" in published application 2oo6o294241. I hope all flags will now be removed.
Posted by. Abe Hershkovita I Oct 17 2007 at °aria PM
woo hoo! the flags are gone! oh w-ait...I'm not really sure that should make anyone feel better
Posted by: metoo I Get.17, 7007 at 02-1(LEM
Matt & Clive,
"... would those cancellations be construed as having been made for reasons relating to patentability?"
If you're only cancelling dependent claims to get within the 5/25 limit, I can't imagine how this could be construed as "relating to patentability." In any case, if we're worried about estoppel
under Festo, I believe tha t Festo is about narrowing amemdrnents. It's possible that canceling a parent claim can be construed as a nar •owing amendment, but it would be difficult for the
cancellation of a minor dependent claim to be nar•owing.
Posted by. joefrank I Denz.._2007 ato21411M
Matt K, my plan was to not state that the claims were being canceled to place the application in conformance with Rule 75. Rather, I thought I'd just write that claims X-Y were canceled
without prejudice to their introduction into the present or other application.
Yeah, I could you could get me to admit in a deposition that I was motivated by the 5/25 rule. But at least equally, I reviewed at the claims (prompted by the pending 5/25 rule) with a critical
eye, looking to see if I really needed every claim I'd initially filed and whether canceling some might make the Examiner's job a little easier (a self-serving result for me).
Posted by: CliveFensle,r I Oct 17. 2007 at 02:45 PM
That's "I `guess* you could get me
Ooops.
Posted by; Cliveenster I acti7_20.oialstat4fi_FAI
I have an application that's available through Public PAIR, to/405,149, filed April 2, 2003, in which I noticed this "flagged" status this morning.
A s for an applicant's right to file patently "indistinct" claims, unless claims are of "identical" scope, the PTO's only recourse is to issue an obviousness-type double patenting rejection if the
patently indistinct claims are in different applications or patents, which can be overcome by a terminal disclaimer.
Further, having paid the additional claims fees mandated by statute, and the PTO having accepted those fees, it cannot, in any event, refuse to examine claims it previously agreed to
examine; the PTO's additional claims fee structure, by statute, compensates the F'TO for the additional workload.
Finally, earlier today, the District Court in Alexandria, Vuginia, affirmed that the preliminary injunction hearing on GlaxoSmithKline's motion for a TRO/prelirninary injunction will be held,
as scheduled, on October 26th. The PTO had first agreed to this hearing date, but, after seeing GSK's arguments, wanted a delay, apparently unable to defend the legal validity of its own
Rules. More specifically, the DOJ complained that it was overwhelmed by the papers filed by GSIC, a private party. As it is, the Rule changes were deliberately written, in t29-page maze in the
Federal Register, in a manner that made it difficult for any sane person to understand and thereby challenge. With the PTO's "flagged" status today, it would seem that most patent attorneys
now have at least one client with "standing" to challenge at least a portion of the Rule changes.
I would be very surprised if the PTO's Rule changes actually went into effect November 1, 2007, notwithstanding the arrogant pronoucement on its home page that the Rule changes for
continuations and claims "will take effect" on November t. I expect that either the District Court or CAFC will act to prevent the train from being wreckedl
Posted by: Edwin D. Schindler I Oct 17. 2007 at ca;c6 PM
My "flags" are all still very firmly in place. The Office seems to be flagging those applications with a first office action likely in the next few months (such as my cases for which an action was
previously predicted in 1-3 months). Interestingly, my case with a first action predicted in 97 months has not been flagged!!
Posted by: NorthoftheBorder I Oct 17. 20n7 at n7:ca PM
You mean they only removed the flag from the one posted above? Ha ha ha. How Bush-league!
Posted by: wiseguy I Oct 17 2007 at o.,3:23_PM
Am I correct in assuming that Festo was the beginning of the end our U.S. patent system as we knew it back then? Hindsight is 20/20 - that's when we should have started to fight back.
Under our Constitution, changes of the Festo nature and beyond can only properly come about as a result of legislation, or am I missing something?
Excerpts below from this link:
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hgn://scientifie..thomson.cor3gOeffillnallerSiffilnal79973Z
"Festo under the spotlight
Festo was a case that held the attention of a constituency comprising not only lawyers but also boardrooms, investors and analysts across the entire world. The fact was that anyone who
owned a US patent or had invested in a company that owned a US patent needed to know about Festo and its possible implications.
In Festo, the Supreme Court was asked to decide whether to uphold the ruling of the US's specialist patent court - the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) - that the scope for
patent owners to allege infringement of their rights under the doctrine of equivalents should be significantly reduced."
<>
The question for today is: "How long will the U.S. exist as we know it?"
I am thinking 2ori...
unless we demand Impeachment before it is too late, or unless Mflce Bloomberg is elected.
Best regards,
Posted by: Just an ordinary inventor(TM) I Oct 17. at-Kr/at oq:2q PM
•
Edwin D. Schindler — your comments, which I have copied below, make sense to me. Does anyone disagree???
— A s for

an applicant's right to file patently "Indistinct" claims, unless claims are of "identical" scope, the PTO's only recourse is to issue an obviousness-type double patenting rejection if the
patently indistinct claims are in different applications or patents, which can be overcome bya terminal disclaimer.
Further, having paid the additional claims fees mandated by statute, and the PTO having accepted those fees, it cannot, in any event, refuse to examine claims it previously agreed to
examine; the PTO's additional claims fee structure, by statute, compensates the PTO for the additional workload. —
Posted by: Curious' Oct 17. 2007 at 03:34.Egl
On an unrelated note, in Pub. No. 2oo6o294241 (the one for which the flag was mysteriously removed), I wonder if the attorney read every page of the references submitted with the IDS they appear to total about 1,5oo pages (for the 3 references)
Posted by memo I Os t 17, .2 oca_atoalLPM
"Supreme Court was asked to decide whether to uphold the ruling of the US's specialist patent court - the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) - that the scope for patent owners to
allege infringement of their rights under the doctrine of equivalents should be significantly reduced."
The question for today is: "How long will the U.S. exist as we know it?" I am thinking 2ori...unless we demand Impeachment before it is too late, or unless Mike Bloomberg is elected."
It's already too late. The sccyrus has already been packed, damage done.
Posted by: bierbelly 1 Oct 17, 2007 at OZ:51 PIA
And just as soon as the flags appeared, they were withdrawn and the cases were put right back in my docket as if nothing happened, with PALM code W525 "WITHDRAW FLAGGED FOR
5/25'. Weird.

Posted by examiner I Oct 17. 2007 at mc:57 PM
Dear bierbelly,
"It's already too late. The SCOTUS has already been packed, damage done."
Cannot one or more of Supreme be impeached?
manhattanbelly,
a/k/a
Posted by: Just an ordinary inventor(TM) I Oct 17, 2007 at oajot PM
"Am I correct in assuming that Festo was the beginning of the end our U.S. patent system as we knew it back then?"
No. Ma rlunan and Festo were the beginnings of a robust patent system that wasn't a complete joke.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney I CLet 17 2007 at 04105.EM
They sure can be impeached - and the frequency with which Supreme Court justices have been impeached is indicative of the likelihood of it happening any time soon. In other words, ROFL
- good lucid
Posted by: metoo 1 OeL17-7,O42aLn4i.O.a.PM
"In case you have not noticed the "flag" has been miraculously "unflagged" in published application 20060294241. I hope all flags will now be removed"
It was removed, because of my earlier post. It is evidence of which judicial notice may be taken that would support GSK's takings argument. See my post above.
Posted by: fromthedarkplaces I Oct 17. 2007 at 04:0Q PM
My flags are gone too. First office action predictions are back up.
Posted by: Mark NowotarsM I Oct 17 2007 at 04:32 PM
Hello Malcolm,
Thanks for your comment. I always enjoy your Jokes.
PS: I guess we know where your bread is buttered.
Posted by: Just an ordinary inven tor(TM) 1 4.c.117...2.fl42aL o4 : 18 PM
I would be interested to know the first office prediction fur some of the applications that have had the flags removed. Mine have not changed.
Posted by: Northofthe8orderI .t_i7,_2 ■707 at 04.1q_Pld
PREDICITION. The USPTO will be CRUSHED by GSK. I don't even think it will be close. I just hope the courts ruling does not totally eviscerate the executive agencies' powers. 1 mean Judge
Hilton is a Reagan appointee. Remember Ronnie's quotes "I want to abolish the department of energy and education." Not a real friendly guy to executive agencies. Well Judge Hilton, I hope
that you remeber the defender of freedom and the man who defeated communism without firing too many shots when you make your ruling.
Posted by: fromthedarkplaces I Qc.U7,2o.oza.to4=1,M
Dear metoo,
"They sure can be impeached - and the frequency with which Supreme Court justices have been impeached is indicative of the likelihood of it happening any time soon. In other words, ROFL
- good luck!"
Maybe if we lope off just one head (via impeachment), the rest will catch the drift? One step at a time is better than standing still for this affront.
PS: I'm a little new to this, what is ROFL?
Posted by: Just an ordinary inventor(TM)1 OctitgazailLartiviiii
Methinks that the CISPTO proved Tafas and GS1C s cases; a temporary taking is still a taking. Irreparable harm has already occurred. If you follow their actions, it is clear the us yro is
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scrambling; revised guidance,threats by OED, flagged and unflagged status within a day; OMB criticism about planning. Al] we need is a sex scandel and the who situation will be worthy of a
movie script.
Posted by X-Solo I Oct 17. 2007 at 04:2A PM
ROFL rolling on the floor laughing....and my apologies for using it, as I did not intend it as a personal criticism.
As for impeachment, it has happened only once in US history - Samuel Chase was impeached by the House, but acquitted by the Senate (and therefore remained on the bench).
Posted by: metoo I geltzxop74:.341171
Oh boy this is great!
Posted by: Kent Dorfman i Oct 17. 2007 at 04:18 PM
I have a case whose status states *Non Final Action Counted, Not Yet Mailed" where the non final action was written 4 days prior to the mysterious 5/25 flag appeared (10/12 vs/ ro/t6).I
will su •ely be monitoring this one.
Posted by: Reno i Oeti7,24.0701. 04AS_PM
Dear metoo,
Thank you for your lcind comment and edification.
Well then, we have the rare opportunity to make history. I don't mean to only joke - - Something Must Be Done!, before we all go to hell In a hen basket or worse. I'm only an ordinary
inventor, I cannot do it alone. It will take a team effort, R U with mc on this 4 COL ...
Posted by: Just an ordinary inventor(TM)t Oct 17 2007 at 04:49 pA
Some tidbits from briefing in the GSK lawsuit.
From the PTO's unsuccessful request (i.e., whining) to delay the hearing on the PI motion;
"Plaintiffs left the USPTO with merely eight (8) days to file their opposition to the motion, even though (1) the Final Rules implicate extremely complex Issues of patent prosecution
procedure; (2) the Motion contains hundreds' of pages of exhibits, Including an extra legal brief masquerading as an
exhibiti2 and (3) the Motion requires the USPTO to investigate highly technical patent applications in order to assess the validity of Plaintiffs' allegations of "Irreparable harm,' standing, and
ripeness."
GSK's response:
"the Defendants already understand the "extremely complex issues of patent prosecution
procedure" implicated by the Final Rules—they wrote them."
and
'The Defendants apparently did not mind that these new rules, which exceed their rulemaking authority, will retroactively affect thousands of pending patent applications, or that they force
applicants such as GSK to read, comprehend, and attempt to reorganize their business activities to comply with this sea-change in a mere two months. Thus, it strains credulity that the
Defendants now argue that they do not have a sufficient amount of time to respond to an emergency challenge to these rules. In short, the Defendants' unreasonable effective date caused this
situation. If Defendants require more time to respond, they should agree to postpone the effective date of the Final Rules."
and
'The Defendants give no cogent reason why they need more time, other than making the conclusory assertion that GSK's motion is 'massive" (Docket # 17, Emergency Motion at 1). Most of
that -mass" is actually the text of the Final Rules which the Defendants wrote and an exemplar patent (Docket # 14, Exhibit A; Docket # r5, Exhibit B-1)."
How pathetic.
Posted by metoo I act17..2on7 at 04;56 PM
Is Margaret Peterlin handling the case for the PTO?
Posted by: wiseguy 0.c.t.t2,21aO7_at..0.5ist6_Pig
USFTO whining:
'5. By noticing the hearing on their Motion for Friday, October 26, Plaintiffs left the USPTO with merely eight (8) days to file their opposition to the motion, even though (1) the Final Rules
implicate extremely complex issues of patent prosecution procedure; (2) the Motion contains hundreds' of pages of exhibits, including an extra legal brief masquerading as an exhibit; and
(3) the Motion requires the USPTO to investigate highly technical patent 2 applications in order to assess the validity of Plaintiffs' allegations of "irreparable harm," standing, and ripeness.
6. Pursuant to Local Civil Rule 7(F)(1), a party opposing a motion is entitled to
eleven 00 days to respond to that motion. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 6(e) augments that time by an additional three (3) days. Thus, under the applicable rules, the USPTO is entitled to
fourteen (t4) days — or until October 29, 2007 -- to respond to Plaintiffs' Motion."
Can USPTO lawyers count?
"Friday, October 26" : "merely eight (8) days"
"rnhe USPTO is entitled to fourteen (14) days — or until October 29, 2007"
What if they do this sort of counting with our claims??
Posted by: real anonymous I Oct 17. 2007 at 05:22 PM
If I may , let me succinctly translate GSK's response to the USPTO's whining ... "tough alt. You wrote this cr@p now deal with it."
Posted by: fromthedarkplaces I 0e117.2Oitzat_05:211P_M
"PS: I guess we know where your bread is buttered."
Yeah, it's buttered on the aide of the average person that doesn't go around beating people over the head with crap patents. You know: the same side that 99% of Americans butter their
bread.
You really are an "ordinary inventor", in the most literal sense of that term.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney I Oct 17. 2007 at 05:29 PM
One more thing, Mr. Ordinary: I think the new rules stink and I hope that GSK's suit manages to delay their implementation for a long time, if not indefinitely.
On the other hand, the old rules were being abused to the detriment of every citizen except entitles so wealthy and legally well-armed that they are immune from harm in the practical sense.
Of course, the Reaganites and their neocon offspring would argue that what's good for those entities is good for every man, woman, and child in the US.
Not all of us are so braindead, thankfully.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney elet_12,..2..007_8104
Besides the PTO itself, is there anyone that has commented favorably on the new rules?
Posted by: metoo I Oct 17. 2007 at 95:48 PM
"What if they do this sort of counting with our claims??"
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If I understand it properly, Local Rule 7 and FRCP 6 each measures in calendar days; USPTO was whining in business days.
Which means the difference between 26OCT and 290CT is either six days, three days, or one day, depending on how you count.
Posted by: aiveFenster I Oct 17 2007 at os:4,4 PM
Dear Malcolm,
"On the other hand, the old rules were being abused to the detriment of every citizen except entities so wealthy and legally well-armed that they are immune from harm in the practical
sense."
Yes, to some limited extent I agree (surprised?), and the abuses under the old rules should have been and were being curtailed (as did, e.g., Fish & Neave in Nevada when they shutdown
Lemelson).
That was the remedy all right, not the hyperBS that has been and is being foisted on us faithful practitioners of the legal arts and (in my case) the ordinary inventing arts.
Posted by: Just an ordinary inventor(TM) I (actr„2actiatzistaM
"Which means the difference between 260CT and 290CT is either six days, three days, or one day, depending on how you count."
Well, thank you for the clarification...1 think. :-)
Posted by: realanonvmous I olu7-21 ^suaLaszaPI'd
While I've been around too long to ever take anything for granted in litigation, particularly patent litigation, I am optimistic with respect to GSK's lawsuit (including the PI motion).
Hopefully, my gut feeling is correct. If sa, I also wonder if the GSK case will eventually make it to this page: h_t_tpj/www.vaecLuscourts goyjnotablecases/inclexdtMil Now that would be a nice
irony given the other cases currently listed
Posted by: metoo I ()et 17 2007 at 06:12 PM
One last thing, Gene Quinn and John White over at PLI have put out a "call to arms" for those willing to join GSK in the good fight. Since many companies and firms are likely hesitant to put
their name out front, Gene is suggesting that anyone with one or more arguments suitable for an amicus brief send the material to him ASAP. Even if you arc unable to lend your name, you
can help in the cause. Link to PLI's blog site site: bttli/i www.
Posted Ity: metoo I pet 17 2007 at 06 • 21 PM •
Has anyone ever successfully sued the PTO to stop a set of rules from going into effect?
I don't think so.
And, so, I don't forsee that GSK will succeed where others failed.
Posted by: George Oct 17 21307 at 06.3Lrisi
I can understand the uproar by all of the outside patent attorneys over the new rules, but as an examiner I can tell you that we have been practicing our own version of the 5/25 rule for
awhile - - i.e. if an examiner's docket is loaded with new cases (and In light of the production quota system), cases with over about 3o claims tend to sink to the bottom of an examiner's
docket and stay there until their SPE is beating down the door for the Office Action (this doesn't happen much), or negative workflow starts to kick in, or there just aren't any other cases on
the docket to work on. I'm sure the statistics on this (pendency versus the number of claims in a given application) would confirm my point.
Posted by: anon examiner I Ort 17. 2on7 at o6:n_P_Iid.
"i.e. if an exa miner's docket is loaded with new cases (and in light of the production quota system), cases with over about 3o claims tend to sink to the bottom of an examiner's docket and
stay there until their SPE is beating down the door for the Office Action"
No stnprises there! We can all relate.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney I Oct 17 2007 at o6 • 43 PM
anon examiner: "i.e. if an examiner's docket is loaded with new cases (and in light of the production quota system), cases with over about 3o claims tend to sink to the bottom of an
examiner's docket and stay there until their SPE is beating down the door for the Office Action (this doesn't happen much),"
Has the PTO eliminated the "date case in the Art Unit" standard for moving cases that existed when I was there (admittedly a long time ago)?
Posted by: Alan McDonald I Qe1_1.7.J.002 at96:59 PM
I have 3 cases that now have the flag for 5/25 withdrawn — Ive reviewed the claims in each, and would be unsurprised to get a restriction in all of those. It may be that they're filtering them
for restrictable claims.
Of the ones that the flag was NOT withdrawn, I notice that one says a FOAM was just mailed yesterday, the same day it was flagged.
Posted by: Matt I (;k117,2,..o.oza.Lomoln
"Has anyone ever successfully sued the PTO to stop a set of rules from going into effect?"
Interesting question. Has anyone every sued the PTO to stop a set of rules period?
Posted by: Mark Nowotarski I Oct 1,7. 2007 at 47 : 05 PM
"Besides the PTO itself, is there anyone that has commented favorably on the new rules?"
Intel commented favorably on the rules as they were originally proposed, along with others in the software electronics industry.
The DOJ also commented favorably.
Posted by: Mark Nowotarskj I Oct 17. 2007 at 07:08 PM
NIPRA sued Rogan twice to make him follow AIPA (both suits were settled, one after Rogan was force to withdraw a presumably false "certification" he made to Congress). The filings (and
settlement stipulations) from the suits are still posted at:
bliparnipra,ctrdindeall.M
Posted by: realaaonymo.us Oct /7. 2007 at 07111_Pli
Malcolm,
I am surprised you would defend Markman. Festo was overrated, but Markman essentially means claim interpretation is incomplete until the CAFC determination.
Claim interpretation is a matter of fact. And I would rather have a jury that may contain an engineer or two interpreting claim language than a judge with no technical background.
Posted by: Lionel Hutz I 9&tm2007 at ri7:zi PM
"aaim interpretation is a matter of fact. And I would rather have a jury that may contain an engineer or two interpreting claim language than a judge with no technical background."
That's priceless, Lionel. You've outdone yourself.
For the most part, judges do a decent jab on claim construction. That said, there is still a shocking number of them who "don't get it." Of course, that's not entirely their fault. Behind every
crappy claim construction is an crappier brief written by attorneys who should probably be sanctioned tor their misrepresentations of the law and facts.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney I Oct 17_2oo7_at_o_mtp_PM
Malcolm,
Based upon our past exchanges, 1 have no idea whether you are being sarcastic and if so, about what.
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However, if your first sentence was genuine, then thanks, but I do not believe I said anything particularly profound.
Ideally, I would rather see every district court assigned a "patent" judge or judges that are technically trained. I would prefer my claims interpreted by such judges. However, for better or for
worse, I do believe claim interpretation is primarily factual and if a party wants a jury, they should be able to have it.
Posted by: Lionel Hutz act_L7....R.O.o.Lato.Z49_PM
"Claim interpretation is a matter of fact. And I would rather have a jury that may contain an engineer or two interpreting claim language than a judge with no technical background."
To start with, no fewer than 5 of the current Federal Circuit judges have technical backgrounds, including 2 PhDs. Besides, if you're so worried about the court getting the claim construction
wrong, then why don't you define the claim language in the specification as you're allowed to do so???
Posted by: anon I Oeu7i,2Qi27 at o7:5o,PM
I agree with Mr. Lionel in so much as claim interpretation should be a question of fact decided by a jury. However, the murts are mindful of the Doctrine of Jury Nullification which was
Incorporated to American jurisprudence vis-a-vis the 7th Amendment. Were claims interpreted by a jury, they could use the Doctrine ofJury Nullification to award affable patent holder and
punish a recalcitrant patent holder. Could you imagine if the Doctrine of Jury Nullification was properly used in the Copyright infringement trial brought by RIAA?
Pasted by: fromthedarkplaces I Oct 17 2007 at o7 • s1 PM,
Gentlemen, now really.... Examiners have simply stopped working on cases that had more than 25 claims some time ago. In fact, our SPEs told
far as the Zero Inventory Date cases, it's no bright line rule.

us

to do so (as if

we

didn't already know). A s

Lets see - I've got a docket of 120 cases (40 of which are new). I can easily get by without working on 10 new cases that have over 25 claims. Oh well.
I do have to say, however, that the PTO's actions have disturbed me here. I have some friends that were actually working on cases with over 25 claims (some of them EVEN COMPLETED,
but not counted); but - these CaaP4 were pulled right out form our dockets!

I think that a VERY pertinent point was made above. If you file two cases with 20 claims each that are indentical, the USPTO is required, by statute, to examine each case. I mean, besides the
fact that 120 seems to confer a right of priority with the word "shall", 131 says that the director "shall" cause an examination to be made.
Posted by: anonexaminer I Sikt 1 7.007 at 145,07 PM
Anyone with information/comments/case support, etc., which may be helpful to GlaxoSmithiGine should direct their comments to GSK's lead counsel, John Desmarais a t Kirkland & Ellis.
Mr. Desrnarais is e-mail is: jdesmarais@kirkland.com , as listed on Kirkland & Ellis's website.
1 have e-mailed a few comments, case citations, etc., to Mr. Desmarais since Friday, and Mr. Desmarais seems pleased to receive any thoughtful suggestions that might be of assistance.
I find that Kirkland & Ellis is doing an excellent jab on behalf of GSK and will ultimatelyCRIJSH the PTO! The very fact that the DOJ, which represents the PTO, finds itself complaining
about the burden of "electronic paper" sent its way by GSK speaks volumes of how GSK's case stacks up. Further, the PTO's decision to "pull" the 37 C.F.R. a1.75(b) "flags" seems to suggest
that the PTO might now be on the defensive. It's arrogance is finally catching up with it!
Posted by. Edwin D. Schindler I 0O117,2007 at 04: 3'1 PM
"If you file two cases with 2o claims each that are indentical, the USPTO is required, by statute, to examine each case. I mean, besides the fact that 120 seems to confer a right of priority with
the word "shall",131 says that the director "shall" cause an exanaination to be made."
Not under the new rules
Posted by: metoo I Oct t7, 2407_21-03;56 PM
Today I had about twenty 25+ cases put back on my docket. Where are the other to that were taken off? ...I don't know. When I looked on PALM, it said "25+ withdrawn" for the cases that
were put back. If there is a preliminary injunction forcing the PTO to put the 25+ cases back on the docket, I am not aware of it. The 25+ continuations on my "special new" docket and 25+
elected restrictions on my "regular amended" docket were never touched, even though they would have been subject to the new rules. Our SPE has sent no e-mail to clarify the situation.
Posted by: Dave! Oct 17 2007AL/0;181M
I see from the Docket Sheet in the GSK v. Dudas action that Judge James C. Cacheris, the judge for the Tafas v. Dudas action, has entered an Order consolidating the two cases, which is nol
surprising, and has now re-scheduled the hearing on GSK's motion for preliminary injunction to the morning of October 31, 2007. The loser on the preliminary, injunction motion will have to
make a dash to the CAFC that afternoon.
Posted by: Edwin D. Schindler I Oct 17, i20o7 aL1outlyM
"Ideally, I would rather see every district court assigned a "patent" judge or judges that are technically trained. I would prefer my claims interpreted by such judges."
I would prefer that, too.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney I Oct 17 2007 at 1o:19 PM
CRUSH THE PTO
I like the sound of that. I used to like them, despite the heartaches of prosecution. However, things change. This is now my plea to the gods. But please, spare the examiners.
Posted by: Matt Foley I Ost 17. 2007 at to:26 PM
An oldie but a goodie:
One dark evening Jon Dudas was on his hands and knees under a street light looking through the grass.
A pedestrian asked what he was looking for.
'The keys to my car." said Jon.
Having some time and feeling helpful, the pedestrian joined Mr. Dudas In his search.
After a while, with no success, the pedestrian asked: "Where were you when you lost your keys?"
"Over there by my car." the Mr. Dudes gestured.
The pedestrian was puzzled. "Why are you looking for them here?"
Jon Dudas explained: "The light's better!"
Posted by: A I Qet 17 2007 Ot io:57 PM
The K & E firm profile for Desmarais (GSK's attorney) includes "P.C." after his name - - what the hell is P.C.???
Posted by: anon I (kW, 21107 at 11:052161
just an ordinary inventor » this might be of interest
by John Orange

JUDGE PAUL MICHEL'S TOP TEN MUFFING TIPS
At the Newport Beach Seminar three eminent Judges from different US Courts gave their views on how Patent practitioners could improve their presentation of claims before their Court.
Judge Paul Michel of the CAFC provided a list of ten points that he considered should be followed in preparing pa tent applications. These tips are produced below, as recorded on the fly and
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therefore with no guarantee of accuracy:- Make sure there is support for the claims; track the language used In the claim back to the specific description to ensure the same terminnlogy is used.
2 - Check

whether the term used has an established meaning in the art and whether tha t meaning is appropriate in the particular circumstances in which it is to be used.

3 - Avoid amendment during prosecution!
4 - Prosecute the claims for literal, not equivalent, scope.
5 - Know the Federal Court case law on construction. Look at the decision as a whole, not just a stray phrase, and read all the cases.
6 - Where there is more than one possible meaning for a term, and in the absence of other factors, the customary meaning in the art is more relevant than the ordinary meaning.
7- Dictionaries relevant to the art are a prime source for ascertaining the appropriate meaning of the term.
8 - When listing and discussing prior art references, check that the art uses a term in the same manner as in the specification and describe the art using terminology consistent with that used
to describe the embodiments..
9 - Describe multiple embodiments wherever possible.
to - Avoid creating a prosecution history except where you wish to establish a broader interpretation than might be the customary Interpretation.
Posted by ironkslip Oct 27 2007 at 21:27 PM
"re-scheduled the hearing on GSK's motion for preliminary injunction to the moming of October 31, 2007. The loser on the preliminary injunction motion will have to make a dash to the
CAFC that afternoon."
Well even though the hearing is on Oct 32, a decision will not be rendered that day, will it?
Posted by: patent leather I Oct 27. 2007 at 22:58 PM
It will have to be a ruling from the bench on the 3ist in order for the loser to file an emergency appeal at the CAFC the same day,
The 3Lst will indeed be "trick or treat" for all of us.
Itoth cases were also conaelidated with Judge Cacheris.
Posted by anon I OetilLgOOzat2aliatal
Does anyone know what Judge Cacheris' history is with regard to preliminary injunctions? And can the CAFC really hear an emergency appeal on the same day??? Although I am sure they
are reviewing the case now.
Dudas should in the very least suspend enforcement of the rules until the CAFC has heard the "emergency appeal" (if needed).
Posted by: patent leather I Oct 28„RooLat_raia8AM
"Besides the PTO itself, is there anyone that has commented favorably on the new rules?"
Yes, the firms that represent Intel have commented favorably. What a surprise. This should be a tipoff to the USPTO that the rules severely hurt the small guys with less money. But I'm
convinced they don't care.
Posted by patent leather I iactioniaLqutiSM
In other news
httoi//igdmIgcljakigspotcom/argi7jtoporiepatent-rejected-bv- ius htrA
The irony, of course, is that this patent s-melled worse to the public than anything before or after.
And now it's official: it was a bunch of crap.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney I OCLIll...2,09.2.aLituan AM
Anon,
The whole point of my post was that we should not have to wait until the CAFC to be reasonably sure of claim interpretation. The CAFC should only be able to overturn a lower court claim
interpretation for clear error or whatever the standard is for matters of fact.
Joe
Posted by: Lionel Hula I 2cL18„...20o7atAnd8.A.M
Malcolm, while I'm as pleased as you are with the issuance of an OA in the re-exam that says the one-click patent is crap, it (unfortunately) ain't over till it's over. Please let us know when this
thing is really dead for good.
Posted by Prosecutor I Oct 18 2007 at o4:38„Mel
This is a Charlie Foxtrot. I want some heads and I want them now. I believe we should start with Dudas being removed from Office. Laides and genflemen it is time for politics. They messed
with the system and now it is time the system messes back. What is happening with that Peterlin case? Her head should roll too for backing this garbage. These GD rules are changing so fast
can't keep up with them. That is and of itself violates due process. Don't the people in the patent office know anything about the Constitution. WE HAVE A RIGHT TO A REPUBLICAN
FORM OF GOVERNMENT. You cannot have a republican form of government without the citizens having an opportunity to know what Is exepected of them. In short anyone who supports
the implementation of these rules is simply a fascist.
Posted by: jarjarstinks I Oct 28 2oo7 at 09:19 AM
Charlie, I am too old to serve, but I will pray for you: Our Lady of ➢ivine Retribution, don't fail us now.
Posted by: anonymous Qct ill, 2007 at oo:45 AM
Guess what, my cases are no longer flagged as being subject to the 2.75(b) showing. Ya know what. It is tirne to call the Department of Justice and start having every single employee
investigated to see if there is a conspiracy within the agency to violate the laws and regulations of the United States. Are applicants actually being denied patent term by deliberates acts of the
USPTO in delaying examination of the application. Perhaps we should talk about retroactively giving each patent the longer of 27 from issue or ao from priority. He he he lie.
Posted by outheresomewhere I aeta„..gosmaLiga2oltd
Guess what, my cases are no longer flagged as being subject to the 2.75(b) showing. Ya know what. It is time to call the Department of Justice and start having every single employee
investigated to see if there is a conspiracy within the agency to violate the laws and regulations of the United States. Are applicants actually being denied patent term by deliberates acts of the
USPTO in delaying examination of the application. Perhaps we should talk about retroactively giving each patent the longer of 27 from issue or 20 from priority. He he he he.
Posted by: outheresomewhere I OeLL8.,..gOcaRtianaPht
Do you trust the DOJ? It appears the body-snatchers have completed their long term plans at DOJ. It is also apparent they have in all the agencies leading up to the publication of these ru/eS.
Posted by: Mr T I Oct ill 2007 at 12:26 PM
I never thought I'd be rooting more for someone other than the Sox in October, but I have to say, GO GSK!
Posted by: Opampman I Oct IS 2o07 at 12 : 44 tM
Someone posted a while back a question regardmg what the real problem was - the PTO says the problem Is the backlog - and asked how can we solve it. Here's an easy answer. Take all of the
"lost examining” hours the PTO spent promulgating the ndes, responding to comments, traveling on road shows, defending the rules, publishing OG notices and the like, and now defending
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litigation, and spend those hours doing theirjob - Examining applications. The backlog would be gone!
Posted by patentdood I 4et 18 2007 at or:311)1,1
AMEN patentdood
Posted by outheresornewhere 'oat /8 2007 at o2a6 PM
My two cases also have lost their "Flagged" status and now show merely "Docketed". My voicemails to the Examiners assigned those cases went unanswered.
Posted by: CliveFenster Oct ifi 2007 at 02:40 PM
Good idea d pod, after they are CRUSHED, dust the managers off and send them back to the shoes for a to year sentence! It's not too fun in the shoes, ha ha.
Posted by: Mr T I Qct 18. 2007 at 02:56 PM
apparently there was a study done awhile back which determined that if the federal government had not been stealing fees paid to the PTO but instead had given these fees to the PTO and
the PTO had spent the money to train and hire new examiners that there would be no backlog. Does anyone have any information on that study? Thanks
Posted by. Curious I OcLifi,..gooials2.3a,R_EM
apparently there was a study done awhile back which determined that if the federal government had not been stealing fees paid to the PTO but instead had given these fees to the PTO and
the PTO had spent the money to train and hire new examiners that there would be no backlog. Does anyone have anyinforma lion on that study? Thanks
Posted by: Curious I Ociaanoz_at_o$29_PM
One very interesting aspect of the GSK case is the inevitable discovery into the inner workings of the PTO. Given the numerous claims made by GSK, that discovery could be (and should be)
wide-ranging. I am certain that it will get very nasty and that some of the information which comes out will be quite embarrassing. Imagine if they track down an examiner that testifies
about how he was told to stop examining applications with more than 5/25 claims long before the rules were even published. And the PTO's goofy rules in 37 CFR 104.2r et seq will not help
them a bit. I also assume that the PTO is being diligent in maintaining and preserving ALL documents relevant to the new rules, including internal e-mails and the like.
Posted by: metoo Octra,_anoTato_3:33PM
Where are all the guys who planned to sue the PTO. GSK, Tafas and we need your help. PLEASE join the suit!
Susan Dudley is now looking at the IDS rules, and again David Boundy submitted a letter tearing into the PTO, which must be CRUSHED.
Posted by: Mr T 1 Oct all 2007 at 04,10 PM
Mr. Ti "Susan Dudley is now looking at the IDS rules, and again David Boundy subrnitted a letter tearing into the PTO, which must be CRUSHED."
Will these rules be effective immediately or will there be a waiting period first? Does anyone know? Should we all start going through our files to make sure every reference is submitted now?
Posted by: patent leather 1 OcLIB.,_aCt.O.2a1_0.5.a.0...PM
What's all this about new rules? When did that happen?
Posted by Malcolm Mooneyl Oct r8. 2007 at 05;57 PM
You mean the new IDS rules, Malcolm? There the ones that are now being reviewed by OMB - the ones that no one outside the PTO and 0MB have seen - the ones which are presumably
similar to the proposed rules the ETO previously published, but I'm sure slightly less draconian than those originally proposed so that the PTO can say with a straight face ''see, we listened to
all of the comments submitted to us and changed the rules in light of them" - the IDS rules that will be one more nail for the coffin in which our patent system Is being systematically and
methodically destroyed
Posted by: mctoo Oct 18 2907 at okos_p_M
MM: Look over at patent prospector for details.
PL,I think I remember Feb. or March as the projected date.
Posted by: Mr T I 4el_r_8, 2007 at ofetraig
Generally, if you file more than 20 references, expect to prepare an ESD-like document!
I made a flow chart of the proposed rules, and they are bad! and I mean bad bad.
Posted by: Mr T I Oct ill, 2007 at o6;0o PM
IDS rules that require a particular format for presenting known prior art which maybe relevant, are, generally speaking, unenforceable: If an applicant/attorney cites to the PTO references
that may be material, whether or not the PTO actually considers such references, would not appear to impact on the Inventor's or his attorney's duty to disclose under 37 C.F.R.§1.56.
Essentially, if references are cited to the PTO anywhere in the Specification or prosecution history assuming that such material references are not deliberately 'buried," but presented in a
manner in which the Examiner should take notice of them - an Examiner is then "on notice" of the potentially material reference(s). If the Examiner chooses to deliberately ignore a reference
clearly cited in a prosecution history, because it might not meet the stringent requirements of the PTO, then the solution may simplybe to clearly make the reference known to the Examiner
and "call it a day." There can be no "equitable conduct," it would seem, if an attorney makes a bona fide effort to draw the Examiner's attention to a particular reference which the Examiner
then chooses to ignore, because the manner of "disclosure" is not perfectly compliant with the PTO's ridiculous requirements. At some point, the Patent Bar will simply "cite and forget,"
thereby avoiding a later finding of inequitable conduct, but refusing to "jump through hoops" by Rules that require applicants and their attorneys to do the work that the PTO was created,
and is paid, to do.
An applicant and his attorney have an obligation to cite material references to the FTO, inasmuch as the PTO cannot be expected to uncover any, and all, material references and, if an
applicant or his attorney knows of a reference that is material, it is only "fair" and equitable that it be made known to the PTO. Once this obligation is fulfilled, it must not be forgotten that
the attorney represents the patent applicant, and not the "public-at-large," which is, legally speaking, the PTO's "client." As attorneys, we should disclose material prior art to the PTO, bat we
should not be required to "reject" our own clients' claims.
The PTO may choose to implement particularly stringent rules for the disclosure of prior art, however, it there is a lack of compliance, and the PTO refuses to properly consider prior art
"thrown in its face,' then it is deliberately refusing to perform the statutory function that it was created to carry out.
Posted by: Edwin D. Schindler 1 Oct ill. 2o07alioisz..EM
Correction of typo in CAPS: 'There can be no "INequitable conduct," it would seem, if an attorney makes a bona fide effort to draw the Examiner's attention to a particular reference which
the Examiner then chooses to ignore, because the manner of "disclosure" is not perfectly compliant with the PTO's ridiculous requirements."
Posted by: Edwin D. Schindler 1 Octifi,_2poiLli:oP_M
Thanks Mr. Shindler. Do you really think this practice would fly? Otherwise, I agree with everything else you said!
Posted by: anonymous I Oetill„Aouzalarr_LPM
um, no, it won't fly if the NEW IDS rules are promulgated.
Posted by: metoo Ce..1193o_721t_121.02—Mit
I just checked the docket. The case was reassigned to a judge named James Cacheris. He overruled the forrner judge's order to have the hearing on io-26 and allowed the PTO until 10-31-07
to respond to the PI hearing. He has also consolidated this case with the Doctor's case and net the hearing date for both on the same day.
Posted by. patent fool I Oct 19 2007 at 12:47 AM
Wikipedia article on James C. Cacheris.
htlI •/ien wiki Pecliaiorg/wiki/Ja mes C. cachets
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Posted by: Mark Nowcitarsid I Oct lo,_apoz a t oz:51.Ard
Not good - why give the PTO more time whne they should have seen this coming and Tafas was filed long ago?
"CNN Dobbs: 'I spend more time worrying about whether or not the United States can survive the remaining 25 months of his ebbing presidency...."
Can the Patent Office survive?
Posted by: me I 491/9...2.047 a t O9tfidAM
FYI a memo was just issued by the no management saying that we are to continue examining cases that exceed 5/25 until Nov. 2. All cases have been put back on examiner's dockets,
according to the memo.
-An examiner.
Posted by Hecky's: It's the Sauce I Oct 19, 20_07 at 1_1;351W
""CNN Dobbs: 'I spend more time worrying about whether or not the United States can survive the remaining 25 months of his ebbing presidency'...
LOL. Loud Obbs isn't in love anymore.
Posted by: Malcolm Mooney I Oct 19• 2007 at 22:26PM
Thanks for the link to Judge Cacheris bio. Penn and GW law, must be a smart guy. Smart enough to realize the rules are illegal, I hope.

Has anyone filed a motion for the court to hear an arnieus brief?
Posted by: patent leather fklatt....202Zat-12,114__AM
"Has anyone filed a motion for the court to hear an miens brief?"
Do trial courts take amici? I've never heard of this, but I've lived a sheltered life.
Posted by: Federal Courts j 0e1,21, 29DIAL0110.0_AM
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Apple Reaches iPhone Settlement With Cisco
Patent Holding Firm To Drop VoIP Suit Against Cisco
Patent-Holding Co. Refiles Cisco Infringement Sdt
Cisco Prohihits_Anonymous_Blogging Afie.r 'Troll' Spat

By Amanda Ernst
Law360, New York (October 16, 2007) -- Patent holding company ESN LLC has filed a patent
infringement suit against Cisco Systems Inc. and its subsidiary Linksys, claiming infringement of a
recently issued patent for voice over Internet protocol technology.
According to a complaint filed Monday in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Texas, the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office issued U.S, Patent Number 7,283,519 to ESN on Oct. 16. The
company claims that Cisco and Linksys are selling products that infringe on the '519 patent, including
numerous router models and IP telephone systems.
The '519 patent, entitled "Distributed Edge Switching System for Voice-Over-Packet Multiservice
Network," describes switching systems that can be used to send voice and other data over a broadband
network.
Connecticut-based ESN claims that Cisco and Linksys sell voice and unified communications systems
that infringe the '519 patent. The infringing products include various Cisco integrated services routers,
the Cisco Unified Communications 500 Series, Linksys' SPA-9000 IP Telephony System and Linksys'
SVR-3000 router, the complaint said.
The patent's inventor, Gregory D. Girard, filed an application for the '519 patent in April 2001, The
PTO published the application in November 2002 as U.S. Patent Application Publication No. US
2002/0176404, the complaint said. Girard is co-founder of ESN,
ESN notified Cisco and Linksys of the published '404 patent application in August 2006. ESN also sent
the defendants "specific notice in writing of certain infringing activities" in June 2007, according to the
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complaint.
But regardless of the notices, Cisco and Linksys continued to infringe on the '519 patent, ESN alleged.
The rival companies' infringement is therefore willful, ESN said.
Additionally, ESN has asserted that Cisco and Linksys violated the company's provisional rights.
"Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have violated ESN's 'provisional rights' under 35 U.S.C. § 154(d) by
making, using, offering for sale, selling and/or importing the invention as claimed in one or more claims
of the published '404 application, thereby entitling ESN to a reasonable royalty for such violation from
at least Aug. 11, 2006 until the date of the '519 Patent's issuance on Oct. 16, 2007," ESN said in the
complaint.
ESN is seeking a permanent injunction against Cisco and Linksys, as well as damages, including
disbursements, court costs and attorneys' fees.
Representatives for Cisco did not return requests for comment Monday.
A search of federal dockets revealed that this is the first patent infringement suit filed by ESN.
The patent in this case is U.S, Patent Number, 7,283,519.
ESN is represented in this matter by attorneys from AlbrittonL_aw Firm and Ward Smith Law Firm.
Counsel for Cisco and Linksys could not immediately be identified.
The case is ESN LLC v. Cisco Systems Inc. et al., case number 5:07-cv-00156 in the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Texas.
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Alternatives Abound For Law-Leery Attorneys
Attorneys who are eying a career change — whether they've been laid off or simply don't want to
practice law anymore — have a much broader range of options available today than they have had in the
past, experts say.

Dried-Up DIP Financing To Intensify Ch. 11 Sell-Offs
Debtor-in-possession financing – the lifeblood of bankrupt companies – has become the latest casualty
of the economic crisis, exacerbating the trend in Chapter 11 to abandon restructuring plans for a quick
fire sale.

Billable-Hour System Under Scrutiny From Clients
With attorneys charging upward of $1,000 an hour for legal work despite the economic downturn, many
clients are pushing to do away with the billable-hour system altogether.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2007

Troll Jumps the Gun, Sues Cisco Too Early
Well, I knew the day would come. l'm getting my troll news from
Dennis Crouch now. According to Dennis, a company called ESN sued
Cisco for patent infringement on October 15th, white the patent did
not issue until October 16th, I looked, and ESN appears to be a shell
entity managed by the President and CEO of DirectAdvice, an online
financial website. And, yes, he's a lawyer. He clerked for a federal
judge in Connecticut, and was an attorney at Day, Berry if Howard.
Now he's suing Cisco on behalf of a non-practicing entity.
I asked myself, can ESN do this? I would think that the court would
lack subject matter jurisdiction, since ESN owned no property right at
the time of the lawsuit, and the passage of time should not cure that.
And, in fact, I w_as right:
A declaratory judgment of "invalidity" or "noninfringemenr with
respect to Elk's pending patent application would have had no
legal meaning or effect. The fact that the patent was about to
issue and would have been granted before the court reached the
merits of the case is of no moment. Justiciability must be judged
as of the time of filing, not as of some Indeterminate future date
when the court might reach the merits and the patent has
issued. We therefore hold that a threat is not sufficient to create
a case or controversy unless it is made with respect to a patent
that has issued before a complaint is filed. Thus, the district
court correctly held that there was no justiciable case or
controversy in this case at the time the complaint was filed. GAF
contends, however, that the issuance of the '144 patent cured
any jurisdictional defect. We disagree. Later events may not
create jurisdiction where none existed at the time of filing.

GA F Building Materials Corp. v. Elk Corp. of Texas, 90 F.3d 479, 483
(Fed. Cir. 1996) (citations and quotations omitted).
One other interesting tidbit: Cisco appeared to pick up on this, very
quickly. Cisco filed a declaratory judgment action (in Connecticut)
yesterday, the day after ESN filed its null complaint. Since Cisco's
lawsuit was filed after the patent issued, it should stick in
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Connecticut.
Perhaps realizing their fatal flaw (as a couple of other btoggers/news
items have pointed out), ESN (represented by Chicago firm McAndrews
Held & Malloy and local counsel Eric AlbHtton and T. Johnny Ward)
filed an amended complaint in Texarkana today - amending to change
absolutely nothing at all, by the way, except the filing date of the
complaint. Survey says? XXXXXX (Insert "Family Feuci - sound here).
Sorry, ESN. You're on your way to New Haven. Wonder how Johnny
Ward will play there?

Posted by Rick Frenkel at 7
Labels:

P

1 commentS

Cisc, Dennis Crouch, Eric Albritton, ESN, Johnny Ward
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U.S. District Court ILIVEI
Eastern District of TEXAS LIVE (Texarkana)
CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 5;07-cv-00156-DF-CMC
ESN LLC v. Cisco Systems Inc et at
Assigned to: Judge David Folsom
Referred to: Magistrate Judge Caroline Craven
Cause: 28:1338 Patent Infringement
Plaintiff
ESN LUC

Date Filed: 10/15/2007
Jury Demand: Plaintiff
Nature of Suit: 830 Patent
Jurisdiction: Federal Question
represented by Eric Ni. Albritton
Attorney at Law
PO Box 2649
Longview, TX 75606
903/757-8449
Fax: 1W/37587397
Email: ema@emafirrn.com
LEA D A TTORNEY
A TTORNEY TO BE A rOTICED

Thomas John Ward, Jr
WARD & SMITH LAW FIRM
PO Box 1231
Longview, TX 75606-1231
903/757-6400
Fax: 903/7572323
Email; jw@jwftrintom
A TTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
V.

110codoot
Cisco Systems Inc
Defendant
Cisco-Lialtsys LLC
r

Date Filed
10/16/2007

#

Docket Text
1 COMPLAINT against Ci sc o Systems Inc, Cisco-Linksys LLC ( Filirtg
fee $ 350 receipt number 1298562.), filed by ESN LLC. (Attachments: #
I Exhibit A - Part 1# ,7, Exhibit A - Part 2# 3 Exhibit B# 4 Exhibit C# 5
Civil Cover SheetXAlbritton, Eric) Modified on 10/17/2007 (frit, ).
(Entered; 10/16/2007)
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1W16/2007

2 NOTICE of Attorney Appearance by Thomas John Ward, Jr on behalf of
ESN LLC (Ward, Thomas) (Entered: 10/16/2007)

10/17/2007

3 AMENDED COMPLAINT against Cisco Systems Inc, Cisco-Linksys
LLC, filed by ESN LLC. (Attachments: # V Exhibit A - Part 10 2 Exhibit
A - Part 2# 3 Exhibit B - Part 1# 4 Exhibit B - Part 2ll 5 Exhibit Cli 6
Exhibit E1)(Albritton, Eric) (Entered: 10/17/2007)

10/17/2007

4 Notice of Filing of Patent/Trademark Form (AO 120). AO 120 mailed to
the Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. (Albritton, Eric)
(Entered: 10/17/2007)

10/17/2007

5 E-GOV SEALED SUMMONS Issued as to Cisco Systems inc, CiscoLinksys LLC. (Attachments: # (1) summons CiscoLinksys)(rml, )
(Entered; 10/17/2007)
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DISTRIBUTED EDGE SWITCHING SYSTEM FOR
VOICE-OVER • ACKKT MULTISERFICE
NETWORK
RELAXED APPLICATION

[9001] Thie anylicatiout china priority to U.S. pow-Woo^
application 60/2E3, Bed oe Apr. 13, 2001, the maturate
of which are incorporated herein by reference.
TECIDOCAL FIEL1)
[NM This inventioo rebuts to packet networks, and

more particularly to network devices,

BACKGROUND
[MOM This modest cooed= e discussion of beckgroued.

It luminaire* telecommoudottioos carrier uetwode
twee that en/randy amides lapel or that are cerrendy ender
development. R deo lualudea dieentraion (might and
obenvelitme merle by the Inver** about the prior al
systems that in belphd to uoderetanding the subsequeedy
described ieveetion but Met wete OC4 onessanly appear:Sated by persona skilled te the ad or disclosed in the prior art.
Thee, the itteinsion of these ineighte aud observedone in this
beckgrourui section should not be interpreted es an Jiddadoe that such insi Ibis and observasious wets part of the prior
ao, After the beckgroand dismission, a 4OW Up Switched
Network (ESN) architecture is intruduced sod it ie described
awl compered to blades "Nam Ommustion Network" otter,
oetivea A Distributed Edge Switch WES) makes portable
tbs intplennatedou of an ESN. In the OVERVIEW SsotiO ^
thail■ found in the Detailed Description seedoe, the design,
°particle end magagenand of the DES ere described within
the achitecturel ennead provided by the ESN,
Next Generation Netwodtbeg Approschm

[11004] to latent yeas, ettempts to treoeforot the bithwy
Public Switched idephona Network (PSTN) to expiok the
potential of the Inland hes led to approaches that ere
Moab referred to an the Ned Generation Network (NON),
It Als believed that auch spewed= would teed to coo-

verged networks, Coovergeri networks promise substantial
oat swings sod maw service oppertuakies for telerectome.
nications curies (aka. Norden," or "network service
provide:0,M a arms to realize now data services, carriers
egve delay,* peaday waiver**, whist' require overley of
new infrosnucture onto exlstiog legacy voice networks. In
contreat, the converged approach of the NON seeks to
eliminate the need to have separate ectworIcs For different
expioits the principles of "operettas" and kvantgos

the standard protocols uf IP nemesia to carry not only data
but also oihar media sub as vince and video,
The PSTN and AIN Principle"

MOS) The NON grew out of the PSTN. Ike to =dorStS113 its origins one toed iniderstaud present day Advareed
Intelligent Nehru& (AIN) employed by PSTN carriers to
prod& gdvaeged telephony services. The A IN wee propcmod sa the solttion to the canters' needs to produce
applications rapidly and iedependendy of switch development crone. Prior Approaches Ind beaded services within
switches, giving rise to long dwelt/mem times and

ible savior dep/oyment. Service development and dedaymeet WS4 belatedly tied to switch evolution and switch

devdopmeut tyons,
[Q000] AIN proposed de-coupling service development*
aod aerituo logic from wilder* by bulling appropriete
trigger points within the switch. UMW encrwatering a trigger
detective point while pm:misr a cad, the switch, called the
Service Switching Point (SSP), wonld nigger arid mod *
query to t Servioe Coutroi Point (SCP). PIO. I illustrate the
elements of AIN. The SSP perform* a query directed to ae
SCE The SCProternues seevice logic that yiekla • mob and
thet result hi rammed to the SSP that initiated the query, The
SSP then madams with rad' processing.
[0007) A s en example, when c subsoriber dial" SA SOO
number, Le SSP tiOtsclIS tbq tko call requires AIN nervice
logic proneseing. The SSP directs a query to au SCP which

in eau rummies service logic lint returns a veld dieting
number to the SSP. The SSP their mks the Signaling Sydow
#7 (SS17) network to set•up g call to that Wapbrips gumbo,
rain east op dotting led beater paths accessary to support

a can to that dialing 'rumba The CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH serving the called pert, applies a ringing Moe to
the called pasty's telephone, Once the celted party einovers,
Ete cell is esteldiabod and both dm parties on now hove a
telephone couversation.
[0001] F1G.1 depicts the atructure of the PSTN, including
ite aupport for AIN. The CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH is
decomposed into four disdoct mauler
[4,119] CALL PROCESSING
(ONO] LINE
[11011) SIONALING
[00L1} TRUNK
[0018] The LINE inceinle Ometions include detecting on-

hook/off-hook, applying dial lune and ringing toes, oasting dided digits, and conammaicating internally with the
eall-proceseing module. The CALL PROCESSING module
enslyzes the digks collected by the LINE module, and mks
the MONALD1G modal to perform appropriate anliona.
The SIGNALING modukr interfaces with the $Stil TRANSPORT NRTWORK for the purpose of setting up a beam
chanted between the ceiling Red 1138 called CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCHES, The TRUNK morlde transforms untlog voice to Time Division Multiplexed CIDIA) format for
traminissimi over PSTN ire AU 'MS TRUNK module of lin
ClIerlIAL OFFICE SW1TC'H serving the called petty
mavens Ise TOM truck format beck ID analog for trammissiou over the local loop.
The Next Gear:Woo Nerworking Model
[0014) FIG. 2 Elearatea tbs NON approach. The NON
exharits several strollarities to the legley PFIN. If Orle
to split apart do fuer muchtles that cowls iss the CENTRAL,
°mos swum (sea PIG. 1) into separate we distinct
computing demo% Ibe followhag components of a NON
=murk sande
[00L5] MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
[0016] RESIDENTIAL, OATEWAY
[0027] TRUNK GATEWAY
[00181 SIGNALINO GATEWAY
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C0061000 tbe feturtione of these anaemis to
i: 80193
nnabgata boudoirs to the CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH,
the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER (AE.A. "soft&whets," or "cell spat) pelt:me the iMmtbai of the CALL
PROCESSING while, dm RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY
(A.K,A."cuttontar gateway") performs the functions of the
LINE modals and the TRUNK GATEWAY aviators the
TRUNK modelle. harder as the RESIDENTIAL GATE.WAY
aud TRUNK GATEWAY= both responsible for coeverttog
modk provided in ooe typo of oeterodr to Ihe rennet
required in another type of network, they eta referred to
generically u MEDIA GATEWAYS. With respeollo topped
for network agnate' function," the SIGNALING GATEWWI iu tho NON replaces the SIONALINO module in the
CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH. The thaaritiat betweee lbe
P5111 and NGN cod here.

(01120] MG. S shown' s PACKEVIRANSPORT NETWORK based on In
IP OSI Layer 3 (tbe active& 'Ayer)
tramported over ATM in OSI Layer 2 (the desalt:it layer). h
intercommots ell four NON network °betook, Whet were
once ourior modulo* witbio s CENTRAL OFFICE swrrert
now distritreted network elleurents intereartnected
through a PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK. The dia.
tribeled nature of network element° lu an NON brings out
one of the most milder differences between tbe PSTN and
the NON appmacbsa. The theoretical edventege ^ to be
phial from this distsisolion include its foikeirium
[0021] The MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
may be implemented 033 a reliable, hish-perfor10111206, fault-toksrant server the is IP4itersd and 1/606
iskoriard protocols to communicate with the sideways. Sunrise* can be implemented on separate
platforms ruing open application progemuming interface' (API), which ehouhl in Emmy lead to rapid
develepment Rod deployment ot servictee,
[0022] The MEDIA GATEWAYS ean send media to
each other over on IP-bened PACEETTRANSPORT
NETWORK using a protocol celled Red Time
Transport Protocol (RTP). The RIP pichrool can be
woad to hauseit not only wriot but also dMa mut
video. Ilat MIA IP haraport and protocol can be
used to carry oruhiple media typos ommertently,
tank that it difficult to accomplish with the circuitawrIched PSTI4 network
(0023] Unlike with the psTra, where be sigosting
network is separate from the voice network, NON
nava the same PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK to carry bath signs/kg and media traffic,
[00241 Wheresi communication between the bur
major modutes is internal to the CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH i0 the PSTN, the NON uses s gateway
control protocol for comonuricetion beheeen tbe
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER and the
MEDIA GATEWAYS,
[0025] 171* mei widely studied gateway control protocol
ia Matte Getaway Control Protocol (MOCP) described by
!TOY RFC 30/3 on Mapco Protocol Versioo 1.0. RFC 3015
is a common text with 111.1-T Recounts:edition 824S, tbe
neat mem draft of which wts developed as a close cooperation hetworto the 1E7F Modie Gateway Control Worlang
Group (A.K.A. "MEGACO Wattle
' g Group") aod ITU-T
Study Group 16.

100161 The precursor ta MGCP wee the Simple Cleteway
Couttol Protocol (SOCP) developed by ThIcurdie. At about
630 46030 610103 Telco:am was impkramoting SOCA a cowpatty stalled Level 3 bad developed a slmikr protocol caul
(11 Device Control (IPDC). Rather thou have two similar
prot000le develop end compete over time, 'llsloontle and
Level 3 merged them into MITCP. MGCP was litilimed to
oddness e MTN telephone lad wee not designed to handle
data or multinsedie. ITU-T Study Otoup 16 extcoded MCP
ur support 19ON and multimedia, which led to Recommits.
detioa H.248. This body of work ia today referred using the
moniker MEGACO/H.248: if details a NON reference arcidmoue that provides ar operational cadent for the &scriphoe of the MOCP ilself.

town FIG. 2 depicts an NON that is arobileolsnally
compertble wids MBOACOALIAIL The Dollowing workflow
ammo= illuelrotin a typical mil wit-tip procedure for the
NON depicted io VIG. 2:
[08216) (1) A telephooe goes off-book. me ROI1301.111.AL GATEWAY serving the telepturne detects
the off.hook crept, applies dial tow, collects the
dialed digits, and notifies the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER using MEGA.00; The MORINTEAL GATEWAY rho informs the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER that it I. rimmed to romive
en RTP =die ahem Al I 00141111 pild address, arid
further insticeke the Audio coding format it is able to
4uPPorl.
C0429) (2) The MEDIA emswAycorrrRomet
Foveae& the digits and than must &hinnies whether
the celled party telephoen is connected to another
RESIDENTIAL OATEWAY within the NON or connected to a CEPTIRAL OFFICE SWITCH in the
PSTN.
10030] (3)Arausaing the called party is oponemed to
another RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY within the
NON, the MEDIAGATEWAY CONTROLLER geeries the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY serving the
called party for AD rap port (and the audio codiug
format) at which it would prefer to moan ur RIP
strum ham the calling party RESIDENTIAL
GATEWAY
[0031) (4) The coiled partY RESIDENTIAL. GATEWAY respoods with tbe port at which it can motive
on RTP audio ahem Wei the tallies party and the
audio coding format it is die to support.
[0032] (5) The called party RESIDENTIAL CATEWAY implies a ringing tons to the called party's
telephotos.
[0033] (6) The MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
informs the calling RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY of
the audio coding format supported by the called
RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY and the port at which it
la expecting lu mars an RTP stream.
[0034] (7) FOilOW308 MOM exchanges of inforino OD;
both the caffing aod caned petty RESIDENTIAL
OATEWAYSIolow the pori addresses and supported
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audio coding formats memo for them to send and
receive RTP *ISM (onotoloing ontroded audio)
ihfrorn mob ohm
MIMI (8) Oda the °Wed party anweren the Iolaphone, two•way cononniniostion osing PXP streams
le established.
looptiostioos of NON Deployment
[OM) Thins me mond aigni4caol implicatious that
result from delivering artwork saviors to subset-here
through an NON mbar thes the PSTN Several of them are
summarized iu the points below:
[00371 Unlike the PS774, which ism a ihrualhoir network dmi is mouses from tho TDM netweek for
establishing bearer paths, lbe NON network conies
both sigoling and 100d111 WNW= over the same IP
artwork, thereby achiovios a certain measure of
comagenca,
[UO3)
8 Whams the PS774 random separata ovorlay
noterodrs and protocols for other media beyond
voice., the NON Mabee the SIM IP network sod
protocols for all moat 001111D1111101010011 (I.e. VOIGN,
dant, video).
[MP] Whitt the MTN calico voice media over
dedicated chalk switched counectionat, NON cardta
meth storm irt RIP packets that sot traded in thei
sense manors
an any ohm IPpackets, miss the "best
efforr paradigm tiro Inland employs for nontiog
packets. This snouts that parade can encoussor
dram; they oast bs dropped due to congestion control steelnutioure that throttle peokols at the enures or
• at tbe harms to the radwork. Hence, the bare public
Interim does oat offer quality of Maim Coosagoody, AO NON hoplemontalion nuakes the maim of a speolal-porpose W notwoh to supprit
network quality of savior (Qati). In notated, tho
PS774 I" capable of ipserautoeing QoS savico for
point-to.point aumeettons tampon/no voico or
data.
[0040) The NON intorworks with the PSTN via
TRUNK GATEVVA'YS mid SIGNALING °ArsWAYS, 'Thus, while the eud-to-end connection
betweeo two NON atha •ribors would occur orstroly
within the PACKET TRANSPORT NEfTWORIC, the
end•to-cod commotion between and NON sabscriber
and a PSIN subecoloce would Irmo in both the NON
and the PUN, ming • TRUNK GATEWAY aud ■
SIONALING OMWAY to carry beam chocolat
mute)), mixt wawa* sigoaling intornsetion, rospoctivoly, bean= the two solemnitare perticipatin,g in
the call.
[0041) Tbird-party applicatioas can bo offerod via 40
open applications programming haler Bice (API)
offered by the ltiEDIAOATEWAY CONTROLLER.
Some stardards for Opso APIs Include PARLAY,
JAIN, XML, or SOAP. It is boyond this "cope of this
disco/new to provide definitoos for them APIs or to
elaborate on them beyond promoting hair monikers.
Let h simply be said that the thrust of these APIs WO
originally an offal to make AIN Infrastrecture in the
PSTI4 acoeasibte to third-patty application providers

an that they could offes now eud innovetivo otwork
servicee. With We advent of tbo NON, 11 was awl•
atonal that he NAACO ort at Mitt would be stritablo
provido third•erty NUN applicstione with the
ity to amens shnilm featured by interfacing with the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER,
[00411 'Tha NON makes it posablo for e candor to
prove* plain old lolophone sorvico (POTS) over is
PAL= TRANSPORT NETWORK by ming a
MEDIA OPSEWAY cotirtouisa and a RESIDENTIAL OA7EWAY other than a CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCH.As almedy explained, tbo RESIDENTIAL OMEWAY takes as the role of the LINE
tnockle of this CENTRAL OFFICE SIVIl'CR, therefont, hero are no NON reqohtments m thugs the
tolathone Nog.
A Victim of Paitod P.conornies
(t1043) Trough the NON la today restricted tu its applicability to auto tonumminetivos, it wee originally tho hope of
both curiae and Vt1143043 Itn0 voice-over-IP (Volt') wank'
sorsa to bootstrap the NON sui spawo off a oew ete of
converged amuck' that would cater to voice, video and
data annmanicatious, Convergence promisod to transform
thePS774 into R roma! purpose "roulti-anvice oetwork"
capablo of siohltateously deliveriog voice, video and date
services through it cosmos PACIOTITRANSPORT NETWORK hot aroma Q08, Time fir his expeotation has out
materiallud duo to the caniors' reluctance to widely dephoy.
a network bead on the NON mobitodure. At the current
time, maw owlets realltiVe the NON rarchitectuts tunallable to =el hair farward-louldog ohjactivm to charms*
network operatiog costs while at abs same time increase
oaworic sorvice tovennos. Ultimately ths NON bocarcro ■
victim of hited economics that reenbod from its inordinate
oomplottity and inseffiniont eepport for new servkos.
Complexity Conform:le NON Deployment
[0044] The inordineto complexity of the NON is to a Lugo
%Meat dee to overrelianco on coutralized control ottoman
for network swine dolivorY WbEn its ontuY nciwok8
=los may be physically rtistributed, the NON arvintecture'
motriliza Ow mimics inc forictionaoy of tbe "mainframe-oriented` PSTN. 7bo NON whiten:two has mops
morally been ahead from ite arigiod design to model tho
instead, relying upaa "ttoriaadal integradoo" of spicialiced, coopeodieg ostworit deosests. Many of them setworkclot:nerds are not shown in NO. 2, but are necesetny for
NON iseplowentedoe (e.g. foalure savors, media somas,
Intograted aeons device controllers, policy servers, domaio
rata eg curvets, SIP prosy sermon, TRIP VINITA41, subscriber
directory earvea). Vory much uolho tbe intemet, virtually
all NON network elsounds ropiest warm degree of =MalLad control by, or Warpath's with, tho MEDIA GATE^ AY
coNTRoula according to specialized proloosh. MI of
these protocols r.onsontoicatt aweigh (i.e. gonerabo traffic
an) the carrier's PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK.
(00441 111 support its cootrelised service delivery model,
the "vertically intogreted" PSTN was based on a hardware
=din model In which be majority of software processes
corrunuOmeted directly W01,13 eltell Dlber
hardware coo:muting modules. Ilasse computing modules
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phyalcully plugged into each other lo ovate hoop, &Lbtiled onestbume commute% such se tho CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH, The moo horthoutally Wombed NON Is based
on a softwus soiling model that Sir all intents had pommies
remelts as operadooally contrelizod as the PS'ITI, if eat
mote so ia some instep= whore control over a vory Inge
maim of saboorilicat (pone:daily militant) may be aggregated into a togionel °Om Adlonentri of this NON "told,
motion mastitis that such s high dogma of motralization
oleo coot lona* boomer die cost benelits of centrazi.
dote ese to a largo theasuee olisot by Emit vnisorability
the oast" amocisted with monks system redundtnoy, 000b
molly speakinm if sometbieg in a network does Anything for
thoesatuie of subscribers at the 33536 dme, ROI only does the
candor neatly° of thaw, but also tho ability to automadeed
fill ovor fiom orto to the odes without dramaticelly intermoth's samioe delivery. Implement% No lovol of folictioradity for mobilized components le ehalteuglog and alba
prohibitively expestaive,
[0046] As atificted in PIG, 3, the pbyttiOrilly dietribthed,
hightratecomposed NON Archiloctuto retla WO a an
"ordetenre of isdeadepondent eoftwere services rat:milts an
distributed network elornonlm them softwuo services, each
moo/ding to its unique role, cosamoutcale in one•to-mto,
many-broom or 11115143-EDADy rolationships with other keep
&pendent software services thxough the PACKET TRANS.
PORT NETWORK, each tau soedslized peotocols
[0047] Duo to physics) Ithiltstitim oo bow nutty MEDIA
GATEV/AYS can be cootrollod a Angle MEDIA GATEwAy CONTROLLER, tho NM roust bo partitioned into
col:WIXOM. Local device-level *igniting perfonnod by the
MOJA GATEWAY CONTROLLER within its control wane
Malt be somohow oyndthooksed with cod-to-end network
aigatting thirt would be necossery to span more
thin a singles lona The moult is • Avo-tionsd signaling
=titanium—A concomion to the inelegant NON scaling
modol ead ils hthenott requireme in for network partitkeing.
Network sigoalibg protocols such an &anon haniation Protocol (STP) aro used between control woes for corl-ln-emi
notwodc sigualing, whrevis MEGACO is wed closer to the
endpoint tor beat MEDIA GATEWAY contra
[ROM A mcmg other thinpn, tba two-tbired signaling
model tompliostes the integmlion of APPLICATION SERV.
CRS (old potentially PBXs) that typically requini more
simians information than can be convoyed by ItliGACO
(e.g. calling and called party dialing numbers). As a temdt,
wawa& sigsalinguaing SIP most be ea:tailed Mainly to the
APPLICATION sewn. rio if it were lailaber MEDIA
GATEWAY CONTROLLER Lc. soother "codicil tone."
Thus, for the NON to meta retwodobased enhAnCed
undoes such 45 veins will or Foup conferoneing, it must
interface APPLIC-ATION SERVERS using a different
method than the way it lowborn telephones. Front sn
operatitmel parspective, the two-tiered sips* model
means that the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLP.R
becomes a lynch pin, and must now actively mediate all
tclephoto access to the APPLICAMON SERVERS.
[0049) In the NON, subscriber telephones are connected
dnough RESIDENTIAL GATEWAYS and controlled by the
MEDIA. GATEWAY CONTROLLER using MIIGACO.
This compbaxity has farther implicatioas to terms of complicating magi network &sign, particularly with respect to

the scaling of pane:hinting oetwork alnico*. Thus, as a
consequence of he inordioate compimay, the NON amid.
tectute brings with it a number of vary significant imple.
mention consitimations that may be stonnerized as foltown
[0050) Ptgential poor perfotmenco resulting from tbe
blab penociting 01ethoW: retwork Swims*
highly decomposed into distrthoted network *Mounts that mast commordnoto through the note/mit
itsoff being mime protocols;
[0051] Numerous loth:tenni= to scaling naletiooshios
thel thbodure a proportione^ly larger notabor of
?Modal hotdersocloq
[01152] Troubleahoollog procedures that roost isolate+
oil tesolvo problems that appear to omit% ira more
tin* one piece do to protocol Inamnpatibilitie•
[5053] Softwem integration requiroments thst are difficult for most carriers to ouppart.
(01154) It in the tranclunion of this analysis that the NON
archilectute as represented in PIG. 2 has too uthoy moving
parte to operate adialoody. Attempts to remedy them lind.
tapas ultimately lumina into hoplarasoladot coat rOf the
carder attempting to deploy an NON.
Insidicient Support For New Services Cortland*
NON Deploymeot
[OM] The NGN architechne alias from icoullicient
support kr .123W aereicaa. It largely replicate' the telephotos
MTN. Due to the mobilized-orientdEasfy'
control model of the NON, rampart for new network services
is dependent +moo the ability of the MI3DIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER and APPLICATION SERVERS to pto4ide
the feaelmen daat comprise a network service. Muob him with
the MTN, fosters delivery by a contrazed controlling
entity is limited by the oarrier'e ^ ilky (earl with-ego/AO to
modify tbo cootrolling antity to provide now servimm. Notwithotanditig the NON vision of thirditany applications liACE
new aordate soppoited through MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER APIa, as r peactical metier it is a tr415055
proposition to mixlity men to it, or add to In servite load
0130 it his Moo optimized to deliver a particular portfolio ed
services.
[0056] Scrod nigh related to demobilizing tho eon of the
outwork by peovidibg API tomes tei Ow MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLM, the generic concept of ming APIs to
intogrom applic^tion 34514:36 caw into qmptipia 4,ap03 tima
aflor the ineeption of dm NON end itsAPI-brisod strategy, In
actortipmetice—rectuell practice' being a function of lotiontry consensus &CM:4 from yoars of internist experience-third-party applications offerod through the NON are prob•
ably haat Intogratod loin standard IP-based IETP
protocols such as SIP and Hypertext Transfer Protocol.
APPLICATION SERVER integration into the PACKET
TItANSPORT NETWORK Obinfa infcinol-eiyia pmlucula
ONtsad oo ineseage passing) has proven far name flexible sod
nest-effective than integrations based on APIs, A lls le lid ID
be highly vaudorepecillia, programming boon a go-speoilic,
aced, since they are based fundamentally on function calks
rather than message sep, taxi to be less tolerent of porde'
implementation.
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[nen Notwilindiallog the itnegoing, it should bo apt ht
mind that mho* signaling protocol* like SW aro not
compatible with the device-orienled IVIEOACO protocol
'mod to control telephones coanerned to RESIDENTIAL
tlATEWAYS. Thas, u petaled out ender in the dismantle*,
the tem-dered signadatg model of the NGN pets the MEDIA
GATEWAY CONTROLLER Into s mediation tole, perform.
log PO *Mabel hanalstion beta= to; use of MEOACO to
cootrol service dam,/ to telephoned and be use of SIP so
tbe room to lecelle applitietioe soviets,
00551 IllheediVe ea% PerVitlell were originally envisioned that weld provide ths NON sobseribar with the
:Milky to select or oeutoreiza ea prima*/ /ogle, perhapa
oven to clielde interourability between wanotrit features
end implication programs mooing tsn the aubstribeee persona computer (e.g. active brawler ocutoca, instal muaiming Micron) or to ammo subscriber-spaille data objects
(e.g, UMW Thei, can logs, coolant subscriptions). horde.
mutation of these types pilule:soda esilfug swims ustog
ray MN-etyle AEU wee oventnally perce^ved as lately
impriatioal ia the NON Ocoee the MEDIA OATEWAY
CONTROLLER (suppordog derAlls) would be required to
mass, mango, and execute uninse, complex sada leek
for voty Inge anther of stincribou at the eau lime. The
following points Matrae other slgoilicint liodtations of the
NON with respect to supporting new PeIVICele
[0,591 in the NON, the MEDIA OATEWAY CONTROLLER &Over* telephone futures by remotely
controilbm the RESIDENTIAL OMEWAY, It moo
Doty deliver keens through a RESMENTIAL
GATEW ^Y whose future set it folly understands
Accotding to the MEDAL* atadord This fuloi
imposat aubstentiel annotr ^lots oo the twiny of
network service:1 the NON can deliver bartause k is
inisuctical or toffeasible to emend an endpoint
huhu set dud Wads beyood tlai amicipeted by
MEGACO.
(1106111 Caning services tbst perform can control
operatfou require a edl knowledge of subscriber
Cleo of Service parameters and service delivery
preferencea. This Information governs not only the
suburiber's 'Wally to invoke the ulnas service ia
the first place, but the unique behavior of the service
wino invoked by that ganicular sebscriboc Most of
the Biretta:aloe that totem-live ceiling services (es,
can log funetkvis, programmable ea.-blocking And
call-forwardios) mai) is buried Aornewhon deep
inside the NON lairestruchn in much the seam way
that it wits buried Mei& tho CE • TRAL wince
smut in the PSTN, This factor imposes substantial cantraitats on Me variety of =two* cervices the
NON ma deliver because can log marks and railed
suborn-bet-specific network usage data aro largely
nounieble for real-time aroma by third•perty spacanoes.
[1061] RESIDENTIAL GATEWAIS are rnintaigent in the some that they revise the MEDIA
OiGEWAY CONTROLI.D. to =Mite aB network
signing functions ma their Ohs& They canot
determine the broader network stooling coolest of
the esiling operations in which they participate. They
are incapable of independently excreting service

logio Lint involves network signed% operation' (e.g
call redirection, ntuhipolot vali control, call Illipet•
vision, awl le lien appearances, MO without OW
Whamd by tba MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER. Those facture impose setstudid
conatairda ort the mutely of network servals the
NON rsa Lithium became each raw notice must be
tightly ieregraact widt the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER in ardor to perform call oonnol
operstioes.
(01162) 'lb work around these constraints, recent
niproaebes tu o &dog pow cervices in lite NON Ove put an
aplicatiou buratto the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY and
the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER. The application is
respoosible for controlling the subscriber's lelephooes, givIng than access to VITIODS cieW feature Theme approadies
support: (a) * variety of telephone types orn supported by
aoudad 011EGACCI .,(b) hotter roars to cell log mends and
reloted subseriberepecille network usage datm end (o) the
ability to execute nser-coodgurable aervice inglo ool ally. puled by the MEDIA CIATEWAY CONTROLLEIL
(110163) Ao an Gnomic of Ms awed, companies such an
Cho*, limedsoE, LangBond, Rad Syholro have built applicationsystems; that provide optimized comtinations of business M.:1 services that Weide PBX aod Cantons
fonums. W1dIs getal of Mesa satiate ans designed for
ernmprise deploymem, thou Wooded for carrier deployment are often mewed to using the moniker 'If Cornea"
IP Cutter sanitise provide calling services end telephotos
Datums using venom broods of office telephotos sad web
brows:I-based gambled an inserfer,sa. Generiadly. IP
Contra rotation arate to nerworkbacd totterin g PBX
Applicator thet replaces mush of the funetatelity of the
MEDIATE GATEWAY CONIROLLBR.
[01164] IP Cut= solutions um often referred to in the
Industry ea "point rolutiene Point sotetions enable the
carrier to provide a very particular set of new servlus for
Isolated populadona of gabardine. They are e worlowound
bottom God of nearesity said Watchers additional "noir
strand" fraermodiary network throanits into the NGN.
Adding new Network *demean of WI type brings with it
significaat smiting hoplicatione associand with carrier
deployoman of a service that cannot scale as the Detwork
itself aides. Point salamis are operetionally -unfeasible for
carriers serving leo of millions of suburbans bum= the
feature sat of the point sohnivo cannot be mugged
standee:Instant femme an that may be catbird or dial:bird
for any soluctiber at wit If such a service became melee
the curler wail have to replicate many lostaoces of the
systeur—potentially thousands of alem—calt n serve
c or min arida"( ass at aubscribera, and lbw to meow thew
systems ma independent Wanda of SerVPOIP delivery availity.
[1E465] As summarized belo ^, point eohnions bring with
them their leee umique net of carrier disploymeld thalhogra
and at tbo 501119 tines do DOl resolve the mend notitations
of tho NON with respect to uupporting new services:
[0OUS] Point sok:lima do not im a general sense
amble the NON to control a telephoto feature set (or
ran endpoint device ham set) that wands
beyond that *marinated by ME ➢ ACO, itet loused
supports selected vendor lelepbouos io a way that
star their ows wattle pumper*.
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[S017] Point solution', do mot ite a general sense oak*
call log monis and rolebed subscribevapecifle net•
work image dms evadable for mkt= ICCCIM by ■
third-party epplications, but instead imply mire it
Internal, fru Mak owo inc.
[MS] Point solitaires do sot io a
lunge make
possibk fox third-peaty es to perform call
cooled operatiame, Ind instead *dement CMI C013.
1101 operetione for their own specific pupated.
NON Supped For hinitiService Delivery
[O00] The NON ambileotere leaves to futon consideraloe features ads that extend beyend tredhiond PSTN
void services. It assumes rmstral office (or equivalent)
deployment for most network elevated and that the REMDISMAL GATEWAY it providing tekphorre wervice over
a geoteallueporas PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK that
supped' QoS. Ade° and data services are not addressed
direedy by the NON, and it la sasitmed that other network
deemed and rotated infradructure components will provide
these audees Independendy.
[0078] The above 0011mptions do oot anticipate that the
Malibu pl1SChaidag VO1i311 smokes ia also likely to prohms dine and video services from dm IRMO carrier. When
the carrier'e primary conneCtiO410 tilt trebscriber premier is
thavagh a broadbaud *odes readverdr, it wieldy become
kopreolloet to toned s upends physical cowman* or
iudepoodent sodden for e geb type of media service offered
to that sobactiber. Much of the motivation behind the
tressitiort to s converged network ts based on the notice that
ateltipte seevices—wrice, video, and data serviee•—can be
offered to a oetworic sebniriber *owes It sheik IP data path
to the. premise. The convergod video Wendt ta ermbling
canters to combine several media types into a comporksosive network services offering.
Mal This typo of undffeervice delivery requires 008
arbitration at the erthetedber pormite so as to comae QoS for
all voice, video, end data terminal devices (Le. telepinona,
teleridoes, POO lentalled therm ell of these lennind darken
may be operatiog at lie 11110C time steering tbo same lP dde
pat^. Many potential new setvices anticipete providing
valeta ro seteumbers because of their ehility to support
multiple media types at the saw time. poteddlly intograt•
ing two trervices that support different roadie types in a way
that makes each mom useful. In addition, voice, video aed
data terminal devices installed at the sebsceirer premise
oft= support differed costrol intro-feces that must be mire
malieed to network viten thig rod device control conned-me
that would enable them to interest with network•based
APPLICATION SERVERS in a candled fashion.
[0072] Equipment vendors have responded to terminated" to enable NON multi-senice delivery 1100411
single iP data pads to the Gebel:Ober premise by creating ao
integrated memo device (IAD). The IAD began lite as
specialized version of it RESIDEfiTIAL GAII3WAY,
deelgoed as a means to enable subscribers to evened voice
and da te tormiupals at the preinik% 1u 5I/Ch fM1400 RI5 they may
shoe a esimmou IP data path to the carrier'a PACKET
TRANSPOIO' NETWORK. 71u IAD marketplace today
offers the carriers a bewildering usortineau of devices,
targeting optimal combinations of cod effectiveness oaten
feature richer:as.

[0073] 5003C LAD: support voicenver-IP and floS arbitration federes whereas others attempt to labviele told
reliance on 100313/0 LAD control by a MRD1A tlieTEWAY
CONTROLLER (ming ME0A00) by implemeuilug
selected POTS telephone features and SIP nettwuk signaling
withio the IAD. Stnue LAD' used by the cable industry do
oot support VolPht dm NON mow of it, but instead provide
ice "voice-over-broadband." The lens vvioe-ovet-broodband refers to a faintly of proprietary mous network
designs, the rum eminent of which is that used by cable
compenke that transport voice, as well ea data aod video, De
distinct broadband chewed ended through frequency
aiou multiplexing (PDA1). In this type of voinvorm-broad•
bud netwesk, voice end dile thaws are split d the emend
office (or centred office equivalent), with the 'voice matt
unionction to a CENTP.AL OFFICE SWITCH (usually
through a UR 303 picket interface), Unit of 11:141 IP ICC
CXCCMCM 00210 this discussion because they do not support
the ouverged "net-to-cud IP' vision ot the NEIN and are
fusdaraeptany haisiceptedie with ie
[ORM] NON voice sertices offered through an IAD using
• AP an virtually Mended to voice anyone offend directly
through s POTS lion examerited to a CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH. 'typically, the lAD is used to coonsat telephones
and computers to a broodband dad service provided to the
premise. Through the gateway futilities of the IAD, voice
1014 ded no tesosported ee distinct ➢acked flows over a
common IP data path that Is contiguous (from an IP coonectivity sisedpoiel) with the PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK. In the NON, the berme set of the CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCH Is emulated by the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER in concert with s ameba of °din oetwrat
demote streb u a "buten some Conceptually, io the
NON the IAD Undone away ea day other RESIDENTIAL DATEWAY.
[V073] Undid to de.liver traditional FUN network 5,14•
ACM indepeudeady, and devoid of the ebility to midge
corepelling mew service capabilities, lba vade ropositiort tot
the IAD Ik^ iu ite ability to enable the sebscriber to ese one
physical bee (e.g. DSL Rom cable, Ti) for botia voice and
data at the same time. In senteeny, the cod of the IAD meet
he cocooned to the COM of simply instaffing squad voice
and dem Ems to ebe pnneise.
[00761 After sabatemiel add experience, technical staff at
two major United Steins local the:bingo Curlers recently
CM/C111C1M1 that die cost for them to deploy network services
usiog an IAD is greater than or mud to the cod to deploy
separate voice and data tines to the premise, except in rare
cues where it would be exceptionally 13/CM03106 to brio& he
au addicted line. Despite wide availairilily several for
yearr., the deployment of IAD& further suggests that
the NEIN has been a victim of trdled mammies. From a pure
teeing/eel Petspective, an IAD may be an appropriate 'edge
device" forre-fector to address MEOACO requiem:ones for
melti-setvice delivery to tbe subscriber premise. This ante etion does not remedy the muddying problem that its cost
to deploy is perceived m more due cut be justified by the
modest feectionelity it cambia.
SUMMARY
Ao Edge 6,,vitched Netwoek Atchitectute
[01377] A n Edge Switched Netwock (ESN) architecture is
iatarctared as an innovation whine impdment a don is depth,-
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dent epos the Diatamed Edge Saito le (ffie Invention' that
ki Iha esbJeat of We ditelmenr). The seam' operating
principles of the ESN are doweled beitter ea a pretext to a
detailed desoripMe of lira Distributed Edge Swilob (DES)
found to the OVERVIEW section. It wit be shown that the
ESN resolves nuary of theitslices Wooed to the NON,
[0078] VIM 3 depicts ao ESN architecture priociptily
comprised of "conmedvity element*" A conneativity element is a policuto typo of =two& element that is capable
of policipadon to call tessaione mitts SIP oetwark sig,naling
nod RTP bearer iroonshision. Comm aides of coossectivity
eletoresis coormeakate in s pier-to•peer Whims without
nectegarily remdring aseletance from the ootwork beyond IP
coosectivity. The three cannectivity elemeet typos &hoed
for the ESN are is follows;
PIP] EDGE SWITCH
[Oen] APPLICATION SERVER
PSIN GATEWAY
[0082] All duce connectivity elements dose a dialler
network interface &siva that combine suppoct for SIP
network eigmling, RIP bearer transport, media cocodion/
decoding, and *veal-drive all proceashin into a single
Intelligent endpoint device. From a conceptusi storipoint,
each ceinteedvity element collapses anctionality
each
nolor NON Dam& element kdo a sefficontaieed ^hole
capable of 9utelligent puticipattote in call =Woos. Intellimed participation refers to the ability of a connectivIty
clemeM to operate both sa SIP network signaling endpoint
nod as a cid control egent capable cormalos cell control
operationa. Complex call comrol operations might involve
supervisiog call toresions that cordate multiple call legs
extending other conoectivity elemems. Coneectivity
frOUI

113

%Wrap tWOTIC-tuland SIP pf0X7 SCMCIS 10
t these Rod other complex operatimee

MGM CM111
WWI

Role of the Edge Switch In the I3SN
[000] 7Ite EDGE SWITCH is an ESN cormectivity alement whose principal Motion is to rapport the delivery of
voice, video (emIthnedi^) and data erevices--embi-servios
delivery—to the samaritan premise through a shared IP data
path. II angrepleat SeVenl functinos together into a single,
cost-effective device that ft deployed by the carrier as ■
preolise.based network clement.
[0084] PIG. 3 shows that the EDGE SVITITH feections
as I browband acmes network termination device (e.g. DSL
modem, cable modern, TI terminator, pass(ve optical laminator) at the subscriber pinchw, providing an IP data path
from the poxtriae b km PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK. It provides a nom by which voice, video Ind
data terteinale at the sabscribor premise may connect to
other network endpoirts io the PACICIG"TRANSIPORT
NETWORK, each credit's conocedoos through a shared,
routed IP data irderfece.
(1085) Ultimmtely, all subscriber tennioals plugged il3l0

the EDGE SWITCH commuoicale with the PACKET
TRANSPORT NETWORK through QoS routing cepabilities built into the EDGE SWITCHJEDGE SWITCH catalog
capabilities enable CMS arbitration at the exact point where
subscriber tecminale Warfare the bran/omit access network. Video stoombig services deployed within the network

are made ecceenble to SIP media goonion devices colt•

sealed to the EDGE swrral (stieb me SIP-enabled set4op
boxes). Data trensintssion capacity not used lbe voice telephone annonroleatiose or um& Orettoing is made scow
Obits to data terminals ftw data onminuniostion The EDGE
SWITCH aperetet as r MEDlA GATEWAY to the extent
that it is trkto to mescal POTS ot other types of noo•SIP
telephotos (aonnected through its LIMB loterface) to the
network as SIP network signaliog eodpointa, The EDGE
SWIICH provides oceasery terminal eclaptation u necessary for the coevension of device signaling and bearer
channel content at the LINE interface to/ficm SIP aetwork
signaling and ft7P voice tramosissirm couveotions moiled
by the ESN.
[0004] The gDGE SWITCH ammutes locally !stored tall
piomising ipplications in rumour to detecting network
triggee evade In Ns way, voice telephoto festoon and
releted ceding services are provided by tbe EDGE SWITCH
to the subscriber through lopoy POTS *Wien W telephones,
without the puticipstion of centrali••d network cootrol
elerneots.
Mel] In order to perform ig tho capacities described
above, the EDOE SWITCH must operate o * would
computes device able to ewectue complex software progems and etre relatively loge amen% of ioffiroratiou.
More specikally, the EDGE SWITCH cootaiet th*
[0088] Sufficient computing rapacity, memory, mod
operation system fonctiouality mummery to support
opplicationewel promote development and application program rourcutiore penierelarly tbe execatioo of
call proposing applicetiown
[ Ogee] Sul:dried storage cepacity Its hold an operettas tweet history of a year or nano, operatios events
inctude configuration thews end all patentiaily
billable subscriber moon to calling services (e.g. call
log monde);
[WPM Sufficient storage creamily na hold all call
processing applicadoo executable tar16 needed to
support network service delivery 'avoiding to the
subscriser's Class of Service;
[011P1] • Sufficient storage ampeoity to hold local call
routes and network addressing Informatioo needed to
alpport network service delivery (via call processing
!myth:gime) for al subscribers "ervedby the EDGE
SWITCH;
[0093] Soffit:int storage rapacity to bold subscriber
Class of Service, parameters and service delivery
preferences seeded to sortie the subscriber's ability
to Invoke e particular ceding service and the unique
behavior of Ma service whet) actually invoked.
1:0093) system FICAIMIC to support a SIP network
signaling protocol stack that can be progrunmed to
selectively expose trigger points in a mall that automatically invoke service logic (Le. call processing
applicalious).
[ROM] System software ro support oamialOod service provisioning, device manageotent, aod software
upgrades by a mcoote system management platfoma
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[0095) System software to support the tuft corophlmut of QM abittanon, lacharlins traltia dersillosnon, ado* pedur stflog, and Idolsdon mind bead no subscriber Class of Semite,
[0096) System software to support ree•time remota
monitories of oetvrork service delivery, with active
amens of status to It mobs *venni menagement
plenums.
100971 System softwers requited to meter octant
service de/ivory by paroling canoe records and to
sloes than in a dalebess island to the EDGE
SIVTTCIL
[00911] System software required to nommliza vandamper:En terminal device interfaces to comply
with rework ape* sod device C0111101 cameolions tbat would cable tam to boned vlith network-based APPLICATION ssRviaRs in a comateat hisitime.
[0099] Secure data mange barites' that make
EDGE SWITCH blames aud ell informatico stored
*thin in inland databases noceseible to remote
databise arias, =Work coarregentont weans, end
third-patty applications.
Ron of die Application Sawa lc the ESN
[0100] The APPLICATION SERVER is ao ESN coriumnein elenand whose parcial function is to support the
dolivery of =tank ardent to other ESN coonemtvity
elements. As is ammo* to all ESN conowavity demon%
the APPLICATION SERVER Is aped: of totalligoot par.
donation in call smations. It cau CUL1411 internally stored
cell aucessins applIcattioos (service logic) in reeponsa to
wawa* it r, evens and relined nigger potato is a colt
An example of dpalime wants Sod would triggcr seivice
logic accelion Leda& as loom% by a SIP eignaling
endpoint to mend to tho APPL1CAT9ON SERVER or
dleconstat how It ace onmectsd. Thew yobste in a can
might lands aeon attend whin the SIP can passion Is
In program, mob r mislarreeiso control mangos or certain
toll control operations.
[11101] In mon secoadoe, network semicts os features
almond by an APPLICATION SERVER are rendeted
dimity to SW network Opaline endpoints that connect to
It, For roams of sassily led protocol compatibility, the
APPIICATION SERVER may implement same cometnos polinies that ptotribit access to SIP ushvork signaling
ondarbas that are 1391 directly ateraged or mediated by
aockbar ESN connectivity element For exempla, a PC.based
SIP dna damping to IXASI4Cd to the APPLICATION
SERVER through the public Mignon may bo prohibited from
doing rao howeva, a PCIrestd• SIE cline attempting to
canon to the APPLICATION SERVER through an EDGE
SWITCH will ban its STA signaling radio ltd by that EDGE
SWITC11—perhape ancrypted according to in Internal car.
rim nciwolk standard—utd as a rank may be allowed to
connect to the APPLICATION SERVER In this way.
[0103] Upon detecting a SW call session Millennia, the
APPLICATION SEWER varmints SIP algraling
lion Nod comports It with what It knows internally about the
ceiling perry no that it may automatically datermint the
imam function, or sonrios that it should render to the

calling patty. Por example, if the tallies perty is a SIP
name& signalise midpoint (SIP Wm Agent) and by m
EDGE SWITCH to represent a POTS telephoos at the
substrata precuise, tht APPLICATION SERVER will
receive Um dating number of tha caitlng pony (i.e. tba
dialog number /*signed to the POTS teleptenee originating
the cal/). It may than *se this dialing amber to accent so
interest &labium for the purpose of rooftree:1g the Class of
Service perateeten mandated with this dieting number.
ChM of Semite ammo las will interim Hw APPLICATION
SERVER ita to whether or 1104 it should modec gs SetlACIS to
dro calliee party.
[0103) Addo from the number of simehonerom SIP call
onsions tl can potoutially suppod—a faction of its hard•
wan form-factor—lborc is a forolamental difference
between the APPLICATION SERVER sod the EDGE
SWITCH: wareas the APPLICATION SERVER renders
network senior% and Tatum, lo a calling party, the EDGE
SWYTCH raiders netwoek swam and features to termioel
devices planed Into it at the subecnber premise,
[0104] Ip rendesing aelevadr BOTV/C04 sod features to a
calling party, the APPLICATION SERVER exploits the
capabliitin of various system resources, Call prom:Wog
applicetiocn executing oo the APPLICATION SERVER may
perform Anaheim querke, roadie stom-and-forward Dannom, support group conforming, coovert text to speech,
rocognizo voice correrands, or troy one of a umber of
operations that might ba beyond the scope of what aa EDGE
SWITCH meld perform without meissume boor the
work. By simply connecting to an APPLICATiON
SERVER, an EDGE swrrcs or PSTN GATEWAY may
request aid receive the intonipot panictipetion of the
APPLICATION SERVER when they tresint each assistance.
Melo of the PSTN Gateway in tbo ESN
[0103] l'he PSIS G ^ EWAY is an ESN consoctivity
clones* arose peincipal function is to (a) make ii possible
for the WOE SWITCH to comae to PSTN midpoints udos
SIP netwotk signaling lad (b) to mans it posed* inc prig
andpoiells to CCRODOI to the EDGE SWITCH oshig PSTN
=Work aiguding, Tho PSTN GATE'WAY corobints the
inactions of the NON archincomea SIGNALING GATEWAY, TRUNK GATEWAY, and MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER so as to moan SIP call seseloos commotion to it
to be bridged to PSTPI cedpainta It provides otanory
signs/Int gateway functions Is required to interface tho
PSTN using SU/ protocols, It IMO particles necessary
mtdia gateway Nations to convert boort charted eacoding
formate at the TRUNK Madam to/from SIP and RTP voice
trusaminice coevtotione required by Om ESN.
[0106) A conotolion attempt that originates in the ESN
end that is intended to ultimately =act to a ESTN
endpnint, wiS be directed to a SIP retwork signaling endpoint en a PSTN GATEWAY The PSTN GATEWAY will
Milian seasonally the soon workflow sapience usad by the
APPLICATION SEINER to axacute Smarm tly stored cal]
processing aqmlioetiora Consistent with its specializod role
to the ESN, the PSIN GATEWAY will CA44100 A call
processing application that will comet the incoming SIP
cell maim through to tin speoified MTN endpoint. lbw,
an incoming SW call from thc ESN to the PFIN GATEWAY
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will initiate a conesponding WIN vall eatt-up Its a PSTN
endpoint through the TRUNK interface. In the reverse
direction, as incoming PSW4 call through the TRUNK
*Oxfam will math in a SIP call eet-up 10 a SIP network
signaling endpoint in the PACKET 'TRANSPORT NIrrWORK.
Architocrund Comparison of ESN to NON
[01011 The ESN is substitutively different bozo the NON
in a mamba of sign:thesel w ■p, and as a resell of them
differenee♦, We ESN remediee certain architectural Rutilenoes Inhenvel to the NON as set forth in the foregoing
osmium, By showing hoW *pudic limitettoes of the NON
ars resolved by the P.SN, the tumour, below affords an
00p1161111ty to 14.1111100 *ottani capabilities inherent to
the ESN architect= vvithia a Meant contest:

mem (1) Thr plastid poor porformanee of the

NON =nuking born high proceseing overhead for
distributed elmoonts communicating through the adwalk (Rod encoded sealing problems related
thereto) is resolved by the Follow*

[0101 Elingnothe the ^ EDUGS OtCfEWAY
CONTROLLER beetle] mainly, and instead distributive cal promoting capability thronghout the
alma by embedding it bt intelligent endpoint
devices;
[0]18) Feature-oriented network service delivery
to eubscribera through terminal* at the premise Is
peribrosed by dedicated emplane 111,1101=011
physically located on the subscriber premien (ie.
by the ewe SWITCH);
[nil) TO the Went that the above osethod of
feature delivery dem not require essistence from
the Nivea& for most call processing functions,
&reuse responsivorese is pereeived by ESN sub•
emit= to be essentlelly instarnanotres, regal-dins
of the moth= of simultaneous ESN octercek
01$011g

■ coosequeorre of diminish* the
DOMlAAsOPZIEWAY
CONTROLLER fonction

ardirely, an too is the weeny control hyer elinduteri, elfectivety Itadeeke the two-timed NON
network signalise 0143110.1 into a normalized SIP
oetwork signaling model Mantling to the normethod SIP network signaling 11/0401, v aD0 and
multionellta coneeclivens ass established per-topree mi®g the see= racthod;
101131 As a result of listrening tbe two-ticred NON
network dusting model into a oormatized SIP
=Work seeding model, owed' ESN system
pertbonarice with respect to APPLICAGION
SERVER accent by EDGE SMTCHES and
PSTN GATEWAYS is drainatically enhanced. The
delivery of network-based features provided by
APPIICATIONSERVERS io ths ESN is perceive
by subscribers to be esseedially instaetamous aed
relatively undfamed by the number of sinnalta.
MOOS ear network mem

[0114) (2) Ms NON% large number of potential
bottlenecks that 100 introduced as a result of Its
nunnotous indetermiwao seeding teletionshim ant
resolved by the followlem
181181 Rube* the number of netsvork edemas=
that are needed to participate in oetwork urviee
do/ivory;
[MO Embedding feature delivery and service
metering Unctions into the network access device
(EDGE SWITCH or PUN IGIGEWAY) so air to
eliminate requirement* for the centralized network •
elements to retain information about thu stme
any given (*IL
[01311 (3) Troubleebooting procedures for tbe MTN
must boiale and resolve problem= that appear to
reside In name !ban one place becalm of protocol
ineocopitiblitien. This issue is resolved in the ESN by
the followietv
[WA Reducing the total numb= of protect*:
[01191 Reducleg the total ournher of stetwork clamed&
1012•1 hieing* all coenectivily elements as
populatiess of Irks elements, each of width =epode Anne cr lees identical provisioning, device
management, di^gnostic, and event reporting
mechanisms, and each ming the nos inerbee
protocols to support similar make. .
[0121] (4) Softwana iotegration regattemerne for tbe
NON 100 difficult for most cuticle to Implement and
suppoet ism= is resolved to the ESN by the
following;
[0122] Supporting a hardware scaling UMW io
which ESN swim delivery capability is built up
In a prodietable, timer Wines by replicetire
cooneritivity clement%
[012.31 kimberlding moat subscriber-oriented features into a very low-coat device (EDOB
SWITCH) that is phyeically replaced if an moor
coadilloo is detected rather than repaired; the
replacement emit is thee automatics31y detected
and re -synchronfaed with a system mangensent
platform no that identical network service cepsbilides
reamed to the subscriber;
[0124] Roquilittle rebdirelY few centralized sobW en mousses to support fordere-oriented network service delivery, an corgrennl to the NON;
101251 DOA," slEtbated moms to service logic
monies within APPLICATION SERVERS for
advaoced feature suppers— a method that sharply
contrasts with NON support &sr API access to cell
processing capabilities within the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER,
[0126] (5) The Ct0110511411000,1 for the NON that trie
slot proved amomelling Wearier* tersely due to high
implementation coots mulling from its inordinate

complexity. The relative simplicity of the ESN imitates into a lower reirdive coat for tp-eater network
service delivery rapablifty, thereby increasing the
likelihoed that its cconcroie model would be comFettle's enongh to maims carrier imploometerion.
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Soros of the princip4 tOOSOOO Par its simplicity
relative to the MIN include the following:
capeble of deliverieg Wadidata PSIN network services tad new multiservioe cepabilinni thatemb awmmarteaeooewH6
little or no retinae oe featuro-mmtrolling Woo
stretch= in the around office;

[01273 The ESN is

[Vin) The ESN employs a hardwero adios
model that uses primarily rams prodecod, lowcost EDGE SWITCHES for rust of itesabouiber.
minded seavion delivery;
DIA The ESN requires dennatically ten effort to
test compand to the NGN, since validating the
frame sot of it tingle EDGE SWITCH ibr a
certain number of concerted notion coders
vendation of da abilay to support any maniple of
dud cedars enrober of command maim by
deployiing a propodirmate mrdliple of additional
EDOB SWITCHES;
L013111 'The I3SN enjoys very low implementation
mum dna to the fad that its network integration I.
b^sed on rchtively few prolocoli other Mu SIP,
The MEGACG piotocol amok is eliminated from
the model, nova will aU attendead reqoanneas
for licensing and loteroperability [eating bonniest
MEGACO-coroptiant netwoek eleenents,
[0131] As a coneernmace ot those factors, overall maim
' lus been calculated to
cost for tho ESN oo a per-user bans
be his expensive tban MTN technology to provide an
emeivainut bane. Crvesall system out for the ESN hot been
estimated to be lea explosive thee the NON to provide an
mannikin feature,
[0]333 I. cousidnalim of the above out asnoreker, it
'Medd be noted that incleterrobant wall% odadcreehips
the NON, end tho lack of deployed NON oat-worts thet
could be used for direct companion, no factors dot together
confoued intempb to qualify the tree implemeatation coat
of in actual NON deployeamL A theendical miculetion of
cost.perontacriber (i.e, an =dome) in the NGN aright not
necessarily reflect oaten feature delivery capacity bosoms
of oneoticipsted effects that nu Rely to resell from its
highly decomposed ardritectore.
Support for NOW Services in tho BSN

[0133] Support for new itiViClIS by thc ESN is ins&
possible bccamm of several capabilities that are inherent to
in arciiiMcrare, Some of these capabilities VC described is
tolievoc

C0134] Tbe ESN suppotts voice airMo and Mitaoriented network salvices through a cornrow (i.e.
shared) W data path, providing ()DS arbitration • Inc
presniae as is required la seppint intint-aerrice delis,
ery; thus, now &avian can be offered for each type
of medie, or new services can cambia* feature' Mot
involvo room Mu use type of media into a stogie
multimedie service. As an example, a feature coeld
bo craned to lower the volume of tbe television if
some= auswered the telephone;

[II13d) Paahtte delivery by the EDGE SWITCH is
remotely progretomable by the carrier, software
Weds am be uploaded into dre EDGE SWITCH to
Introdeve new Imam over nom without network
barsetructue changes;
[0136] The ESN subscriber may interact with tbe
EDGE SWITCH to select %taus tod program lbws
to beheve aoorading lo subemtbaropecille paramdam potoutially to intemperate with a v entity of
thirdvay spplintions, applienton PrOgnai NO•
ping OO the subtoribees PC, gr to *Ma/ WON
data objects etored hr network servers or Oo the
intbsettherli PC. As an example, an eppliortion amid
on instant messagiog m kik= the rod user seta the
ideothy of a calling party.
[0137] Most ESN rietworit istalligewat Is teemed
witbhi the EDGE SWITCH Itself. Alarge part of this
"network intelligens" includes the EDGE
SWIIKSI'S rb0ity lo internally sicers cell kg now&
and other aubscribusperille infonnatioo related to
network service delivery. Mir aimed information to
effect comprises a distributed detibase of vidually
undadMd scaltbility. Now service appodenhits aro
arida possible by video of the rad that this infixmotion may be senuely ar.cessed by an 'poligonal
rierileidarequently weeded kr ■o sod user within the
aimed of intsractiva colUes service*. As an
camp* oetwork-lused wob applications any bo
muted M provide cod owns ROG= IV C0111O^yeltr
hirstOriall sistraged thronsh a web browser-bend
graphical user interface.
(P13111 Became of he SIP-buod nerevork sigoaling
model, tin EDGE SWITCH can reform complex
call control orieretions that twelve SW network
signaling soutpuints located virtually anywhere Ware
network. aupport for complex call control
operatioire by the EDGE MUCH in effect cabbie
ll to Emetime ea a distributod ralicordrol onsoexce of
vichiallynolizeited malabifity. Now service opportunities me made possible by virtue of the fact that Ede
capitally oao be moor* accessed by an uptication
ardsobsequestly prumakd to on and nate within du
courted of ininactIve calling warvine. As tut
example, ostwork-besed with applications may be
created to provide and taus the ability to BCCOSS
EDGE SWITCH caking features through a web
browser.bised graphical mu interfece.
01391 EDGE SWITCH colt corona operations can
be used to trumparemly noose oetwork-basod features provided by APPLICATION SERVERS. As a
result combinations of call wood features hideout
to the EDGE SWITCH arid ociwork .band feat-wee
that are extern] to the EDGE SWITCH can be
dynamically configured and preamned togetber

end untie as a unified service or capahility--thet in,
prostrated in such i way that the source of the feature
(iMetwal to be EDGE SWITCH or nelwork-barod) is
wady transparent to the sod users. nos, beyond its
ability to support programmable internal feature sem
rls software upgrades arid =Ernible cal process.
tug applications, the EDGESWITai feature set

may be bother exteirdad through OSONTOOMO
gmlion with admit-based fumes*. As an exempla,
aP EDGE SWITCH feature may be cleated to over-
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rho basic diol-lose novice; whom an EDGE
SWIltli MUGU that t klophom ploggod iota it
wont oft•ook, the override foam would forgo the
boric dial•Iona scoriae and instead traosprotaly con.
mot to s aotwotk•bood voiresctivated dialing
opplicatiou,

work device to Mlle IP data between the computor data
intorface and the broadbind atm)* tolerate& Ant die
rituality of comumoication Intorfeces foram Melva!, a
video Mooning &vice interline.
[0144] la goneril, to still another omen, the knentioa
femme a network &vice haludiug a piwolity of cocolortmotion itatoriacoa, among which thero is a tolopboue lino
[0141] In gonna), in OM anpoct, the inventioo features ■
interface, 4 computar doh interforn, ond a broadbond not•
network davits ioutuding a phuality of comnronicoliort
work hiatus, The ootwork device also Includes a moo:aloterfaces, among which those is a telophouo [too anchor,
tom and a mouhint•rroodablo ateroge medium which storm
compstor data intorfaco, and a broadband network at•
6 mutat& lostnnitora to modiste commando= hatwoon
foca. Ths network dsvice olso incturks a procosaort a
the plorality of interlaces, tbu insinotbus musing the notroactrinoonodablo storage medium which during IWO MORA a
wodt
dovice to log a Wootton mud mood In 4 lelePbont
etli procresiog application sod Moving proffies, and which
ovent nposhory, tbe moot record desenbing a telepboca call
MOM; comootabh hatructlons to ntr,diate conommintion
communicolion median:I by the marmot device.
botweco the parality of consuanniatioto Mistimesr the
inotractioos causing the =two* &vim to MUM worm&
01431 Preferred eathotOmoota inch& one or moo of the
agraling mon or trigpr points in s tolophoso colt aud
[W]oorl's haunts Tha telephoto event repository eon ba
iamb the cad procoalug appliostion is norpooso to the
trolarted in the network device or be remote native to ths
denoted notwoxit sigmas overdo or tdosor F oals" the
mom* device. Tho network &vim is housed in a singly
mot:cooing application operating according to paramours
physical enclosure,
dohutt in iho Pumice profile&
[0146] in femoral, in atilt yot author appal, the iovontiem
(11141.] Praforred embodiments include one or more of the
imbues a notwork &vim Inaba a broodband Diuretic
following halm The Flashily of o ♦ourookotiou Who
intorfong a plurality of intorfoces, among whioh there is a
floto furibar includes a vidoo streaming Jain Monaco.
laimbone lino interface and a oompotor data intorfaco; a
Ihn broadbood minim* istarfam torodartes a broalbsod
promisor; amt a madrine-roodable stomp radium that
notworit link that joins a coutomer menthes to a packet
stores proneso•macntoblo tostructboos to provide proxy
carrier network. Th. instratorre further mem tho actwork
awn. The Maintains oatso dao uotwork *vivo to movida
&vim node IP data between the pompom data interface
a lalephone SIP proxy agout to soprano* a umoSIP iotasad the broodbond network interface. The Network device
phone that nos the Utopian line intoolkoo: Provide a
coniainod in a disk phyrinal. onotosont. Tbo instructions
diodoot SIP pro ay MIA for nab addition! device that nos
further come tho ootwork &vice to provide o tint SIP proxy
an Wart= to the plurality of haterticem and come tho
soot to remisesl a teloph000 ihn vas On tolopboas lira
Dolma dovkie to implorneol a prosy toner drat matiotes
interim& arol provide, a secood alP proxy wan to reprosont
all SIP communications over the broadband oetwork Inter•
a computer that ales tho weapon! dais inbufaco. Tbo
hos involoirs the noo•SIPOrlephono and Mauch odditirmal
storage medium stone can moths tables, and the nanodevice&
tiom falba came Ilia artwork device In oakum call
MCI In geocool, in mother ammo the ioventioo 1611111114
rooting for tolophom mils that use tbs ialepbone lice
a method for alablishios a voinoover-peat network
innate. The Morse madam also Mona call mating Wake,
orobilonme. The mabod inctudos locating a saran mooaid the huboation muss tho network device to pathos call
soma platform In a &hand pocket ontwork, the system
moths for tokorbono oath accordiog ia the call routing
aumapotent pialbau coliocting call log dots from a plutiab4:44, the telephoto" calto %W og the tolopbon lin interface.
rality of oetwork &vino; and dietributing the plurality of
[0M) lo gemaid, in mothes aspect, tba amnion haulms
oetwookdovion that each Moto** *Upham; tlne interface,
artwork davins including a plurally of conimuoicatIon
a computer dota interfaca a broadband network bamboo
Marano imors wbioh there is a tolephono lbw tandem, a
toratiooting a link from 11;ri Mood parka to:Await, a procomputer dota interim, sod a broadband notwork interfan.
ms:roc and a onehise-modable storage nudism storks
Tha network Moho tho incinda a promisor; a machineproccosoromocutable instructions to control telophout can&
reeablo sump medium which during uso stores call rout.
the instruction cousin each network &vim to mutt teleits Jobb% and which ohms ommuhle inailltaliala 4n meetplans calls in a post-b-per (maim over the ahead paha
ate comomnications between the ploratity of interfonto the
ovary& and to mod gall log data to tho oystom m^nagernoot
kostructions naming the uotwork device to perform call
platform.
rooting according to the cad rootiog tables, ibe telephone
[91.48) The details of noto or more anbcoltmonts of the
calls using the leapt:ono lino hoodoo&
invention ao set forth in that accompioyiog Moorings wad
(0143) Profaned embodiments include coo or aum of dor
tho description bolow Other Wm& objects, and atom[Whoring fearing. The cat] rooting broad= poor-to-peer
ups of tbo invention will bo optional from the &criminal
call &Sorting between customs premises over a shared IP
said dorwingo, and front the claim.
network lbo cad sionollog 5c ponforond without remelts
UMW chamois of thz snared IP 11434W47414 above the 1P
DESCRIPTION OP DRAWINGS
ionstracture. The broadband network loterace terminatos a
link thett joins tha ;rework *vice to the obarod IP uotwork.
Couvantions
Tbs call rooting ;Danko call signaling to a PSTN endpoint
VII a PSTN &noway that is reochablo over the broadband
[014,] Figures utilizo a dotted-decimal number scluour
network blatant. Tho intrucliona fort hcr co ^e dao notidcolify systorn chamois oaks a bracket notation ARAM 40
111
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'Inumba]." The deonnal is need to denote e Rub•element
*endear* Programmatic reledonehipe and call signs**
pathways we unabated ging a Dusty time monition shown
es "{number}' when the Dumber Is a lag used to identity
these nendionshins Bad pathways in the dbansions and do
not imply ooder of oporalom. Mb reaped to the relationship between network elements and network cooneotivily
clouds shown io the enlist connector lines denote
physkel network inier. a whereas dotted lima depot°
sneastage-passing protocol relelionallips is *doh protocol
data oohs too acclimated through an IP date path. Miley
distansione will apply tandoology based on the wen layer
Opon s'yetern Interconnection (081) Referame Model.
[1111501 A DEFINITIONS section provides detailed
description, of soleosed terms end system elements as they
patent to the imendon. T^e DEFINITIONS section follows
the OVERVIEW sedan, System eleneents that are depicted
in ham will show a member identifier is brackets so that
they may cnieremterenced.
Tittle of trigunta
[DIU] FIG, 1 shows the structure of MTN and AIN with
Amain& Transport, and Service Commit.
[0152] FIG, 2 'shows a Next Clotteration Network AsciiWino.
[0153] PIG. 3 shows An Edge Switched Network Amid.
lecture.
[01543 FIG. 4 shows A Distributed Edge Switch.
[0155] FIG. 5 *awe the Edge Switch Harlwege AraiMenne.
[0150 FIG. g shows the Edge Switch Software Ambito*.
[01573 FIG. 7 show' the Edge &conch Call Model.
[015B] FIG. g allows rho Distributed Edge Switch Cur*
Network Reference Architecture.
[0159] FIG. 9 shove lis Distributed Edge Switch System
Mautgetnegt Workflow.
t0160] FIG. 10 shows the Dietributed Edge Switch Call
Signaling Worldlow.
[0161] FIG. II shows the Distributed Edge Switch as
Distributed SIP Proxy Street
[0162] FIG. 12 shows the Marketed Edge Switch Netwadi Service Delivery Workflow.
[0163] FIG. 19 shows en Edge Switch For Residential
Sunni/her Deployment Using VDSL Broedbead Amami
Network
[0164] Laos utterance symbols in the VI01.01/1 drawings
Wink, likte ultimate.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Overview
[0165] The DES downtrod belosv is saw where's the
PS'IN GATEWAY and APPL1CATIO'N SERVER elements
of the FSN are aSIC0010d to remain existing specific
categories of oetwork eformets origioally designed for lute-

grader' iota tb* NON. Since they menet thermelven 10 the
netweek is SIP mato* eignaling tedpoists, they are also
suited' tar deployment within the ESN.
[0154) to tha ESN addict:lure, tha EDGE valve
serves sa the mean to deliver convent service% to xebecs*.
ere The DES is at impletoentaino of the EDGE swam
deseribed Ear the 11:314, end thaw should be *United we he
binational equivdent. While the BACICOROIND section
ibotssed on the role as genetic EDGE SWITCH in the ESN,
this OVERVIEW section, in eanjonotan with the DEFINITIONS seediest and PIGS. 4-U, provkies 410414011ecimical
informally, cocessery to implement an /anal EDGE
SWITCX lo the form of 4 DES. htion dashed technical
deseriptione ot isenboare and wawa* subcomponage, and
dune detailed functional contaminate, are costelned with
the DEFINITIONS motion. Tide OVERVIEW section will
forma oa aliouletioll Ihwl solFcceret RON is DES 37501111
elements with the architectural context of the ESTI.
[0167] FIG.13 depicts an etzhodionne of IC Weil EDGE
SWITCH design that is suiteide for reenterin gt subscriber
deployment using a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) ammothin to e tumbled broulbausi arms network.
[0168] PIG. 4 depicts the two torsia elements that memprise the DESt the EDGE SWITCH [I] and ibe SYSTEM
MANAGIMENT PILKTFORIvi [2], As shown, the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2) resides within the
IP CARRIER NET'WORIC [6] whereto the EDGE
SWITCHES [1] are deployed at the anhaailier (mistomer)
promise. A descripdon of those individual etemouts amy ba
found in the oalriNnioNS sectim
[01693 FIG. 4 shown network elands of the DES apart
from the fel complement of them shaven foe the ESN
architecture; an smelt, FIG. 4 maven or aid in underatanding am DES belL
Parm-Pactor Consideratioon
[0.170] The EDGE SWITCH [I] co be consbncied to
suppo^t may nendier of totto-bortote. deptiodion upon the
oantonimion capacity of the BROADBAND ACCESS NET
WORK [6.1] ant the number of TEI.E.PHONE ST/G1ONS
[3] and SET-TOP BOXES [4) the designer believes is
appropriate for a stogie i12001000 of a EDGE swrroi [1],
nu. 4 depicts than diatinct form-rectors, with EDGE
swrroms maw A, B, Eel C supporting I, 4, and II
TI3LEPHONE STATIONS [3] respectively,
[0171] The choice of formhittor will effect tbo retio of
ONE STATIONS [3) to COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS[ Regardless of the camber of TELEPHONE
STAT1
[3) apponed by • given EDGE SWITCH [1]
roan• one instance of 40 EDGE SWITCH [1] will
support co one COMPUTER DATA INTERFACE [41
This cinatentence results became the link detsigo of the
EDOE SWITCH [I) it to manage all of the transmission
etpSc_d_I7 Sr
o aiailyttictil connection to the BROADBAND ACCESS NE [6.1], and to manage it as a
slanted IPdate path for me by all tennioal &vim comsecied
to al. Acy huosthission eapecity that is oat used (invoice rad
video cell stash:is is made availabk foe common data
tilospoat through the cOMPUTER DATA. INTERFACE [4].
As shown for the EDGE SWITCHES [1] labeled B and C,
as ETHERNET HUB [9] may be plugged in place of a
COMPUTER WORXSTATION [5] for the
of diatribune' g data service to several CO
WORMTTATIONS [5].
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Dats Service A ggressiinn
[MI] Any number of EDGE SWITCHES [1] may be
deplored at it single subscriber memise. If the subscriber has
mom TELEPHONE STATIONS (3) or SEVTOP BOXES
[4] then can becupported by a single EDGE SWITCH [1],
another EDGE SWITCH [11 is connoted to the BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK [6.1) to amble more TELEPHONI2 STATIONS [3] aodhir SETTOP BOXES [4) to be
plugged in. Deploying more than one EWE swore [1]
et the same promise mey require tint the COMPUTER
DATA INTERFACES [1.4] ire aggregeted together into a
single data service—the subscriber Is likely to want all
COMPUTER WOPXSTAT1ONS [5] at the premix to be
istercomosmed through a cosmos KIGLI area network (LAN)
with a single uplink to the pulth.c network (i.e, intecoet),
gam For pligpOSe$ of data service redundancy Ind
increased bandwidth, many businesses aggrepte a number
of IIROADBAND ACCESS NETIVOTIK[6.11 connections
into a single date service to which they connect their LAN,
agony through a router. ht the example above (in which
more than one was swrral [nig mai to support more
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] then can be supported by one
sW
twos
irrcii [1] stone), a km-cost eggregstioa router
may be instened to tool-balance LAN mama to the public
setwoth evenly across the COMPUTER DATA INTERFACES [IA]. To achieve this configuration would be a cable
ptng-in operation: the LAN side port of the aggravation
rocas would be connected to the LAN Inear uplink ports on
the egmegmloo rooter would connect it to the COMPUTER
DATA INTERPACES [1.41
Modes, of Communication
[0174] Became all of the EDOE SWITCHES (1) are
conatected to an IP CARRIER NETWORK [6], *ad because
each EDGE SWITCH ri) supporta MI Passions using SIP
nehrodt simians, the comMillialliODS between EDGE
SWITCHES Di Is for the most pert pesoto-peer. Excepthag
the circumstance in which s call session has MC of he
endpoints in a oetwork Mita than tbe IP CARRIER NETWORK(6)(in.PST/4), a SIP netwoth sigaeling eodpolat
ono EDGE swam [1] simply "invites" a SIP network
sigoeling endpoint at another EDGE SWITCH [I] to joint It
in a oell sessdna. Usually, the pankipming endpolets mgr.
dsle i0 COMO Vain or video (multimedia) streams betweee
them.
[0179] Ceormusiostioss between l'ELEPHONE STATIONS [33 sto usually limed on 8.164 dialing number
addreesing. T^ e EDGE SWITCHES [1] perform UN MGMsary °cover ekes (using netwott.based TESOUTCO5) la dynionigaily associate a dialing ember with no IP addrces,
rquiteti to r,M-up the SIP cell session. Communications
betwoeo SET-TOP BOXES [4] may be based on El 64
iialing number addressing or MAW otbsr cerrier-specific
oarning or athirtaing COINC116311. SET.TOP BOXES (4]
typically conoect to a SIP APPLICATION SER'VER end
thus may use e differeol scheme.
[6176] Communications betwoeo COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS [S] an based out 1P-based dila cocanundonioe
protocol& The EDGE SWITCH [1] takes an aetive rola ia
onn-SIP data communications Waled by C0h4PUTER
WORKSTATIONS [5] Oersted Into the COMPUTER
DATA INTEREACE [L4]. Data commounications through

the 1;31)1313 swrrai AM Abend &rough s programmable

&swell feature get harems' to the EDGE svirrai [4 and
14etwork Addles' Ttinslatirm (NM) services msy akin be
epplied, In addition, the EDGE SWITCH [1) perform* QuS
aebilletion hetWeen all termintle oonspetheg for ImmeibInd
1100011 network transmission copectly, sad as a female may
attenuate the Sow of IP pickets available for data commis.
Mention as transmission twitchy is dymodcally raminrod
for voice and video Oansmission,
Stip Switch Hardware Arnbiinctort

[orm FIG.3 tiepins r generalized hardware architecture
for the EDGE SWITCH [1]. Tiro BROADBAND NETWORK INTERFACE [1,11 physically canoed; (OM Layer
1) the EDOE SWIT'CH gi to the BROADBAND ACCESS
NETWORK [611 Ns ehimate role Is to provide a Wallah
commuulcalloo path through the BROADBAND ACCESS
EIWORK [6.11(0S1 Layer 2) 10 the roiled IP CARRIER
NETWORK [6] (05I Layer 3). ^ eide tbe EDOE SWITCH
f lj LsaN, tha BROADBAND NETWORK INTERFACE
Et ullinstaly presents on IP data path in the =Work layer
to the IP ROUTING h4ODULE [1.4 (OSI Layer 3). The
physical constaution provided by the BROADDA.ND NETWORK INTERFACE [1.1] may serve an the DC POWER
SOURCE [62] in same netwotta. Otherwise, the POWER
SUPPLY [I-3] will require re DC POWER SOURCE [6.2]
horn the subscriber premise.
[SEM Tbo cometruist DATA INTERFACE [1.4] sad
the VIDEO STREAMING DEViCE INTERFACE [1.51
provide physical interfaces for CONEPLGER WURICETAToms [3] sod SETTOP BOXES [4) respectively. The
TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE [L9] provides a phyrdeal
intertece fbr TELERIONE STATIONS [31. The IF ROUTENO MODULE [1.2] provides for Goil routivg p11P packets
through Ilre COWL/113R DATA INTERFACE [1.41 and the
vroao STREAMING DEVICE INTERFACE [LSI it also
provides foe remote access to EDGE SWITCH [1] data
exchange interfaces, ennemtment intrufaces end Keaton
activedon interfaces through the IP data path to the IP
CARRIER NETWORK (6).
[0179] The TELEPHONE LINE TNIERFACE [1,9 converts device-level telephone signals (e.g. p ars telepbone
Morals) to/from digitally encoded 1111:110 streams nod dig&
tally encoded device stales (e.g. °•ook, on-hook, DIME
digits). 'The MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER [1.7] interfaces the TELP,PHONE LINE INTERFACE [LP] aod is
responsible for touting these media moms toffrom the
PACKETIZATIGN COPROCI • SOR [1.61, performing
mettle format lterscorling (aa requirod) by applying digital
Tivoli processing rIgoriibros In theta Digital signal proccssing elgoriltuns run on the DIGITAL-SI GNAL PROCESSOR
[1.8]. The PACKETITATION COPROCESSOR [1.6) I Etas
responsibility for media stream troustatasion through the IP
ROUTING MODULE [12] using ItTP.
[OISE] Tbe CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT [110] is
responsible for supervising MI ordure* commenicationa
through the EDGE swrrai [1], wring tire RANDOM
ACCESS halinMORY [1.11] to exaceta ea operating systems,
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aotwork conummIcations protocol stacks, and CALL PMCESSING APPLICATIONS [1232]. All of these software
components ale staled in a FILE &nista that mes
the riorvvouov..e MEMORY [1.12] as its gauge
=diem, NON-VOLATILES MEMORY [1.12] is used to
gore a variety of databases, contigeratioo DK and eVerti
historteet.
Edge Switch Softwue Architecture
[0181] PLO. 6 &phis a software melting= for the
P.DGE SWITCH Da The software coropments and subsystems shown should be viewed is control login lo be
layered over the EDOE S ✓ITCH [1] hardware architecture
depicted in no. 5. earisi• min= elements serve as

lterdwan annuli:melba oseirotain a &teat control wienerschip over a partineler berdware subcomponent. Other software elements support operation Ibet do not di gnity relate
lo ^ y indenter brulware subcompoocut, but in fact how
higher firoctioaality to the MOE SWITCH [11as a whole.
O08 IP Routing Panctions
101821 The NETWORK ADAPATION LAYER [1.13)
represents prommentable login, firmware, or software sub.

ocreep000ni ^ required to amble tho BROADBAND NETWORK INTERFACE [LI] lo pmsent 1Pconnestivity to the
IP ROUTING MODULE (1.2) in OST Layer 3. The NET
WORK ADAPATION LAYER Dal is doggerel to be
maintained es a discreet subsystem ion Eom dm IP ROIJT.
ING SYSTEM [1.14] no that k may be named to rapport
different OSI Layer 2 tecimologin without requiring commeeausate change; to the IP ROUTING SY1104 [1141
[0183) . 'The IP ROUTING SYSTEM [1,14] is In control

software required ta mashie the IP ROIMNIT MODULE
[1.3] to wenn ltdpr software incorporates the 1P proton,
stack aud r1 respoembh for supporting all IP touthm hoc.
tine for the EDGE SWITCH [I], budodlog ens erbitretion
necessary to support Airing 0/106aCISSi011 capacity benne
real•time voice/yldso commandoes and common data
!inswinger]. Certain software or firmware subcomponents
of the IP ROUTING SYTEM [1141 msy beresponsible for
pocket labeling (or abeling), nab shapiep„ blow ennuoi,
and other QoS attelletion fanotions related to reneging W
pocket exclunge between tha IP ROUTING MODULE [121
and the routed terminal inunfaces (i.e. COMPUTER DATA
INTERFACE [1.4) end VIDEO STREAIVM40 DEVICE
INTERFACE [1.59,
[0184] Certain software or BOONYala ancompooents in of
the IP ROUTING SYSTEM 4.14] system may net oa the IP
ROUTING MODULE [12) (1,e. downloaded drawees or
programmabte logic) while others may run oo the CETITRAL PROCESSING UNTT [110], communicating with
the IP RIMING MODULE [1.2) in a device comrol
(spicily.
[MIS] The IP ROUTING SYSTEM (1.14) incorpontles
softWon abseraction of the IP ROUTING MODULE [121
supporting internal APIs necessery to enable IP Whantlanicatiots by the RTP PROTOCOL STACK. [LIM, die SIP
PROTOCOL STACK [1.16], the HTIP PROTOCOL
STACK [1171 and the SNIVIPPRonicoL STACK [118].
Rooting services such as Network Address Trenslation and
programmable brovrafl futures arc also supported through
this obstraction.

Prolecol Stun for Network Counnuointione
[0186] 'The RIP pg arecoL sTArzt (1.15) Mtn printrily on the PACKETIZATION COPROCESSOR [1.6) co as
to ens= comistently uninterrupted Moodie transmission
throegb tbs nano* Irrespective or the proceming load on
the CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT[1.101. The RIP PRO.

TOCOL STACK [113] is used by the ABSTRACT TETEPHONE COPPI'ROLLITII [1.191 to euppert VOICO
communication by TELEPHONE STATIONS [3) plugged
Into the TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE [1191
Tho sEP PROTOCOL STACK [1.14] roos on the
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT [1.10] and I. used by the
ABSTRACT CAU. MODEL [120] to sepport all SIP
network signaling operation Atoong other roles, it heselions as the denth SIP Proxy Sarver for all voice and video
terminals *good into the EDGE SWITCH [11 acting no
intermediary for all SIP network signaling opergioes
between that tensin g devices and those in the network
with wham they me cononuoicang. FYG. U depicts this
rote of the STP PROTOCOL STACK [1.16] to the extem that
the OEM in a system functions as a distributed SIP Proxy
Server, nabs the DNS SERVER [10] as a natralited
detaban to negate E.I64 dialing numbers into IP
addresses (as requited to establish SIP cell session in the
ESN.
[0188] The HTTP PROTOCOL STACK [1.17] rens on the
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNTT [1.10] and is used to
provide secure, session-need acorn to the XMiL MOMT
INTERRACI1 [1.21] by remote manageenot applicatiOral
and netnork-based applicetion in a feshion, the
SION PROTOCOL STACK [1.181. oho ems on the CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT [1.10] rod provides a stendudis-based inanagement ieterfece to vinous DEVICE
WAIT AGENT [122] led talateci data object* (Is. SNMP
Agana and SNMP Maclennan Information Blocks).
Tenninial Interfeces •
(0189) Tim COMPUTER DATA INTERFACE [1.4] and
tbe VIDEO STREAMING DEVICE INTERFAL'E (1.3)

phyaical, mated interfaces to the LP TIOUTINO MODULE
[12], thus count loMo in the IP ROUTING SYSTEM
[1.14] will model= IP packet flows to/from COMPUTER
WOR'KSTATIONS (5) and SETTOP BOXES [4] plugged
into these interftwes TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] On*
into the TELEPHONE LINE DITERFACE [1.9] ultimately
present themselves to the EDON SWITCH [1] maw=
architect= tbrougb the ABSTRACT TELEPHONE CONTITOLL.ER [L191, *blob provides an stetted softWare
coonol model for the MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER
[1.71 and the TEU3PHONE LINE INTERFACE [1.91 Login) media stream control °melbas, Anent digital stgoal
processing fanclitme, and dal/k g -lard contini of TELEPHONE STATIONS [3) are made accessible to other intermit EDGE SWITCH Elj software eubcomponents through an
AN presented b the ABSTRACT TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [1-19). Tais API contains functions that enable
the detection of device-level telephone signaling events On,
u-hcok, off-hook, Dash, DTMF digits, Oath) originating
ham the TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] plugged into Use
TELEPHONE LINE INT'ERFACE [3.91 These logical
operations and hinting supported by the AM are reeticed
by mapping Mena to physical operations stipported by the
MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER [1.7) and Mc TELEPHONE UNE INTERFACE [111;
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IN THE uNrrED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TEXARKANA DIVISION

ESN, LLC,

)

Plaintiff,
v.

CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., and
CISCO-LINKSYS, LLC,

)
)
) Civil Action No 5:07-cv-I56-DF-CMC
)
)
) JURY DEMANDED

Defendants.

)

COMPLAINT FOR

rATENT INFRINGEMENT

Plaintiff ESN, LLC ("ESN"), for its Complaint for Patent Infringement ("Complaint")
against defendants Cisco Systems, Inc, and Cisco-Linksys, LLC, Alleges as follows:

PARTIES
I. Plaintiff ESN is a limited liability company, co-founded by the inventor of the
patent-in-suit, Gregory D, Girard, organized and existing under the laws of the state of
Connecticut, with an office at 35 Juniper Road, Bloomfield, Connecticut, 06002.
2.

Upon information and belief, defendant Cisco Systems, Inc. ("Cisco") is a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of thc state of California, with its principal
place of business at 170 West Tasman Drive, California 95134,
3.

Upon information and belief, defendant Cisca-Linksys. L1.0 ("Cisco-Linksys") is

a limited liability corporation organized and existing under the laws of the state of California,
with its principal place of business at 121 Theory Dr., Irvine, CA 92612, and is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Cisco.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
4.

This Court has jurisdiction over ESINI's patent infringement and related claim

pursuant to the patent laws of the United States, Title 35 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq. This Court has
subject matter jurisdiction over these claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a).
5.

Venue for this action is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391 and

I400(b), as Cisco, in its own name and through its wholly-owned subsidiary Cisco-Linksys, have
regularly conducted business in this judicial district and have committed, and are continuing to
commit, acts of infringement, including offering to sell and/or selling its infringing products, in
this judicial district.
FACTS
6.

This action arises out of Cisco's and Cisco-Linksys' inftingement of at least one

claim of a patent owned by ESN.
7.

On October 16, 2007, United States Patent No. 7,283,519 (the " 4 519 Patent"),

entitled "Distributed Edge Switching System for Voice-Over-Packet Multiservice Network" was
duly and legally issued to ESN as assignee of the inventor Gregory D, Girard.

B.

ESN is the owner of the '519 Patent with the hill and exclusive right to bring suit

to enforce the patent and to collect damages for any infringement thereof.
9.

The '519 Patent generally relates to switching systems for communicating voice

and other data over a packet-switched broadband network.
10.

Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have infringed and continue to infringe, have induced

and continue to induce others to infringe, and have committed and continue to commit acts of
contributory infringement of one or more claims of the . 519 Patent in this judicial district and
elsewhere by making, using, selling, offering for sale, and/or importing into the United States
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voice and unified communications devices, including, for example, the Cisco 1861, 2801, 2811,
2821, 2851, 3825 and 3845 Integrated Services Routers, the Cisco Unified Communications 500
Series, the Linksys SPA-9000 and LinksysOne SVR-3000 and related modules that are covered
by one or more claims of the '519 Patent, all to the injury of ESN.
11.

United States Patent Application Serial No. 10/122,589 was published by the

United States Patent and Trademark Office on November 28, 2002 as United States Patent
Application Publication No. US 2002/0176404 (the "Published '404 Application"), and has
issued as the '519 Patent with at least one claim in substantially identical form to the claims as
published. A copy of the Published 4404 Application is attached as Exhibit A.
12.

Cisco and Cisco-Linksys had actual notice or the Published '404 Application at

least as early as August II, 2006, the date upon which ESN notified Cisco and Cisco-Linksys in
writing of the Published '404 Application. A copy of such written notice is attached as Exhibit
B.

13.

ESN provided specific notice in writing of certain infringing activities to Cisco

and Ciseo-Linksys at least as early as June 8, 2007 through their outside counsel. A copy of such
written notice is attached as Exhibit C.
14, Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have violated ESN's "Provisional rights" under 35
U.S.C. § 154(d) by making, using, offering for sale, selling and/or importing the invention as
claimed in one or more claims of the Published '404 Application, thereby entitling ESN to a
reasonable royalty for such violation from at least August I 1, 2006 until the date of the '519
Patent's issuance on October 16, 2007,
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CLAIM ONX
Infringement of the '519 Patent
15.

ESN repeats and re-alleges the allegations of paragraphs I through 14 above as if

fully set forth herein.
16.

Upon information and belief, Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have infringed and

continue to infringe, literally and/or under the doctrine of equivalents, one or more claims of the
`519 Patent, directly andior indirectly, in violation of 35 U.S.C, § 271(s), (b), (c) and/or (f).
17.

By reason of the acts alleged herein, ESN has suffered, is suffering, and unless

restrained by the Court, will continue to suffer injury to its business and property rights, for
which it is entitled to damages pursuant to 35 U.S.C, § 284 in an amount to be proven at trial,
18.

A reasonable opportunity for further investigation and discovery will likely show

that Cisco and Cisco-Linksys's infringement is willful.
19.

By reason of the acts alleged herein, ESN has suffered, is suffering, and unless

restrained by the Court, will continue to suffer irreparable harm for which there is no adequate
remedy at law, and for which ESN is entitled to injunctive relief pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 283.
CLAIM TWO
Violation of ESN's Provisional Rights Under 35 U.S.C. 1541(dI)
20.

ESN repeats and re-alleges the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 14 above as if

fully set forth herein.
21.

Upon information and belief, Cisco and Cisco-Linksys have violated ESN's

"Provisional rights" under 35 U.S.0 § 154(d) by making, using, offering for sale, selling and/or
importing ESN's invention as claimed in at least one claim of the Published '404 Application
after receiving actual notice of the published application.
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22. By reason of the acts herein, ESN has suffered, and is entitled to a reasonable
royalty for Cisco's and/or Cisco-Linksys' violation of its provisional rights at least from the date
of Cisco's and/or Cisco/Linksys' earliest actual notice of the Published '404 Application, until
the date of the '519 Patent's issuance on October 16, 2007.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, ESN requests the Court to enter a judgment in its favor and against Cisco
and Cisco-Linksys as follows:
a.

Declare that Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys have infringed one or more
claims of United States Patent 7,283,519;

b.

Declare that Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys have willfully infringed one or
more claims of United States Patent 7,283,519;

c.

Declare that Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys have violated ESN's "provisional
rights" under 35 U.S.C. § 154(d);

cl.

Declare that this case is exceptional pursuant to 35 U.S.C, § 285.

e, Enter a permanent injunction prohibiting Cisco and Cisco-Linksys, their
subsidiaries, divisions, agents, servants, employees, and those in privity
with Cisco and/or Cisco-Linksys from infringing, contributing to the
infringement of, and inducing infringement of the ESN patent, and for
further proper injunctive relief;

f. Award to ESN damages for Cisco's and Cisco-Linksys' infringement with
interest, as well as costs (including expert fees), disbursements, and
reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in this action, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §
285;
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g,

Award to ESN damages for Cisco's and Cisco-Linksys' violation of
ESN's provisional rights pursuant to 35 § 154(d) with interest, as
well as costs, disbursements, and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in
this action; and

h,

Grant any such further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
In accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 38(b), ESN demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.

Respectfully submitted,

Eric M. A britton
Lead Attorney
Texas State Bar No. 00790215
ALBRITTON LAW FIRM
P.O. Box 2649
Longview, Texas 75606
`Telephone (903) 757-8449
Facsimile (903) 758-7397

cma@emafirm.com

T. John Ward Jr.
Texas State Bar No. 00794818
Ward & Smith Law Firm
111 W. Tyler St.
Longview, Texas 75601
Telephone (903) 757-6400
Facsimile (903) 757-2323
jw@jwfirm.com
Attorneys for Pfaintiff ESN, LLC
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) Civil Action No. 5:07-cv-156-DF•CMC

Plaintiff,
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CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., and
CISCO-LINKSYS, LLC,
Defenda nts.

)

)
)
)
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EXHIBIT A
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09) United

States
0) Patent Application Publication
Girard

(54) OISTRIBUTED EDGE iiltriTCEING SYSTEM
POE VOICE-OYER-PACK=
MULTISERVICE Norrvvoax
(76) Waal= Gregor, D. Girard, Raved% MA (Us)
Connapcaufasca Addreaa:
ERIC L,
EMI Richardsoa P.C.
225 Pranidin Street
llostan, MA 02110.2304 (US)
(21) Appl.

10/122,509

(22) HIM

Apin 15, 2002
tainted U.S. Application Data

(50) Provfabsnal application No. 60/283,888, Blvd oa Apr.
13, 2301.

US 2N2/0176404 At
(43) Pub. Date:
Nov, 28, 2002

03) Pub. No.:

1Pulaticailas Cinesthention
(51) lioL
(52) U.S. CL

iiO41. 12/46
370/352i 370/52• 379/08.17;
379/207,02

ABSTRACT
(57)
A =Work davios kw/tiding a plardity of comouorestioa
bacillus*, including t tdapho®o line bandana, a =wont
data interim, and a troadlnad nanvork interfica; a pronvssor, a arachisa-readable slorago indium Mich during ass
stores a ca6 amain applimioa and aerated profiled, end
isdliab atom cc mutable Minted= lo LosAisla gswilhluiC86301 batman f1w plaealrly of ognmaloation interfaces.
the iostraalions taming liat aetwerk *viol to detain oatwork signaling amiss or trigger points in a taleptatna
mud Stooks ilto eat social* application lu =worm to tiat
detected network siyastag mar or triggra points, tba est
promslag application operating according to parunotees
&toed in tbo service praMea,
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[DIM SBT.TOP BOXES [I] are native SIP network signtEru endpoints (Le. contain s S7PIIsetAgenl) end perform
SIP network signaling through the SO, PROTOCOL STACK
[1,16], employing it as their Mesa SIP Proxy Stover,
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] am represented aa SIP network sigualiag endpoints by a SIP User Agent Inaction
provided by the ABSTRACT CALL MODEVIL201. Thin,
Irtnh tellnitIll types pen* themeelves as SIP network
sigeoling ocafpoinu regbaered with 1111 SIP PROTOCOL
mac [us] (hoadooing ors a SIP Proxy Server), As
resell, SIP network signaling events bum either typo of
monad crom be intercepted and nod to trigger CALL
PROCESSING APPIJCATIONS [123.21

Agent? that communicate with the network menegrannt
station using Management Informetion Blocks (MIES),
Thos. ibe SNMP PROTOCOL STACK (L181 impleamate a
formal pretroutallos of network element menagereent
ruction' to the IP CARRIER NETWORK [61, as would he
required for implenteolition of the USN by a outlet
DbOatIted Mgt Switch Carrier Network
Refernece Architecture
[01931 FIG. g &Olt a DES carrier outwork ammo
architechus. It provides II fennel preaentation of atotwoek
elements thet define the ESN Ned is used by subsequent
dissuasions Within this disclosure to provide All opendonal
context for system unstagement, call signaling, mid wreak
service delivery workflow sequeeces. Alt onwork elements
are described ia significuttly more de tett ita the DEFINITIONS section
[MO The ESN recognizes the PSIN to on imponaat
"companloo netware with which tbe ESN MAI fulty tater.
operate. The ESN roost moppets call sessions that have one
endpolut in the EON and another in the PSTN, whether for
the perpose of poled-to-pied courreenteation between
TELEPHONE STATIONS [31 or for moms to NETWORKEASED ENHANCED SERVICES [1111 deployed in the
PS1N.
@On FIG. g deplete impoutent ESN network elemects
that aro considered neeessery to support the fun breadth of
apnea temmemment, netl signaling, turd netwodt service
delivery °nobilities of the DES. Wheaten FIG. i provides
tbe usthitectunl context for all optative* sopponed by the
DES, FIGS. 11,19 A U wf11 selectively expose only these
oetwork elements Boot PIG. fi that me required to ilbsorrete
portfolio, worldlow auperroot.
Distriboted &fp Switch System Management
Workflow
(91901 FIG.9 deplore satected elements of the ABS carrier
network Menem arcithemare Tec time mown of filustrating
DES system menageamot workflow eminences. PIG. 9
ietrodnoes selected carrier operetta:II support systatu (OSS)
ekrormls tot the purpose of demonstrating bow the 1)133,
from an operational porspective, integrates witb existing
courier back-elfin infrostructun.
91991 The DES system taimagement model dots riot are
IP addresses aa a means to identify eadasess of =two&
services. It manatee that IP address assi gnments on
dynamic, trsosiost, sod cosily manipulated by seem Mend,
ult lubscriber oanseetione that town be accouted for in
event histories (Ls. billing records) are treeked on the basis
of the unique physical device address of the EDGE
SWITCH [1] that geoershad the 11V1314. The physical device
addrens of the EDGE SWITCH [I] is mot accessible to the
user, cannot be modified, led is missed through the network
encrypted tannin, thus it moot be dieted, falsified, or
AMC

Ihrottoel Control and Coll Processing
[0191] 'Tiro ABSRACT CALL MODEL [1,201 provide; so
Ashen endpoint repteseetation for all TELEPHONE STA.
TIONS (3) and SET.IDP BOXES [4) Mugged into the
EDGE SWITCH [1], SIP PROTOCOL STACK [,1.16]
and the ABS1ItACT'TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [1.19]
preeent network signaling events and TELEPHONE STA.
TION [3] device-level sigruding mate, respectively, to ths
ABSTRACT CALL MODEL 11.2111. Either type of oignel.
Mg even may Moot execution of CALL PROCESSIdO
APPLICATIONS [1„:3.2) stored in Me FEJI SYSTEM
[L73]. CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS 1123.4 con
petform network sipaling operatious (inob as cell control)
donugh the MP PRCYTOCOL STACK [1.16] or perfOrm•
media crookol and device-level TELEPHONE STATION [3] •
control operations through tba ABSTRACT TELEPHONE
CONTROLLER [LI91
[0194 FIG. 7 depict^ arobitecenal deterle reined to the
deolgo and opention of the EDGE SWITCH [1] cell model.
The DEFINMONS motion entry for the ABTRACT CALL
MODEL [1.120] provides as expanded discussion of tretui•
nal rrontrul and mil poets:nog SA it Wens to tbe arttkrior
anal context em forth in FIG. 7.
Manapsermt Interfens
[OM] The XML. MGMT INTERFACE [1.24 provides a
moons by whic^ a client application may; (a) remotely
access infonnation stored within FTLE SYSTEM [1.2.3]
daubaseso (6) remotely tavola: EDGE EiWaCli [1] tale.
phone control mad ad processing tenures; end/or (c)
rentotely invoke DEVICE MOMT AGENTS [I.U] residua
on the EDGE swami DIA remote chow will establish an
HTTP soesion through the HITP PROTOCOL STACK
Etrri. Remote client eccess for the purpose of data
exchange or remote Owes:Alien of features is based on using
XML.ecouding for all information 1)eta structures and
manna lists missed between tba client and time EDGE
SWITCH Di duriog remote KCMG are all XlViLoncoderd,
[01941 The SN/T2 rioxrocot, STACK [1.III] provides
al tesiotle-b and device mumps:rem inerface similar to that
provided by the ambito dim of the HITP PROTOCOL
STACK [1.17] sod tbo XML MGMT INTERFACE [1.21].
However, time I reanctious occarring through this tendon
are initiated by a =moo network management stalioo com.
phew with SNMP.Tbe DEVICE hf0MTAGENTS [122] in
the wan SWITCH [1] include specialized "SNIVIP
11

f./3

°theorist easily adsrepoescaieri.
[0200] The DES system management woritHow sequencers

below tofxreeco tbc ten programmatic retationstthm showo
in FIG. 9. These workfiaw sequences do not capture the full
extent of DES system maturpreneut, but instead highlight
importrug exemples
Edge Switch Syncbtoeintion with SNIP
[0291] IQ the avian of EDGE SWITCH [I] replacement,
the SYS'PEM MANAGEMEPIT PLATFORM [2] is required
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to be abis to reconstruct the software lad earl operatios
miefiguratiot (ineindiug di subscriberapeeelo termination)
used by s police* RACE SWITCH [1]. Also, any changes
mule by end veer (the subeeriber) to Chin of Sovice
'seams or service delivery pieferences mint be reflected
look into the s ysram MANAGENIENT FLATFORM
(wg, vies.vene) Waugh a synchronization' process, The
synchronization pencenat is inhaled *moronically through
{I} by eithet tbe EDGE SWITCH [1] or die SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT PLAXPORM RI whenever one or he
other detect" that it hat overhand a cheep io open*
coagulation andior sebsothermyeeilo informatice that is
understood to be imainealned by brdb entities.
(021121 Not every dila object on the EDGE SWITCH Di
ift oennarity maintaioed on the SYSTEM MANAGE&MT PLATEORM [21,. Foi comp* long after being
averted to the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
[21 for service billing pmpoises„ potentially yeais of call log
dats could be teneeed witidn the EVENT RECORD
mosrron [1.23.1), remaining accessible Ia interactive
calitag services, in dot nroxpetted event of EDOE SWITCH
[I]repiseement, this cell log tub:rondos would no Mager be
eceosible to dm subscriber (without In carries esteeming it
Wel 4Pecial diagatOrg IC tools in a service depot). Preventably, they would have eaved call log reports by Mho mem
if the informable was munideuxt impoilini to dom.
[0203] The EDGE swam [1] synchronization process
is prenned for s eimumetance of repleceomet—a siltation
in which the entice cootents of die EDGE SWITCH [1] meat
be melded. However, the synchronization process la °pd.,
mind to min lint Only new or cbaopd ittiorandem is
ambushed. This, syschouiedion Ea a wend promo 01
Infaimetion mammon" that will tie iteroked following
marl types of timelines, soch as whenever a sebecriber
dimes tbeit am of Seevice settings or personal pteferences. The syuchnurizatioe process, uny be executed in
both mode, whereby a certain amber of changes trigger
exemitten, or perhaps it mews only at certain times of the
day, depending on how miticel dm informition.Teuly rained damn in infberoatiote, such es enur ^ in Clem of
Service, ere aigiasrod co the SYSTEM MANAGMENT
PUS-FORM [2] that to ensure it is runnel in Mt event of
syvehronizatioe failure.
Edge Switch Repotting of Billebla Even% to OSS
[0204] to the ESN, the EDGE SWITCH [1] Mittman
billable events sod MOM LIAM 1=94 1117fil a pre-programmed tboshold is eurt, at which time it reports them to
the NETVVORK BILLING SYSTEM [17]. Who on EDGE
SWiltel [I) demos the rhomboid in met, it initiates pi
trensreiniee of now babble events to the SYSTEM MANAGEMENTPLATFORM VIA {1). The SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORIvt [2] confirms receipt of Moe
event.
[0205] Ent non is bound to fi parlielda/ network subscriber based woo the physical device eddrere of tbe EDGE
SWITCH [11 that origleated it. Tha SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATPORM [2] sorts met referents the hatable
events into inaudard-Tormet billing iecoeds prior to nenmitt* them to the NETWORK BILLING SYSTEM [17]
via 110).

Nov, 28, 2002

Edge Switch Servin Delivery Monitoring by OSS
(02061 The SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM (2)
ictively manhole WO= delivery by tbe EDGE
SWITCHES [1) mai :epode their ahem at the NITTWORK
OPERATIONS CENTER [10, Each MOB SWITCH [I] is
programmed to roped its status to the SYSTEM MANACMMENT PLATFORM [2) at a specific, premietermind time
interval. When aa EDGE SWITCH [11 detects that time
hatervel bite mind, cc at any time when ft detects an emu
meditate, it bidden a traramiestori of a states repon to the
SYSTEM MANAOEMENT PLATPORIVI [2] via {t). The
SYSTEM wearismemr PLATFORM [2] C011anne
receipt of this mon and the EDGE swrrce [I] resets its
timer. The SYSTEM MANAGEMENT MATMIthl
then pliceitizes, soot sod redonons then repute into a
Mondani lomat print to tnumnitling Mem to the NET.
WORK OPER/GIONS CENTER [17) via (O}.
102077 lf es ep ee SWITCH apott Phew* toi alum
coadhioo, or the MOE SWITCH [11 falls to mon within
a anodic time frame, this SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM Marin expedite reporting of this 110.0701■Ii00
to the NETWORK OPERATIONS CrtITER [16] as an
slum cceditiem that requires expedited mediation.
Edge Switch Troublesbooties, by OSS
(02011) Al any thee, the NETWORK onvelorn
TER [16] mei quay a perihelia' EDOE SWITCH (1) (or
&lined group of EDOE SWITCELES 11)) to generate an
updated stein report aoeitor to initiate one or more leienaet
diligently progiams (e.g., DEVICE MOMT reCIVNTS
[1,22D maiden oo tYoliGleCIE SWITCH Mine the purpose
of room tiethinhooting. The NETWORK OPERATIONS
CENTER [16) may alio :Mem, view, 'Woe modify a
medallic EDGE svirree Di balm enullguration and all
subscribisespecKie information stored on it.
[0209] All of them Warmth= betweeo the NETWORK
OPEILKTIONS CENTER psi and One or MDR% wee
SWITCHES Monne through tin same general mechanism:
the NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTER [a] fiod anima
a select population of subscribers band on appropriate
critnit melt ste (o) die noes or dtaUag numbers of one or
more individual mbar:boa; (b) the name of a group of
subscdtmes (e.g. at organization such ae a business); or (c)
s group of subsenhars within a geognphicel mean. The
Winne= of a seine popeletion OQC11115 though imam:time
between the NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTER [16] and
the SYSTEM MAP4ACiEMENT PLATFORM Di via {9}.
Through a similer roectuudem. the NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTER [16] than selects the dinned logical
troubleshooting operetions to be apptied to this select population.
[0210) The SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2)
ireadatee the select population ef siabstribons into a pop,.
lathe of physical EDGE SWITCHES 11) that are providing
network ravine to those subscribers. It MA Innalates 'be
logical umbleisbooting operations to be applied to this aka
aehecolor petulance into sequeocas of EDGE SWITCH [I]
mecagennet operatione. These EDGE SWITCH [11 meoapment operettas 15(0 then executed aS
between the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2)
arid the /MOE SWTTCHES [1] via ill.
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[0211] The EDGE swrrcass (1), for their part, execute
the device maemenneel operators and bewail reports to
the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLOCIPORM [1) via III.
lbe SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2] confirms
receipt o^ these reports, torts and afore:Ms 110111 inlO
stauderd format prior to trammitling them to the NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTER [171 via (91,
Edge Switch Provisioning and Cordiemretion by
OSS
[11212] The NETWORK PROVISIONING SYTEM [15]
must batiste at kat Wee major operations to propos ^he
ESN for oetwork Wks delivery to st select population of
oott ar mote subscriber*:
[02D] (a) lUpdete artier policies to sable oetwork
service delivery to this select pcmulation of subseaelm
[021A] (b) Configure the network dieting Men to
include tem:feels used by tbe select poputation of
subscriems.
[0215] (c) Configere DES to provWe network setvices to this aka male-ion of suescnbers in a
manner that is consistent with carrier policies.
[We] Cantu policies se updated by oti5fiaz MUDS Vik
{7}. The logical provisioning operations typically iodide
initially adding the select populates of subetriboa to the
POLICY SERVER [14] and Restyles a defeak Chute of
Stevie's, ha addition, each eubectinet in aselseed ono at more
dialing numbers (or other logical eudpoied addiesees According to madam coavandons used to ideally subscriber voice and multimedia tomtit:lab). hi the ESN, the dieing plan far
the mom part is maintained by the DNS SERVER [10]; thus
the NETWORK PROVISIONING SYSTEM [IS] roust
mute thtit dirties numbers aethar frodpolat addrema
assigned to the sehet subsedber population in the POLICY
SERVER (14j are aso reposanted ^ idths the c osier's DNS
Infustreetere, The NETWORK PROVISIONINO SYSTEM [15] whist the DNS SERVER [10] via (6),
[0217) The NSTWORK PROVISIONING SYSTEM [15]
configures the ^ES to provide network servicee to a sabset
population of subsmibera through ite interseices with the
SYSTEM MANAf3MENT PLATPORM [2] via the
NETWORK PROVISIONING SYSTEM [15] first defines a
select impulsion of subscribers beard cos eppropriate criteria
web an (I) the mass or dialing atunbess o4 one or mote
incruidael otheeetbetn; (b) the camel of a group of subsenbens (e.g. se orgaaizatioe web as a business); or (o) a group
of subscribers within s geographical regino. The definition
of a select popeletion mews though interactions between
the NETWORK PROVISIONING SYSTEP4 PS) and the
SYSTEM MANAGEMP.NT PLATFORM rx) Sill {8),
Tbreugh s similar elechavism, the NETWORK PROVISIONING SYSTEM[15] then initiates ormornetic provision•
Mg for that select populatien.
[021B) The SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2]
initiates amematic provisioning by synclemoizieg all of its
internal adminiastive ieformatioe for the salmi pointistiou
with the same select population oo the POLICY SERVER
[10] vie (5]. lf there ere determined to be members of the
%inlet pornatiou that exist on the POLICY SERVER (10]
but that do not mast within the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

PLIETFORkf'S [2] interest adosiniebalive information, time
these members up identified as 'new eutucriserm" aew
imams am then mated an the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT MATEO RNI [2]. The Clas of Service caetrili ties fu
dm POUCY SERVER DO] for all nimbus of the Meet
popububse ere trenelated into eppropriale DZS Cies* of
Service reperseohlions (to the usual poseible) for the
eorresponding seleM population on ihe SYSTEM MANACI141INT PL/OEVORM (2) New aubeeribers are easigmd
default Class of Service ante ge and &hell service preferineues.
[0219] Hub abatises account meintliced on the SY STEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2] contelas s tegistry
used to usociele that subscriber with one or more physical
EDGE SWITCHES [11 each Ideetilled by s nedmie physical
device sddress. Each registered EDGE SWITCH [1] has its
physic"! loolikto (street address) listed eking with tha dialing numbers it MYES. COaceptftlly, each EDGE SWITCH
[i] is serving m portion of the overall network dialitsg piss.
[6220] Having sr:mho:nice
' d its tetanal administrative
information with the POUCY SERVER [IO], the SYSTelvt
MANAOMENT PLATFORM [2] thee trueslates the alai
populatioe of subscribers Into a population of registered
aocui SWITOIES that ue providieg nerwthk tc43401%
to those subscribent. It next teems to commturicate with
cab EDOE via {1} in upload the secessary
system software and subscriber-tenni& information mow
eery to capon netwoth merits/ delivery by the EDGE
swine [II Subsether-speoilla information Mande% a
spectlie set of.Ches of Servkt capabilities pertained by the
subecrther. Chao of Service amehtlithe xa accompatied by
default Clue of Service seuley. 301116 settings are assigned
default eetwork +service ddiveey prefroesees res eppropeiele
to the particular netweak service effected.
[02211 The EDGE SWITCHES Ill for their part, Gorgon
the esecrate or flame of the provisioniog opentions, each
Irscranittbm a repost to the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM pi via 111, Wince tbe SYSTEM MANAGRMENT P1ATPORM [2] has completed provisfoniog wed
configuring all EDGE SWITCHES [1) for the select popetenon, it *arts the reporta returned by the EDGE SWITCHES
[1] earl reformats them into a standard formal prior to
transmitting then; to the NETWORK PROVISIONING
SYSTEM [15) vie Is). A spart of the provisioning promise,
the EDGE SWITCHES [1] in the select population sutomadcally perform e rcSat and am* online lo begin network
service delivery• they then begin to transmit periodic status
reports as described by the workflow 30.quanCp en,dge
Switch Service Delivery Marine-Mg by OSS."
lind-eser Configuration of Edge Switch
[0122] An end-user (i.e. the subscriber) may perfonn
application-mediated configuration oporatione that eneble
thezu to view and modify EDGE SWITC11 [1] Cls® of
Service seniors ad network swim delivery prefers:cm
using a web blowier. A n EDGE SWITCH (1] configuretion
ad network services manag^ ment web application rank%
on a WEB SERVER [11] presents e graphical user interface
Via {2}, seeming inforrnetion reinvent to that particular
subsorther'e Class of Service. 71so web applicatino porftnnts
a acme leg-in via [3] to tba XML MOIST INTE/FACE
[121], within the coolest of 411 HTTP session supported
through the NTH, PROTOCOL STACK [1.17].
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[0223) Communications betWeen the web appliance end
the EDGE SWITCH [1] way be eaarypted to ensure secure
woes,. Ilod-usu modificatbrui to the EDGE SWITC31
onsfiguratiou or tedienthempod.fic MCor p/anon are
refleated Wok to the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2] ts Brea as il its meni ^ l to do es according to the
woridloW sequence °Edge Switch Synabrosisretion with
SMP.•

End-User Interaction vdtb Edge Switch
[0224] An end-user (1.4. he 'subscriber) msy perform
application-medistud isteractions with the EDI3E SWITCH
[I] es u adjunct to network swift delivery. Certain eel-

wink novices (or elements of network serviette), such as
hitereolive allies services we implereented as web *pp&
cations musing on a WEB SERVER [LI]. The web application paeans a grephical new Madam vie {2}, exposing
toroonatke td011U3110 that articular network service, such
to displey ed cell Jog date, for exersph,
f0225.1 The web applionion performs a secure tovis vie
{3} to the XML MOUT INTERFACE [121], within the

context of an HITP session supponed thrash the irrrp
PROTOCOL STACK [1.17]. Communicallous between the
web applicallou end the EDGE SWITCH [I] may be
encrypted te 00511r0 MOM mem Though the XML
MOMT INTERFACE [1.21), the web aPPlicsiltxt 1113Y RI
mass inideroadon stored in various MOB swnte
(Jabbering. aedier (b) nom halms aed hectic= supported by the EDOE SWITCH [1], each as all ornmol

operations,

Distributed Edge Switch Can Steeling Workflow
[0226) PIM 10 depict" whaled elements of the DES
cantor network reference erchilectum for the purpose of
iliustratiuts DES network irell eigireneg workflow sequenees.
SW networkaigerdieg pas sod detailing quetios are abowe
as they ratan to yellows min set-up examphs. RTP barer
pants ars WI shown asd ebernid be mowed fens a logical
perepective to mos point-target between sir network
stualiug endpoints participating to a SW call session.
ash of Distributed Edge Switch as a Dirinbuted

SIP Proxy Serval
[0227] Flo. n is • companion to PIG. ltl, proviihng
details as kr how the DES hoctions as a dietribmed SIP
Proxy Suva. In the DES. each EDGE SWTTCH [1] embeds
its owe SIP Proxy SOCV0T within the SIP PROTOCOL
STACK [1,16]. This SIP Proxy Server replaess ram of the
sip iturr Server functicsality that is te the NON provided
by e ceetrelized, notworlabased SIP Proxy Server, such BS
the SIP PROXY SERVER [LI] depicted io net. 8 for the
Distributed Edge Switch Curter Refuse= Network Architecture. The SIP Proxy Server within the SIP PROTOCOL

STACK 11,16] has access to anheariber policy intonation
(e.g. abserber Chas of Service tuad preferences) mitred
internally withie he EDGE SWITCH [I]; %nein most awes
it does aot Bad to defer to =work-timed SIP PROXY
SERVER [12] to rake policyvelated deciatores on its behalf
In addition. tbe The SIP Proxy Server within dm SIP
PROTOCOL sracx [LI 6] may access the DNS SERVER
[10] through the BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK
[6.1] in ruder to traoslate dialing oumbers to IP addressee.

Suntmarily, li113 eculalized SW PROXY SERVER [12] is for

the most pert not used by the DES (or ir; a py ESN) to support
SIP call amations between EDGE SWITCHES [1]
[OM] it is Holy the ease dud a order will not ellow
srmulated SW concentivity within the IP CARRIER NETWORK [63, 7b control boons to sanireowned SIP netwoh
stung endpoints (e.g, EDGE SWITCHES PSTN

GATEWAIS [8], SIP APPLICATION SERVERS 931),
certain SIP call session may be einerypred at contain
specialised paramelere, lb hie trod, the SW PROTOCOL
STACK [116] provides s "protocol groonsice fellation to,
if pecessery, re-write, secode, endfar decode SIP meseepe

for the palpate rif enturing secore, synterniestly comet SIP
network stalls; within he IP CARRIER NETWORK [6].
(0229) leternelly within the EDGE SWITCH [1], TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] plugged Into it ens sepeseented as
SIP User,Ageet iontouces by the ABSTRACT CA1L MODEL'S [1,20] Iblephoa Ciateway featetion. That SW User
Agents are crested In ornate oe behalf of TELEPHONE
STATIONS [3] that we by thamseiveshcapthla of perform,.
log SIP network eigooling operstiaes. Tam SIP Um
Ageins must mill= the SIP PROTOCOL STACK [1,161 as
their default SIP Proxy Server in ordet to partisipste in SIP
network Rivaling °prelim hat involve ourier-oweed SIP
Legwork rivaling endpotels, SET•TOP BOX:ES [4] are
native SIP notswk signaling endpoints, and wiser plugged
into llse EDGE SWITCH [311beY tor must specify ths SIP
PROTOCOL STACK [1.16] as their disholl SIP Proxy
Server in order to participate io SIP aroma signaling
operations that involve canice-owned SIP network eigoaling
endpoints
[02311] Bernie each EDGE swam [1] cootehe owo
SIP Proxy Sturm, he cetwork's capacity to provide =CUM
s rP Proxy services soles with the network haelf. Each
EDGE SWITCH [1] contains the comming ram= nonessay to provide SIP ptoxy services to all terminals plugged
into it, TM DEPENTTIONS section of this diectosure conWas s fed discussion of the EDGE swiTai (lice!) model,
sad brae it is explained bow the SIP Proxy Server copability
of tbe SIP PROTOCOL STACK [1.16] makes possbh the

implemesistios of the AlISTRACI CALL MODEL'S
[1.20] Calling Service Dedivery Penwtion sod Admission
Conteol Faxestou. Both of then fusetioes operate in the
network eigeeliag plum and are rue* possible as e reseh
the feet t he the SIP PROTOCOL STACK [1,16] is pLlying
the role of intermediary in all mall originated from and

Ramped by the EDGE SWITCH [I].

[07.31] Unique to the DES is its peer-to-peer call routing
end "couhi-itered" conligurabh cell saup model that
together: (4) enable the largest tm caber of thoultammus cath
to occur with ide lowest possible milizition of network
resources, and (b) gintrantee, virtany lhatentausous cell
set-up thou for ne-networt mills These clutiga elements
benefit the eerier implementing the DES because it etabies
these to deliver ao end-user experience that sigaillandy
improves upao what is poseibly %magi) the legacy PSTN or
the proposed NOR
[0232] DES oa-oetwork celi aet.op has are virtu,
elly instrunmeass, generstiog riug aigneling ace'
two-way voice communications without any perixivable delay.
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[0233] For all practical intents and purposes, DES
on-network call set-op winvirtuany paver blookritte
to truck congastion (i.e. will not return °network
busy);
[0234] DES feature delivery (e.g. cam telephoto
featureo, masa to network-based applicadons) to ihe
eed-ease through voice and multimedia termusele is
virtually instanterwees
[11733) The midti•pttess can setap modal supponod by the
P.DOE SWITCH [1] may be couniptiod to optimally rapport
call roudog requirements unique to a spec& canier's
Implartmlation of the E9N. The service logic ended to
supervise the EITOE SWITCH [11 crB ret-up procedere is
bnplententod fa a CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION
[12421 In the ono of call origination by the EDGE
SWITCH [1],, a CALL PROCESSOR) APPLICATION
[12121 for exempb, would be triggered to execute whoa
on aft-ItOok event was detected for A TELEFHONE STATION [31 plugged into it.
[0236] Since all network service delivery sod cell processing bee is managed Interoally by the EDGE SWIMIt [1]
and oboe Mb* events (i.e. can aocounting records) ua
strand internally by the LOON SWITCH [1], the gnaw or
lesser involverosat of centralized network reo pens:a bas oo
impact on the Milky of the EDGE swrrcs [1] to (a)
detIver beak calling services twocrdieg to the subeariber's
Clem or Service, axVor (b) to mount for their uso duough
the EDGE SWITC3I'S [1] internel origination. storage. Nod
brwarding of billable event records to the SYSTEM kLANAGEIHENT PLKTFORM [21 Consequently. ca p mobs
algorithms am SOO required to route crib through ombelized
SIP PROXY SERVERS [17] tha^ no rearentable for origieating bi debts events tad lbws en be optimized with glob(
floribiEty. FITX lb dopicts the ESN orbit/blond context
naceassry to *scribe soleotod can signaling workday/
exempt* that illustrate this ihnolnity;
On-switch Can
[0331] An on-switch can occurs wheat a TELEPHONE
STATION [3] oc 5ET-TOP BOX [4] phigged Into the EDGE
smut [1] ettemple ta cad anothor TELEPHONE STATION [3] or SITT•TOP EC% [4) plugged iato the same
EDOE SWITCH DI As depicted in PIG, 10 for the EDOE
SWTTCH (1) labeled 11, SIP call signalbg mount totems lly
through the SR PROTOCOL STACK [1.71], osmotic lly
point-to-poial between toloond SIP User Agents is Indicated
by {1). RTP bearer transmission occurs point-lo-ppint
through the P ROUTING h1ODIILE [121in =Mb tha sense
way. As an attorcenve lo RTP tonseriestoo, an on-switch
can may simply IDOVADUSIODI media streams associated with
the pardeipering TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] directly
through the MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER [1.7]..
DEA If the dialiog mumbar for the thr-end cannot be
Identified as a TEL82IIGNE STATION [3] or SET-TOF
BOX [4] plugged into the r.ame EDGE SWITCH [1], can
sekup Ittritied logio may choose trilobata a direct cen or and
indirect ctn. depending the circumstance. Mast cans fo the
DES am initiated as direct calls
Direct
[0239] A direct cell occurs when a TPI PPHONE STATION [31 or SET-TOP BOX [4] calk mother TE:LEPHONE

Nov. 28, 2002

svirtom PI or SET-TOP BOX [4] that is not plugged Into

the same EDGE SWITCH [1] and without using an biterurodiute, •outrally-locatod SIP PROXY SERVER [101 la tiro
/P CARRIER NETWORK [4], As depicted In FM 10 for
the EDGE swrrai [1]laboled A (arigiceting the call in this
cam), SV csll shoaling mews direnlly to the EDGE
SWTTCH [111theled E (es iodicated by [3]). In this case,
tbe SIP Proxy Server tap:Wily of tho SIP PROTOCOL
mot Euel, m depicted in FIG.11, is etdo to perform a
DNS SERVER (2) look-up to sawed the farenri
number lo we IP codpoiut oddballs as indicated by (2). Tbus,
the SIP PROTOCOL STACK [1.14] within the wee
s ✓im' to is %Hy cspeble of performing all operations
nOcassary to ontablish a SIP cali masks based oa LI64
dieting number Iddresslog without assistance hum a contrally-locatort SIP PROXY SERVER [101 Chun of Servico
information that would delonnine whether or oot a subeirriber shookl be allowed to place the cad in OAS first phase
Is an stored internally by the EDGE SWITCH 4) aud
updated no required by the SYSTEM IVLANGEMENT
PLATFORM [21 A s a result, there is no aced for the SIP
PROTOCOL STACK 0.3 to query the POLICY SERVER
[101 for additional ideal:140e arecasery to sot-up the cell.
RV boom IDACISCOASSitAR OMITS pohtt-to-point through the
IP CARRIER NETWORK [6] in the until way for Ea cell
sessione.
Indirect Cell
[0240] An indirect call mous when a TELEPHONE STATION [3] or SETTOP BOX [4] uses SS foterroodiate SIP
PROXY SERVER [10] to cat smother TELEPHONE STATION .[3] or SET-TOP BOX (41 This' typo of call occtuu
when the samba logic used to rremp the call explicitly uses
the IP address (or rant) ot tbo orderodiehased SIP PROXY
SERVER [IC as the SIP Proxy Stever that ahoeld set-ep the
calL
[0241] AS fieFOCIAD3 in FIG. 10 for tbc EIICAlswrreHp.)
Inhaled A(origuuding the MI in this cue), SE) call algoalIng
oceans t ^rough the SIPPROXY S[iRVER[12), as inatineted
by (4). The SIP PROXY SERVER 112) win mem the
POLICY SERVER [14] for °rework red rooting inhumenog as Indicated by (5), and s DNS SERVERR to convert
the ferwnd dialing number to an IP artdpoint address, as
indicated by [6]. The SIP PROXY SERV)rR [12]' dim
functions as a SIP tuabasga rorder to shuttle SIF network
sigualios to and from the fro-end EDGE SWITCH [1]
labelori H, as hadiceted by 17}. RTP besot transmission
occurs poiot-to-potot through the IP CA.RRIER NETWORK
[6].
[0242] lo the DES, this typo of indirect call usually occurs
when the dialed cumber is an endpoint that can only be
reached through a PSIN GATEWAY or when lbc dialed
lumbar is a SW APPLICATION SERVER [13], as iodic Med
by {A) and (0). It them casco, the curler will often dreby
a SIP PROXY SERVER [10] re a means to implement a
load-belauring feactioth that is, the car tier will configure the
SIP PROXY SERVER [10] to routs Ina Imams of
incoming calls to an avag able PSIN GATEWAY (11) or SIP
APPLICKITON SERVER [13]. lu the reverse dioiction,
incoming calls from the PSTN GATEWAY [8] to EDGE
SWITCHES [11 for orrampie, must be roate.d through the
SIP PROXY SERVER [le] so that it can be directod to tho
correct EDGE SWTIX/H [I] in the IP CARRIER NETWORK [4).
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Onwst ^ork sod Off-network Calls

[V A

AU direct or indirect srr esil $9110iDtS 1h41 occur
between endpoiot• that lie within the ESN OA. onately
wait de IP CARRIER NETWORK KA and•Mead, are
wined "ose-netwod0 wills. An "off-network" cell owns
winnow ons end of a e4u session is ut endpoint that lice
outside of tbe JP CARRIER NETWORK [f] (mob as the
MTN [7D, "swam of which midpoint originated die eilL
[0244] Off•netwode calls to the PS774[7] albs a P1SN
CIAIIIWAY[t] to complete the call path fox both signaling
and beater conowtions.134144/11141 the PSTN GATEWAY [8]
b a Owed renown°, potentially Mooted only In selechol
network sogmenin and mcraned by many octavo* WWI Id
tim anne dont, it notches some degree of expended mums
control. The carrier may wish tO p^rtition the I • CARRIER
NETWORK (61 with lespect to MTN GATEWAY [8]

awns. perhaps for the papaws of load babactog and
ettouriur Modem:y.11m MTN GATEWAY 03 will molars
assistiate in muting adia inbound from tbn PSTN Di 10
specile IP C.AR1RIER NETWORK [6] euripoinlit, An all
item petponts, a MP PROXY SERVER [12] is most often
used an an lotermediaryt thus as a peactical matter, an
off-octwork call ia virtually always as Matra call. Au
example of an alf-oetwork cell is depicted in FIG410 Winn
11414 EDC113. swam En Mani A connects to 4 MTN [7]
etstipaint through the PSTN GATEWAY [8], as tudieated by
Di} md (11).
Dietnlanted Edge Switch Network Service Delivery
Workflow

(112451 12 deckle ticketed elemests of the DES

ander network radon= erchitenture Rd the purpose of
illuatrating DES netwode service. &limy vrorktlow
sagutiom According to the DES net ^ork surdas delivery

modnl, 541140441 iI1181:041 tO Iha BDOE SWfTCH [1] and
those midis; to the =Wok are corabineti into more
comprehensive oetviode swim biased oo the robserthe•s

Clots of Saivice.,rthrtoat every network make provided by
the EDGE SWITCH [1] is derive d horn, inition1 by, re buik
on top of EDGE SWITCH BASIC FEATURES [1,24],
EDGE SWITLIi BASIC PEMURES [VA] render TELE-

PHONE STA.11ON FEATURES sod SET-TOP BOX PHA'TURES to aubsoribere through 'TELEPHONE STATIONS
[3] and SET-TOP BOXES [4) respectively, as indicated by
[1).
[02461 ALT call originated or received by 4 414Mili4l
plugged into the EDGE SWTTCH [11 will the trigger the
executtori of particular service logic (Le. CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS [1.232]), The exceution of whiob
particular twice logic depends upon the subseliber's Clam
of Service capabilities, settitage, awl preforaams; souse wt.
dugs will change the togic to a completely &Wind type of
service logic altogether whereon other molar may simply
alter some aspect of Me service logic. In atom cases, the
service logic of EDGE svarcH BASIC MATURES
(1.241, soh as "cell-forwarding" for exampla, may 44

twisr or course rcdireer C41/6 ID NETWORK-BASED
ENHANCED SERVICES [18]. NETWORK•BASED
ENHANCED SERVICES (1B] may be acoessalde to the
EDGE SWITCH [1] as network signaling endpoints residing
in either the PSTN (7], as indicated by {4}, or the IP
CARRIER NETWORK [6], as indicated by t5).

10247] Ao reedy example of (3) exists lo a populer
network aervice called "voice mil•sorwering." imptemeat voice call-answering, A coaditioull call•forwrading
Malan (EDGE swrrcs BASIC FEATURE [1.14]) is programmed to forward a call to a voice callenawaring
tuition (NETWORK•BASED ENHANCEC) SERVICE (1IID
Elbe TELEPHONE STATION 01 rings three dines without
beteg answered or is bony.
[0248] An EDGE swum BASIC FEATURE 1124)
1:04Y bn tobstituted, with EWE SVITICH OVERRIDE PEA'TORE [1.25) that either (a) adds fanctionality ln an top of
it, as isdiaated by (3} or (b) provide* in akernativa
mautation of it, as indicted by [2).
[O249] lb provide an example of {3} (La. adds ftstustiouality to EDGE SWITCH BASIC FEATURE [1241) the
previous example of yoke oalIanswering can be expanded
to offer ROM of Service setting that would mod an II:latent

eneasege to Inform tba subscriber that they were =riving IL
volts message. In this cam, a davit Wont messaging
client in the EDGE SWITCH [1) wo ^^d perform tbe massaging opetatioo after the cellar was forwarded to Ihe voice
call•loswering applicatioc. The odginel functionality cf
basic callenswering remains unchanged.
[02501 'lb provide to oomph of {2) (Le. provides ao
alternative implementation of im EDGE SWIltil BA SIC
FEATURE (124D tbe basic call•orwardlog function could
be replaced compbstety with a more edvanced version that
maintained a "do-not nisoub" funodoo based oa tiro" of thyAt certain times of the day (as programmed by the subscrtber)*11 callers would be entomedoally trawfacrad to the
voice rellenswaring mplicatioe and tbe tatephoae !maid
not ring.The original functions/Hy Oblate; nall-answaing is
changed to otter Is behavior based an the time of day.
[0251] lo some rues, the desired 131)1311 SWPTCH
OVERRME IMMURE [1.231 is too complex for dus EDGE
SWITCH [1] to implement intemally, As indicated by {6},
the EDGE SWITCH BA= vr.ArtntE [101 is replaced
vrith a NETWORK-BASED OVEILXIDE FILCURE
An ounple of (6} would bet "contact dialing" balmy in
which the standard dial•mie provided as RA EDGE
SWITCH BASIC FEA7'URES (1.7A) is complztoly replaced
with mpiactri with a NETWORK•BASED OVERRIDE
FEATURE C193 that supports multiple dialing modalities
&mod* cia subscriber whim. The ocw diat-tsme future

world interoperate with the subecribera coolant R eloareb Ibill •
them to "click to dial" from the COMPUIER WORKSTAnoN [03 desktop, or simply speak the name of the contact
they wish to dial, or allow them to dial the telephoto; in the
uS11111 4340114L
PreferredEmbodiment of Edge Switch
[0232] FIG. 13 depicts a methwed embodiment for the
DRS. A version of the EDGE SWITCH [1] has been
constructed for iteideutiel subsorirer depkryment using a
Very-high-data-rale Digital Sobscriler Line (VDSL) Misrfact to the IIROADEAND ACCESS NETWORK (Cll.
VEAL bil Imam rates vary according to cable length and
by manufacturer. VDSL &Mists curninfly available support dowashreass bit !mew rains over 25 megabits/second

for cable lengths in excess of 3,500 feet. Upstream bit
transfer ratus are typically lower than downstream rates.
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Edge Switch Plipsical Form Pastor

[1], SET.70P BOXES [4] *nd COMPU'IER WORKSTA-

[0253) The EDGE SWITCH DI suppotts tbot individual
POTS lines mod tom SET-TOP BOXES [4] using as ETHERNET SWITCH [20) ptugpd into the VID130 STIULAM.
INC DEVICE INTERFACE (1.5). 10/3ase-T ethernet technology is toed for the adds comet:dons, An miaow
HUB EN PhIgficd into the pourum DxrA INTERFACE 1,1.4j also uses 10Base-T ethereal lecheology.
ETHERNET HUB [91 enabbm four COMPUTER WORKST/OWNS [8] to sham a single dela service.

TIONS [5]. Tiro default CONFIGURATION PROFILES ES)

[0234] The EDGE SWITCH [1] is deployed on the netwodoside of the SUBSCRIBER MTWORK INIHRFACE
[21] at Ilea 'Asko Entrance Feellity whine the inside wiring
ia atiersible through a POTS channel bank wonted no the
outaide of the subscriber promise. It * powered by cured
from the copper wire plant Nonparties the VIAL broedband
netwodc
[02551 EDGE SWITCH [1] electronics aud oorinectots me
contained within an environmentelly protected plastic hoes•
Mg that incrupotates a ithoged nom pauel mai to provide
serrice amiss. The phrical di1110112/0811 of the pled* bow.
trig minor the form factor of tbe Akio Entrance Fecility (10'
beightx9" widthiar depth). Using the existing Talc°
Entrance Pact* (originally used tat POTS tomb* the
EDGE SWITCH [1] pine the electrical and anviroranern
pommies, provided for the adding entrap= device; addl..
tiood protection caplailltles vItlin the housing ere theme
panted ie the Maga to thither protect dm electronic coinpooenta.
Banchvidth
[0256) RIM of tbe four POTS interfaces support three.
way calling features accessible to Gs TELEPHONE SM.
TIONS Intered/y, dm"' support fintr-way alb; so as to
enable an sdrfilionel celt leg in a Ones.way call as would
occur if the call was to be iniercepted for law enforcement
assistance. Make communications oreninelly utilize the
G.7291 corky (vateader type), wine
' C01101313114 8 kilebyleei
second per voice bearer channel (media strearo) commotion.
WU tau ainsultamows POTS scasiooe, each Involved la
thrett-wey imacepted odl, the total toodwitith comemed for
voice trammission is opproximately 100 kilobits/1second
(not tualurting signaling and packeticatien ovorbeed). Ia tbs
avant that dm EDGE swrrai Eli Maas modem WPM an
a tine, mch as from a fax machine, it crill antousarkelly
chomp the codex from 0.729 a to G.711 as as to enable
modem-based data comtnuoications over the voice bearer
dimmed.
10251 A high.ouslity video sneeze =sums approximately 3.5 tneploWaccooth dam tote beodwiddi for four
simultmetam video (multimedia) is approximately 14 ampbtu/mond. Takieg dame estheates loto consideration, the
maximum bandwidth that could be conetaned by EDGE
SWITCH CI1 voice and mattered* asseioue ic epproxi.
tamely 15 megabiteisecond. Assuming a VDSL broadband
capable af supporting 2/4 racgabilsisecood, at lalia S uusEsbits/second would be available for dile connouoicalione by
the COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS pl.
Operational Capacity
(0258) Tbe EDGE SWITCH [l] supports EDGE SWITCH
BASIC FEATURES [124] for TELEPHONE STATIONS

ua preopopeinnsed into the EDGE SWITCH [1] so as to
suable TELEPHONE STATION FEATURES and SET-TOP
➢OX FEATURES tu operate as follows/
[02591 A default terming brection koy moils is era&
used 50 as 10 cable subusibera to acces ^ TELEPHONE
STATION FEATURES by ttoterieg Me digi^ mom=
dumb the TELEPHONE STATIONS [3]. TELEPHONE
S • TION [3] keys may be programmed to sup•
port thews DTMF digit sormences so that they can be used as
dedicated team keys.
[02601 A &foil SET-TOP BOX [4] interface profile Is
programmed Into the EDGE swam far the particular type
of SET.TOP BOX [4] at the ratheeriber memise. This interface male is used internelly by lbs EDGE SWITCH [1] to
emoted tha moiler•specific coramsod segmental supported
by the SETTOP BOX MID be compatible with the clarinet
selection protocol supported by Ms NETWORK-EASED
ENHANCED saRvices [181 providing selectable video
cootent4
DEFINITIONS
[0261] rah section contains definitions for outior system
elegem* terres, aod protocols refereoced Gt this d Balcatue,
The teleemornunications indistrycootains a variety of views
regarding mud, what comprises these element% thus tin
timbale*. Monti not ht all cues be ameldeeed abeolute.
Definitions anoneted with oumeried identities in brackets
refer to system elements that are explicitly shaem in Diplom
SWF
(1)262] loternet Eogineeriog Task Pince (IET'F). The.11178
is a standee* body whose converdlow otaerlde that a body
of work is preowned initially as an "Intemot Male wirMla
either expires or is fonn^ny promulgated to a 'Request for
Comment" (RFC), Both the Werra:4 Daft read RFC documents oust comply with a muting format convention.
ITU-T
[0263] loternatiooal 'Telecommunication I/ pion—Telephony (ITIXT)•
POTS
[02641 Plain Old Thlephont Service. Standard mating 1:215.
pima murk* provided by the PSTN. POTS relies upon a
CENTRAL OEMS SWITCH line card contaioing a &wheedler Lige Interfere Circuit (SLIC). Pot more information,
sea tba definition for the TELEPHONE UNE INTERFACE
[19] belom
EDGE SWITCH [1]
[0265] DES system ehrreent that is a hardware device used
to terminate IP-based voice, video, turd data browband
network aerviott at do °rework subscriber (customer)
premise. 11 is deployed as a premise-based network element
at thc carrier point of demarcatiou where outside wiring
mooed* to inside wiring, and funellons as an integral
service delivery comported of the i p CARRIER NET.
WORK PI EDGE SWITCHES arc conedructed accordiog
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to a variety of fotm-fseton as required to accominotbdo
VOW!, video, sod data tarminetioo itiquftements at the enbninths premise.
[6266] Repass/ of form-faator, aU EDGE SWITCHES
are muirelly nonaged by s SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
PLAIPORM [2], which le installed in the central office or
uronlnl Cekt, CqUIV4104. MCP the EDGE svxrcii
commend to the BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK
[0.I], ft ninon with a default sYsrawl MANACIEMENT
PLATFORM [2]. At that tinie, the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLC FORM [2] remotely loads the EDGE SAITCH
with aB the software iteceasity for it to deliver the oetwork
services (service capabilities) purchased by the subseriber at
whom menthe the EDGE SWITCH has been instafted.
Ono* the EDGE swrrat completes its syinsm startup
math= with the now softwate Med, the sal/maw may
then coot/glue the EDGE meordlag to their persoul prefetroces through a web taw Interfax. A web
spplication rtinaiog on 4 WEB wawa pi] Midi= an
anthenticated (secure) login to the EDGE SWITCH and
thereby male= ao
r bsorrlroc seems to its father=
[OM Architecturally, the EDGE swum bee two distinct "sidin g" tbo network side and the subscriber aide, The
network aids of the EDGE SWITCH inomporates
BROADBAND NETWORK DiTERFACE f1.1] that physically connects it to the BROADBAND ACCESS NET
ORK[6.1]; II provides all mouser? elect:teal (suid pot:madly optical) signal modulation and network adopted=
necessity to terminate bruedhaud eetwork mem The Ma-work side unicomary presents the IP ROUTING MODULE
[]A is the EDGE SWITCH with as W access path through
Ihe BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK [61], dynamically ausegstieg volee-ovulP, video-e ^er-IP, lied cortuang
clan-over-IP pecket Bowe iota a commits IP packet Dow.
The tont biotin transmission requitement' For this compel.
in IP packet flow Mg bo loss lb= or equal to the tend
available Enough the BROADBAND tampion. WM.
PACE 11.11 Central to its abaft, to sapport midtkervice
delivery through the BROADBAND NErwotuc INTER.
FACE [1.3,], tho EOM SWITOI muds interne/ =vise
Moto that dater:Glees if the po:ijected composite IP packet
Bow that would be required to rapport lin delivery of
requested voice, video, tad den services would exceed the
total bitrate trensmission sve gable from the network side,
[MO] The aubscriber side of the alma SWITCH coono= In TELEPHONE S'TATIONS [31, SET-TOP BOXES
[4], and COMPUTER WORKSTMMS (5) installed at the
=bicolor premise. It provides telephone ElerViCell to the
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3], video (multimedia) service'
to the SETTOP BOXES [4), and data 11131111111311k16011
services to the COMPUTER WORKSVOIONS [5]. la the
case of TELEPHONE STATIONS Pb the EDGE SWITCH
converts an^log electrical (and potentially thicker) telephone
device•levet simuling end voice trunnion= couvemionti
to arid hom packets containiag SIP utwork signaling
inforwatioe and digitallpencoded voice. In the case of
SETTOP BOXES [4], it ia assumed that device signaling
informatico and media content are already digitally-encoded
in IP packets and that SET-TOP BOXES [4] natively support
SIP network sigoding. The subscriber side supports admitsioo control banns that tumble it to deny voice =Wm video
ceiling service delivety to Tiampuen STATIONS [3] or
sET-Itip BOXES, or animate data service dativery
COMPUTER WORXSTATIONS [S].

[026P3 Support for voim-over-IP or video.over•IP call
sessions on the sabscriber side requires that the EDGE
swum perform *prioritized Wonting hustlers to ensure
the dungy hartsport of IP picket flowe bl-dinotioutthy
between the THUM/IONE STATIONS [3] (aud sewror
Ty:ins t ^ lad the IP CARRIER NETWORK [63 As
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] (tied SI3T-TOP BOXES OD
answer lowering SIP cell aerations or origin ete outgoing SIP
cell mukluk the EDGE SWITCH dyneuricelly natives the
requisite witsvork side bandwidth co demand—offectively
removing it horn the pool of bacthvidth av 'Sable to COMPUTER WORESTNTIONS t51—evid discreetly reassigos
to media trainuthalou. Wrack= needed for real-time voice
sad Menai= video tramentisaion ars WNW Into labeled IP
pecket flows. The Meted =ice and video picket 110W4 tun
;beat mined by the IP ROUTING MODULE tuj thnnigh
the BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORX [SA] si a higher
pdorily dim common data pickets, dna =aiding them to be
routed pretheerthally through other Memo= of the EP CARRIR NETWORK vi, =cording to a Idol= quality of
undo: dem eacessery to support crauseen date toweeeisMos
[0270] TELEPHONE STATIONS [3) and SETTOP
BOXES [4] phagged into tbe subscriber side of the EDGE
SWITCH may to a certain extent he vendor-specific in the
way they oommunicato with h. For the purpose of aerobiaMing the way that eintemor may acmes network services
using different brood' of TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] and
sETTOP BOXES [4]. the EDGE SWITCH supports terminal adopted= femme, perforeateg device signaling aed
media format convent= oak in rut-time es
nuked to interopeute with MP andpoluts teething within
the W C ^RRIER NETWORK 91

[OM]. TREEPIXINE STATIONS [3] also bind to difthr
from vendor to veador in their functioo key hymns. Por
example, a telephone key dedicated to deleting a von*
message will german& ■ torte etiquain or key code that may
not maid the Mae sequence or key code oared by, a
particular veurbr's voice messaging systima for the same
Emotion. lidephone function key layout profiles can be
programmed into the EDGE SWITCH by the subscriber
(mistimed through e network-based with server) so that the
EDGE swrrat . rso COINOn a veridor-sperithe eme
sapience or key code used by a perticaler TELEPHOhfti
surioN [3] 10 a %YU =Woo convention that can he
undinstood by NETWORK-BASED ENH ^NCED SERVICES [in

[0272/ Although the SETTOP BOXES raj anivety sup,
port SIP network signaling and comaratunnie through au IP
coonection, ths EDGE swrrat may still be required to
convert vendor-specific device siguallug information (e.g,
prol000k for =mut selection) to be compatible with
converitiom used by NETWORK-BASED ENHANCED
SERVICES [la] providing video streaming content.
[0273] The EDGE s ✓ims, baa auffiehou storage end
processing cepabithies to implement an optimized subset of
subscriber telephone femme and setviCtS thet are today
provided by the CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH [7.11
ineludieg canna Customer Local Amass Signaling Service*
(CLASS) and seleend PBX/Centrex fumes usually pro-
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vided to bartinearm.leptione novices and fathom me
provided by each EDGE SWITCH lo die TELEPHGNil
STATIONS (3) plugged hrto ii without euy requirement to
ittledace k CENTRAL OPTICS SWITCH (7.11 and without
any reqnirement to interface network demote such NI "IP
Centres" fealure Duren. Inammtdi or telephone femme ma
implenteutedinternally by the EDGE SWITCH, so too is the
ability to peen% and internally Moro Milt histories fur
subseriber *mess to these servicea. The 'eternally Mond
event histortes are sorted by dm BOOB SWITCH such that
billable events may be periodically trommitred ^o a SYSTEM MANAGEMEMENT PLATPORM DI) Ice further
procarateg. The SYSTEM MANAGEMEMENT PLATFORM [3] positively ideutifies the end met thd genoteled
the billable events by cealchlog the physicid device adthame
of tba EDGE swrrai that gottemial tho billable tweets
with the physical device address of ^n EDGE SWfTai
registeted to an and user.
[62741 Private dialing plame may be cached to the EDGE
swami, as me subseriberprebronmeand Isiatad amigoration data ationeary to support te]ephone foam delivery.
Alingle EDO/161%11'1'CH can hatentally More over a year of
call log data, and maks that inktmation available to a
thisd-party applicedon; thus the EDGE SWITCHES
deployed to the ecilvrork collectively function la a distribwed sultanttbo• mil log data hem thet scales with the
earmark and is capable of rail-ortra
'
acmes by earmark
applications. Ao EDGE SWITCH can make ita future
delivery and call control capabilities available to a thirdparty applicadoo; Mu the EDGE swrrams deployed le
the network collectively function az a distributed call control
and femme Malmo ragman that males with the oetwork
med is capable or (near) rait-titne access by network lip•
cations. Tha capability of EDGE SWITCHES to make
subscramr-speaUle ieformetbe (call log and Clem of Sat,
vice data) pod pi1Wg feature delivery rereolely accessibk to
third-pasty applicatiom pueblos new types of interactive
calling mrvices is which subernibers may actively participate ha network se-avicts delivery by En EDCkE SWITCHES,
[02753 Makine Itte most intelligoin us of policy data zed
todneriber mammas cached vrithin it, the MIX svirmal
(1) memos to moon* telephone cans Nsd deliver telephone
features in Ilia most localized manner poet:Ebbs with minimal
assistance limn carrier network Moven% The EDGE
SWITCH (1) supports SIP network simullog natively and
inct•potahla Ne own internal call routing functionality, making it possible for tehipboos cells between TEL13PHONE
STATIONS (33plugged ioto the same P.DGE SWITCH lobe
armed internally &cough its IP ROUTING MODULE (11)
or potentially damsel its META STREAM CONTROLLBR p,71 A s e r, them "on-switicle call sessions do sot
require network nasoonte• to support end-to•end cignaling,
media hansmirtioo, or telephone device cootrol, and OM
ard ot• significant consumer/ of network Mowtaiesiort
reseurcas.
[(WO For telephone calls between TELEPHONE STATIONS [33 that ere not plugged into the saw. EDGE
SWITCH, dm call paths are established as SW call rarnicos
ducogh the IP CARRDIR ]VETWORK 141, between, EDGE
swritues Di. This mode of communication is possible
because each EDGE SWITCH (1) presents the TELEPHONE STATIONS PI (mid SET-TOP BOXES [4)) to tha
W CARRIER ORlC (6) an an array of inelligare SIP
codpoiels.

BROADBAND NETWORK INTERFACE (1.13
(4277) Hardware subcomponent of tbe EDGE SWITCH
[1] thal physically commie it to the BROADBAND
ACCESS NETWORK [6.1] mks; any one of ourtabor of OSI
Layer 1 broldberul lechoologios (e,g, coaxial cable, Ethernet
cub* upllast coupling, or copper wint) as required by the
Wet MAL This antbcoutponnot provides IP connictivity
from OSI Layer 3 (netwotit leyer) down, which locludes OSI
Layer 2 (AM itok layer) and OSI Layer 1 (physical layer),
While the BROADBAND NETWORK INTERFACE ony
he implemented uelog soy type ed OS1 tart 2 and OSI
Layer I technology, it is required to aggregate all availabbi
bronlband oetwoit transmission capacity into to single IP
data service in OSI Layer 3, sad then to pima an toternet
Io thd dell, service to tha 111 ROUTING AdODULE (1.2).
Is endcipaled that lo some implementations, the BROADBAND NETWORK INFERFACE nay be support pomparemaide logic that would enelde it to be mustomizod or
upgraded, palatially mostortly by the SYSTEM MANAGEnom PLATFORM (31
IP ROUT/NO MODULE [12)
[11273] Hardware subcompormat of the EDGE SWTTCH
[1] that performs all IP (MI Idayer 3) packet routing
fauctions It corementettee with the BROADBAND
ACCESS NETWORK [6.1] Ilimugh the BROADBAND
NETWORK INTERFACE [1.1]. k provides 1P-Msed video
stymie ceenectivity fat SET-TOP BOXES (41 through the
'VIDEO EXTENDER MODULB INTERFACE [1,43 and
provides IP data coon:cavity to COMPUTER WORKSTA,
mom [!) through the COMPUTER DATA INTERFACE
(1.31. It provides voice Shelint raannectivity for TELEPHONE ST.ATTONEI (33 through its hategration with the
MEDIA STRPAM CONTROLLER (LT) sod PACICETIZASION COPROCESSOR (En
Kit] TIM subcompoeent educes preferential routbig
;Attalla to maim higher prionty voles and video packets are
routed In it dimly fashion. The IP ROUTING MODULE
prioritises packela loc molting based upoo a Martin mochanista that assigns Mena to predefined QaS Mandanie. Higher
priority packets are classified and scheduled for promming
ahead of knew priority patitaln. The IP ROUTING MODMR supports truermisskm pathways in widch both cannonnon endpoints amespond to voice or video tanning's
Snood hito the same EDGE SWITCH Ell and SUppeitil a
programmatic interface mach that it inay be direutly umtrolled by software in the IP ROUTING SYSTEM [1,4].
POWER suPra [1.3]
[02119] HatdatBro subcomponent of tbe EDGE SWITCH
(1) that conditiom power from • DC POWER SOURCE
(6.2) pdor to making it available to the elemorde memonerds of the EDGE SWITCH (1]. This subcomponent provides for surge protection mid may be implemented with
battery flanctionality an that 4 is able to condom pO•nting
the EDGE SWITCH DJ for a period of time after the DC
POWER SOURCE [LT] hes felled. The POWER SUPPLY
113] may he implerneeMd whirs switch Mat so ebles it to be
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'
switehod bettioeo Ytro prism (from the BROADEAND
ACCESS NETWORK [6,1] phyaical rammection) or bum a
puitoiro-banad power souroa.
COMPUTER DMA INTERFACE (1.43
[111281] Hantware anbconspoonot of tha EDGE SWITCH
[1] hanteled With Marred cabling interiors used lo plug la
one or more COMPUTER WORKSTATiONS [5] to the
FOUR SWITCH [1]. The COMPUTER DKR INT'EftFACE supports bidirectiooal IP dale paths +nod Eir ammo]
data trensport bctworm the IP ROUTING MODULE [1,2]
end the codeuTER WORNSTMONS 151. If more then
ono COMPUTER WORKSTATION [3) Is used, au ET1-1•
ERNET HUB [9] or ETHERNET SWITCH [ZS] way be
thed for the purpose of distributing data dream In mom
tban pcp; COMPUTER WORKSTKEION [3] at the amino
tima,
VIDEO STREAbilING DEVICE INTERFACE (2,$)
[0282] Hardware subcomponent of the EDGE SWITCH
(I) Wormed with salami cabling interface that is ueed to
coonact SW video anemia& &vices Rich as SET-TOP
BOXES [4]. SIP media summing *Am What)! support
SIP intworkaigarding. The VIDEO STREAMING DEVICE
INTERFACE supports bidiractional V date patire used for
SIP network sigoating trod n•tion ourdie shooting
hatweers the IP ROUITNG MODULE [12] end CM or more
SETTOP Boxes [4], If rinte WA 006 SET-TOP BOX [4]
its plugged una the EDGE SWITOI [1), an ETHERNET
SWITCH Amid be turacl lo 11 40 4010146 sufficiont
bandivoith eaccesary to authorial attwork quality of swim
for an video cail session&
PACKEITZATION COPROCESSOR [1,6]
[ ^283] Hardware suboompostent of tbb EDGE SWITCH
[I] that is need by the MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER
[L7] to assist in real-ticoe processing of voice modie Said
Voica-related IP data packets transmitted Entomb tbe IP
ROUTING MODULE [L2]. Most packet moccasin earrind
out by the PACKETIVEITON COPROCESSOR [,l,6] h in
support of IETE RFC 1889 on RTP: ATruteport Protocol tor
Rtelatrats Appal:Worm, and IEPT RPC 7.833 on KIP payload /tor DTMF Dish, Telephony lbws and Tblopbony
Sigmas. The PACKITITZATION COPROCESSOR may also
bs usod for packet labeling to mark voiceichlod IP date
warm mighaating at the TELEPHONE UNE INTERFACE
[1,9] with the appropriate quality of militia marker prior to
their introduction to the IP ROUTING MODULE [1.2].
While soma implementations may MVOs, to implement
voice encoding and decoding elsorithoie on the DIGITAL
SIGNAL PROCESSOR [LC, it is also possible that the
PACICETIZATION COPROCESSOR (1.61 could be osed
for this purpose,
MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER [1.7]
OM) Hardware subcomponour of the EDGE SWflOi
[1] wad to irseroonueot, Lois, and proms* full nal halfduplex media 3474/011. For a =di* strtam to be imarconmond, miaad or processed by tba MEDIA STREAM
CONTROLLER, st Itteot oats of its oodpoints mum terminate
on IL whereas the other endpoint of that media stream may
laminate either on the TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE

[13] or width the IP CARRIER NETWORK [6] (trellemil«
hid through lbe BROADBAND HErwou INTERFACE
UaD
[0283) The MEDIA. STREAM CONTROLLER out be
usod to lammed two rude streams to ante a fell or
bal8Mmlea modia maim. II can intercoomat throe or more
ondia stream to create a fully meshed conferonce. The
MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER amble* multliteriY
coeference calls of this type through Um use of confermichtg
resources. AB media wean& that are itaercoratechd through
a conforming meows will receive tba media coolants of
an other media shams commoted to that coofermicing
mentor. Math traastaketoo to or from soy media stream
endpoint can be enebled or disebhul, aod signal rooming
algorithm only be applied to goy stream,
[0286) The MEDIA STREAM CON'EROLLER physically interfaces the IP ROUTING MODULE (1.2) on the
network side of the EDOE SWITCH [1) artil the TELEPHONE EJNE INTERFACE IL 91 on the subsaiber side, la
ardor to came efficiently tame* voice lo real,tinis through
the BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK [CI] (according
to IlfIF RIP protocol Mandards), the MEDIA STREAM
CONTROLLER[1.7] 0466 abs PACKETIZATION COPROL'ESSOR (2.6) is a defficalcd peripheral computing, resource
for packet promoting. lathe fashion, the MEDIA STREAM
CONTROLLER [1.7] 401:41 the DIGITAL SIGNAL PRO.
CPSSOR [Li] es a dedicated peripheral computing remourca
to ran digital strati prolamin algorittmn lint miry be
Irpplissd dynamically to media streams as mated.
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR [1.11]
(1,287) !hardware subcomponont of tho EDGE SWEECH
[7)1b.13a e dedicated peripheral (imputing mom° used tri
provide sigmahoodoo to the MEDIA
STREAM CONTROLLER 1). may be hophometed as OA
independent device or he capahilltios may be hatermattel
directly into tbo MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER [1,7).
This eubeempontrat supporta nom* various digital signal
procesehrgalgorithm that may include DIVIF digit detective, DIME digit geseratiom artwork tone detection, eetwork tone generation wise mwellation, munfott Mho
goneration, nob* como'dhitice, voice onset deteatiom voice
and drachion, modem (fax) tone detection, mut media
stoma emodbgithoodinArenscoding,
TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE [13]
[0288] Hardware aubcontrogot or the EWE SMITH
ti} Intl:rated with external cabling hue/fact that is used on
comiect TELEPHONE STATIONS [3]. TELEPHOIV STATIONS [3] do not natively support SIP =Mork signaling
and as a msult comet prawn themselves to an IP artwork
ILI SIP network &keeling endpoints without easiertmce from
dm EDGE PAVITCH [1].
[0289] The TELEPHONE IINE INTERFACE may also
be adapted to support a varicty of proprictary telapbooes,
sucb enelog POTS telephones, digital PBX telephones toe
various Comex teleptumas.
[NM If used to =mot POTS telephotos*, the TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE supporta many of the BORSCHT knectiorn, including (E) Battery feed to power Eva
subscriber's telephoto, (R) Ring* signal to 1be aubscribe re
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talaphona, (S) Smervidon to detect e aller off-book, cans In
pfugretd, calls terminated, (C) Coding of ^untlog voice
sigmas into PCM. (Oglin g formai, (in Hybrid tramformer fro
cooversinn from twO-wine to fourvire, aad illterhts to
proVlan impeding:to motch to remove or orioinia echoes,
and (Vibatieg of the local loop *ad circuits of tire al./itching
elpipment to &tool faults and provide matotmlasme. Each
POTS service interim movIded by the TELEPHONE LINE
INTERFACE [1.9] Is a bade two-wise 'Tip and Ring"
Medico thst is translated into Rio foto-wire (Warmed pair)
al the point whore it interfaces the MEDIA STRE.AM
CONTROLLER [1.7).
CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT [1,10]
[9291) Hardware eubsystom of the EDGE swnre [1]
consisthig of vicious subcomponents that include a undo
prommon pattersl conflation nad cotmory cache &viva
mammy for k to Nectar° its a et tard-olord =motor
riming a mal-time, preemptive, welli-taeldug operating
spasm Ths CENTRAL PROCESSING GMT prcrvides
supervisory control, dhectly Of iridintetly, for ID EDGE
STVIa [1.1foilaree and fanetiona, It interims RANDOM
ACCESS MEMORY [1.11], ntiUsiog it to provide memory
needed to 1013 the eventing system and Mien application
propane% it interfocera NON-VOLATILE MEMORY [1.]11
utilizing it to Mite vital system conftprition poraratters and
as a MB SYSTEM 11.231 it Wisdom both the MEDIA
STREAM CONTROLLER [1.71 and the IP ROUTING
MODULE [1.2] through s system bus or similar
utilizing mob as a dedicated peripheral computing TelSOIVUO
(antler "Mtwara control) to implement media comectivity
and IP minim cmentioni remectivtly.
RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY [1,I1)
[0292] liudware mobs/stow of tho EDt30 SWITCH (1)
consisting of any um of radidettort dodge devices cooOsumi lo provide randomly addressahlt nteusury aimed,
accessido to the CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT [1,10).
The storap deviom that comprise
' Lir gavot= provide
volotito miaow whom contents are =miaowed to by undocycle
mad
mot bo irriafeliasd prior
thud after s system met
10 1166.

NON-VOLATILE MEMORY ty..n)
[0293] 'Hardware subayalem of the EDGE SWITCH [1]
consisting of any array of solid•date storage davices
dorsi to provide block addnossabla memory omossible to
the CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT [110) using direct
memory access (DMA) or equivelaet means. The su ^p
devices thst compriso this oubsystem user non-volatilo
memory whom: COattall are WIC*
. Cd between system most
cycles.

tenvon, ADAPTATION LAYER [1.]31
0;194] EDGE SWITCH [1] subsystem comprised of softwore, firmware, or other programmable logic (or combination thoreot) tbat is used to cooked or impart fondant:ally
into tho BROADBAND NETWORK INTP-RFACE [1.11
Thai progroomoble subsystem makes it meads for the
EGGS swrrcHpj to ad^pt to a variety of OM Loyer 1 and
lecheologies supported by the BROADBAND ACCESS
NETWORK [6.1). Ilm NETWORK ADAPTATION
LAYER provides all of tho control logic necessary to enable

the BROADBAND NETWORK INTERFACR [1.1]
aggregate all imitable broodbold =two& transtnission
capacity into ta dunk JP data mervice ie OSI Lora 3, and
then lo promo/ an Marone to that data soviet to the IP
ROUTING MODULE [1,2].
IP ROUTING SYSTEM [1,141
[02951 Software auboydern of the EDGE SWITCH [1]
coneisting of software ccusammeato and related applicoliord
Decessary to control the rp ROUTING MODULE 11 ibia
softwere oubsyMem incomorotote an IP protecot stack and
implements W rooting sardces ormassary to salmon voice,
video, and doto cocumuntrattiosta through the IP CARRIER
NETWORK [61.8oftwasi ourdoleo whirr tbo 11, ROUTING
SYSTEM auppott a programmable thewall, Network
Address Tomaistios (NAT), Dynimie Hod Cooligormion
Protocol (DHCP), and Virtual Private (dita) Networking
(VPN),
[0298] Tlas IP ROUTING SYSTEM may utilize the FILE
SYSTEM [133] to store toiling tables. It will ;import Wed
(the current busld ro stauderd). IPv6 provides both enhanced
addressing capabaltles as welt as support for the omit* of
maim =abilities previcreely only found in ATM implementations. Thugs by supporting IPv6, the IP ROUTING
SYSTEM may employ open shodeat path Itrat (OSPV)
routing to repaid a palls to the choked endpoint foe voice,
video, and data podia tromusissloo.
RTP PROTOCOL STACK [1.131
[02971 Software anhcompoeent tn the EDGE SWTTCH [1]
that implunenta support for 037F RFC 1889 on RTIP: A
Trenspoot prot000l for Read-Time Applications (RTP), ond
its artkinct protocol BM ILFC 2833 13/3 RTP Payload for
VIM? Digits, lblimbotry Imes sad Telepborry Signals,
MIA or otaihe RTP PROTOCOL STACIC softwere may
ruin on the PACKETIZATION COPROCESSOR [1.6]. KIP
is the reedit triosonoulon Protocol used by Lim DEs to
transmit ail re al-tiose voice bad video medio dramas through
the IP CARRIER NETWORK [S].
[0206] RFC 2833 describes a mesas by which ITIMF
digits, telephone meta, ond telephony signals can transmitted
"out dime by encoding them unumerical codes that are
insetted Into spocisl•nopost R1? pickets. RFC 2•3 is used
whoa a oriented voice nodia abeam encoding format is
Wally to ander thaw DIMF digits, Irdeptione tones, and
teIephony signals unintollIgible to digital sipol pr000ssors
when the maks steam its decoded al the receiving end of the
SI204013.

02991 The RTP PROTOCOL STACK I. utilized by the
ABSTRACT TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [1.1,] PIS a
ratans to estoblish md•time media SiTCIM sessions (i.e.
bearer obeaturt conuedicts) between SIP network signaling
endpoints within the IP CARRIER NETWORK [6]. RTP
sessioue arsimoined by the RTP PROTOCOL. STACK are
physically associated with media dream ondpoints on the
MEDIA STREAM CONTROLLER [1,71 under the control
of tiro ABSTRAC'T TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [1.19].
Tba RIP PROTOOL STACK uses the data communication
or:vitae of the IP ROUTING SYSTEM [1.14] to support
LP-bised media tramoniMion between a media stream endpoint (Le. port) on the MEDIA STREAM cONTROLLER
[1.7] and a =dirt mum midpoint in the IP CARRIE.R
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NETWORK [6] (or Medially with another media strewn
co*int ale* on tbs MEDIA STREAJd CONTROLLER
[1.7]in the cue of a call session !Latin Memel to the EDGE
SWITCH
se PROTOCOL STACK ELIO

(0300) Softy/am Imbcoomment in the EDGE SWITCH ]
that implemeon support for he
t "SIP ProxySarver' tunadocility described further le We disc losure (see SIP
PROXY SERVER [12]) and ia IETF RFC 2543 on
Session Inithdioo Protocol (SIP). The SIP PROTOCOL
STACIC dso ;outman avocet for THTF RPC 2327 on
SDP: &aloe Doecription Pooh:eel (SDP), SDP la RD adjunct
prot000l to SIP and is used by SIP ;artwork signeling
etkipoions perticipding it a call amnion to cloacae to each
other the detailed chuacioristics of &evoke or video mote
streams (Le. bearer cheenels) that they Int ciPlibic of
receiving hom each other,
[0301] The EDGE SWITCH [2] napresords mat TRUPHONE STMION (3) Internally es a SIP network sigoding
e❑dpoi❑t la tho IP CARR/[iR NETWORK[4] by asnocietiog
it with particulu ISM dialing motor that it recognised by
do SIP PROTOCOL STACK. The ABSTRACT CALL
MODEL [L20] supporta a tekplunre gateway furturioo in
which a SIP Dem Agent is used to perform SIP network
simian endpoint handions oo behalf of each Tam.
PHONE STATION [3] plugged into the TELEPHONE
LINE INTEltPACE [1.0]. This SIP thon Agent &eon its
SEP unto& signaling operations to the SIP PROTOCOL
STACK, ming it as its default SIP Proxy Server,
[0302] Although s =Tor BOX rq natively supports
SIP metro* signaling and is an actual SIP networksipaling
midpoint (i,o. trodden 4 STP UMW Agent), exchanges Si?
nresseges through the STP PROTOCOL STACK o ^ the
EDGE SWITCFI [1]. The SIP User Aged in the SEIT-TOP
BOX [4] directs elcSIP network signellog operations to the
SIP PRO'rOCOL STACK. usiog it Re its default RP Proxy
Ebner.
(0303) TM SIP PROTOOL STACX uses tha data COM.
IIDUAUltiOlirarvices of the IP ROUTING SYSTEM [1.141 to
eupport IIP•based SIP network draft operetken between
itself ead the IP CARRIER NETWORK [6].
HITE PROTOCOL STACK. [1.11
[0304] Softvose subc❑mponeut in the WOE SWITCH [I]
that implenseds support For urn= RFC 2068 oe Hypertext
Transfer Protocol—•TTP Manion 1.1 (HM). HTTP provides a gointelbeed nerans for two programs to exchange
text and data Me* over an IP oetwork. Tho oporstional
serounica of IITTP are based on the notion of "HTTP
clime (we browser) that makes requests for informed= and
an "EITTP sorm • (web server) that responds to Mom
requests, The ETTP maroon, STACK implements um.
port for both the "H'ITP client" sod the "HTTP server"
dements of tarp.
[03051 Support for the "NM alien& Maned provides a
MINDS by which the 7OvIL MOMT INTERFACE [121] may
❑oommoicela with the SYSTEM MANAGEhIENT PLATFORM [2] (e.g. to report -updated subscriber preferences or
to upload billing records). Support for the 'H1TP server"
element maks it p❑ssible for my computer inspiewend❑g

Nov. 28, 200'2

the "HTIP client," each as the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
MAMMA DI or the WEE SERVER [1.1], to mimeo•
ciao vvith Ibs XML MGMT INTERFACE [1.21] for the
purposes of Bytom man^gement, service provisioning or
subscriber interaction (e.g. to access its features and call log
data).
[0306] A computer etteroptim to communicate with the
EDGE swam pa ding HITE must to the TOAL
MOUT INTERFACE (1.21) sad tontenticala irscif as I
valid user, Information eschew and remote active Roo of
EDGE SWITCH (I) features by an ordered computer
based on XML-encocting (vie XML MONT INTERFACE
.211) tot both the requests and the respooses thereto, The
IfITP PROTOOL STACK uses the data communication
services of the W ROUTING SYSTEM [1.14] to support
IP-based HTTP weasiour between tha client" and
"HTEP same" instences that it maintains internally, and
other nme clime and "HTTP server" batman in the IP
CARRIER NETWORK [i].
SNMP PROTOCOL STACK [1.1111
[0307] 80118V100 eubcomportent in the EDGE SWITCH [1]
that implements trappon for IETP RFC 1157 DU SNMP: A
Simple Network hdaaagarnent frotocot (SNMP), SNMP is a
protocol by which menegement infortnatioe for a network
clement may be inspected or altered by remote users. It is
used to commmioate roungement Information between
network management statioos wd "SNIv/P mous" (specidLred Winona processes) naming on the meager' network
elements Ilat PIMP Itutettosal paradigm for monitoring
and moot is designed to be exteanable to accommodate
Millicent, possibly ananticipued aspects of network operation and managemenk then, the STOOP andritechue is adaptable to acoontarodate the management at 1TDCM
SYMMS Ell by the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [21
[03O9) la the DES management paradigm, the SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT PLALITORM [2) functions as the primary
manegirment nation fbr a seha popilidinn of EDOB
SWITCHES [II. The mils PROTOCOL STACK uses tin
dam COILUOUDigatiOU sorra= of the IP ROUTING SY STEM
[1.14] to support SNMP maims between the SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2] and the DEVICE
MONTT AGENTS [1.27],
ABSTRACT TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [I.19]
[0309] Software abrupter:meet of the EDGE SWITCH
[1] that togically defiers a full-feetured, abstract telephone
&vice control sicial that ooebles a higher-level Replica lion
program to programmatically control the operatino of
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] pinned into the TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE [19], Includiag the ability to
interconesa, mix, and protasis full mid belf-duptea media
stream associated with them. It implements femme of this
abstract telephone device control model to the Palled extant
possible% by loyalties tbe MEDIA MEAN! CONTROLLER [1.7] as a media code❑ resource and the TELEPHONE
LINE INTERFACE [1.9] as a telephone cusgrol rti&DUICIt,
Certain features such as tom detection, tone gesteretio ❑ aod
media transcoding ere eupported by the MEDIA STREAM
CONTROLLER [1.0] working in mojunction with the
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR [Lil].
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fano] Thera is oo 000eopt of a "cell Kosice to thlti

telephone rosined model sham eoly telephooe features tad
MON SIMI= aw estuged. The *call seethe mecum is
maintained to the ABSTRACT CAU.• MODEL (1201
which functione es the " higbeelevel application mom —
en applioltios with knowledge of all SIP oetwork signaling
endpoints involved Is ^ giveu eat seedoo.
[0311] The telephone control ferturee dipped enabling or
Eng detection of telephoue emerge miginetiog horn the
dHab
TELEPHONE UNE, INTEILFACE [1.0] (e.g. detection of
on-hook, off-hook, hook limb, bedew losyk and calla in
Estephogie CONVOI federal also tempted esti.
Prciliceei
ous devios-hwel telephonic Teatime such art activelhag steadied ring signaling, enabling distinctive dogleg, waling or
diaabliog stutter dial-kmo, ectivaties or deactiviting the

newrage-weiling indiodor lamp or to diaplay WM as a
telephoto LCD screen,
[111312] The media dream control features of the
ABSTRACT 'TELEPHONE CONTROLLER support ma

grameostimilly enabling or disibling medi ^ tramanission to
or from lay mete dream endpoint, particularly with respect
to media Orem endpoints associated witb TELEPHONE
STATIONS [3] plugged into the TELEPHONE LU4E
INTERFACE [sS]. Lletraretioieg retinues amble multiparty calls (04, 3-way ceiling, reway ceiling) through the
use of copboarrelog f06■14111148 that ran be applied programnodosity. IJfgRat signal proceasiog elgorithaut may be
applied progromoratically to any semen to support lone
detention, tooe generation, echo meadlativer aad eardie
truncoding, for example.

(0313] The media eitekin control model used by the
ABSTRACT TELEPHONE CONTROLLER reflects that of
the tuntedying MEDIA STREAM cormtetuta
wo g to realm its feeinten In some rupees, dm mongol

model is similes to that used by dine division multiplex
(TDM) leletsbony tkvieea that support rould-liee call dud

media control Interfame, 11 asaustes thel at kw i.e aridpoiot of a medial stoma tenainites on a MEDIA STREAM
CONTROLLER [1.71oort and thre the other endpolut of Out
MOS media seem laminates, either ou the TE.LEPHONE
LINE INTERFACE [LE) or on in melpoist within the IP
CARRIER NETWORK [61 (trersmittedhtrough the

BROADBAND NETWOR1C INTERFACE (la) by ibe
PACKETIZATION COPROCESSOR [1,6] sung RTP).
This cannot model atm names thal my two matte steam
endpoints tennineting to MEDIA STREAM CONTROL,
LER [1.71 ports (regardless of where their other codpoieet
rereeiraate) may be interconnected tivough the MEDIA
STREAM CONTROLLER [LTJ to creete a full or halfduplex media swam between the two faeeed endpoints
ABSTRACT CALL MODEL [IA
10314] Software subcomponent of the EDGE SWTTCH
(1] Oat logically Mints en ebaboun caU control model and

adjust telephorie feature set that enables event-ciriven
CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS D-73.21 to deliver
network setvice to eubscribers through TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] arid SEILTOP BOXES (4) plugged into the
MOE SWITCH Ill Ile ABSTRACT CALL frioam
implemeres its shared call MIMI model and step:lope
feel= sat as the fullest radon paireibie by (a) Invoking
network signaling operations eva g able through the SIP

pc

aid (0) invoking telephono
PROTOCOL STACK
leatione, media streaming catthilifies, aud related digital
signet processing features available through the
AfisTmer TELEPHONE CONTROLLER 0,19), 13y
inusgl^dng with those software elements, tba ABSTRACT
CALL MODEL become* the nexus between the IP CA/LR1ER NETWORK [6] atel service logic =Mined in CALL
PROCESSING APPLICATIONS [1232] that ate stored
within the PILE SYSTEM [1,23],
[11315] CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS [1.23.2]
deem how the EDGE SWITCH (1] responds to certain
events—they define the EDGE SWITCH [1] workflow in
revamp to network agitating events and device-level Mkphone swans—and caeseeneelly they in Met define the
totem* services that ere provided to the subscriber through
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] and SET-TOP BOXES [4].

(03141 The ABSTRACT CALL. hiODEL suppotts five
ridded functions thet de implemented to the fullest meet
possible in a devicatiodependent fashion:
[0317] (1) Telephone Gahm', Function
[031111 (2) Telephoto Feeture Dant). Fuootiori
(11310) (3) Termioal Adaptatioo Function
[0320] (4) Calling Service Detivery Pupation
[03111 (5) Ada:idiom Control Function
[0322] The Telephone Getaway Function and the Telephone Feature Delivery Penedos are Daly applicable to call

makes itivolving TELEPHONE STATIONS [31 Both
TELEPHONE STATIONS and SET-TOP BOXES [41 make
use of the other three functioits. FIG.7 deplete the EDG8
SSVITCH (1)call model in some detail, ehowingepecifiedly

how the fee ABSTRACT CALL NIODEL Landis= above
ere implemented within the EDGE SWiTCH (1) softwoo
weintaisture,
(0323) Eor TELEPHONE srAnoms [3] to participaes
cell sessions using MP attwork signaling, the ABSTRACT
CALL MODEL[120] performs a Tuley boo° Getewey Punelieu is which it actively converts yendoespeeific, &vie:lived telephone simians (through its interfece to the
ABSTRACT TELF2HONE CONTROLLER (],191) into
SIP legwork signaling apentions A s depicted in FIG. 7, the
ABSTRACTCALL MODEL maintains an ham= of a SIP
User Agent for each TELEPHONE STATION PI Plugged
into duo EDGE svanal [11. This SiP User Agent is
registered with the SIP PROTOCOL STACK [1.141 ming it
aa ha &faith SIP Ptsey Sown. The SIP PROTOCOL
STACK [1.16] Dames which regincred SIP UAW Asset
instance corresponds to winch disarm weber, time it can
dkest SIP mono* sigmaling to it bend on dialing comber
addreselag.
[0324] Certain "TELEPHONE EVENTS" received from
the ABSTRACT TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [Ile],
and/or SIP network signaling teenta from llst Si? PROTOCOL STACK (1.16), trigger the ABSTRACT CALL
MODEL to Invoke a CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION
[12311 to apply service logic to the call session. This
servioc logic will re/spend In the received event with setae
Freese:toed action,

10323) Stone the ABSTRACT CALL MODEL reuses
device-keel control over 'TELEPHONE STATIONS (3)
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plugged kilo the EDGE SWITCH CI) (through its solheare
integrate* with the AWTRACT TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [119]) it supports a Thlephotes /haters Delivery
Poulton in whic ^ it may meat device-level control over
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] (Me "TELEPHONE CONTROL° in H(i. 7), Commas sent In the ABSTRACT
TELEPHONE CONTROLLER [1,19) ere ultimately
directed to Me TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE [1..9], and
In souse cams to dm acted TELEPHONE STATION [3]
itself (eg, to display tom on an LCD scream 'divide
ummittSe-witilice =Emilio° limn, or to Initiate distinctive
deg siiickERS).
[OM) The Thuninal Adeptation Penedo° moy rake piton
as on adjunct to the lislepbono °Mew*, Ftectiou when the
/t➢STRACT CALL mann deformities that a COMM,
RATION PROFILE [123.5] coutains a telephooe forsakes
key male that has been programmed into the WOE
swat pi fa a palmier typo of TELEPHONE STA,
TION [3]. As a math, the Ass-nucr CALL MODEL
con^erts vendorepoulin tone sequel= ur key codes to
comply with RR appropriate mew intedice conveetion (in
ticcoubuice with model set fortb by the fandioo key leyout
pronto).
[0327) A. ■R oarnplo of lumina *depletion, a spsed-dIal
feats= key on io POTS telephone may be programmed to
gamete a DTMF tone sequence socks es "IN1P' when
messed. A CONISOUPATION PROFILE [121,5) on the
EWE SWITCH pi contains a telephone itsnettem key
milk moseying that my thin the 131140 digit terptenott
"ii4r is dotected Irma that particels POTS %Upham, a
virtual Motion key code called "TRANSPle is punted
and peed as s virtnal renction key event to the CALL
PROCESSING APPLICATION [1.3.'1.2] mmantly oxcart•
tog. Upon receiving the °TRAMPER" vireral feention key
event, the CALL PROCESSINO APPLICATION [1.23.2)
will interpret this oext aeries of DIME digits its the dialing
number to which has cumin can session should be tramfurred. Prom the user's perspective, the progruomed speed",
diet key fueetione as a dedicated 'TRANSFER" key.
It13281 In PIM 7, two SW can sessione are Mewls
illestrate potential SIP protocol message flow. One extunple
sho^s a SET-70P BOX [4) (*own m torminel "A") votemeted ie a inteltintedia Wenn session to mother SET-TOP
ECtX [4] (showo as terrodind "C"). Presemably camera are
comeeted to tha SET-TOP BOXES [4] to mud* two,svey
video communicetions. In a mooed Dump* a TELEPHONE STATION (3) (shown as terminal qr.) is comseMed
in a voice SIP caB EICSIdOU kt mother TELEPHONE STA.
TION [3] (shown as terminal 'In.
[0329] Thus, in mutenret tennimal A Taproom% a onarend SIP Una Agent oommueicating with terminal C, which
ropressots r fer-end SIP User Agent.. Termini H represents
a tuar-end SIP User Again comenidestieg with teratiord
whieto repnascins a far-end SW Um AscaL
Eamin The SET-TOP BOX (4] plugged hsto tho VIDEO
STREAMING DEVICE INTERFACE [LS) (tenuinal A)
sod doe TELEPHONE &MON (3) plugged into TELEPHONE LINE INTERFA,C13 DI] (terminal /3)---the amend SIP User Agents•en both registered with Lbe SIP
PROTOCOL STACK. [116), using 4 as their default SIP
Proxy Server. Thus, tbe client list for the SIP Proxy Server
(Le. SJP PROTOCOL STACK [L16]) will treat them both in

a modeteet fuhion as SIP aerwork signaling eodpoints
represeenieg mar-end terminals. ploggrid into the EDCIE
SWITCH [II•
[033].] The SIP PROTOCOL STACK [116), Buictioning
the same as soy SIP Proxy Server, will forwatd SIP protocol
mereages between the near-end SIP rialtos:Irk signaling endpoints (tearninals A & 13) thrtiegb the 13° CARRIER NET
WORK [61 to end from the far-end SIP cartwode reigniting
mulpoicte (tenon/s C & e)10 which they are nespeedvely
coneected. It is the role of s SIP Proxy Server to Nuke
network sigmlieg events (sbowe a$ "SIGNALING
EVENTS') evadebb to to applieation as thet service logic
can applied to the SIP mil session'. in the EDGE SVVITCH
(I) materiel erchitecture the integration between the SIP
PROTOCOL STACK [1,161
1
aod the ABSTRACT CALL
MODEL [1.20] serves this purpose.
[0332] -nio Calling Swim Donvery Functioo occurs
when this ABSTRACT CALL, MODEL, triggered by SIP
netwink signaling events (i.e. SIGNALING EVENTS) from
tbn fer-end terminate or oeter-eud lenniends, retrhaves noted
service logic and executes it as a MUM to participial its the
associsted SIP call sessione, Service logic for the MOE
SWITCH 11) is contained within CALL PROCESSING
APPLICATIONS [1.23.2) stored in the FILE SYSTEM
[123],
[0333] 'The ABSTRACT CALL MODEL will recomdze
mutate Apulia' OVCASS (suds as m incoming call from the
outwork side) that will trigger it to respond by execeting a
CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION [1231] that is cur.
nanny kmded in memory. Or aitmeately, mamba events origin
trigger the ABSTRACT CALL MODEL to retrieve a new
CALL PROMISING APPLICATION [1,23.2) and execute
it anew. Certain CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
[1.232] wil actively query SUBSCRIBEE SERVICE PROous [133,4] to demerit's the Class of Service for the
TELEPHONE STATION [3) involved he the call.
[0334] 'Ultimately, Caning Serrices hike effect by active
participation of CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION
[1233] In SIP call enteionw, they perform telephone control
°pendants, adl control operations and make use of signallog
Informetion Erectly, nub se the dielbm numbers of the
ratline auti cam party.
[03351 The Admission Control Functkin occurs each time
a SET-TOP BOX [4] or TELEPHONE STATION [3]
attempt' to originate or awns/ a call. The CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION [1.231] cooteies the service
logio mixt to supervise Ibe connection attempt. This service
legic will meander two gating Wore that weld potentially
cum it to dtcy edsnission ka EDGE SWITCH [I] network
services: (a) Class of Serrice mid (b) physical resource
The Clue of Service assigned to the TELEPHONE STATION [3] or SETTOP BOX [4) will determine
the exact service logic that abould be applied to a conoection
[0336] For exampie, if the Clus of Srorvke opacities that
outgoing calk to a " 9St? number Crum s ca sio TELEPHONE STATION [3] ate MA permitted, and a conaccaori
altOplpt to a 'KV Dumber is tbe commotion being
attempted, then the CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION
[1.232] will deny it.
1113371 If the service logic allows a counicuen attempt to
proceed an the bards of it complying with the Clara of
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Service, Rs CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION [1232]
Mild thou determine X suflicient phybical resources are
aveilable to complete the transectioo, Among other colloidmaims, the semen logic supponed by the CALL PRO•
CPSSING APPLICATION [1232] svlil seed to ensure iba I
the raw coonectiou will not exceed the mods= number of
cell session supported by the EDGE SWITCH [1] =alig•

redo°, end that there is Adequate network burdwidth, inter,
on touting cepability, and digital signal procceeing
0316UFC011 to support the connection If all these criteri^ are
mt, the cot:Emotion attempt i9 ellowed to proceed.
[1331] The Tenninel Adeptation Function as applied to
SETTOP BOXES [4] may lake plane sa en adjunct to the
CrIling Service Delivery •unction Witco the ABST'RACT
CALL MODEL deternones that on of the CONFIGORA,
TION PROFILES [1.23S] comet= a SEILTOP BOX [4]
interbtoe Forth Met bee been pogrom:1nd into the EDOE
SWITCH 111 for a pardons' ^ype of SET-TOP BOX [di, it
will mu his prolde to convert the venr1=4pec3lic oommand
:sequences supported by that SET-TOP BOX [41 to comply
with au appropriate interface cot/voodoo.
[033Y] Shwa the SEDTOP BOX [4]3nterfecee the EDGE
SWITCH [1] through an routed W data path, the
ABSTRACT CALL YAODEL ess only =an device-level
cadrol of SET-TOP BOX [4] feanuce had/reedy by coot
=skating cozoneende to it throngs the VIDED STREAMING DEVICE INTERFACE [1.53. Commands directed to
the SET-TOP BOX [4] may support displaying text over the
video Loup (tm aVeday) or ousting of radio output, fix
emendo.
[0340] As a farther example of the Terminal Adaptatiou
Function, tbe SETTOE BOX [4] at tha 00 0433d uasy 1180
chemist selettioo prMocol larmemetible witb NETWORXEASED ENHANCED SERVICES [IS] at the far-end used
to provide ealectabbr video mote= thus the protocol used at
the owe= most be commend to an impropriety Werra=
conwortion teed at the far-end.
XML NICIDAT INTERFACE [121]
[10341] XML (extensible Markup language) is • eat of

conventions used Moreno test formats that enable data to be
strorittuad as liras of t*JA ■lipuzig6001, The XML MGM'

INTERFACE [1.12] is a softwam sabccespooent in the
EDGE SWITCH [1] that pluvidee a secure, XML-based data
=Mange interface for dis corpuses of (a) eobbiing a remota
user to seems inftormetion stored io vette= EDGE swritH
in detainees and (b) enabling a remote user to access

femur= and fauctions supported by the EDGE SWITCH
[1], incheling unmet operations and the ability to
TCCOOltay activate pertain DEVICE MGMTAOENTS [1.221,
[0342] Database information and fraturo•tiated poemeters exchanged through' this interface am drummed mording to these XML text fora= conventions, making it pos.
Ode for them to be easily specified ierd/or interpreted by
moon uses. RCS20215 users, whir* might include web
applications arei network ennagentem ataticen, omeas the
XML MGMT INTERFACE tbnough the HITP PROTOCOL
STACK [1.1.71.
DEVICE 14GIVIT AGENTS [122]

[0343] Software wheelie= linegoded into the EDGE
SWITCH [1], that may bc =deo= to perform diagnostic

fuections, system software upgrades, feature testing, automated reporting, end other misted device roungemeot tasks,
The DEVICE MANAGEMENT AGENTS may be activated
internally by EDGE SWITCH [1] software protest= or
remotely by verkma ipplicationa md =Mink rnanagembut
stationb thrargb the MAL MOW' INIERFACE [121]
atutior the WIMP PROTOCOL STACK [1.10 .1, Certein
DEVICE MANAGEMENT AGMS iney lanes databases
an the FILE SYSTEM [1.73] for the porpose of messing
event records in the EVENT RECORD REPOSITORY
[12311 oe to accerte CDHFICTURATION PROFILES
[1,73,51, for example.
FILE SYSTEM [1231
[0344] Software subcomp000nt in the EDGE SWITCH [1]
that fecntione as dheatory-beied file sprawl]; it supports
stoodard Ilia system wetting samentics (open, Worn, reed,
vnite) said hierarchical directory structures, using the NONVOLAIlLE MEMORY ELM as ihe physical stomp
device. The Sin system is Implameuted as a system resource,
Acceseibie through the operating tryst= functions calls.
EVENT RECORD REPOSITORY [123.1]

[034S] Datelisse stored oo PILE SYSTEM [1.231 that
noonles avant scot& gauerated by various software proCOSNA riarsiog on the EDGE SWITCH [I]. EVI nt records
stored in the EVENT RECORD REPOSITORY [123.1] rue
mlardtvety gemmed by id0713111 software ponces= according to the EDGE SWITCH [1] device coolignretion.
Reampletrof the typos of evade that ne stored inelede those

thet releto to tireW system operations, delaliad call session
mon for ^ll Incoming and outgoing wills, user mums to
ceiling features, detected emu sunlit softw ere component updates, sod changes to sub:mass preferencen
CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS [123,2]
[0344] Calked= of softwere program ilies (applicsdoos)
stored OA the FILE SYSTEM [1.231 not are used by the
EDGE SINITCH [1] to support network service delivery to
users. CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS are booked

by dm ABSTRACT CALL MODEL [1.20]. They dr.lne the
SOIVICO logb ibr sg network =micro delivered to subseaenthrough TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] sod SET-TOP
BOXES E4 They may freed= as cell control spots thet
daunt= tbe progsession of dm call session andlor they
any funirtiou illS device umbel weds that pjfklfal vents
' us

telapbstat gatrovey and femme delivery funetioon
(0347) They OW reference ether CALL PROCESSING
APPLICATIONS [1.23.2], ambling the implementation of
call coatrol services (callieg services) that impose no upper
limit on dre complexity of service logic that 682 1 In bop.
ported. The CALL PROCESSING APPLICAllONS arc
reeponaible for gerteratieg calImbned 2VG01 historic* aud
storing there in the EVENT RECORD REPOSiTGRY
[123.1] 26 1122 call session re pariahs. In cleating conoccdims, the CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS rely upon
call mud= informal iou stored in the LOCAL CALL ROUT.
Dia TABLES [1,233]. br rendering calling serricts, the
CALL PROCESSBIG APPLICATIONS rely upoo subscolnr capabilities and personal preferences stored along
with Class of Service informed= in the SUBSCRIBER
SERVICE PROMS (1.23.4]
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LOCAL CALL ROUTINO Times [1,23.3]
M t] Nada, stored oa FILE SYSTEM [1.23 1 that
con^ains call meta' information ualad by the EDGE
SWITCH [I] ibr voice aud video (MUMount) mil rat-up.
Cad routing able* Include lists of dialing numbs' aid
related address leformatiou used by CALL PROCESSING
APPLICATIONS (1.23.2) to emelt coomodesse between
SIP Demotic signaling e 'Mph*. Tbe LOCAL ROUTING
TABLES slote the diellog ounthere ot TELEPHONE STATIONS [1]playeicaliy plugged Min the EDGE SWITCH [1],
as well as dialing flambee: needed to moose RUN GATEWAYS(S) Walled within the IP CARTGER NETWORK (6]
for de wpm of enabling voice can sessions to PS714 IA
midpoints.
[030] Seared cell metes pawl& default dieting umbra
of Emergency 911 *doom to which TELEPHONE STATIC/118131MR autonatically oomented wham 911 is dialed.
(036^3 'Able* of subeeribeeprogrammed spud-dialing
ba etered in call routing tables (dmaged
numb= cagy
by the anbscriber or a remote uses thumb an epplicauen
=dog oo a WEB SERVER [11]), amides it passible for the
.

g

PICO

Tatottote STATIONS (3) to support ashamed speed-

diallitg beelines without bevies to atom tbe speed-dialing
numbera within the TELEPHONE STATION (3).
[0351] LOCAL CALL ROUTING tables also More 'tauslation tables seeded to support private telephone networking
beam; which Welts% private dialing pints dist net ebbe-

aimed diolling. Due to the substantial storage arid processios
capecity at tbe EDUE SWTTCH large dieting piens
comeitheg paternally tens of thousands of Writs ould be
amornmodtted.
•

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE PROFILES (1.13.4)
[0352] Date's' stored ou Fn.E SYSTEM [1,23] than
cattails subscriber-speuitic intbrmarion used by lb. Elm
SWITCH (1) for al netwodc service delivery to the aub-

scriber. In tbe DES administradve model, each aebecriber
associeted with one more EWE swrrams that we
Woad at the subscriber panne* for be propene of nalwade araviee delivery. A ettilkkete or siegle-locatiou bestows entity may be viewed as a single subscriber, or in the
cam of a besie e' with multiple locedoes (i.e. branch
ofEuss), a collection of subscribed,.
103531 Each subscriber enables • mi of Chas of Service
"capebilities" (ie. the subscriber purchases "napabilitha" in
the form of =work setvioes) that describes tbc collection of
features, funciloos, and eavices dal they would like to be
able In mama. These capabilities will determioe which
mimed services their particular EDGE salt-m[1] will be
capable of delivering.
[0354] The subscriber may thee activate or &activism
selected Class of Service capabilities it their dthaetiou. The
collection of Class of Service capabilities that the subscriber
ha activated or deeativated is called their Class of Service
"eattlegs." A subeenber cannot sesta ate any espetadity not
plevlously enailled.The EDGE SWITCH tqwgiuultradet
any enabled capability that is taot Mom in desalting to be
activated.
flESS] Once activated, a sating may requite additional
niformation from the subscriber in order for the winesperidg

Mg keno, bactioes or service to operate comedy, For
thole iteitinge, the subenriber conageteepleferences" that
finder describe doh& as to mrsedy how the Clem of
Service settings siveld ba interpested, Prelissences tonally
take the faro of paremelore that mu be sebeted or typed
in by the Rd/scriber through a configuratim applioatiou (e.g.
telepbone ambers, semen nuaes, swim optima).
[0356] EDGE SWITCH ill service delivery requires that
subeerdim ChiliS of Setvice capebillU s, setlinp, and prefslowed locally is the 161111 SYSTEM [1.23,4],
camell
tech in ibe feria of a machine-readable data object Calk4
"BOIViOb profile." Service profiles my be omitted lo store
subscriber•epee& inthernatioa required by a variety of
applicatioes. CALL PROCESSING APPUCAT1ONS
(1.13.2) requite movies profile* at a Uleau‘ to more subseribm-specille peremeters that taffeat their control flow In
some case; scenic* profiles may be creeted on the EDGE
SWITCH [I] by arab network-bend epplicatioas to hoelion as "amides," sloring opplisathavepecific information
required for service detivety.
g

q

6111

CONFIGURATION PROFILES [1.21.5]
103.57) Detabwre stored ma FILE SYSTEM 11,23) that
contaim coattgeratina information tipectils to s patiordar
EDGE SWITCH (1) and used for lts balite emotion. Itt the
DES artmbsistoldso model, emb subscriber is ammeireed
with tux oe more EDGE SWITCH (1], each of width may
have a unique act of physicist and entworbtelated coodgumina parameters not directly related to Class of Starvieg.
103611) Virtually scary softwere compooent of the EDGE
swirnai requiem a CONFIGURATION PROFILE thet
includes Matializa toe and wnratinte parameters. As a flew
°utopia; CONFIGURATION PROHLU stored on tist
EDGE SWITCH (1) may nob& the =ober of tenebebt
that it may base pbgged Into ft, mailable bin os of its
coneection to the BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK
(6,11 imtniompan buffer litres, (MS peremmets, IP routhig
perimeter; IP arbiniu assignments, and Emotion key 11117011i
.

g

profiles for TELEPHONE STATIONS (3)-

EDGE SWITCH OA= FEATURES (124)

[03510) The limn EDGE SWITCH male F'EATURES
refills b a , specific colkettoo of eed-user features sod
doetinin that (a) IWO 111s0P016 well-establisbed io COgila1012
me; (b) era likely to be bighly-etifited cm a day-to day basis
by the target arbacriber group; aod (c) are antikely to change
over doe. The vut militarily of voitz, video, Lod dat^
communications Pandas fall Imo this category, with Icatures that Meth& Customer Local Access Signaling Services
(A.K.A. "CLASS fescarra"), Centres features, oflice telephone features, basic video ChaTilid SCICCI1011, data
amma, and %mai Private (data) Networking, to name
few. mot swrrce BASIC FEATURES ans sorted ioto
dice broad categories acanthus to the termioal type used to
present dem ta the subscribes:
.

&wail

g

11060) TELEPHONE STATION FEATURES
SETTOP BOX FEATURES
[0362] COMPUTER WORKSTATION FEATURES
(0361) These feature turegories define the colt reacts sci
of the EDGE SWITCH [1]. Neese:dr. SetiACCS am bath up by
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ambling collection, at lbese Wain features, and addlog to
them WOW W nettwuk-bseed features and swims A
network-based baton may be ased in some cases to override a basic Psalm Om the purpose of providing anbaoced or
a Mund y* forrodormlity that ie logioeUy equivelent to Ilre
buio feature. The throe categories of biota future* ate
discamed below in dela
'ELEPHONE STATION FEMMES
[0364] Par the purports of Ns disclosers, tbe respective
types of TELEPHONE STATION FEATURES will be differeatiated on the bssis of whether they gener gly cabmen
umbility ta a wide variety of subscriber orlon/me" or
whether the are primard? applimble In as office animameta. The following list nannenzes common Ihataras that
"gement* aubsassas usability ie a ^ide vadat= of submxiber
comiumoseclet"

[0363] Beath dial-Iona
[0366] Auktinatio callback
[0367] Last number Mill

[03681 Repeat dialing
[0261•] Audible ernseuga-waiting indication (stutter
that tone)
[0370]
memtga•reiting indicants's (indicator
lamp)
[0371] Dhaloctive ringing
[03721
indicadothisall-wahlog cancel
COM Caller-ID with name
013741 Call-bloilicing
te031 Call-forwardlag

RUN Dinset•ornmet
[0377] Emergency 9LI
013781 The MOB SY/ITCH [1] supports basic diel4ono,

enabling tba sobscriber to orients (or receive) both onnaterodc calls and offinetwode calls. Call-bhmking fealmes

(AMA, "call-diverting frateree") amble tbe Boos
swum lo block the odgination of a Clia (o160111da
VOiC13 MIR) by II particular TELEPHONE STMION [3]
based on the called party dialing amber, or to block

user:Moe of a call (Inbound voice calk) by s particular
ntLEINONE TrAlloN (31 based on the oalliog party
dialing cumber. The EDOE SWITCH [1] supports configurablo call blocking of tbis type, wherein the subscrther may
selectively block ichancrid andrar nutbouod cads by liptd,
fying area codes, stosizangat, aod line numbass (or umious
combinations of dm dose),

[03751] Call-ferwirdlog features enable the EDGE
svirrai [1) to automatically trustior (redirect) an inboand
call based on a ameba of cousideratiors. Call-forwardiug
features are anal activated to SU Losnotiattly or corsditimialty
ansfam inbound culls to application servers fte button
proceniog or to provide 'CCM to NETWORK.BASED
ENHANCED SERVICES [11}, Examples of NETWORKBASED ENHANCED SERVICES [181 that may be
aroused via call-forwarcliog include an auto sna pshot (03a
to answer calls directed to a mein office oumber), voice mail,

automatic cali dhlithutiou, group outtfemmuing bridge, or a
personel cell anconiug service, Tba EDOE swine Eil

support ^ confirm* col-forwarding, whotein the subscriber may program il to redirect Inbound nails based our
Lem Puha of Meath= (determined by celliog
party dialiog number);
[03811 Detenninstioo of * busy or "ring-no-answer"
condition existing for ibe called party dialing numben
[0382] Demoninatioo that the incoming call 151* far
or modern
[03831 Date, day of week, or dom of day.
[03841 Direc^-comiscl funs& (AJLA. "throol-sonnect
originatiogi enable the EDGE [1] to =lomatcatly origins* a call to a pre-programmed &]ke mamba
when s TRUPHONE SIMON [3] goes oill-book, or upon
the detection of some tabor emend, such as a particular
TELEPHONE STATION [31 fauittine key sequence, Directcomma features an ofteu need Par madly telephocas
outside of a traildirg, or at kiq*S to provide immediate
emus to a call ander help desk; they may also be used by
the EOGE SWITLII [1] to implement spud-dialing by
associeling camas TELEPHONE STATION [3] trey
sequences with subscribm-pnagretoused speethdlating numbers Mond in LOCAL CALL ROUTINO TABLES (1.23,3),
[03851 &ippon. fur Entergoury 911 (E911) is implemeattsd
hy cordoning the dieling umber "911" as a reserved
dialing number. Aoy 0'0 to the hiding Dumber 911 creates
is nournartints 60 a SIP APPLICATION SERVER [13) or

TDM APPLICATION SERVER [7.4] (ilwattgb a PS'TN
GAISWAY (*that wapports ernergeuey seniors burns-

lion. 132P outwork sigualbag prows dm oars party dialing

umber to the APPLICATION SERVER, which thou may
damnable tbe physical (goograpbbnal) location of the calling
party as wads, be remared to support es perpocy novices
sulancelion
[03$61 Oakum Local Armes Signaling Services
(AKA. 'CLASS factures) tionspler en adrillionel ]ister of

features that males TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] mon
generally asebal ha bode residential sod aillu settings,
Depending upon one's point of reference, there is a significant overlap between wbst
may C0118111
. Of "CLASS
fenues" and "office telopboue lintores." Maay of the
festoon meritiOned Mors, nub 114 Distinctive Rioging aod
Audible message-waiting inclination are considered by most
lucid unhorse curious es CLASS features. For th purposes
of thts disclosure, CLASS Datums are not viewed as a
distinct female set and are MOM subsumed by the broader
category of TELEPHONE STATION FEATURES.
[0]87] Office faces= features (A.K.A. "Correa" or
"PBX ihattoes") compriee an additional layer of sperielized
features drat make TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] mons
useful in m office coviroement. Cortain offirse telepbtme
features make it posit% tow a user it a TELEPHONE
STATION [3] to transfer nth betwrzu TELEPHONE STATIONS (3) that may not unaemanly be plugged Into the
GA= EDGE SWITCH W. Iu Ihe cam where TELEPHONE
STATUTES [3) are riot plegge.d into the same EDGE
SWITCH [2], implement ■tion of cattalo foams may
rapine special commenionico bassituan EDGE SWITCHES
SIZUO
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[1) la which a SIP call session is initialed fmm one to
another, not In nut-up 4 new cell, but to man that a cell in
peep= be onsteged in a pintinelm way (e.g. trenelhood
a differed SIP signaling endpoint neddlog on a different
EDGE SWITCH [11), The folkswing UM aumnorione 00030
moo Wee telephone Teams that ma "primarily applicable
to an office environment"
[0388) M y att telephoue network (private dialing
PlAn)

103891 Speed dialins
[MO) Maktpls Hne appear/was
[um Three-way rolling
RU21 Csil-hold
[03951 Coll-transfer
[0394] Call-picktip
EMS} Call-park
[0395] CA-walling with display
[0597) Call bas
(OM WM/ tenon display
[0599) rki, ant dieted)
CVO') Extendirve busy override
M011 Feature butt= support
[0404 Make busy key
[0403] The DRS as a system s the *Oily to create
a virluelly Whisked number of vaa lelepbarte nalwinks
(A.K.A. "virtual privets telephoto unwed's" or "visited
telephone network') that are implemeated by progorandeg
pristina thistles plaaa Into partleipatIng EDOE SWITCHES
[11. Gentally speaking, a pllvate telephoto wawa* is it
collection of telephone eadpohns that any address nub
other as spenibe nanninally of nem, dna enabling

eterior to nee epochal errallgsradon options and Me plans
to perticipeiog sebscribern Often, on-network nib nude
between particripating anbecribese az billed at a eat rate. Thn
private disrum plan is reneged by the subscriber aod
supped' abbreviated dialing number formats Om acemkorly
Integrate with exiathsg dialing plans (e.g. the Minh Amencm Dialing Plan).
[0404] Private telephone networks may operate within a
single IP CARRIER NETWORK V) or within a wider area
through a more expansive IP network infrastructure that
consists of iotorcoacroclad IP CARRIER NETWORKS [6].
Since EDGE SWITCH [11 sipped for private tetepheoe
networks is based on dialing numbers, privets telephone
network can Mende bells SIP network eigoelits endpoints
within the IP CARRIER NEWORKS [6] and PSTN [7]
endplate accessilde through a PSTN GATEWAY [R],

sevrop BOX FEATURES
[0405] SET-TOP BOXIS [4] are known to the EDGE!
SWITCH [11 as stand-aloos SIP missed signaling endpotato. The EDGE SOJ37CH [1] 104411144 that they will

originate 410161:149/41- couklmedia caU scabious ludependeol^y
an will !support only limited mewl; (iallica) mattel ef
their feature net by CALL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS

[12323 amain on the EDGE SWITCH SET-TOP
BOXES [4] milinete rouillaredia all sessions to SIP
APPLICATION SERVIlltS [15] that are capable of
ming Mention video content to lin connoting SEDTOP

BOX [4].
[0406] In support of this type of video (multimedia) call
session, the SIP PROTOCOL STACK [1.15] residing oa
EDGE SWITCH [1] al0C4i004 NI a SIP Prosy Server,
modieling the multimedia call Radon. this CALL PROCESSING APPLICATION [1232] manning the mulliondie leaky may at the some lime communicate with the
SET-TOP BOX [5] over the IP conoection to the access Us
Manna fathom sat. The following list summarizes corneas
SET-TOP BOX pj features that abotdd be implemented as
EDGE SWITCH BASIC FEATURES:

[0407] Detect, &coda, and humble multiattolle
Dinned selection protocol
[0408) Detect, decode, and tremble latermiive
vices protocols (e.g. psy-per-view)
[0409] Display text overlay on lop of vWeto Wage
[04111] Control audio output stin
•
[04U] Detect, decode, and translate 011COCIA =Mai
protocol Dor ove.multimedia epplicatices
[04121 Download/imbed device settings and preferences
COMPUTER WORKSTATION FEATURES
[0413] These features retate to the EDGE SWITOPS [1]

ability to provide dam connectivity Enough the COMPUTER DATA INTERFACE [1.41 Data feature examples
exclude:
[0414] Network Addams Transtatlon (NAT) to provide IP addrensmapped for unkiple COMPUTER
WORKSTKIIONS [5];

[0415] Pmgremmehis &twat! features wad to sup.
port file system ptomain and content filtarisg;
10416] Dynamic Host Con Urination Protocol
(DHCPS
[0417] Virtual Mystic (deta) Netwaltiog (VPIsf);
[NW Packet metering for connects that UR QoS
transport services;
[0419] Admission anvil, &sling amber amigomeet, and protocol =mega grooming for SIP call
sessions,

ELICIE SWTTCH OVERRIDE FEATURES [1.26)
[0420] The lean EDGE SWITCH OVERRIDE FEA-

TURES refers to a specific collection of end-nser features
sad function that provide altornadve versioue of EDGE
SWITCH BASIC MATURES [124 they In some way
modify or esteem the behavior of BODE SVPITCH BASIC
FEATURES [1.241 and may be implemented intemelly by
the EDGE SWITCH [1) as alternative versious CALL
PROCESSING APPLICATIONS [123.2] esed to Implement EDGE SWTTCH BASIC FEATURES [1.241 They
may elan be Implemented external to the EDGE S9V1TCH
[I] as NETWORK-BASED OVERRIDE FEATURES [19]
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thet are hosparently and dynatukally evossed tbrongh the
BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK [ill] when the [Moue is invoked. EDON SWITCH OVERRUN FEATURES
I:opium:1W estenially as NETWORK-EASED OVERRIDE FEATURES [19] see acesested by arigh ^ting a SIP
call maim) to a SW APPLICATION SERVER [13],
SYSTEM mamosmorr PLATFORM (2)
10421] AU EOM swrranis (I) provIeloned, con.
figured, maw& and actively mediated by e SYSTEM
MANA0E •/1E1'n PLATFORM dephmad in a carder conical
dike, or meg office equivalent. Ite SYSTEbf MANAGEMENT PLATFORM ie a eatable, folefolerant, hieh,
availability artwork elemeat Ise beam ss tbe moms
between carrier Gironde*, support systems (A.K.A. "moils
oss" or 'Indlovitler interlical imd the EDGE
SWITCHES (1) deployed at the subsalber monk* it dove
not directly panicked° in network swim allvely at any
time, but provides may a sweetie& pdatiaistreitve role.

[em) EDGE SWITCHES [1] do nnt Muslim the carrier
OBS dbentiy, bat do ao only throegh Inediation by software
opplinedons running ao the SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
PLATFORM. The at:aware vadkatione renulog ou the
SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLATFORM support the fa:Inswing DES system IBISIligatan■ functions;

Num Quasi= and upload software leads to the

EDGR SWITCHS3 (1) as part of a provisioning or
upgrade promote

[1424) Dynemically provision EDGE SW ^TCH (1)
service mipabilitias (using WWI settino and poderesoes) encoding to theta Se orkeprovisioniug
model;
(1421 Aothely monitor MOE SWITCH (11service
delivery and report status through curler OSS;
(0426) Remotely retrieve, view, iesd modify EDGE
SWITCH (1) base andigaration and subsoriber
Claes of Snorkel perametees through maim OSS;
[14211 Remotely Waste MOE swrrell [1] diagoolitic' end eyelets Met procerhues, aud provide
capability to capon resehe tinnegtt cander OSS;

[awn Sy uolnunizo EDGE SWITCH [1] Minimalism

with eame infonustioe stored in SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PLA.TFORM detainees aud information
respoottcrits, including clam ot8ervise capebUities,
Clem of Service sattings, subscriber prefereoces,
100111 call routing tables, subscriber service profilers,
and configuration maim;

[0429) Collect event lags frees EDGE SWITCHES
(11 than store is databases and inforcoanou reapedtortes accordhm to prognannod policies;
NA Sort end re-format billable events, then forWW1 to MAU OE;

(0431) Provide for end adepe to ell standardlied
riot OSS requirements related to telecommodcatioes
service delivery (operaticts, administration, management and prostistoniug).

[0432] The software appliCalloos erapparting these DES
system onnagenseet function operate in conjunction with
amiable databeaes arid Inhemation repositories (for balk
starsge) tbst are Integral oomponents IMMO the SYSTEM
NIANAGEMEHT PLATFORM, In some ClUiek SYSIEM
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM alehoes Mote and massage
informeeloo thei duplicates epecific subsets of Informative
stored on he carrier's POLICY SERVER [141. A13 a reenh,
operations support system workflow evade provide for
some level of mochronintioe to ensure consiseenoy
between lbe DES and the carder OSS.
(0433) SYSTEM MA^ AGEMENT PLAI'FORM detebases and iekrmation impost:toxin provide reliable, roan-.
dent Some for the following
[0434] Adminherative idoonstion needed to tack
and menage EDGE STYTTCH [I] deployments at the
subscr➢ er pennies, Mule** a subscriber database
list dandle ils phrysiesi addressee, !softens revision, softens revisioes, and physical locations of
ell MGE swrroits (13 meigned to each sub•
scribe;
10435) Synchronized tutu], copy of all subscriberspecific informal:km stored on ovary EDGE
SWITCH [4 including Class of Service capabili.
ties, Class of Sconce swing*, subscriber prefer6130111, IOWA mil muting MMus, subs:Mem acrviess
profilers, said EDOE SWITCH (1) oontiguration profiles;
[NM SOBWItt loads, event loge, service monde,
billing records, pnwtatoeing templates, diegnoette
reports, end other apustional information reformed
by admiMetrative information or received as output
fmm the EDGE SWITCHES (I) in the COWIN of
network service delivery.
TELEPHONE STATION [3)
(04371 "linninel defies that is plugged into the TstsPHONE LINE INTERFACE
end used fiw voice commode:mints, The term "vela COE11011104Clibus" Mine us the
abEhy of a lerminal device to perticipabs directly or
many an an endpoint io • "voice caU session" A voice call
session is defined u a SIP call endue in which a less one
bearer coneection is tranaporting voka merlin comma. A
TELEPHONES STATION does net seaport SIP network
signal* Ind cumot preset &self to the CP CARRIER
NETWORK (6) al a SIP network signaling cedar:dui; therefore it cement participate directly ha a voice call musky sod
relias upon the EDGE SWITCH (1) to perform the necessary
convenices.
[04311] ATELEPH011E STATION communicates with the
ED611 SWITCH Dj directly through the TELEPHONE
UNE /NUERFACE (1.5) using analog electrical (or potentially digits() device-level tabsphone sigoalirs (Lc. 110t neework simeellag), Beyond suppor ^ for basic teliphone lias
signifies (e.g, on-hook, off-hook, DTMF men generation),
dovice-lavel telephone signalion is used by the TELEPHONE LINE prnasPAcn [Is) to activism and amoral
void femme supported by the TELEPliONE STATION,
arch as iButuiriatiog inearage-wailing indication lamps or to
detect feature key prams by the mac tInieualy, it becomes
the task of the EDGE swiTcH [1] (through the TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE [1.9] and othat internal components) to convert the TELEPHONE SUTTON'S analog
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to digitel di ^ice-level telephone stinting end voice bane•
minket moventions to aod bons IPpeahe ffi contabing SIP
bulwark egad/mg Intonate/00 and digheltreadded voice,
respectively.
[OW] TELEPHONE STATIONS 131 work best with
EDGE swntai [1] fedoras whoa they auppot Anoctioo
key* fhtu tbe EDGE swine pi cm convert to so appropriate der Salaams convention. WOE SWITCH111CALL
PROCESSING APPLICKTIONS [1.13.2] sod NETWORKRAM ENHANCED SERVICES (1,11 are hoplameuted
with the higbeal panda degree of devine•indepandeone,
and Winkle rely ors user inpan (feature key presses) tha^
comply to a known neer irderfeas convention.
[0440] A POTS telephoto with progrunoble
keys or a PBX tokyhond with dedicated Inaction keys dm
both he used oeTELEPHONESTATIONS [3]. In the nee Of
suppordog N P07/3 telephone, the TELEPHONE LI•E
WI-PREACH [19] must embody "SLICC" (Subscriber the
lotalace Chemin thoctionlity whams in the coo of soppolite' a digital PBX telephone, the TELEPHOTO! LINE
INIMPACE [1.9] mon moped s partial* vendor-specific ine-level interface for that &vice.
SET-TOP BOX [4]
[64411 Throsinel &vice that is Orland Into the VIDEO
STREAMING DEVICE INTERFACE (1,6] sod land har
auttlimedia ectinontoicattioes. The term "roultimedis ammateintione rebus to the *WV of a timbal device to
parlitipais directly or iodirectly as an endpoint in e "mei&cab all ansioa." A nsuitimedit can sessloo is donned as
a SIP call maim in which at Oast are borer cormentim
toutporting video reedie comet* In this disc/corm, the term
"video mil sessices" abed, be understood At synonym*:
wins vmultiroodle orll seseloo"Tber use of the troy "video)*
remains to preseavo the gems) coecept of the EDGE
swrce 111 providing support for NU three mottle types:
voice, video, end dos,
[64421 Depending oo termicel device capabilities and cat-

work esobllittee, e Angle roultitnedia calt sexdon nosy
encapsulate soy number of wannest voice, video, end dela
bearer connection timelier:only, end any on of them osay
bc operating in ^ Miff-tholes or full-duplex mode. By
plugging and IfTHERNET swum Pa] too the VIDEO
STRBAMilla DEVICE INTERFACE [LS/ mom than coo
SET-TOP BOX en be concemed to the EDGE SWITCH
[0443] Tb participate to meltimedia call sessions, the
srprop BOX interfaces with le television so, using it ss an
mulled:rani output &vice. A amen swoons may be
connected to and coutiolled by the SET-TOP BOX for
two.wey ondlimedia connoweicatiom As required Sot dkeci
participation in a =althea:Ile call sesaion, tbs SERTOP
BOX supports SW tome& *igniting and posed' itself to
the IP CAR RIER NETWORK [6] es a SIP network signaling
endpcioi It communicates with the EDGE SWITCH [11
through the VIDEO 5111EAMING DEVICE INTERFACE
[151 using: (a) a Qua IP admen* (b) SIP network
signaling; and (c) a number of adieuct, vendor-specific
device cootiol protocols to required to *Mom EDGE
SW/TCH BASIC PEATLIRP-S (t.241desdribed for the SETTOP BOX.

[0444] Suva the ED011 SWITCH (1] is fonettorting aa II
SIP Proxy tierm, roodieting the multimodie can session
orignoted by the SET-TOP BOX, il troy directly communicate with the SET-TOP Bt)X over be nose If coometical
for the payout of aceetenos de Merest feature sets. Mandoe,
epee& device control protocols may be implemented either
et diellool protocols or es SIP exteniont, &pandits co
SET-TOP BOX raquirenteete.

Rom A telephoto Patninat that supporta SIP =Mink

sigmas end that can meant don to ihe IP CARRIER
NETWORK [6] es a SIP network standing endpoint fs
coosidered In be operationally identioll b e SET-TOP BOX.
A No-celled "SIP phone" is an example of Mis type of
termini device, Accordingly, e SIP phone mold be plispd
into the VIDEO sTReamme DEVICE INTERFACE 11,31
und participite dhectly in a voids: eel/ arosicto,
[9414] Whereas i SIP phone moot be controlled directly
by the TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE [t 4] using
devima.level ^elephoto signaling, oxen to its internal feature set too be Accomplished by comomointing with it
through the IP comeation to it, using SIP astensions end
potentially odor nodoe.speonlc device oontrol protocchs as
requited to Imp1121111111 EDGE SWITcH BASIC MATH RES
[1,24] deer.ribed far the 'TELEPHONE STATION 131
[04471 Mitt ditiolosure bee dettlyerstely d ynamited SIP
phones lo be the ranctimal aptivahmt of SEPTOP BOXES
to avoid cresting confusion between the direct control of
telephone femme thmegh die TELEPHONE LUG INTERPACE (Lit) end the Wind control of telephone foams
through vendor-specitic IP protocols.
COMPUTER WORJCSTATION (5)
[Nal Thrittinal &vies that is phis* tato the COM.

PUTTIR DATA OfTERFACE (1.4] turd eyed for deta cornontolostIon. to most cases, this lenotoel device will be e
desktop PC with an Elbows IAN edepler moniog an IP
protwool stock By plugging kg 12THURNET HUB [9] into
doe COMPUTER DATA INTERFACE ['1,4], mon then me
COMPUTER WORKSTATION can be connected to the
EDGE swerce
IP CARRIER NETWORK io
[0449] Lerge-seek, routed iatenot protocol (IP) ammo&
designed to rapport the delivery of voice, video, end del*
ocomateicatioett services to a retbseriber base m y& up of
poteetiany niiHaea ai rtu^ scribers. The EP CARRIER NETWORK is a private network offering controlled access to
public subsesitor bile. It it mood and operated by a
telecommunionions carrier (MLA, "facilities-twined network socks prevideal. It conshis of a backbone network
that is used to teammate:It a nada °Tadao artworks, and
all Imosorission paths ibroogb both the beekboae ontwork
and the mess network are eugiMered to ensure Mat both
signaling said Menu cdtamel egeneotions can be maintained
with a Quality of Service (EloS).
[045II] CloS generally refer* to the ability of the network to
boor conic' quality geannutos (i.e. BilliZg/01 bit transfer
Mrs, munnium allowable lationcy, maximum ellowable
jitter, maximum rate of packet loss, cm) as neoestary to
soppon real-thoo, fall•doplex voice and video calls in arlditioo to providing "best effort" data counduications st
specified minimum binges,
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[04S1) An IP CARRIER NETWORK Is fully teenaged
/mob that its performance (QoS tonmodessioo and service
&livery) is monitored st all limn In Addition, snob a
Homo&

suppOrta the capability to be securely portilioned so

as to logiodly or pbysically samosas subscriber dots, and
subscriber risk type^, hum asch Maw Iwo Virtual Privets
(daU) Networks The IP CARRIER NETWORK is most

ceses is impirmented as a hybrid oetwork is that VP amemotivity ht the network law (06,1 Layer 3) mey bo hampered over an ATM pocket-es/itched Infrassucture la Ibe
data link layer (OSI Layer 2),
BROADBAND ACCESS NE'rWDRE [SI]
Specific type of recess totemic that is desisted to
[04
a relstively high-Mono IP data pails to the subscriber read ea. For tbe purposes of ilia dictums, the term
"high-Made is used loosely hare to characterize a minimum bit cumir mtet of 1211 14M/second for both the
&muumuu (toward tho momise) or upetreem (away from
the premise) direction. Pot CA94i implemestetioss without

video sopped, it is recommended thu BROADBAND
ACCESS NETWORK support a nominal bit ^raasfer rate of
at lust 500 kilobilisecond for both the downsttesso or
upset= direction. Support for video services would require
W megabit/wood downetreem biting capecity.
[0453] lo addition to minimum blisate requirements, the
BROADBAND ACCESS NETWORK aisle' support Q0S
for hs connections, The BROADBAND ACCESS NET.
WORK is ohm deacoled as tbe segment of the IP CARRIER NETWORK [R.1] that bridles the "last ode" between
the venire! offitst and the subscriber premise. Exismpies of
"last mile" technologies that are suitable for miegration into
the BROADBAND NETWORK INTERFACE [1.1] inchtdo
Digital Sobscriter Ulm (DSL), coaxial cable, Ti is unebaomad mode, end Possive °Flint Network (PON).
DC POWER SOURCE [6,2)

•

[0434) Tim EDGE swrma RI is a compstios devise that
requiters a DC POWER SOURCE to operate. BROADBAND ACCESS NETWOP.K8 [II] bared on DSL or
coaled cable woolly mei& power &monis the copper wire
or cable, rirepardivety. Ls some cases, this source is sifficimat
to power theEDGE swrrat(1). Otherwise, power sang be
provided al the premiss.
PSIN [7]
[0455) Public Switched Tidephoste Network. Tho tetwork
depicted In PEG. 1 consisting of CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCHES end a TINA TRANSPORT NETWORK.
C.ENIRAL OFFICE swum [71]
[0435] End-office swildb depioyed in a central office as tbe
PSTN [7] mtwork element used to provide ulaphona service to network subscribent. It is the woo as the CEN'TRAL
OFFICE SWITCH depicted in rte.t. Tbe klepborre features provided by the CENTRAL OFFiCE SWITCH ua
virtually identical to the TELEPHONE STATION FEATURES described as a subset of tbe INTOE SWITCH
BASIC FEACRIRIIS [2.241

TI/EPPRI [7.3)
[4:1457] 71, Itt or ISDN Primary Rate hatarfece
Mink interferes used in Me FM [7]. 11, El, and PRI are

based open stiroubswitobed time divisioe maniples (71:1M)
toolusalegy; they enable the trenothasion of voloe or bearer
chased content slang with varying degrees of network
sigoaling intbrmation,
SS07[03]
[0451) Sigurding System r17; the out-band tinseling notwodi used in the KIN CT),
TDM APPUC,CHON SERVER [7.4)
(045,) Appareling sorver deployed is a central office as a
PSTN f 7j network element used to provide NETWORKBASED ENHANCED SERVICES[113] to network subscribers. The TOM APPLICATION SERVER contain hardware
and bedewing complements required to support the operation
of one or more NETWORK-EASED ENHANCED SER.VICES DPI 11 tyranny preeords access to these service*
through a digital kook interface (see T1/131/PRI [7.2]},
[04611] The TDM APPLICATION SERVER operates conceptually as so array of "coseterter .sontrolledn telephones is
wbkb the wake ionic unitatned I. a software appacsdos
pogrom ropier= a human Of44474 as the controUiog entity.
According to this model, the softwae spplir-ation propos
is obis to IWO a variety of sye^em resountes (dalsbases,
speech recosnition system, media stomp systems) to pm.
vide compsotsconireled, persooelized ordwork services to
connectios voice telephones.
PS774 OATEWAY [0]
[0461)

ESN

coutectivity element that touslates network

signal* And bower dottrel encoding formats so as to
losable a call sessitto to which arte and of Ibis call is * SIP
network sigasling endpoint is ibe IP CARRIER NET.
WOR.% [6] ioxl tha odor rad is a hasty TDM endpoint
the PM (71
ETHERNET HUB [0)
[0462] Simple, low-coot, moth-port data distributive

device that otabloe data comomerioadccoa to occur banned
all network devices plugged ioto it using Edward tochnedogy or the equivalent. Mk type of device bat only modest
traimulieion ospiscity and therefore marmot guanntee that a
=tato misimalbsodwidth is maintsined for mob dux path
passion through it, This &vice may operate in a wired or
wireless capacity.
DNS SE.RVER ruo
[0463] Distributed ambles application (A.K.A, "Domain
Naming Sarver") that works at the traesport layer (OS1
Layer 4—above the petwork Ism) to provide neroa-toaddress mapping for all cheat epplkations io tul IP network,
The client applications can isclude c-mait, web bastion, esti
SIP-based telecommusicatious. It is a campoonni in the
DES caul= roferesPe network =Nemo= and serves nodSple purposes as it would in my 1P•boeed network architecture.
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[ow] rbtoil pthotokt DNS ssRVPI fonciloo shod out
as moat siseificast to the operation of the DES:

[0465) Translete generic networkelentent 0101103
out or atom IP eddreeses that ourespond to enrol
physi •al initseCes of that network tilement type
[04661 Convert 11.164 dialing nombers into IP
addresses as required for call routing with the IP
netts:se
C4467) Bitable load balancing by provideg IP
addresses for multiple instances of a militia type of
network elernent or ethos network ;mem.
WEB SERVER [11)
[0401 Softwent apolication poseur that iroplethents support for the "web server" fooctionality duaibed by IETP
RFC 2068 on Hypertext Trundle Protneolo—HTIP Version
LI (HTIT). The WEB SERVER is a component to the DES
carrier nether= network exeithectore and primarily used as
a memo to amble wabecoliers to comannoloste Lodirectly
of intereotee
with EDGE SWITCHES [I] tto the
service delivery.
configuration and interactive
[846.9] With respect to intentedve arolgoredoet, the WES
SERVER prunes s web broweeeliesed snmecel user eta.
fens that ambles subecribeen to selectively enable or disable
Clue of Sesvice setter and them to rootrol or lope
prothreacea that relate to dus delivery of activated ontwork
service% The WEB SERVER performs so entbendeated
los-Lo to the subscriber's EWE swrrce No thus
funetioes ea ea ithermedlary agent to ennuis that dm sobsonber'e Renege sod prothreoces are written to the target
EDGE swrrce (xl is a some and mottectically =act
memos
[6478) lb support tolerative network service dogvay to
the subscriber, the WER SERVER owe ape forictioas es
aq intenoetilary agent. busting 44stvico-calitad application
that enable browser-based eteractioes between time trubswim and the EDOE swum [2]. TLe wo SERVER
agate podiums an gethenticated log-in to the subscriber's
EDGE SWITCH but the time for the pogrom of (a)
eccesethis call log dete stored within it so thal 0 may be used
as ropleation dela, and (b) exerting cootrol over rotund
EDGE SWITCH [1) futures, snob as originates or auswerins a ail
SIP PROXY SERVER. pzi
[4471] This term refers specifsnany lo a netveart•based
implemenuttiou of a strod-alone SIP Proxy Server (or SIP
Proxy Sava cluster) and not to the SIP Proxy Server
flectionelity seppocted by the SIP PROPOCOL STACK
While the SIP Proxy Server fenstirmality supported
by both is ementially identical they °perste iodependently
in support of dile/rat roles.
[IN72] Aceording to [ETV EEC 2543 on SIP: Seaton
lottistket Protocol R SIP PROXY SERVER is defined as
follows:
[43473] "An intermediary program that into as both ■
server and e client for the purpose of nuking
requests on behalf of other clients. Requests are
serviced internally or by passim then on, posathly

after heed :lion, to other =VOW A proxy inks/seta,
and, if oaceesup, mates a request eiesinge befaee
formates IL"
[0474] Ilm SIP PROXY SERVER is a component to the
I)E5 informal cease network erebilectute nod I. ieptired
to support away SIP network siguiding opeetione within it
by shuttling SIP mesengeit hawk arid forth between two or
more SIP User Agents participating ki a SIP call session.
L04151 SParAcrdlYs the SIP PROXY SERVER functions
touch She ICI intermediuy SIP menage router to ewe diet
the SIP network *limiting messages to/frona the SIP end.
points in the notes* ars allimately channeled to the correct
destination. In ibis message-totiling caper" several SIP
PRCOCY SERVERS cen cooperate to peu MP network
sisualing otesearps Notirectionally through a hierarchy of
SIP PROXY MYERS, each of which gee it closer to the
target mareotoL Slit PROXY SERVERS access both the
ONS SP,.RVER [18] end rhe POLICY SERVER [14] itt
determine how to route SIP dall sessions within the IP
CAP.REER t4EIWORK [61
SRI AYPLICATION SERVER

[13]

[04761 ESN commetivity obement deployed to an W CARRIER NETWORK [6) to provide PEETWORIGBASED
ENHANCZDSPIVICES [111) to network subeerthere. Ihe
SIP APPLICATION mown eroding Moderate and softwee competent; sequin:id for the operation of one or 100/t
Nurwou,BAsso ENHANCED SERVICES [in It resees itself as a SIP maws& aigrettes tadpole that may
ammoniate with any other Wirework eignalios endpcdid
in a SIP eV 9COBiCSA.
[t^ tTi] I^ is resumed that the SIP APR-IC.4110N
SERVER will psovide a meow, directly or indirectly; to
support ooe or more RTP bearer chemist oosurecticias that are
likely to be uttered for voice or unshimedie call sessions,
Bemuse bearer Awe capabilities Ex these SIP-basad
sessions are ercomed, the MP APPLICATION SERVER
may viewed coomptually to operate as as array of "coinputer-cootrolted" voice Of multimedia termed* in which the
service loge couteined io e soften application program
repel:as a humeri "Intro es the cootrolling unity.
[04781 Mewling in this model, the nottwere application
progress is able to me e variety of system re.eources (dsubasea, speech recognition system', media Mouse systems)
to provide conspone-oontrolled, pensonalized network davit:as to coomerting yoke or orultheedie ermine*
[8i478] As a couerreveve dile foci that moat tall sessions
in which the SIP APPLICATION SEAM participates are
mediated through s SIP PROXY SERVIER [121 each SIP
adtpralins yids created to season these call session% may be
used es a contend to invoke addIdooal capabilities of dte SIP
PROXY SERVER pal
[11480] By orebandng SIP messages with the SIP PROXY
SERVER []2) (through the SIP signalivg path created to
9OppOft a call scission), the application program responsible
for coonolliog ^ caB session may perform complex colt
control operations, such as to transfer calls, sdrildruP call
participants, or comma to a specietthed type of SIP APPLICATION SERVER []31 called a 'audit server' for the
purpose of Jenkins mule eerviass. A media server is
capable of supporting media-iirtenaive applioatine services
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nab as speech recognition, interactive voice response, oc
eausio-owbold. Media soma am called "dirdog servos°
wino Om interpret aud mosoutto isteraotive voice remounts
isommendes written in Vein XML.
POUCY SERVER [141
[44111 CollardIon of database applications owned * oper.
Mod, and mainnined by the carrier for the purpose of
unnaging network envier' dodivery to antefO■k intperibanj.
These deaths', applications aro referred to collectively as a
POLICY SERVER for two mourn
[04112) (a) It is a pmetined impossibnity to mouratety
ellemeteriste "gentile venter policy database
server malimarstios; carrier networir elements of this
type will vary according to tbeir unique network
infrastructure temiromenta;
[04133 (b) It ts a practical imposaibilky to accurately
clunacterine how a piatimilar toner logieally organizes its infonnatiom nob may conceive schema
andrhe ambient data objects is very different waYe
that will vary tecordhog to their trainee network
infrastruature remireorentsi
[0484] The POUCY SERVER Met reposeats a logiaal
entity that stofOli ease Mitt mtwork orretional support Min.
endue and Noble DES system elmte to mass that
Mformation. Information stored on the POLICY SERVER
Wander
[0485] Subscriber-aped de information (Class of Ser.
Tiee, scroupt status swan profiles, preferences);
[04/16] Coneectios policies old related can rooting
irtformaticoo; dialing pion
Billing policies and nee pleas for service
1448avery; Genera network authentication terrine
for an baton and machine neva.
[040111 The connecdom policies are abstract dets regrowntattoos o[ the control fordc oaceemay to route calls, !moles
services, amd perform other interconnection operations tint
darns the behavior of tho SIP PROXY SERVER. [12] or it
esistdishes specific W I paths through the IP CARRIER
NETWORK [6).
NETWORK Puovmorallo SYSTEM (15)
[0409) Network operation support system used by carrier
to enable, disable, or modify network aervice delivery for
network subscribers.
NETWORK OPERATIONS CENITit [16]
[0490] Network operitives support system used by carrier
to conilgure, moultor, troulokshoot, aed manage 'network
elements involved to deUvering network servirses to wood(
subscribers
NETWOPX BILLING SYSTEM [17]
[0491] Network operation soppy's' syetem used by carrier
to collect billies records Bran net•ork elatuents involved ia
delivering network services to network subscribem, and then
to =wen them to 4:Alabama invoices based on billing
policies and rate plum

NETWORK-EASED ENHANCED SERVICES
[181
[0492] tn oontrant to NETWORKEASED OVERAWE
FROMM 119), biliTWORIGHASED ENHANCED IS•
vials me typkedly stesd-alorre Mum& services that potions complete, independent funetiorm they are not Imo.
liontily bowl to any EDGE SWTTCH feature, but an
generally eccessible Iluorgh the W CARE= NETWORK
[6] using TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] and/or SET-TOP
BOXES [41plegged iuto old EDGE SWITCH [II They ere
geourel•intereet meantime that appeal to a wide audience,
[0443) Erairoplas of NETWORK:BASED ENHANCED
SERVICES include voice call-asswering, group audio con•
ramming, language inesla don services, or video content
delivery. Most NETWORK-BASED ENHANCED SERVICES am etutable to be offered se either stand-alooe
application or as port of an mod swine package that
incorporates other features and services, An importiot
Mutton between EWE SWITCH BASIC FEATURES
[1.24) and NETWORKBASED ENHANCED SERVICES
* noel the tatter are not sobwitines for, or oltemetive versinns
of, EDGE SWITCH BASIC MIXTURES (124), but ars
independent, corapardon network IligYfrea with WWI
MOE SWITCH BASIC FEATURES [1,24] rinui Inman.
mate.
NETWORK-BASED OVERRIDE FEATURES [11)
[0494] Speciel-pormee, network-band applications that
week in collimation with EDGE SWITCH OVERRIDE
FEATURES 11.25) for the moose of imparting the EDGE
SWTTCH [1] with mom obrurced feeture delivery elipshilldets, Advanced feetwore of this type are Incrly to typal to
Daly a telect passel of subscribers ondfor IWO pouswially
cosily to implored; thus May do rot men the requirentems
necessary to be implemented as EDGE SWTTCTI 13ASIC
FEATURES [1.241.
[0499] An simple mum& of a NETWORK-BASED
mama FEATURE is ste "inbound can roaragerneor
aetmork•based application (bnplementing the throne) that
enebbas Oro eesi-user In eccept or deny an ineoming wA front
the PC desktop. ha Mil case, the EDGE SWTTCH[1] would
tranafer the intoned call to a networia•besed application
rather Men simply ringing the TELEPHONE STATION DI
The network-bored application would suppoet a NETWORK-BASP.D OVERRIDE FEATURE that would prenut
the identity of the calling party on the PC desktop (Ituomb
a web browser graphic'tol user interface). If the eud-oser
accepts the incorabg cal through the web browser graphical
11113r interfaca, the NETWORK-BASED OVERR1DE FEATURE iseasfers the call back to the EDGE SWITCH [1]
witb a mirker Minating that call-semp should be allow to
proceed its the normal Whims
ETHERNET swrrat [20)
[0496) Multi-port tiala distribution device bond on Ethernet techaology. The ETHERNET SWITC• embles clan
commuoir.arione to occur between all ne 'work devices
plugged iato it at the MIK time, and is able [0 glaraill"
onont of baerhvidth for each data traosmiarrion
path pealing through it. nits device may operate io a wircd
or wireless capacity.
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S'UBSCRIBBR NerwoRK INIERPACh (pars)
1/21

[0497] Demareation point that Mane the interface
between ihe ptaWki markt netwolk (MTN Eli or IP CAXRIER NETWORK. (6) and the subserlbas ie inside wiring
plan The SUBSCRIBER fiETWORK INTERFACE
(A.KA."'lle100 Botta= Peaty") is romired to be physically located in a "publicly Nowak piece." Its phytical
manifeeletiart Is nuelly ri modest win interfacte device
(channel bank) used to tonceat copper wires ftom the street
to the copper void= within the Premise• Prom * relialtdorY
perspective, everything oe the network wide of the SUBS-C=0. NETWORK an'oatma ts the respemeibdity of
Me carrier end everything on the premier Inds is the responsibility of the sebacriber. Por wanderstal telephone service,
the SUBSCRIBER NETWORK. INTERPACB is usually
located on the onside of the widens. Businewe often
have more complex teendeation requirsearmts and allocate
wiriog closet to serve Ibis ➢urpose.
104911) A wan of eestrodiments of the invention have
been Wailed Nevertheless, it will be understood that
various =dilation may be made without departing from
the spirit mul scope of the invelnion. &willingly, other
embodiments we winlo the scope of the following Wins.
What is dented im
1.A restv,ork device consprteingt
4 phrrelity of earoesurdolion ioterfnea, including a tele-

Pbac line Widen, e computer dins ieterface. and a
bcoadband network interface;
a procester,
oneldneireedeble stomps medium which during use
stoma Leah processing applicedoo and service profile*,
and which notes execute* instructions to =chain
communications betwece the plurality of communionduo =whims, the instructions mane the network
device to
deuce network signaling mut or trigger perms iu a
teleplays* call and
Invoke the call processing applicados in =mow to the
detected network signaling one% or hi gher Paiute,
the cell proem:tag :monad= opermiog amording
to prameters defined in the service maim
2.The network device of Wirral, wherein the Murray of
coremnineetion Werra= farther intshules a vine Jamming
device interface.
3. The tertvott device of chat 1, wherein the broadband
orawork Interface tandems' a inoadinind network link that
joist 4 crammer promisee to a packet ender network.
4, The network device of claim loan/min the instructions
further cause the network device to reale IP data between tbo
computer dna interface and die broadband network inter.
face.
5. The nrAwork device of cleim 1, wherein the ntervork
device is =Wien in a single physical eceloone.
6.The network device of claim 1, wherein the =strontium
further CUM the network device to provide & runt SIP prosy
&seat to represent a telephone that uses tbe teloph000 line
interface, and provide e snood Wormy meet to represent
a computer that uses tbo computer data interface.

7. The network device of plaint 1, wherein the =nage
medium arks use further Amos cell toutiog tables, end
the instactione further cane the network device to per•
form mil routing fin telephone cells that um the
telephone line interface.
R. The nehrork tkTiCel of claim 1, whereto tin obrella
medium desks use further slow cell rend= tables, end
the testreetioas fOrdrer muss the nehvork device to perftrrm rall tenting for telephone calls secordiog W the
call when Alm, the telephone calls using he telephone Hao ins/fem.
9. A network device vomprising:
■ pima), of commenced= =mitten, iocluding a telephone line interface, a computer date toterfece, and a
browband network imerfenat
a proceesor;

s machine-readable stomp mak= which during on
tarn call toeing take, and which Wow executable
instructions to median onemenicalinus hawse the
plerellty of intothera, tin instructions causing the
network device to perform mil mull= accordlog to the
ca/1 coming tables, the telephone =Eta using the briepbale Itue iniesisos.
10. 'Tbe network devios of claim 9, Mende can Toed=
Mendes peer-blue mil signing Maumee oteetnmer premise* aver e abated IP network.
11. The network device of Mahn 10, wherein the call
signaling is performed without inquiries elatethl elements of
the shared IP Intermit above 160 JP Infrastructure.
12. The osmotic devil* of Who 10, wherein the tendti *id network interface tenotkules a link that joins the
network device to the shared tF network.
13. The network device of claim 9, whereie call mud=
includon cell signahog to a MTN endpoint vie 4 PSTN
mummy that ie reaclable over the broadband ornwork
intortace.
It The network device of claim 9, whereto the netwodt
device is contained in e stogie physical 611010/1/1V.
15. Tbo network device of claim 9, wherein the instructions further cause '1W =tweak device to route E' date
bolero= the eomputer data Wee= and the broadbad
=two& interfece.
It The novo* device of Wins 9, wherein the plurality
of communised= Interfaces further include* a video
streaming device interface.
17. A network device enomeirrinin
a plurality of communicedon interfacas, including a telephone line interface, a compeer date interface, and ^
brosibuld net ^ork idolize;
a processor; and
a unchineicadable storage medium win= stone
obit iostructinen to mediate communitations between
no plurality of interfaces, the instrections musing the
network device to log a teleplaone event record to a
telephoo* event repository, the event record describing
a telephone call communization medined by the network device.
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18, The oetwork device of Cilia 17, wherein the telephone event repository is inialuded in the octant* device,
V. The netwodt device of clam 17, wherein the telephone event monitor/ if ten* relative to the network
devil*
20.T1e Dense* device of Gleba 17, Wherein tbe nenwet
&vice is cootainul a abatis physland esicloante,
21.T1e network device ot tithe 17, wheal& Itse plurality
of communicatin interfaces Whet includes a video
etreauting device intinfece.
72. A eerie** desks compriring:
broulband aetwoak inteefecte
a plurettty of Inierfeces, including a telephone lice interface and a computer dela interfere;
a promisor; aud
maohine-rearlable stooge medium tbu mores prUCCUOTexecutable basher:tins Io provide proxy agoras, the
inetruction causing tbe network device to
provide a telephom SIP proxy agent to represent
non-SEP telephone that use ■ its telephone line inlet.
fete, and
•
provide a distinct SIP proxy agent fee each additional
device thal uses ao interface hi the plurality of
Wiesen, and
the trentections further causing the ne^work devils lin
implunern a pmey aerver that mediates all SIP
agOICIUMICAd005 over the broadband =Mind interface involving the non-SIP teleplmoe and the each
addition! devices.
23.The network device of data 22, wherein the compose
data Lonrho puns IP data,
24.The network device of Maim 22, whweie the plurality
of interfuse includes a video streaming device interface.
25.The artwork davits of MPhil 22, whemin the nail/oak
device is contained In a single physical enclosure.

26. A method for tratabliabios a voice-over-packet neework eschkeeters, the method compriebill
Tonnes a %yam menet meant platform In a shored
packet network, the amine mentement plattorro
testing call log dais froot a Only of network
devIceg and
distrinating the plumlity of network devices that each
include
a telephone line iolereeee,
a computer data lowborn,
a broadbaud network interface terminating a link from
the shared packet network,
a promisor, sad
a anabionveadahle storage medium storing processorexecutable instructions toward Udepboue caBs, the
instrections caustog etch entwoak device to route
telephone molls in a pear-to-peer fashion over tba
altered picket network and to send call log dela to the
steams management platform.
27. The method of clam 26, wherein for each device the
handmaid network interface terminates a Mak from the
%bend pocket network.
211„. The method of claim 26, whose% the rooting of
tebplanos calls ineledes SIP sigualiat.
2P. lb* endhod of Maim 26, wherein tbs stormy medium
Anther stoma proversol•eurealeble Instractions to egt ae tot
SIP Foxy server for devices using the talsphooe nee ideaPace amt for devices mkt the ammeter data ioterfkort.
36. The method or elakil 26, whereto the shared prneket
uMwork nee IP protocols.
31. The meshed of claim 26, whistle the shred packet
network ism "coo protocote.
32. The method of Maim 26, whonio the plurality of
network devices cada bother iodide a =leo anemias
device interface

• ♦♦
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN Dignucr OF TEXAS
TEXARKANA DIVISION

ESN, LLC,
Plaintiff,
v.
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., and
CISCO-LINKSYS, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)
) Civil Action No. 5:07-cv-I56-DF-CMC
)
)
JURY DEMANDED
)
)

EXIIIBIT B
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Peter McAndrews

Cc:
Subject:

b.hollander5874Quma4l,com
Friday, Auguat 11, 2006 1:36 PM
legalecisco.com
gglrard@pirardcp.com; Peter !vieAndrews
Patent application of interest in Cisco

Attachments:

ENVELOPE.TXT

From:
8ent:

ENVa.011147".(2
KB)

To whom it may concern:

I am a member of ESN, LLC located in Hartford, CT. The other Member of the aompany ie
Greg Girard, the inventor of published U.S. Patent Application No. 10/122,589, entitled
Distributed Edge Switching Syetem For Voice-Over-Packet Multiservice Network. The Chicago
law firm of McAndrews, Held & Malloy ie our outaide law firm.
We have begun diacessions with potential infringere and patent inveators who could benefit
from owning the application or owning/licensing the patent(e) that iusue from the

application. Based on our review of publicly,available information about certain of

Cisco's VoIP products, and Cleating pUblinhed U.S.Patent Application No. 2006/0089991,
entitled Providing A Proxy Server Feature At An Endpoint, it would appear that Cisco might
have an intereat in exploring such a business traneaction.
We have a clear aense of the type of transaction we would be willing to do now, which we
believe would be attractive to Cisco. We would be prepared to share our ideas with you ea
part of a serious buainees discuseion.
Brian L. Hollander
3SN, LLC
860-916-7200

b.hollander5874ngmail.com

1
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Peter McAndrews
b.hollander5674agmall.com
Friday, August 11, 2006 /:53 PM

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

dproctontcisco.com

Subject:

ggirardi!girardcp.com; Peter McAndrews
U. S. Patent Appkation 10/122,689

Attachments:

ENVELOPE.TXT

ENVEISPB.IX7(2
MI)

Dear Mr, Proctor,
I am sending this email to you because you appear to be the most appropriate member of the
Executive Team listed on the Cies* webeite to reueive a VoIP related communication. I
tried to locate inside patent counsel through a Cisco operator, but as I am sure you know
this is an impossible teak without a name.
I am a Member of ESN, LLC located in Hartford, CT, The other Member of the company is
Greg Girard, the inventor of published U.S. Patent Application No. 10/122,589, entitled
Distributed Edge Switching Syetem For Voice-Over-Packet Multiservice Network. The Chicago
law firm of McAndrews, Held & malloy io our outaide law firm.

We have begun diecnesions with potential infringers and patent investors
from owning the application or owning/liceng ing the patent(e) that issue
application. Based on our review of publicly available information about

who could benefit
from the
certain of

Cisco , s VoIP products, and Cisco's published U,S.Patent Application No. 2006/0089991,
entitled Providing A Proxy Server Feature At An Endpoint, it would appear that Cisco might
have an interest in exploring such a business transaction.
a clear sense of the type of transaction we would be willing to do now, which we
believe would be attractive to Cisco. We would be prepared to share our ideae with you as

We have

part of a serious buoinens discussion.
Brian L. Hollander

EsN, LLC
860-916-7200
b.hollander56740gmail.com
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTR/CT OF TEXAS
TEXARKANA DIVISION
ESN, LLC,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

v.

) Civil Action Na. 5:07-cv-156-DF-CMC

CISCO SYSTEMS, 1INC., and
C1SCO-LINKSYS, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)

JURY DEMANDED

EXHIBIT C
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mcandrews

hIcAtiDlitiVi NtL.0WM14Y LTV

SOO WENT MANSON MEET 54111 RAOR CA6ltS0 kW= SIMI
(7) TM WOO V) in no GM WWW.muarerews-ip.aorn

PETRR 1, haantatiNea
(1) Ill 171 •4110
pmuuldrewoeopmxkorip,4401

June 8, 2007
VIA EMAIL
Kurt M. Pa ^kratz
Baker Botts L.L.P.
2001 Ross Avenue
Dallas, TX 76201-2480
Re: U.S. Patent Application Publication Na. 200210176404
Dear Kurt,
We ate somewhat disappointed that Cisco is refusing to hoki open and hortest
discussions pursuant to Rule 408 in an effort to avoid litigation. Nevertheless, we
believe that both parties can benefit from moving forward with discussions that may lead
to Cisco taking a license tb, or purchasing, ESN, LLC's pending U.S. Patent Application
Pubtication No. 2002/0176404 ("the '404 Appilcation") and the related U.S. Patent
Application Publication No. 2007/0110043 ("the '043 AppktatIon''). We base this
primarily on a firm belief that Cisco Is, and has been, making, using, selling, and offering
for sale products that embody the subject matter of one or more claims of the '404
Application:
A preliminary analysis of en example Cisco product In view of example pending claims of
the '4oa Application is provided in the attached claim chart (Exhibit A). Our analysis is
obviously preliminary In view of the fact that it Is based upon the limited technical
InfOrmation that Is publicly available for these products. Only the Cisco !SR 2861 is
analyzed in the attatted claim chart as an example, however, we believe that the
following products embody the subject matter of one or more claims of the '404
Application:
• the Linkers SPA-9000 product (at least as configured with the components
described In Exhibit B attached hereto)
• the Linksys One SVR-3000 product (at least as configured with the components
described in Exhibit C attached hereto)

Cisco's products and related conduct also contribute to and/or induce the practice of methods covered by
one or more claims of the '404 application.
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Kurt M. Pankratz
June 8, 2007
Page 2
• Cisco 1SR models, for example, the 2800 and 3800 series models, which include
Cisco's CaliManager Express or Communication Manager Express.
Your letter states that you have s'revIewed . the '404 Application and do not believe that it
has relevance to any current or planned Cisco products? While we doubt the sinuerity of
that statement, we request that you explain the facts and analyses upon which you
based this statement Additionally, after you have had a chance to review our
preliminary analysis, If you disagree with our analysis In any way, we invite you to point
out and explain any disagreement with our analysis and provide any information that you
believe may support your explanation. We ask for a complete analysis since on present
information we would be seeking enhanced damages, W litigation ensues, for any
continued infringement beyond the issue date of the '404 application.
Your paragraph atbibuting statements to us remitting the relationship between the '404
Application and Cisco's pending U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 101973,146 rthe '10
Application) mischaracterizes the patties' communications on this topic. We further note
that you fail to point out what references, if any, are relevant or material to the
prosecution of the '404 Application due to a relationship to the '146 Application.
Undoubtedly, this is due In part to the fact that Cisco, through your firm, has made
arguments to the U.S. Patent Office that are contrary to such a position. Whatever the
Intent of your discussion of references cited against the '146 Application, the issue is
moot since we have disclosed all such referenees to the U.S. Patent Office in the
prosecution of the '404 Application.
More to the point, we do not believe, that any of the references cited against the '146
Applicatkin are material to the exaMination of the '404 Appacation. Indeed, many do not
even qualify as prior art given that the priority date for the '404 Application is two and '
o ^e haff years prior to that of Cisco's '146 Application. 'Thus, we are confident that the
pending claims will be allowed in their present form.
Since we fully expect the current claims to issue in their present form, upon issuance of
the '404 Application as a patent, potential damages In a patent Infringement action wil
include all Infringing activity occurring since Cisco had actual knowledge of the published
'404 Appilcatk.m. Cisco has had actual knowledge since at least as early as August 11,
2006.
While we had hoped that the parties exchange would not devolve to the discussion of
litigation, your asserted ignorance of the relevance of the '404 Patent to Cisco's product
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Kurt M. Pankratz
June 8, 2007
Page 3
10 mohths after ESN brought it to Cisco's attention (with numerous written and verbal
communications betWeen Mr. Lang and Mr. Hollander In the Interim) and the obvious
attempt in your letter to fabricate an inequitable conduct defense, suggests that ESN
May have to pursue other means to resolve this dispute. Nevertheless, ESN is wiliIng to
delay coMpleting certain alternative business ammgemente for a short time to provide
an opportunity to discuss a reasonable business arrangement W Cisco has a serious
Interest in having such a discussion.
We look forward to recelAng your response.

, Peter J. McAndrews
Enclosures
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Exhibit A
nelbninary Comparison of '404 Auolication Claim to Cisco's
Chtis1 I

1. A network device

qt. 2851

TEIR 2851

The ISR 2851 is a network device.

comprising:
a plurality of
commimication interfaces,
including a telephone, lino
internam, a computer data
interface, and a broadband
network interface; •

1

a processor;
a machine-readable
storage medium which
dining use stores a call
procteesing application smd
service profiles, and vvhioh
stores eorecutable
instructions to mediate
communications between
the plurality of
"nmuulicati°111 interlace°,

Tho ISR 2851 includes a telt:Phone line interface for
=meeting, for example, analog telephones or fax
machines, For example, the ISR 2851 is configured to
inchide one or more Extension Voice IViodulea C'EV1v1").
The type of INNS depends on the nature and number of
the analog cemiections.
The lifit 28513=113de'; a computer data interflwe for
°meeting, for teuunple, computers to allow the
computers to communicate data over the Internet via the
broadband access network. Por example, the ISR 2851 is
configured to inciude one or more Ethernet interfaces.
The ISR 2851 includes a broadbrmd =two* hiterface for
connecting the 2851 to a broadband amass network. For
ample, the ISR 2851 is configured to include one or
more High-Speed Wan Interface Cards ("HWIC"). The
type of HWIC depends on the broadband acetate network
autism

Then. 2851 includes one or more processors.
lle ISR 2851 includea a machine-readable storage
medium that stores, among other syetem software.
emoportente end databases, Ciseo's "Conmaardeatkrt
Manager Express" (formerly "CaliManager Express")
software inetructions ("CIA13").
CME software instructions that mediate communications
, between ISR 2851 interfaces itialudes one or more cal/
processing applications (i.e. Session Applications)
°penning in concert with, e.g., a Virtual Telephony
Service Provider Interface, a Packet Network Service
Provider, and a Call Control API.
Service profiles stored on the ISR 2851 contain, for
example, call routing tables (dial peers), call routing
policies, user-specific capabilits/settings, adnunistrative
information, and user authentication data.

Virtual Telephony Service Provider orrsz interface and
the instructicevt causing
the network device to detect ' Packet Network Service Provider (PNSP) detect network
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network signaling events or
trigger points in a telephone
call and invoke the call
processing application in
, responee to the detected
■ network signaling events or
ix11180.1 Points,

signaling mute imd deviee-itseel states itcmi malog
telephones and IP telephoues, respectively, that two
participating in a telephone call. The telephone may be
interfaced directly to the ISR 2851 or accessible to the MR.
2851 by communicating through the broadband mese
network.
The VTSP and PNSP Make these events and states
available to the Call Control API (CCAFI). The CCAPI
thou makes thorn available to a Session Application.
According to its service logic, the Session Applicatiaa
may respond by invoking a particular CCAPI operation
that controls: the delivery of a puticular mans service;
the overall progression oft ^o telephone call; the number
of call participants; and/or the activation of telephone
feature defi ^ed for a calling service.

the call processing
application operating
according to parameters
defined in the service
profiles.

A Session Application relies upon, inter Ed* call netting
tables (dial pens), call routing pol^cies, user-epecific
capabilitiee/settings, administrative information, and uset
authentication data when executing its service logic.
ISR 2851

Claim 22

The ISR 2851 is a network device.

22. A. networic device
comPrising:
a broadband netvvork
interface;

.
a plurality of interflices,
including a telephone line
interfsee and a computer
data interfaore

a processor, and

The ISR 2851 inciudes a broadband network interface for
connecting the 2851 to a broadband accent network. For
example, the MR 2851 is configured to include one or
more }figh-Speed Wan Interface Cards (411WIC"). The
type of HWIC depends on the broadband access network
carrier.
The ISR 2851 inductee a telephone line interfece for
cormeoting, for example, analog telephones or fax
machines. For example, the LSR 2851 is configured to
include o ^e co- more 13xtenaion Voice Modules ("EVM").
The type of EVM &Toads on the nattuo and number of
the analog connections.
The ISR 2851 includes a computer data interface for
connecting, for example, computers to allow the
computers to conummicate data over the Internet via the
broadband acme network. For exiunple, the ISR 2851 is
wagered to include one °more Ethernet interfaces.
The LSR 2851 Includes one or more processors.
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a nusohlue-readable
storage medium that stores
processovexecutable
instructions to provide SIP
agerats,
the Instnrctions causing
the network device to
provid.e a SIP user agent to
represent a non-SIP
telephone thet uses the
telephone line inter/hoe, and

•

The ISR 2851 includes a marline-readable storage
toedium comprising storage &vain loottted withirt the
ISR 2851. Inabuctions stored on the storage devices
colleetively provide, tbr example, one or more SIP agents:
a SIP user agent, a SIP proxy, SIP redirect service, and a
back-to-back SIP user agent.
A SIP user agent is used to represent each analog (nonSIP) telephone interheed to a telephone line interface
provided by at) ISR 2851 Extension Voice Module
("EVM).
An analog telephone interfaced to the 13VM is monitored
and controlled by the CME Vithial Telephcmy Service
Provider (VTSP) interface software element. The VTSP
operates in minced with the CMS Call Control API and
one or more Swahili ,Applications to enable the telephone
to be represented by a SIP user agent that per/buns SIP
communications on behalf of the tekpbone. This SIP user
agent enables the telephone to be managtsd as a STP
endpoint device by the back-to-beck user agent, an
element of therSIP proxy executing within the ISR 2851.

an histructions briber
causing the network device
to implemeat a SIP proxy
server that mediates all SIP
commtmications over the
broadband network interface
involving the non-SIP
telephone.

The CME also causes the ISR 2851 to bnplement a SIP
proxy server that mediates all SIP communications over
the broadband network interface involving the ixsa-SIP
(analog) telephone. In particular, the ISR 2851 provides a
"stateful" SIP proxy that includes a back-to-back user
agent.

Clahn 26

ISA 2851

26. A method for
establiehing a voice-overpacket network architecture,
the method compxiain g

Cisco pmvides the ISR 2851 and related equipinent which
establishes a voice-over-packet netwerk.

locating a crystem
management platform in a
shared packet network, the
system management
platform collecting call log
data from a plurality of
network devices; and

Cisco provides a range of a system management platforms
to be deployed in a shared packet network. For example,
Cisco provides the MIND-M.E.W.S. that may collect call
records dxr* ectly fi two or more ISRa

distributing the plurality Cisco provides 1SRs, el., ISR 2851s or other ISRa.
of network devices that each
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include a telePhana Una
iatadaaa, a camPutax data
into:film, a broadband
network interfate
term^nating a kik fitni the
shared packet netwadc,

The 1SR 2851 includes a telepho ^e line interfaee for
conneeting, for maniple, maks telephone. or fax
machines, For example, the 1SR 2851 is oonfigured to
include one or rnore Extension Voice Modules ("EWA"),
The type of EVM depends on the nature and number of
the analog ounnections.
The ISR 2851 includes a computer data interike for
connecting, for example, comptters or SIP phones to
allow the compute^" or SIP phon.ea to commuuicate data
(including voice data) over the htemet. For example, the
1SR 2851 is configured to include one or more Ethernet
baterfaem,

•
a ruutessor, and

.

The ISR 2851 includes a broadband network interfsce for
connecting the 2851 to a brow:foamd access network. For
exempla, the ISR 2851 is configured to include one or
more High-Speed Wan Interface Cards ("HWIC'). The
type of HAW depends on the broadband mom network
carrier.
The ISR 2851 includes one or more prneessors,

a machine-readable
storage medinm storing
procestrovexecutabkt
instructions to control
telephone calla, the
instructions causing each
network device to

The 18R 2851 includes a machine-readable storage
medium that stores tr"iBCD'® "Commtmioation Munger
Express" (formerly "CallMantger Express) software
instructions ("ME"),
The CME controls telephone calls made through the ISR

route telephone calla in a
peor-to-peser fashion over '
the shared packet network
and

The CIME routes telephone calls in a peer-topeer filiation
over the shared packet network between OssfEVISRe.

to send call log data to
the system management
platten°.

The CME sends call log data to the data collection
subsystem of the currently deployed system managenumt
platibrra, e.g. the MEND — M.E3P.S.

an.
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ExWbitli
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Mud* ter the IP Antiplony
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Patent Troll <trolltrac.ker@,gmall.com).

e

ESN
JdstfJfslk <ralka1998@gmall.com >
To: trolltracker@gmall.com

Thu, Oct 18, 2007 at 5:30

Go back and check the "modified" filing date for the original complaint in the ESN v. Cisco case. They're cookin'
something up to keep this case in Texas.

FRENKEL.00002
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Gmail - [Patent Troll Tracker] New comment on Troll Jumps the Gun, Sues Cisco Too Ea... Page 1 of 1

y-LA-

•1
Rick Frenkel <trolltracker@gmall.com >
RirlA

[Patent Troll Tracker] New comment on Troll Jumps the
Gun, Sues Cisco Too Early.
message

Anonymous <noreply-comment@blogger.com >
To: trolltracker@gmail.com
Anonymous has left a new comment on your pOst

Thu, Oct 18, 2007 at 10:03 AM
"TroJUum p_s_the

G1111—$3103 Cisco. Too Early_":

This is a wonderful turn.
Publish this comment.

Reject this comment.
Moderate comments for this blog.
Posted by Anonymous to Patent Troll Tracker at October 18, 2007 11 . 03 AM

http://mailgoogle.com/mail/?ui-2&ik = 8621cba62d&view--pt&search=all&th= 115h3a3c.. . 10/12/2008
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Send email

ESN Convinces EDTX Court Clerk To Alter
Documents To Try To Manufacture Subject
MatterJurisdiction Where None Existed

email TrollTracker

I got a couple of anonymous emails this morning, pointing out that
the docket in E5N v. Cisco (the Texas docket, not the Connecticut
docket), had been altered. One email suggested that ESN's local
counsel called the EDTX court clerk, and convinced him/her to
change the docket to reflect an October 16 filing date, rather than
the October 15 filing date, I checked, and sure enough, that's exactly
what happened - the docket was altered to reflect an October 16
filing date and the complaint was altered to change the filing date
stamp from October 15 to October 16, Only the EDTX Court Clerk
could have made such changes.

About Me
Troll Tracker
Just a lawyer, interested in
patent cases, but not interested
in publicity
MY, COMP 'Pte.

profile

Of course, there are a couple of flaws In this conspiracy. First, ESN
counsel Eric Albritton signed the Civil Cover Sheet stating that the
complaint had been filed on October 15. Second, there's tons of
proof that ESN filed on October 15. Heck, Dennis Crouch may be
subpoenaed as a witness!
You can't change history, and it's outrageous that the Eastern District
of Texas is apparently, wittingly or unwittingly, conspiring with a nonpracticing entity to try to manufacture subject matter jurisdiction.
This is yet another example of the abusive nature of Litigating patent
cases in the Banana Republic of East Texas.

Biogs TroliTracker Reads
Dertors..CroucnS.Ratently.-.0..51Ps

Peter21445..271Pgent.1310g
Patent_Prespecter

(n. b.: don't be surprised if the docket changes back once the higher-

Michael. 5ffitM.k.P.PC..519g

ups in the Court get wind of this, making this post completely
irrelevant).
Posted by Troll Tracker at )03 Pld

Del4w3ireiE.1,x6..alo.g
chicagQ . (p LitIgation.I3Iog

4..comme4tA

Phillip argoks' Patent

i.fIrrInseinent upoto
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 17, 2007

Just a Patent . Examiner

Troll Jumps the Gun, Sues Cisco Too Early
Well, I knew the day would come. I'm getting my troll news from
Peani$ Crouch now. According to Dennis, a company called ESN sued
Cisco for patent infringement on October 15th, while the patent did
not issue until October 16th. I looked, and ESN appears to be a shell
entity managed by the President and CEO of DirectAdvice, an online
financial website. And, yes, he's a lawyer. He clerked for a federal
judge in Connecticut, and was an attorney at Day, Berry Et Howard.
Now he's suing Cisco on behalf of a non-practicing entity.

http://trolltracker.blogspot.com/

SCOTOSBlog

PeteollY5illY
Subscribe Now: Feed Icon
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Blog Archive
I asked myself, can ESN do this? i would think that the court would
lack subject matter jurisdiction, since ESN owned no property right at
the time of the lawsuit, and the passage of time should not cure that.
And, in fact, I,was right:

• 2007 (83)
• October (17)
convinces 0TX Court
Cigils, To Atter.
Doctnents

A declaratory judgment of "invalidity" or "noninfringement“ with
respect to Elk's pending patent application would have had no
legal meaning or effect. The fact that the patent was about to
issue and would have been granted before the court reached the
merits of the case Is of no moment. Justiciability must be judged
as of the time of filing, not as of some indeterminate future date
when the court might reach the merits and the patent has
issued. We therefore hold that a threat is not sufficient to create
a case or controversy unless it is made with respect to a patent
that has issued before a complaint is filed. Thus, the district
court correctly held that there was no justiciable case or
controversy in this case at the time the complaint was filed. GAF
contends, however, that the issuance of the '144 patent cured
any jurisdictional defect. We disagree. Later events may not
create jurisdiction where none existed at the time of filing.

irelLsitAlt;Ps
CISCCI.IPP Early
Troll5vrfinErAonts 4 Ware,
Ward. Olivo, and Thel..„
Qdon,,,the,,Hunted
Texas. Jocigg Bans Using.
Te.rm "Patent Troll" In
1.Q.0..ara
,AcIeritturrp to Part 1, Fortune
A Welt at the Fortune 100 and
Patent f-ftig8t140,..
lAst.Week . Wasn't Even.the
Etr$t rirnejliro.SCavOne„.”.

GA F Buildins Materials Corp. v. Elk Corp. of Texas, 90 F.3d 479, 483
(Fed. Cir. 1996) (citations and quotations omitted).

Acacia Targets Lino in New,
.Lawsult A gainSt Red Ha,,,

One other interesting tidbit: Cisco appeared to pick up on this, very
quickly. Cisco filed a declaratory judgment action (in Connecticut)
yesterday, the day after ESN filed its null complaint. Since Cisco's
lawsuit was filed after the patent issued, it should stick in
Connecticut.

Patent Troll Sues Fish
RiCtia.rclgon
Bill. Gate5, Steve Jobs, H.Ligh
ilefmr_grid.14rryftyn—
Troll_Coltan.A.Qttigi:PAign.t.
fOrS@IggratiO.r

Perhaps realizing their fatal flaw (as a couple of other bloggers/news
items have pointed out), ESN (represented by Chicago firm McAndrews
Held & Malloy and local counsel Eric Albritton and T. Johnny Ward)
filed an amended complaint in Texarkana today - amending to change
absolutely nothing at all, by the way, except the filing date of the
complaint. Survey says? XXV= (insert "Family Feud" sound here).
Sorry, ESN. You're on your way to New Haven. Wonder how Johnny
Ward will play there?
Posted by Troll Tracker at 7;00 pm

copirnguts

TroliSurfing: Monts Et Ware, Ward Ft Olivo, and
Their Clients

Qcte .to .Ntent Troll4
WedheXtay..MisceilArlY,
5eYgultlt.As_senment..
Pa..tgrA lipforrn—Front,,onst
4ontor„.0.tho.1".
401•,
^ September (27)
11

. August (20)

lib July (11)
^ June (3)

Similar to surfing the web, I started by checking out a hunch I had
about Monts & Ware being behind all sorts of troll cases. Then I
troltsurfed through a bunch of cases, and I ended up not only with
Monts & Ware (Dallas litigation firm), but also Ward & Olivo (patent
lawyers from New York/New Jersey), as a thread behind a bunch of

http://trolltracker.blogspot.coml

^ May (5)

Sitemeter
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Patent Troll Tracker; ESN Convinces EDTX Court aerk To Alter Documents To Try To Manufacture Subject Matter Jurisdiction Wberc None Existed

4W%
;..74-4;r4
.4t4,11,

An alternative look at patent litigation trends, focusing on the increasing number of patent lawsuits brought by shell
corporations that make or sell no goods or set vices.

Thursday, October 18, 2007

C1

ESN Convinces EDTX Court Clerk To Alter Documents
To Try To Manufacture Subject Matter Jurisdiction
Where None Existed
I got a couple of anonymous emails this morning, pointing out that the
docket in ESN v. Cisco (the Texas docket, not the Connecticut docket),
had been altered. One email suggested that ESN's local counsel called the
EDTX court clerk, and convinced him/her to change the docket to reflect
an October 16 filing date, rather than the October 15 filing date. I
checked, and sure enough, that's exactly what happened - the docket was
altered to reflect an October 16 filing date and the complaint was altered

to change the filing date stamp from October 15 to October 16. Only the
EDTX Court Clerk could have made such changes.
Of course, there are a couple of flaws in this conspiracy. First, ESN
counsel Eric Albritton signed the Civil Cover Sheet stating that the

EFF is helping bloggers protect their
Constitutional right to anonymous speech

complaint had been filed on October 15. Second, there's tons of proof
that ESN filed on October 15. Heck, Dennis Crouch may be subpoenaed as
a witness!
•

You can't change history, and it's outrageous that the Eastern District of
Texas may have, wittingly or unwittingly, helped a non-practicing entity
to try to manufacture subject matter jurisdiction. Even if this was a
"mistake," which I can't see how it could be, given that someone emailed

Blogs I Read

me a printout of the docket from Monday showing the case, the proper

Above The Law (People Magazine, for

course of action should be a motion to correct the docket.

Lawyers)

Itp://trolltrackerblogspot.com/ 2007/10/esn-convinces-edlx-court-clerk-to-alter.binl (1 of 18).
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Patent Troll Tracker; ESN Convincea EDTX Court Clerk To Alter Documents To Try To Manufacture Subject Matter Jurisdiction Where None Existed
77:2Z-tAlt.tVirert.TOMEWZMACiT2MikidittierainSSIai.17=151.01=41•14WitaWYPTAIiii.n./24'

AMEMEZMESMIN,

(n, b.: don't be surprised if the docket changes back once the higher-ups

in the Court get wind of this, making this post completely irrelevant).

• Benefit of Hindsight

0 Chicago IP Litigation Blog
EDIT:

You can't change history, but you can change a blog entry based on

a Delaware IP Law Blog

information emailed to you from a helpful reader.
0 Dennis Crouch's Patently-0 Blog (the
Posted by Rick Frenkel at 1:13 PM

r

Godfather of Patent !Hogs)

1.abels: Cisco, ECF, Eric Albritton, ESN; magically changing docket dates
. ......
..... „ ............ „ ..... ..... ...... ...... ....... „„., ...... „„„„ .. , ...
..... .............. , ...... .„,„..,

a How Appealing (Howard Bashman)
_

.

^ IAM Magazine Blog (Euro-focused)
• Ideation Lab

0 comments:

O IP Dragon (China)

Post a Comment

• IP Geek (Euro-focusecil

0 IP Kat (UK)
Newer

Home

Post
Subscribe to: Post Comments (Atom)

Older
Post

O Just a Patent Examiner
Michael Smith's EDTX Blog
• Overtawyered
• Patent Baristas

O Phillip Brooks' Patent Infringement
Updates
• SCOTUSBlog
O Spicy IP (India)
Techdirt
The Volokh Conspiracy

'4,1
4
t14

0 Washington State Patent Law Rog

.4,

.,,

http://trolltracker.blogspot.com/2007/10/esn-convinces-ecItx-court-clerk-to-alter.html (2 of 18)
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for October 2007
•

Patent Troll Tracker
An alternative look at patent litigation trends, focusing on the increasing number of patent lawsuits brought by shell
corporations that make or sell no goods or services.

Wednesday, November 7, 2007

Troll Call and Other Patent Stats for October 2007

Email Rick
• trolltracker3gmail.com
:71 p

Let's get right to it this month. The onslaught of cases in Eastern Texas
continues. This month, I notice somewhat of an uptick in declaratory

About Me

judgment cases. Also, as I posted yesterday, I notice perhaps the first troll
Rick Frenkel
case filed by Altitude Capital Partners. Note that in September, Computer
Patent lawyer, trying to gather and
Acceleration (Acacia) filed one lawsuit against 7 defendants. This month,
organize information about patent
Judge Clark ordered that case closed and split into 7 new cases, which
litigation in an informative and useful
were filed in October. I have therefore only added 6 cases (and no
, way.
defendants) to this months's stats to account for this, I didn't add to the
troll list, either - it was already counted last month. I also didn't add the

View micomplete profile
,s,

two Katz cases that showed up in CDCA, since they were transferred from
elsewhere.
Qctober Statistics

EFF is helping bloggers protect their
Constitutional right to anonymous speech

With those disclaimers out of the way, here are the October stats:
ED Texas: 34 patent cases, 115 defendants sued (12 troll cases)
D New Jersey: 23 patent cases, 39 defendants sued (3 troll cases)
CD California: 21 patent cases, 150 defendants sued (1 troll case)
SD New York: 5 patent cases, 8 defendants sued (0 troll cases)
D Delaware: 20 patent cases, 33 defendants sued (6 troll cases)
ND Illinois: 14 patent cases, 25 defendants sued (1 troll case)
ND California: 13 patent cases, 19 defendants sued (0 troll cases)
Non-EDTX Troll Cases

Biogs I Read
Above The Law (People Magazine, for
Lawyers)
• • AnticipateThisf

hrtp:Throlltracker.blogspot.comr2007/11/troll-call . and-other-patent . stats-for.html ( I of 18;
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Can and Other Patent Stets for October 21.107

Wow, this month there are almost as many non-EDTX troll/NPE cases as

•

there are EDTX troll/NPE cases. But don't get too excited, many are DJ

• Chicago IP Litigation Blog

suits.

• Delaware IP Law Btog

1) Heidelberg USA v. Screentone Systems Corp, (DJ) (Del., October 1),

•

Acacia. These DJs (and ones in the Western District of Washington) relate

• How AppealinglHoward Bashman)

standing.

3) American Patent Development Corp, v. Movielink LLC (Del., October 2)

Pen Ili5,..C.T214C

Godfather of Patent Blogs)

to a case filed in EDTX where, allegedly, Acacia failed to get proper

2) Konica Minolta v. Screentone Systems Corp. (DJ) (Del., October 1)

Dtnelit.9.1.11i9(15ight

• IAM MagaTine Blog (Euro-focused)
• Ideation Lab
• IP Dragon IChina)
• IP Geekifuro•focused)

4) International Intellectual Management Corp. v. 111 Defendants (COCA,
October 2). New patent troll - website here. Apparently run by a few LA
patent attorneys who, not surprisingly, are representing the IIMC in their
lawsuit against 111 small businesses. And who says patent trolls are the

• I.E...tCAL.WIS.1
•

JA,Ist

a Patent_Examiney

• Michael Smith'S EDTX RIQB
Overlawvered

plague of large corporations alone?

Patent Baristas

5) Discover Products, Inc. v. Phoenix Licensing, LLC (DJ) (NDIL, October 11)

Patent Demand
6) Papst Licensing GmbH Et Co v. Samsung (2 entities) (DNJ, October 12)

•: PatentProspector

7) Refined Recommendation Corp. v. Netflix (DNJ, October 16). Acacia,
Posted on it.
8) Citicorp Credit Services v. LPL Licensing (DJ) (Del„ October 17)
9) HP v. Acceleron (DJ) (Del., October 17)
10) Cisco v, GPNE (DJ) (Del., October 24)
11) Digital Technology Licensing, LLC v. T-Mobile (DNJ, October 25).

• Egsglitty5iLty
•

.P.p.tgr

e.a..tQl111.1*2g

it .' Phillip Brooks' Patent infringement

• 5.CP.I,P5..P1..9.g
•

,,, .................

Posted about DTL and its parent General Patent Corp here. I guess they

Techdirt

thought they couldn't get personal jurisdiction over T-Mobile in EDTX?

The Volokh Conspiracy

Because it's the same patent that is being litigated there.
Cumutative Statistics for 2007

Washington State Patent Law Btog
WSJ Law Bleg

http://trolliracker.blogspot ,com/2007/1 litrull-call-Kod-other-pHtent-scats-ror.html (2 of I 8)'
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Patent Troll Trecker: Troll Coll orel (Act Patent Stoic for October 2007

Here are the statistics for the first ten months of 2007, comparing the
various districts:
EMail Newsletter
ED Texas: 309 patent cases, 1,076 defendants sued (124 troll cases)
CD California: 224 patent cases, 602 defendants sued (15 troll cases)

Enter your email address below to receive

D New Jersey: 156 patent cases, 296 defendants sued (10 troll cases)

the Patent Troll Tracker blog posts in a

ND California: 116 patent cases, 222 defendants sued (16 troll cases)

daily newsletter. The newsletter,

ND Illinois: 114 patent cases, 219 defendants sued (21 troll cases)

containing the previous day's posts, will be

D Delaware: 113 patent cases, 271 defendants sued (15 troll cases)

emailed late in the morning, Eastern US

SD New York: 86 patent cases, 229 defendants sued (11 troll cases)

Time.

So the Eastern District has already blown away the record for most

Enter your email address:

number of patent cases filed in a judicial district in one year. 309 patent
cases in 304 days.
ISubscribe 1

Delivered by Feed.Burner

Troll Call for October 2007
Now here's the non-practicing entity/troll call for the Eastern District of
Texas for October, 2007:

Subscribe Now: Feed Icon

113) Data Match Enterprises of Texas, LLC v. eHarmony.com , Inc., Date.
Subscribe in a reader

com , Friendfinder Network, and Singlesnet, Inc. (Marshall, October 4),
Posted on this here. A Ward

a Olivo special.

114) Digital Reg of Texas, LLC v. Hustler.com , Apple, Audible,

Googie

Blockbuster, LEP, Inc., Macrovision, Microsoft, Playboy, and Sony (and one
related Sony company) (Tyler, October 5). Ah yes, Larry Flynt comes to
Tyler. Read about it here.

Blog Archive

115) IP Innovation, LLC v. Red Hat Ft Novell (Marshall, October 9). This

. lir

one got a lot of press due to the attack on Linux, But you read it first here.

2008 (49)
I

r February (20)
■ Blagg_er„Revea led

116) ESN, LLC v. Cisco (and related company) (Texarkana, October 15. No
wait, October 16. No, October 15. When was it "filed" again?), I posted on
it here. MichaelSmith, also had a post on the case. I had thought there
was a dueling jurisdictional battle. But then I read an article yesterday
•

■ P.P.Slre?AP.Pgai
■ Ted Frank on Patent
Reform
■ Email From

of

http://frolltrocker. bloppol.com/2007/11/troll-call-eind-othcFpnient-stats-for.htrn1 (3 of 18):
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that ESN dismissed its case against Cisco. I looked, and the same is true

• Mike
11.1.01.PC191.P.f(Vg.rjY

for the Cisco case against ESN: gone.

• Troll Wars

I got some critical emails for using the word "altered" with respect to the

• Saffran Final

Texas docket. Well, let me respond. If a document appears one day with a
date stamp, and the next day that date stamp disappears and is replaced
with a different stamp, what would you call it? To the extent the use of

• Bustriess.,Method
PAtelt519„„EfiCe_

the word "altered" implied that anyone did anything illegal, that was not

Scrutiny 13y En Ban...

rny intent. I'm positive the court clerk was following local custom, as was

• rr

the ESN Texas lawyer. But putting aside the propriety of such actions with
respect to local custom, isn't such a "customary" action detrimental to the

2/15/08
• 1jAPPY.Y.*,r10.96

credibility of the Court? We have to be able to trust the U.S. courts and
their ECF system. How can we trust the courts when date stamps on

• 'Taurus/Orion/

documents disappear one day and reappear the next day with a different

Spangenberg Hold

date?

Off
MAO iso.n

This all could be averted if the Local Rules committee adds a rule that no

• 14432.M.. glige Ygrlict._

document shall be replaced without a motion made to correct the docket.

in mafshatt Texas
Patent Case...

117) Mobile Micromedia Solutions LLC v. General Motors (Marshall,
• 5.g.ffran.Y.,APstP.r1
October 16). I posted about Mobile Micromedia here. At the time, MMS
had only sued Nissan, and was about to go to trial. I guess GM is #2.

Scientiffc.
.

Two New 13logsi'm

118) VTran Media Technologies, LLC v. Comcast, Charter Communications,
Time Warner Cable and Verizon Communications (Marshall, October 17).

•
PvgLiTi) n? .

Wow, a case I appear to have missed. I saw the name VTran and assumed
it was a real company. But, now I think not. The manager of VTran is

FAst
• E.P.t.qn..[....00S4POP11.

Lawrence Brannian, who lists an address at the Dallas law firm Snell,

5tatistic:5 for J,-Inuary

Wylie a Tibbals. Brannian is of counsel there. The complaint, filed by

2008

Ward it Olivo, says that VTran is located at 104 E. Houston St., Suite 140,

. Global Patent
Holdings' Amended

Marshall TX. Hmmmmmm. Same address as Ward Et Olivo client Data
Match Enterprises of Texas - see #113 above. Getting crowded in that

^ yic tpmfor
suite!

Rembrandt

•
http://trelltrecker.blogspotcum/2007/I 1/troll-call-and-uther-patent-stats-fer.hrml (4 ef 18):
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Anyway, according to ttlis pcean_Torno pfesslelease, the patents•in-suit
•

were auctioned on October 26, 2006 in New York City. And according to

11(V).11I .. .. MPAC.14:1Y

• January (29)

this.article, an anonymous bidder paid $900,000" for these 2 patents (the
• • 2007 (136)
expected value was

250 000). Hey - is this the first instance of an

Ocean Tomo auctioned patent asserted in patent litigation?
USPTO assignment records show that on 10/26/06 -- same date as the
Ocean Tomo Auction -- the inventors and some other guy who apparently

Labels
• 104 E. Houston St...13)

went to college in Kansas with the inventors assigned the patent to

Mecjia.,(1)

Concert Technology Corporation of Durham, NC. Concert Technology is

15X T e Ch091.9.. gY (3)

interesting - they have been transferred patents through this auction, and
also from 3Com and others. According to their webs*, Concert "has a

Acacia (47)
• 6ccolade Systems_(1)

strong focus on acquiring and licensing core technologies in the music and
• ADISCOV (2)
video markets." Evidently, Concert does some R&D, or at least their
• Adv Tech Incubator (1)

website makes it look like they do.

• Menam„.(5)
So I'm stumped and befuddled by who is behind this, It looks like a
•

M00..11)

burgeoning troll. But on the other hand, they employ engineers. And if
this is Concert, why use a fake corporate shell in Texas through a Dallas
law firm? Why not take advantage of the CSIRO decision and try to exert
leverage through the fact that they are a real-ish company and can get an

• Po.Nrams..(3)
anonymity (12)
^ Anthony O. Brown (1)

injunction?
More on the patents. Taeus, an engineering. firm that helpsclients malse_
morney frogltheirp_tentsortfotios, gave the lead patent a

• AAltlIAt,C.a.P.110t?„PrAT.Le1:09)

ITsgarg....9.L.3.,8

Antor Media (5)

• AOL (1)

on a scale of 1.0 to5.0. Finally, if you search for the lead inventor on

A_PP ie (9)

Google, the fifth or so hit is for a divorce proceeding, where Monslow and

Artq Mprdir9.51A0_(1)

his ex-wife fought over the two patents-in-suit in a case that went all the

Artesy_n_.(1)

way to the Supreme Court (of Kansas, that is).

.• AT T (6)

See, a simple boring patent case, when you dig deeper merely by using

• attorney:trolls_(7)

Google for a few minutes, involves divorce, Supreme Court battles,

• Austin (1)

auctions, and nefarious manipulation of Texas shell corporations,
Discovery in this case would seem to be appropriate in Kansas, North

• Automated Facilities (2)
Autotext(3)

http://trolltracker.blogspot.cosn/2007/11/trolkall-and-other-patent-stats-for.html (5 of 18)-
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Stills for Octubcr 2007

Carolina, maybe New York, but probably not Texas.
119) Saxon Innovations, LLC v, Nokia (2 entities), High Tech Computer
Corp., LG (2 entities), Nintendo (2 entities), Palm, Research in Motion (2
entities), Samsung (3 entities), and Sharp (2 entities) (Tyler, October 18).

• 40....T.h9SP.P5,,(1)
• BarTex (3)
• peneficiat1nnovations (1)
•

Bill

Gates.,(1)

I posted on this case tem. Then I put two and two together in this post.
• 121p:pharma (4)
Saxon Innovations is Altitude Capital Partners, who I posted on here. Now,
.8.1pckpoArd..(2)

in addition to pulling the strings in the Visto v. Microsoft case (and other
Visto cases), Altitude is flying high with a case of its own. Who knows if

• t?..togglpgA22)

it's the first. That's the thing about this business you can have shell after

• boca Resort.,(3)

shell and remain relatively hidden.

• P949_,R. (2)

Hmm. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure require disclosure of parent
corporations in order to assist judges in recusal decisions. But it only

pogon..(1)

• BotonScientific.(2)

requires the immediate parent. In tight of the trend of multiple layers of
corporations, the rules should be changed to require disclosure of all
parents, up to the ultimate parent.

6rianMarcus_(1)
•' British Technotogy Oroupi1)

120) Sky Technologies, LLC v. Procuri, Inc. (Marshall, October 19), Sky

Bruce Renouard (1)

Technologies is no stranger to the courts in Texas. Their latest suit was

Burst.com (1)

against SAP and Oracle in late June.

• businessmethod patents... (I )

121) Phoenix IP, LLC v. Schneider Electric (and 1 related company), Power
Measurement Ltd. (and 1 related company), and Square D Company
(Marshall, October 22), Erich Spangenberg and David Pridham, continuing
the titigation factory.

• Calyln...Ayre_.(3)
Card Activation Techs (1)
• CbalillP(.:"rt.Y. (1)

122) Advanced Technology Incubator, Inc. v. Sharp Corp. (and related

Charles Hill (1)

company) and Dai Nippon Printing (and related company) (Marshall,

ChoonRsoo Park (1)

October 29). Advanced Technology Incubator is a company set up by Zvi

Ciba (3)

Yaniv, an Israeli who moved to the US for graduate school and stayed

Cingular_(1)

(apparently). He set up the company in Michigan when he lived there, but
then moved it to Austin, Texas when he moved there to be CEO of an

• CI§C9.(4)
• Citrix (1)

Au„stin_ ,;area cpmpany. and a Istneti.c....a.r.t.i.q. According to the complaint, the
• Ctgy.,P.P r <. (1)
http://trolllTackerblogspot.com/2007/ I litroll-call-and-olher-palent-stats-for.html (6 of 18).
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patent was originally assigned to LG-Philips but now he has the t ights. This
• c9.1.Dc..t.(1)

entity is more along the lines of an individual inventor holding company/
• CornmilCJSA,. (2)
NPE, not a troll.
• C.9(D.P.l4f.r.AC.C.PAP.O.tig71..(3)
123) Wi-LAN, Inc. v. Acer (2 entities), Apple, Atheros, Best Buy,

• Cl213.s.te.l.l.4.1PILIPJ1)

Broadcom, Circuit City, Dell, Gateway, HP, Intel, Lenovo (2 entities),
• CP0504(0041)
Marvell, Sony (4 entities), and Toshiba (3 entities) (Marshall, October 31).
• contingency fee (4)
See post here.
• Cooley..(2)
124) Wi-LAN, Inc. v. Westell Technologies, 2Wire, Atheros, Belkin, Best
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TYLER DIVISION
*
*
*
Plaintiff,
*
VS.
* C.A. NO. 6:08-CV-00089
*
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., RICK *
FRENKEL, MALLUN YEN &
*
JOHN NOH,
*
*
Defendants.
*
ERIC M. ALBRITTON,

***** ****** *** * **** * ******* ** ****** * *** ** ***********.* * **
ORAL DEPOSITION OF
ERIC M. ALBRITTON
OCTOBER 27TH, 2008
***********************************************i*******
ORAL DEPOSITION OF ERIC ALBRITTON, produced as a
witness at the instance of the CLAIMANT, and duly sworn,
was taken in the above-styled and numbered cause on the
27th of October, 2008, from 12:44 p.m. to 4:24 p.m.,
before Tammy Staggs, CSR in and for the State of Texas,
reported by machine shorthand, at the Law Offices of
James A. Holmes, 605 South Main, Suite 203, Henderson,
Texas, pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
and the provisions stated on the record or attached
hereto.
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PROCEEDINGS

1
2

(Exhibits 21A - 63 marked)

3

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: Here begins the

4

videotape deposition of Eric Albritton in the matter of

5

Eric M. Albritton vs. Cisco Systems, Inc., Rick Frenkel,

6

et al. Case No. 6:08CV00089. Today's date is October

7

27th of 2008. The time is approximately 12:44 p.m. Now

8

on the record.
ERIC ALBRITTON,

9
10

having been first duly sworn, testified as follows:
EXAMINATION

11
12

BY MR. BABCOCK:

13

Q.

Would you state your name, sir.

14

A.

Eric Albritton.

15

Q.

Mr. Albritton, here is Exhibit 21A. I just

16

like to start each deposition with a notice. Obviously

17

you're here, so there's no question about that.
What -- how are you employed?

18
19

A.

I'm a lawyer.

20

Q.

And do you practice with a firm?

21

A.

I do.

22

Q.

What's the name of the firm?

23

A.

Eric M. Albritton, PC.

24

Q.

And PC stands for professional corporation,

25

correct?
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documents. But as you certainly know, Mr. Babcock, from
working this case -Q•

Don't assume I know anything.

A.

Well, that's -- the file stamp, if -- if you

read the local Rules and when you talk to Mr. Maland, as
he's indicated before, the file stamp are these jumbles
of letters and numbers all of which show unequivocally
that it was filed on the 16th of 2007. That's the file
stamp.
Q.

Okay. And the -- if that -- if that shows

that unequivocally, then why wouldn't -- why wouldn't
this thing up here at the top of the document and every
page of the document which -- you'd agree that's a
stamp, right?
A.

That is not -- you asked if it was a file

stamp and it is not.

Q.

Weil, it's -- what do you call this?

A.

I don't know, Mr. Babcock, but it's not a file

stamp.
Q.

Okay. Well, why was it important to get that

changed?
A.

It'

it's a mistake because it shows here

that it was filed on the 16th. And if you look here,
when you read the local Rules you'll see it says that
the date and time indicated on the ECF notice of filing
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1

is when the filing is made. It says that it was entered

2

on the 16th of 2007 at 12:01 a.m. That is the file --

3

that indicates it was filed on the 16th at 12:01 a.m.

4

And when y u get to depose the clerk's

5

office, they will tell you unequivocally that the

6

filing -- this

7

was filed on the 16th. Why there was some glitch in the

8

s Y stem to where this incorrect date was stamped on the

9

top of these documents, I do not know the answer to

10
11

is the file stamp, and it shows that it

that.
Q.

Okay. You left out a little bit when you were

12

reading here. It

13

CDT, and then what does it say?

14

A.

And filed at 12/15/07.

15

Have you read the local Rules,

16

Mr Babcock?

17

Q.

18

said entered on 10/16 at 12:01 a.m.

I'm going to take the deposition,

Mr Albritton.

19

A.

Okay.

20

Q.

Do you want to take

21

A.

The

my deposition?

local rule says at

the date and

time

22

stamped is when it's deemed filed. There's only one

23

entry on this where there's a

24

the time,

25

Daylight Time..

date that corresponds with

and it's at 10/16/2007 at 12:01 a.m. Central
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1

Q.

What are t e words that immediately follow

3

A.

And filed on 10/15/2007'.

4

Q.

Okay. And so you would admit that there's at

2

5

that?

least an ambiguity there?

6

A.

I would not.

7

Q.•

Okay. Well, then -- then why didn't you just

8

leave it alone? Why did you have to have Amie --

9

A.

Because --

10

Q.

-- calling the clerk?

11

A. I didn't -- A, I did not have Amie call the

12

clerk. And B, because Cisco was taking the frivolous

13

position in Connecticut that we had filed this on the

14

15th, which was in truth and fact incorrect.

15
16
17
18
19

Q.

Well, if it was frivolous, then surely the

Connecticut court would have seen that.
A.

Well, evidently Cisco realized it because they

dismiss -- they agreed to jurisdiction in this court.
Q.

Well, what happened, in fairness, is tht both

20

parties dismissed their lawsuits. Both ESN dismissed

21

the Texas lawsuit and Cisco dismissed the Connecticut

22

lawsuit. So you could try to settle it, right?

23

A.

I was actually involved in that. I don't

24

believe you were, Mr. Babcock. And they certainly

25

agreed to the dismissal of these lawsuits. And the
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1

Q.

Well, three months then.

2

A.

Okay.

3

Q.

Ninety days would be three months, right?

4

A.

It would.

5

Q.

Okay. And getting back to the -- the thing --

6

you called it a stamp at the top of the complaint. It

7

says filed 10/15/2007. That's what it says, right?

8

A.

It does say that.

9

Q.

And that is a stamp, right?

10

A.

That is a stamp of some sort gen e rated by the

11
12

software, yes.
Q.

And the software is -- belongs to the United

13

States District Clerk for the Eastern District of Texas,

14

right?

15

A.

I believe so.

16

Q.

Okay.

17

A.

I mean, it's -- it belongs to the government

18

in some way.

19

Q. Okay. And the filing date was important

20

because if you -- if it was, in fact, filed on the 15th,

21

then the Court would lack subject matter jurisdiction

22

since the patent didn't issue until the 16th, right?

23

A.

That's correct.

24

Q.

Okay. And you say that Cisco's position that

25

it was filed on the 15th was frivolous. And why do you
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this court that there -- there is not a complaint that
has a file stamp on it that says 10/15/2007 and another
one that says 10/16/2007?
A.

Mr. Babcock, that is not a file stamp.

don't know if you're imprecise on purpose or by
accident, but that is not a file stamp. There are not
two documents that have different filed stamp dates.
Q.

All right. You don't want to call it a stamp,

even though you did in your testimony. You're not -are you telling this court and the jury that there are
not two documents that have different things on them,
whether you want to call it a stamp or a piece of
writing or whatever, but one says filed 10/15/2007 and
the other one says filed 10/16/2007?
A.

There are two documents --

Q.

All right.

A.

-- that have headers that have different dates

on them, yes.
Q.

And -- all right. And did you tell

Judge Folsom about that?
A.

No.

Q.

Did you make a motion to the Court to correct

the docket so that Cisco would have an opportunity to
challenge that?
A.

I did not.
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1
2

filed against me.
Q.

Okay. And I take it that everything Arnie did

3

after the first phone call, which you s y you didn t

4

know about, but everything she did after that first

5

phone call was with your knowledge and approval,

6

correct?

7

A.

I don't re-

do not know where in the

8

process we talked, but I fully support everything that

9

she did.

10

Q.

Okay. And you -- of course, after this

11

problem surfaced, you did an investigation to determine

12

exactly what had happened, what had gone on, correct?

13

A.

What do you mean by "an investigation"?

14

Q.

Well, I mean, once it became such a big deal,

15

you know, there's a newspaper art- -- I mean, Internet

16

articles about it, you felt compelled to file a lawsuit,

17

you certainly investigated thoroughly the facts

18

surrounding this filing problem, correct?

19

A.

Well, I looked very early on and looked at the

20

document before we filed this motion to enjoin that

21

clearly showed when it was filed. I looked again at my

22

E-mail that shows the E-mail says it was filed at the

23

16th on 12:01 a.m. And so, you know, no other

24

investigation was necessary.

25

Q. Wel , did you
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1

with Cisco about these clear facts that you're talking

2

about? Did you call anybody from Cisco up and say,

3

there's been a problem. We want to fix it this way.

4

A.

YI

Well, I've talked to Judge Parker and to Sam

5

Baxter both and told them that, you know, this was filed

6

in the morning and that, you know, somebody had accused

7

me of being a criminal and that I was very, very unhappy

8

about that. I knew both of them had represented Cisco,

9

and I know then Cisco ultimately agreed and never filed

10

anything in court.

11

If they think I did something wrong, not

12

only has no grievance been filed, but nobody ever filed

13

anything at the clerk's office and said, whoa, wait a

14

minute, you know, there is no subject matter

15

jurisdiction or Mr. Albritton did -- did something

16

wrong. Nobody's ever done that.

17

Q.

Let me ask you a little more precise a

18

question. Before the entries were changed, the docket

19

sheet and the

20

of the complaint was changed from the 15th to the 16th,

21

did you speak to anybody at Cisco about it?

22
23
24
25

A.

whatever you want to call it on the top

I don't recall the chronology f when I talked

to Judge Parker and to Sam Baxter.
Q.•

Well, let me just ask you since you put both

of them on your disclosures. Did you talk to
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1

Q.

For the last five or ten years certainly?

2

A.

Well, not for the last ten years, no.

3

Q.

Five years?

4

A.

Maybe five years, maybe less.

5

Q.

Okay.
MR. BABCOCK: He needs to do the tape,

6
7

and we'll take a quick break.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This marks the end of

8
9
10

Tape 1. Going off the record. The time is
approximately 1:43 p.m.

11

(Recess held, 1:43 p.m. to 1:51 p.m.)

12

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

13

of Tape No. 2.

14

approximately 1:51 p.m.
Q.

15
16

This is the beginning

Back on the record.

(BY MR. BABCOCK)

The time is

Mr. Albritton, I want

have you look at Exhibit 1 4

17

A.

Yes, sir.

18

Q.

And it's a series of E-mails.

And it starts,

19

y u say to Arnie Mathis,

20

referring to this memo from Mr. Maland about the

21

sequence of events in the -- on the filing issue.

22

A.

Yes, sir.

23

Q.

All right.

(as read):

this right.

And are you

And then Amie replies right above

24

that,

The chain is right.

25

Texarkana, and then I talked to David Provines and
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1

then -- and then the/they were supposed Co transfer me

2

to David Maland, but he was out and I was given to Peggy

3

Thompson.
And then she goes on to explain more,

4
5

correct?
Yes, sir.

6

A.

7

Q. All right. And then after the after the

8

clerk's memo you say (as read): Thanks. You've done

9

good. I appreciate you.
Did you tell that to Ms. Mathis on March

10
11

14th of 2008?

12

A.

Absolutely.

13

Q.

Okay.

14

How did you -- how did you -- how did

your office get the Maland memo, do you know?

15

A.

Yeah, Jamie Holmes sent it to me.

16

Q.

Okay.

17

A.

I believe Mr. Maland sent it to him.

18

Q.

And was Mr. Holmes acting as your counsel at

19

Do you know how he got it?

that time?

20

A.

Yes, sir.

21

Q.

Did' Mr. Baxter tell you in this conversation

22

on October 18th that he was going to be representing

23

Cisco in this case that you had filed, the ESN case?

24
25

A.

I don't recall specifically, although I

believe that he would.
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1

me and the clerk's office of being criminals and

2

conspiring together to manufacture subject matter

3

jurisdiction, something to that effect.

4
5
6

Q.

Okay. What did -- what did Wesley Hill

respond?
A.

I don't recall. I'm sure he said something

7

about them being sorry no-good suckers. Them being

8

whoever the anonymous person was, but I don't recall

9

specifically.

10
11

Q.

Do you recall him using the phrase "sorry

no-good suckers"?

12

A.

No.

13

Q.

That's your phrase?

14

A.

Yes, sir.

15

Q.

Have you ever called the people responsible

16

f r the Troll Tracker article on the October 18th sorry

17

no-good suckers before?

18
19

A.

I don't recall if I've called them that

specifically, but I

called them lots of ugly names.

20

Q.

Okay. To whom?'

21

A.

I don't know.

22

Q.

But you're not shy about calling them names,

23
24
25

take it?
A.

When they accuse me of being a criminal,

absolutely not.
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Q.

And the TTLA is the Texas Trial Lawyers

Association, correct?
A.

Uh-huh.

Q.

Is that a "yes"?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

And that is normally a -- that group is

consistent members of the plaintiff's side of the bar,
right?
A.

That's right.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I mean, I don't know if it's exclusively the

Q.

I think they give you some DNA testing before

case.

you can get in, is what I've heard.
The -- have you ever participated in any
lobbying efforts to lobby for legislation?
A.

I have been to DC a couple of times with

lobbyists, yes.
.Q.

Okay. And were they

were those

lobbyists

lobbying on any specific piece of legislation?
A.

Yes.

Q.

And what legislation was that?

A.

The patent reform legislation.

Q.

And who were those lobbyists?

A.

Max Sandlin.
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1

Q.

Anybody else?

2

A.

I went to some

some people in Max's office

3

and then

4

went to any meetings with t e AAJ, or however y u call

5

it, lobbyists.

met with

although I don't think I ever

6

Q.

What is AAJ?

7

A.

American Association for Justice, I believe.

8

Q.

A d what

9

group or is that

what does

is that an industry

what kind

10

A.

It's a lawyer group.

11

Q.

Lawyer group?

12

A.

Uh-huh.

13

Q.

Is that a "yes"?

14

A.

Yes, sir. I'm sorry.

15

Q.

And is that lawyer group typically plaintiff's

16

lawyers?

17

A.

I guess. I mean, it's

19

Q.

Okay.

20

A.

And each time I went, I went with Sam Baxter.

21

Q.

And you say you went with him. Did you -- I

18

used to be called

ATLA.

22

mean, are you saying you physically traveled with him or

23

were you part of the same

24
25

A.

We were there together. We were there

together.
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1

Q.

And were you lobbying on patent reform in the

2

same way? Were you lobbying for -- both lobbying for

3

the same

4

A.

Absolutely. And I'm not a lobbyist, so I

5

wasn t lobbying. I was just -- I was just there for

6

these meetings, but I would broadly, y u know, in

7

fairness, say they that had to do with lobbying.

8
9

Q.

Okay. And these meetings were held in

Washington, DC, I take it?

10

A.

Yes, sir.

11

Q.

And who were you meeting with?

12

A.

I met with Senator Durbin. I met with, you

13

know, various people. I can't 'recall. A senator from

14

South Dakota, not Tim Johnson. The -- although I spoke

15

to people in mister -- or Senator Johnson's office. I

16

don't recall exactly. I mean, Senator Cornyn, your

17

senator.

18

Q.

Our senator?

19

A.

Absolutely. I've met with his staff on

20

several occasions.

21

Q.

Okay. Did you meet anybody on the House side?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

And who on the House side?

24

A.

I don't recall.

25

Q.

Y° u said you were uP ther e on two occasions?
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1

A.

Yeah, t least two.

2

Q•

At least two?

3

A.

I've talked

4

also I

talked extensively

to a fellow in Senator Boxer's office.

5

Q•

Th t

the senator from California, right?

6

A.

Yes, sir.

7

Q.

Okay. In addition to these two

in addition

these t o trips, did you also communicate with people

8

to

9

in congress, both the Senate and the House side, by

10

telephone even though you weren't PhYsically n

11

Washington?

12
13
14

A.

I've spoken on the phone with Senator Boxer's

staff several times.
Q. A d what committee does Senator Boxer sit on
would be involved in the patent reform

15

that would

16

effort?

17

A.

I have no idea.

18

Q.

Why was it that y u were speaking to Senator

19

Boxer's staff, a California senator, as opposed to

20

Cornyn or...

21

A.

Wel , I spoke to Cornyn also, but this guy and

22

I had become friendly. I think Mr. Frenkel had been

23

lobbying the same fellow.

24
25

Q. And

Mr. Frenkel would have been on the

opposite side of you on this --
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1

A.

Presumptively.

2

Q.

Because you were against t e patent reform

3

effort, correct?

4

A.

Some aspects of it, yes.

5

Q.

Particularly the aspects dealing with venue,

6
7
8
9

right?
A.

I certainly do not support t e venue

provision.
Q.

And so

1

e on t e same page, the venue

10

provision would have made the filing of patent suits in

11

the Eastern District of Texas not as easy to d harder

12

to do, right?
That's right.

13

A.

14

Q. Okay. When did you begin your lobbying

15

effort?

16

A.

Yeah, I mean, that's really

I'm not fussing

17

with you, but that's a little b t

18

fully accurate characterization. I m sort of tagging

19

along, butIdntremember the first timeIwent up

20

there with Sam.

21
22

Q.

you know, not

Okay. Was that the first time you did it when

you went to Sam up to Washington?

23

A.

Yes, sir.

24

Q.

Okay. A d was that in 2008 or before 2008?

25

A.

I don't recall, Mr. Babcock.
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1

Q.

Was it before the ESN lawsuit?

2

A.

I don't recall. I don't believe so, but I'm

3

not sure. It may have been. I frankly just don't

4

recall.

5

Q.

Okay.

6

A.

Maybe before and after, I don't know.

7

Q.

Okay. Was this patent reform effort -- and

8

specifically focusing on the venue part of it, that is

9

where you can bring a lawsuit -- was that something that
was being discussed in the public media? I seem

11

remember a New York Times article about it.

12

it doesn't matter.

13

discussed in the public media?

But anyway

Is that something that was being

14

A.

I don't recall.

15

Q.

Are you aware that some members of the Bar

16

across the country felt that -- that the Eastern

17

District of Texas was -- was an unfair venue or put

18

defendants at a disadvantage in some -- in some way?

19

A.

I don't know what other people think.

20

Q.

Are you aware that Justice Scalea from the

21

bench called the Eastern District a renegade district?

22

A.

I recall something about that, yes.

23

Q.

Okay.

24

A.

Just exactly what you said.

25

Q.

Do you know if that -- if that got any

What do you recall about that?
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1

traction in terms of being discussed in the Eastern

2

District?
A.

3

Not -- I mean, I can't tell you anything

4

specific. I mean, I certainly don't think that's an

5

accurate characterization. But what Justice Scalea said

6

about the Eastern District of Texas has nothing to do

7

with the fact that Cisco Systems and Rick Frenkel called

8

me a criminal.
Q.

9
10

Are y u

do you remember there's a phrase in

in the article about the Banana Republic?

t e

11

A.

Uh-huh.

12

Q.

About

something about abusive practices in

13

the Banana Republic of East Texas? I'll get it out in a

14

second, but

15

A.

16

-- I don't think that's a cute saying.

17
18

Yeah, I mean,'you`'re sort of smiling. I guess

Q.

Do you think that that phrase is defamatory of

A.

No. I think it gives context to what he was

you?

19
20

saying about me, but -- or potentially does, I don't

21

know. But I don't -- I don't think -- well, strike

22

that.

23

I mean, I certainly think he is saying

24

that what I did was abusive because he seems to be

25

linking that, I don't know. Yeah, I mean, he clearly
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certain that we talked about it that day as well, the
day of the Inn of Court meeting.
Q.

Okay. Did you ever hand the Troll Tracker

articles, either the October 17th or October 18th, to
any person?
A.

Not to my knowledge.

Q.

Okay. Did you ever distribute it in some

other way like E-mail or mail or fax to anybody else?
A.

I don't believe so, Mr. Babcock.

Q. In the -- at the Inn of Court meeting on the

18th, did you tell Bob Parker that -- about the Banana
Republic statement?
A.

I don't recall specifically.

Q.

And how about Sam Baxter, did you tell him at

the Inn of Court meeting about the Banana Republic
statement?
A.

I don't recall specifically.

Q.

Do you

know whether the October 18th article

has ever been modified?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay. And tell me what you know about that.

A. Well, I know that somebody evidently thought
better of that statement and took it down, but decided
evidently to leave up the outrageous statements about
me .
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1

Q.

Okay.

2

A.

So

guess it was Cisco thought it was okay to

3

say ugly thinks about Eric Albritton, but not about the

4

judges.

5

Q.

6

Do you know when the Banana Republic statement

was taken down?

7

A.

Within a day or two.

8

Q•

Was it -- was the October 18th article ever,

9
10

to your knowledge, modified in any other way?
A.

I don't recall. There were some other slight

11

modifications. I think there was some, you know,

12

language that tried to soften it that said, well,

13

we're -- you know, whether this was intentional or

14

not -- I don't recall, but you can obviously just

15

compare them, but I don't recall specifically.
I do know that up until February it

16
17

continued to say that I conspired with the United States

18

District Clerk to alter a document, to manufacture

19

subject matter jurisdiction where none existed, and I

20

also know that it continued to say that I had filed an

21

amended complaint for no other reason than to correct

22

the -- the problem with subject . matter jurisdiction as

23

evidence that it was some sort of a recognition on my

24

part that I had done wrong.

25

Q.

You said up until February. What happened in
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these defamatory statements.
Q.

But are you going to say to the jury that even

though you can't quantify it, you think that you have
lost -A.

No, I'm not going to say that because I can't

quantify it. I mean, I very well may have, but I -- I'm
not seeking that damage because there's no way to know
it. People don't call me up and say, hey, Eric, we're
not using you anymore because, you know, Rick Frenkel
told us that you're a criminal.
Q.

Okay.

A.

It doesn't work that way.

Q•

All right. So -- so for whatever reasons

you're not -- you're not going to claim reputational
damages in this case?
A.

That's not true.

Q.

Okay. So you are going to claim reputational

damages?
A. Well, Mr. Babcock, you're a lot smarter than
me about first amendment law. I don't -- I don't know
exactly what you mean. I'm not claiming lost wages or
money damages, economic damages, as a result of lost
business based on the defamatory statements. But has my
reputation being harmed -Q.

Yes.
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you believe the law presumes?
A.

I'm not here to offer legal opinions.

Whatever the law presumes is whatever the law presumes.
Q.

Okay. So -- so to get -- get back to my

question a few questions ago, you're not willing to rule
out anything that the law would permit you to have other
than economic damages?
A.

I'm not asking for any economic damage.

Q.

And other than that, you're going for

everything?
A.

As we sit here this second, I think a jury

ought to be able to award, you know, the damages it
believes are appropriate, except for I'm not asking for,
you know, medical bills or economic damages.
Q.

Okay. The ambiguity that I mentioned earlier

was created by your complaint vis-a-vis your
disclosures, and it says in your complaint that you've
endured shame, embarrassment, humiliation, mental pain,
and anguish. Are you still seeking damages for all
those things?
A.

Yes. This has been extremely, extremely

traumatic.
Q•

Okay. Can you identify for me a friend who

was a friend of yours prior to the October 18th and 17th
articles and who is
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result of those articles?
A.

Thank God I can't. My real friends know that

this is untrue. It's the other folks in the world who
don't know me that are t e problem.
Q.

Okay. Well,

'11 just go category by

category. And you say real friends. Are there any kind
of casual friends that are no longer friends because of
these articles?
A.

Not that I know of

Q.

Okay. How about business associates, are

there any business associates who thought highly of you
before these articles who no longer do?
A.

Yeah, evidently so.

Q.

Okay. Tell me who.

A.

Michael Barclay. You know, he's a lawyer at

Wilson Sonsini where George McWilliams s client
networks. I worked for Michael Barclay, in fact. In
fact, I worked for Wilson Sonsini on two occasions. I
worked for them in my very first patent case or my very
first IP cases, the one I referenced where Cisco sued
Huawei. Michael Barclay -- I'm sorry. Jonathan -- oh,
I don't remember his last name right now. Wilson
Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati hired me to represent 3Com.
They evidently thought I was a pretty smart guy and
pretty good lawyer.
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1

17th and 18th articles and after?

2

A.

Based on what Cisco said about me?

3

Q.

Yes, based on the articles.

4

A.

Of what Cisco said about me?

5

Q.

Well, are you distinguishing something that

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Cisco said versus the articles?
A.

Well, didn't Cisco take responsibility for

what Mr. Frenkel said?
Q.

Well, you know, that's, as you say, a matter

f law. But I'm trying to focus on the articles that
you're suing about.
A.

My family has not said to me that -- and I

13

don't believe that they think different of me based on

14

what Cisco and Rick Frenkel lied about me.

15
16
17

Q.

So your relationship with your family is -

unaffected .by the articles, correct?
A.

That was not the question you asked, but I

18

don't believe they think of me any differently as a

19

result of these statements. Has this affected my family

20

life? Certainly.

21

Q.

Okay. Tell me how.

22

A.

Because I'm sick, not physically, I'm sick

23

over the fact that those people said these horrible,

24

malicious lies about me. And that you and George

25

McWilliams to this day are telling the world that what
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A.

1

Then maybe Mr. McWilliams hasn't produced all

2

the documents, but I don't believe seeing multiple --

3

more than one anonymous E-mails.

4

Q•

Well, be that as it may, you have no basis

5

then for saying whether he got a couple of anonymous

6

E-mails this morning or not, right?
A.

7

All I know is what he has said in many

8

respects is untrue, so I have no reason to know if this

9

would -- would be the exception and that it would be

10

true.
Q.

11
12

it is true, however, that t e docket in

ESN vs. Cisco had been altered, correct?
A.

13
14

to

15

yes.

16

T e

T e

the date on the docket had been changed

t e docket entry No 1, the date had been changed,

Q.

All right. And it says (as read): One E-mail

17

suggested that ESN's local counsel called the Eastern

18

District Texas court clerk and convinced him, slash, her

19

to change the docket to reflect on October 16th filing

20

dater rather than the October 15th filing date.
And forget about whether the E-mail

21
22

suggested it or not, but it is true that your clerk --

23

well, strike that.
It is true you were local counsel for

24
25

ESN, correct?
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1

A.

I was.

2

Q.

All right.

3

A.

And still am.

4

Q.

Still are. And it is true that Amie Mathis

5

called the Eastern District of Texas court clerk.

6

That's true, right?

7

A.

She did call the court clerk, yes.

8

Q.

And you say, I guess, that it's not true that

9

Amie convinced him, slash, her to change the docket to

10

reflect an October 16th filing date rather that the

11

October 15th filing date?
A.

12

Yeah, that's absolutely untrue. She did not

13

convince him to do it or her to do it, and I think that

14

they will tell you that she did not convince anybody to

15

do anything.

16

Q.

Well, we'll -- we'll -- we'll see what they

18

A.

You can accuse them to.

19

Q. And are you saying that -- that they would

17

say.

20

have changed this on their own if she hadn't contacted

21

them?

22

A.

That's not what I'm saying. I'm saying that

23

she pointed out to them that there was a mistake and

24

they fixed it because it was obviously a mistake.

25

Q.

You don't think that she asked them to fix the
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1

here is -It's not an argument. It's , just the facts.

2

A.

3

Q. Your position. I've litigated with people

4

before that think that their version of the facts is

5

true, and that's fine you have that right.
It's good. We'll let the jury decide,

6

A.

7

Mr. Babcock.

8

Q.

That's true.

9

A.

I didn't call your people criminals.

10

Q.

And apparently they didn't call you a criminal

11

either --

12

A.

Okay. Well, that's good.

13

Q.

But we'll get to it.
There's no question, as we went through

14
15

before, that whatever you call it -- whether you call it

16

a file stamp or a header or gibberish - there was

17

something changed on the complaint that went across the

18

top of every page and it changed it from the

19

October 15th to the October 16th, correctl

20

A.

That's correct.

21

Q.

And so if he had just said instead of what he

22

said that the complaint was altered to change the header

23

from October 15th to October 16th, that would be

24

accurate?

25

A.

If you ignore the -- the introduction where it
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You can try that.

1

A.

2

Q .Does the local rule not provide for that?

3

A.

That's fine, Mr. Babtock.

4

Q.

We'll probably get done by 5:00 if you answer

5

my questions. Okay?
Now, I'm referring to this language here

6
7

which says -- I'm not referring to the headline. I'm

8

referring to the language that says (as read): The

9

docket was altered to reflect an October 16th filing

10

date, and the complaint was altered to change the filing

11

date stamp from October 15th to October 16th.

12

If we change that from the filing date

13

stamp to the header, that would be accurate, correct?

14
15
16

A.

Not when taken in context with the -- you

know, whatever you call it, the title of the article.
Q.

But it would be more accurate if he had said

17

the complaint was altered to change the header from

18

October 15th to October 16th, correct?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q•

All right. He then goes on to say (as read):

21

Only the Eastern District court clerk could have made

22

such changes.
Th t's true, isn't it?

23
24

A.

Absolutely.

25

Q.

All right. So you couldn't have done that,
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1

Q.

Did you sign --

2

A.

It says -- it says -- you have to be accurate.

3

Q.

Mr. Albritton, will you listen to my question?

4

A.

It says (as read): ESN counsel signed the

5

civil cover sheet stating that the complaint had been

6

filed on October 15th.

7

That is untrue.

8

Q.

Okay.

9

A.

Did I sign the civil cover sheet on the 15th?

10

That is true.

11

Q.

A.

I have no idea.

I assume that's true.

MR. BABCOCK:

14
15

Thank you.
Is ESN a non-practicing entity?

12
13

Okay.

maybe.

16

I think we're out of tape,

Let's take a quick break.
THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

17

Tape 2.

18

approximately 2:50 p.m.

This is the end of

We're going off the record.

The time is

19

(Recess held, 2:50 p.m. to 3:03 p.m.)

20

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

21

beginning of Tape 3.

22

time is approximately 3:03 p.m.

23

Q.

This marks the

We're back on the record.

(BY MR. BABCOCK)

The

Mr. Albritton, I'm going to

24

hand you Exhibit 22, which is something that's called

25

Patently-O, Patent Law Blog.
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1

A.

Well, you have the E-mails there if you'll

2

give them to me, but basically when we filed the

3

complaint, the patent -- as I understand it, patents

4

issue at midnight Eastern.

5

Q.

Right.

6

A.

But you can't get a printed copy until later

7

in the day. And so despite the fact the patent had

8

issued prior to us filing the lawsuit, we could n t

9

attach a copy of the complaint

I'm sorry -- a copy of

10

the patent to the complaint. So the complaint makes no

11

reference to an exhibit -- the patent as the exhibit.

12

We obviously didn't attach it. So I E-mailed Johnny,

13

and I'm sure we talked about it too, that said should we

14

go ahead and amend to add the complaint. Because, you

15

know, there's no local rule that says you have to attach

16

a patent.

17
18

Q. A d when y u said

when you said a ttach the

complaint, you meant attach the patent?

19

A. ' I meant attach the patent.

20

Q.

Right. Okay.

21

A.

So I said to Johnny, should we go ahead and

22

amend and he said, well, don't burn your amendment yet.

23

And then I said

24

Federal Rules, you get, you know, one free amendment.

25

And I said to him, well, the reason we need to amend is

because as you surely know under the
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1

because of what I just explained to you. And

2

oh, okay, then go ahead and amend. And so we did, which

said,

3

course shows that the statement of Mr. Frenkel about

4

we amended to make no changes and only for t e purpose

5

of correcting our mistake is

6
7

Q.

that statement is false.

Here's Exhibit 26 and that's t e E-mail you

were referring to, correct?

8

A.

Uh-huh.

9

Q.

Is that a "yes"?

10

A.

Yes, sir. That's on the 16th at like

11

o'clock.

12

Q.

And then there's a longer string that is

13

Exhibit 28, which refers to the

14

about then (as read): Yes, let's burn the amendment.

15

We can amend again without leave after the DCO is

16

entered if we need to.
You were

17
18
19

what you were saying

that's what you were just

talking about a minute ago?
A.

Yeah. I say to Johnny, should we file an

20

amended complaint? He responds and says don't burn it.

21

Did we reference the patent in the complaint? I said no

22

because we

23

complaint. And then Johnny said, yeah, he agrees.

24

L t's burn the amendment. We can always amend later.

25

Q.

it hadn t printed at the time we filed the

Okay. So your point is that
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1

something changed from t e original complaint to the

2

amended complaint because you had attached t e actual

3

patent where as before you had not?

4

A.

Well, yes, and if you look at t e complaint

5

it's different. It now says attached'as Exhibit A or

6

whatever is t e patent. So there was a change. And it

7

was not, you know, for the purpose of fixing some error

8

on our part.

9

Q.

Okay.

10

A.

I make lots of mistakes, but I didn't here.

11

Q.

We were talking about Dennis Crouch the author

12

of Patently-O a minute ago.

13

A.

Yes, sir.

14

Q.

Let me show you Exhibit 39. And Exhibit 39

15

appears to be an E-mail from Peter McAndrews to yourself

16

and John Ward. It says (as read): See attached E-mail

17

from Dennis Crouch. Crouch is the guy who allegedly

18

tipped off Frenkel about our complaint.

19

Were you aware at the time you received

20

this -- this E-mail that Crouch had tipped off Frenkel

21

about the complaint?

22

A.

I don't know if Crouch tipped off Frenkel. I

23

have no idea what the real truth is there about -- in

24

fact, based on -- and I don't know this for sure, but

25

based on the documents you've produced, I doubt that
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1

Q.

And in what -- what capacity?

2

A.

Well, I mean, we're, for instance, on the

3

Local Rules Committee together.

4

Q.

Okay. And is that the federal court rules?

5

A.

Yes, sir.

6

Q.

And how long have you been on the Local Rules

7
8
9

Committee?
A.

I've been on the Local Rules Committee for

three months or s .
o you got on in

10

Q.

11

A.

After the -- after the defamation.

12

Q.

So you got on in August of '08?

13

A.

No, that's not -- I don t know when I got on.

14

I estimated. I don't know when I got on.
But it's -- but it's sometime --

15

Q.

16

A. And three months would not -- yeah, I dorot

17
18
19

know. I just don t recall.
Q. And how do you get on the Local Rules
Committee?
It's recommended by the Court.

20

A.

21

Q. And any specific member of the Court?

22

A.

I don't know exactly how that works.

23

Q.

All right. And how often does the Local Rules

24
25

Committee meet?
A.

I don't know.
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1

complaint. Now, you can, as I understand it, file

2

without going through all the procedure of requesting a

3

case number in advance.
By the way, why was it so important to file

4

Q.

5

this at

6

as opposed to just, you know, filing it the next morning

7

or the next afternoon?

8
9
10
11

A.

midnight or the one minute after midnight

Wel , because there was concern that Cisco

would file a declaratory judgment action.
Q.

And if they had done that and gotten it first,

then you would have been stuck in any forum they wanted?
Potentially.

12

A.

13

Q. As opposed to what ESN wanted?

14

A.

Potentially, yes.

15

Q.

Have you talked to Michael Smith about the

16

issues revolving around the filing of the ESN vs. Cisco

17

Systems case in October -- the October filing is what

18

I'm talking about.

19
20

A.

Yeah. I don't recall having any, you know,

oral conversations with Michael Smith.

21

Q.

Have you had any written conversations?

22

A.

He's E-mailed me a couple of times. As you

23

know -- I gave this to you -- he E-mailed me about some

24

newspaper reporter that had called him and then he had

25

E-mailed about some other things, you know, because
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something you have to get online, and there's a whole
procedure you have to go through. Okay. And then after
you upload the document, it says -- there's a button and
it's got a big warning. Maybe Mr. McWilliams has done
this, I don't know. I'm sure she has. And it says
warning, when you push this button this is when the
thing is filed, something to that effect, okay.
So s e logged in on the 15th, uploaded
the stuf,, but did not make the transmission and the
filing until after t e 16th. So maybe as -- what I can
understand from what Dave Maland says -- and I don't
know if Dave has direct knowledge of this or where he's
learning this -- but evidently from reading what Dave
Maland says in that most recent memo that you kept
referencing, it appears to me that he's saying the
mistake is a -- on the date is a result of logging in on
the 15th initiating that session even though it was
filed on the 16th.
Q•

But would that be a software mistake or an

Amie mistake?
A.

Amie did nothing wrong here because filing is

at the time you transmit the document, and that was done
on the 16th.
4-

So you're saying it's a software mistake?

A.

I'm saying that the wrong date being stamped
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1
2

Q.

Okay. And are the -- is the information in

this Exhibit 62 to your law firm Web site accurate?

3

A.

I believe it is.

4

Q.

In October of 2007 was it just you and Scott

5
6
7
8
9

Hacker that were the lawyers in this firm?
A.

No. I mean, right around that time Jason

Saunders had come on.
Q.

Okay. So you, Mr. Hacker, and Jason Saunders,

correct?

10

A.

Yeah, he was only there for a short while.

11

Q.•

Okay. And is Mr. Hacker still there?

12

A.

No, he's a federal judge.

13

Q.

I

take

it that this

that this -- these

14

a rt icles by the Troll T ra cker and M . Frenkel have not

15

hurt your relationship with the judiciary in the Eastern

16

District of Texas, would that" be fair to say?

17

A.

Not to my knowledge.

18

Q.

In fact, some -- one or more judges appointed

19

you to this committee since the articles, right, the

20

Rules Committee?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Okay.

23

A.

I mean, I assume that's how it works. I think

24

I was recommended by a judge, and I don't know exactly

25

how it works.
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1

Q.

Okay.

2

A.

I know I was at the office all weekend working

3

on a cert petition and death penalty case while I'm

4

getting ready to pick a jury on the third, so this week

5

I'm real, real busy.

6
7

Q.

Okay. And do you recall how much income you

received from your law practice in 2007?

8

A.

Uh-uh.

9

Q.

Excuse me?

10

A.

No, sir.

11

Q.

Okay. And how do you file with the Internal

12

Revenue Service? Do you have a Subchapter S Corporation

13

or how do you handle that?

14

A.

I think it is an S Corp.

15

Q•

Okay. And you would have to refer to your

16

federal income tax return to tell me how much income you

17

made in 2007, right?

18

A.

Uh-huh.

19

Q.

Is that a "yes"?

20

A.

Yes, sir. But, of course, you know, income --

21

you know, some of the things that I earned in 2007 were

22

from cases that were, you know, signed up in 2005.

23

Q.

Sure. Do you know whether your income from

24

your law practice is going to increase in 2008 over

25

2007? I know

^
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A.

I believe it will.

Q.

Okay. Even though you can't be specific, can

you tell me generally how much you made in 2007 from
your law practice?
A.

No.

Q.

Can you tell me whether it was 100,000 or a

hundred million?
A.

It was neither a 100,000 nor a hundred

million.
Q.

Somewhere in between?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Was it in the millions?
MR. HOLMES: Let's -- why don't we hold

off on that until we get a response from the Court on
your motion. We -- you asked for that information in
your motion to compel -MR. BABCOCK: I did.
MR. HOLMES: -- and that's part of what
I've been objecting to. So I would ask we hold off on
that until we get a ruling.
MR. BABCOCK: Okay.
Q.

(BY MR. BABCOCK) I know you're your own man,

but you're going to follow what your lawyer says?
A.

Yeah, and just to be clear, I'm not saying --

I mean, I will have made more money in 2008 than 2007.
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1

And just like I told you in the very beginning, you

2

know, I cannot quantify and I'm not claiming that I've

3

been financially harmed as a result of this. I may have

4

been, but there's no way of knowing that.

5

MR. BABCOCK: Well, subject to reserving

6

the right to ask the witness questions on that topic if

7

the Judge rules in our favor, then I'll pass to

8

Mr. McWilliams.
MR. HOLMES: All right. Thank you.

9

EXAMINATION

10
11

BY MR. McWILLIAMS:
Q.

12

Eric, I don't know whether Mr. Babcock asked

13

you about your case load change from 2007 to 2008. What

14

-- has your case load increased in 2008 over 2007 or can

15

you tell?

16

A.

I have no idea.

17

Q.

What's your sense about that?

18

A.

Well, what case load are you talking about,

19

Mr. McWilliams?

20
21
22

Q.

Well, like most lawyers know what case load

A.

I've got fewer criminal cases probably. You

is.

23

know, when Hacker was appointed judge, I started ramping

24

down my criminal business. So my criminal business is

25

diminishing. I have probably -- I have filed -- I have
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1

A.

You know, that is my assumption. I do not

2

know specifically, you know, all the intricacies about

3

jurisdiction when you have a published application or

4

not. I don't know that level of minutia. My operating

5

assumption is that we were filing on the 16th because

6

that's when the patent issued.

7

Q.

But assume that it was filed on the 15th and

8

assume that there would be an issue about the timeliness

9

of the prosecution of the complaint on this patent, that

10
11

would have been an untimely filing, would it not?
A.

That's exact -- maybe I'm being unclear.

12

That's what I'm trying to answer. It was my operating

13

assumption that it needed to be filed'on the 16th

14

because that's when the patent issued. Whether or not

15

you -- provisional rights would have given subject

16

matter jurisdiction, I do not know the minutia about

17

that. And, obviously, there's some confusion and if you

18

read your own E-mails there's lengthy discussions about

19

that with Mr. Frenkel.

20
21
22

Q. Okay. Why then was it

so important

for Amie

to stay up until midnight and file it from her home?
A.

Because just as I just said, it was our

23

operating assumption

24

this day. I mean, again, I don't know the minutia but

25

the patent issued on the 16th. We believed it needed
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1

be filed after t e patent issued, and we wanted to file

2

suit before Cisco could sue u

3

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: End of Tape 3. Going

4

off the record. The time is approximately 4:04 p.m.

5

(Recess held, 4:04 p.m. to 4:10 p.m.)

6

THE VIDEOGRAPHER: This marks the

7

beginning of Tape 4. Back on the record. The time is

8

approximately 4:10 p.m.

9

Q•

(BY MR. MCWILLIAMS) Eric, do you know if

10

anybody contacted the clerk's office regarding this

11

filing date issue other than Amie Mathis?

12

A.

No, sir.

13

Q.

Okay.

14

A.

No, sir.

15

Q.

I believe you say you fully support whatever

16

You didn't contact the office?

she did in her contacts with the office?

17

A.

Without a doubt.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

A.

You'll have to ask him in his deposition.

20

Q.

Okay.

21

And I guess Johnny Ward would also?

Did the electronic notice of this

filing on the 16th, did it

d d it go to Cisco?

22

A.

I don't think so.

23

Q.

Now, not only was the banner, quote, filed

24

October 15th, 2007 in error but the actual docketing of

25

the complaint was also an error, was it not?
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1

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

2

EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

3

TYLER DIVISION

4

ERIC M. ALBRITTON,

*
*

Plaintiff,

5

*

*
* C.A. NO. 6:08-CV-00089

6

VS.

7

CISCO SYSTEMS, INC., RICK *
*
FRENKEL, MALLUN YEN &
*
JOHN NOH,

8
9

*

*
*

Defendants.

10
11
12

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATION

13

DEPOSITION OF ERIC ALBRITTON

14

OCTOBER 27TH, 2008

15
16

I, TAMMY LEA STAGGS, Certified Shorthand Reporter in

17

and for the State of Texas, hereby certify to the

18

following:

19

That the witness, ERIC ALBRITTON, was duly sworn by

20

the officer and that the transcript of the oral

21

deposition is a true record of the testimony given by

22

the witness;

23

That the deposition transcript was submitted on
to the witness or to the attorney

24
25

for the witness for examination, signature and return to
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1
2
3

•

me by

That the amount of time used

by

each party at the

deposition is as follows:

4

Mr. James A. Holmes - (0:00)

5

Mr. Charles L. Babcock - (2:38)

6

Mr. George L. McWilliams - (0:35)

7
8
9
10

That pursuant to information given to the deposition
officer at the time said testimony was taken, the
following includes counsel for all parties of record:

11

FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
James A. Holmes, Esq.

12

FOR THE DEFENDANT, CISCO SYSTEMS, INC.:
Charles L. Babcock, Esq.

13
14

FOR THE DEFENDANT, RICHARD FRENKEL:
George L. McWilliams, Esq.
Nicole Peavy

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

That $

is the deposition officer's charges

23

to the Defendant, Cisco Systems, for preparing the

24

original deposition transcript and any copies of

25

exhibits;
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I further certify that I am neither counsel for,
2
3
4
5
6
7

;ellated to, nor employed by any of the parties or
/(
at tdrgeys in the action in which this proceeding was
7
t4,41(en/,;*,d further that I am not financially
,
ot erwAdlinterested in the outcome of the action.
eertifrrd)to by me this 31st of October, 2008.
d.

(71

8
9
10
11
12
13

<71
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piration Date: 12/31/2009
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Houston: 373
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